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This is a communication from the examinerin 'charge~ot your application.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

E/This application has been examined [3 Responsive to communication filed on V D This action is made final.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire Z month(s), 7,42 days from the date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Partl THE FOLLOWING A'lTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. E otice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 2. Q’-Notioe of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948.
Notice of Art Cited by Applicant, PTO-1449. 4. El Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152.

3.

5. information on How to Effect Drawing Changes, PTO-1474.. 6. El

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTTON

1. gclaims L ‘ 3 Q are pending in the application.
Of the above, claims are withdrawn from consideration.

2. El Claims \ have been cancelled.

3. El Claims are allowed.

4. E’Ciaims ["3 G are rejected.

5. El Claims are objected to.

6. '3 Claims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

7. D This application has been filed with informal drawings under 37 C.F.Fl. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.
‘l

8. D Formal drawings are required in response to this Office action. ,

9. D The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on ‘T Under 37 C.F.Ft. 1.84 these drawings
are E] acceptable; -El not acceptable (see explanation or Notice of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948).

10. E] The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s) of drawings, filed on . has (have) been El approved by the
examiner; El disapproved by the examiner (see explanation).

11. D The proposed drawing correction, filed , has been Eiapproved; El disapproved (see explanation).

12. |___| Acknowledgement is made of the claim for priority under 35 U.S.C. 119. The certified copy has El been received El not been received
CI been filed in parent application. serial no. ;fiied on

13. I: Since this application apppears to be in condition for allowance except for formal matters. prosecution as to the merits is closed in
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 11 ; 453 O.G. 213.

14. El Other

, EXAMlNER'S ACTION
r='ro’L-326 (Rev. 2/93) .-_..._.. _‘
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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

Claims 25-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for

failing to particularly_ point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as

the invention. The claims refer to the JPEG compression standard. However, the specification

does not indicate which JPEG compression standard is being referenced. Unless the date and

citation number of the standard are provided the claims will remain indefinite due to the indefinite

reference.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1-3, 5-9, 14-17, 20-24, 29, and 34-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as being

unpatentable over Sugiura (5,465,164) in view of Agarwal (5,488,570).

As to representative claims 14 and 15, and claims 1-3, 5-9, 29 and 34-3 6, Sugiura teaches

a method of compressing and transmitting images which produces decompressed images having

improved text and ‘image quality, the method comprising:
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compressing a source image into compressed image data using a first quantization table

(Qe) (Quantization Table 105 of fig. 1);

forming a second quantization table (Qd), wherein the second quantization table is related

to the first quantization table (Inverse Quantization Table 115 of fig. 1);

transmitting the compressed image data (Interfaces 109 and 111, Communications

Circuit 110 offig. 1);

decompressing the compressed image data using the second quantization table Qd

(Inverse Quantization 114 and Inverse Quantization Table 115 of fig. 1).

Sugiura does not explicitly teach that the second quantization table is related to the first

quantization table scaled in accordance with a predetermined fiinction of the energy in a reference

image and the energy in a scanned image. Agarwal teaches decompressing (decoding) a second

video frame by relating (comparing) the energy of the scanned image (block of the encoded

second video frame) to the energy of a reference image (corresponding to the scaled quantization

level for the block Where the energy for the quantization level is selected in accordance with

training video frames) (col. 1, lines 35-60). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention for Sugiura to decompress using a quantization table

sealed in accordance with a predetermined function of the energy in a reference image and the

energy in a scanned image as taught by Agarwal in order to decrease quantization errors.

As to claims 16 and 17, Sugiura teaches that the second quantization table (Inverse

Quantization Table) is determined independent of the order of transmission (fig. 1). It would
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have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to scale prior

or subsequent to the transmission step since the second quantization table is determined

independent ofthe, order of transmission.

As to claims 20-23, selecting a target image; rendering the target image into an image file;

the target image having elements critical to the quality of the image are inherent in using a

reference to control the quality of the compression process. Images which have text including

text with a serif font are well known in the art (official notice).

As to claim 24, in using a reference image to control the quality of the compression

process of a scanned image it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention that scanned image could be the reference image since the reference

image is readily available to be a scanned image and would serve as a check of the quality

assurance steps.

4. Claims 4, 10-13, 18, 25-28, and 30-33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Sugiura (5,465,164) and Agarwal (5,488,570) as applied above, fiirther in view

of Tzou (4,776,030).

As to representative claim 18, and claims 4, 10-13, 25-28, and 30-33, Sugiura does not

explicitly teach use of the Variance in the scaling factor to reduce the quantization error. Tzou

teaches that in an adaptive system the quantization of an image is ordered according to the

variance of the image coefiicients to reduce quantization error (col. 2, lines 21-42). It would have

been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to use the image
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variances as taught by Tzou with the reference and scanned image to arrive at the scaling factor of

Sugiura and Agarwal in order to reduce quantization error.

5. Claim 19 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 (a) as being unpatentable over Sugiura

(5,465,164) and Agarwal (5,488,570), fiirther in View of Applicant’s admissions of the prior art.

As to claim 19, Sugiura and Agarwal do not explicitly teach encapsulating the second

quantization table Qd with the compressed image data to form an encapsulated data file; and

transmitting the data file. Applicant admits that the prior art teaches that the data includes the

quantization tables for use in the decompression process (p. 5, lines 1-6). It would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to include the quantization table which will be used

in the decompression process in the transmitted data file as taught by the prior art for the data file

of Sugiura and Agarwal where the second quantization table would be used to decompress.

Conclusion

6. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should -be directed to Brian Johnson whose telephone number is (703) 305-3865.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday—Thursday from 7:30 AM to 5:00 PM. The

examiner can also be reached on alternate Fridays.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Leo H. Boudreau, can be reached on (703) 305-4706.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be

directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-4700.

Brian L. Johnson

May 12, 1997
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO. : 5.465.164 , Page ; of 2

DATED : November 7, 1995

INVENT0R(S)I Susumu SUGIURA, et al.

it is certified that erfor appears in the above-indentified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby
corrected" as shown below: '

IN THE‘ DRAWINGS

Sheet 7

Figure 8A, VERRER" should read ~—ERROR——
(both occurrences).

43, "an" should be deleted.

$7, "main" should read -—the main--.

8, "reminder" should read --remainder--.
40, "reminder" should read
--remainder--.

~49, "reminder" should read
--remainder--.

13, fldominator" should read
--denominator--.
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO. : 5,465,164 V

DATED 3 November 7, 1995

"NVE"‘T°F‘(5)‘ Susumu SUGIURA, et al.

It is certified that error appears in the above-indentifiedepatent and that said Letters Patent is hereby
corrected as shown below:

Column 5

Column 7

Line 7, "values" should read --value——.

Column‘8

Line 54, "step" should read —-éteps——.

Signed and Sealed this

Fourteenth Day of May, 1996

mum
BRUCE LEI-IMAN

Attesring Officer I Commisxianer of Parent: and Trademarks
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IIVIAGE PROCESSING METHOD AND
DEVICE FOR THE SAME

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention reiatcs to an image processing
method and device for the same by which image data is
quantized.

2. Related Background Art

At present. an Adaptive Discrete Cosine Transforrn
ADC’? (Adttptivraphic Expert Group) system is intended to
be standardized as a compression system of a multi-value
image data by JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group).

Also, it is contemplated to use the ADCT system in the
field of a color image communication. in particular. in the
field of a color facsimile.

Nevertheless, the above ADCI‘ system has been studied to
be applied to an image having the relatively small number of
pixels such as an image on a CRT.

Therefore, the application of the ADC’? system, as it is. to
a field such as the color facsimile requiring a high resolution
gives rise to a new problem. More specifically, when the
ADC’? system is employed for the color facsimile. as it is,
a deterioration of image quality such as shade off. disloca-
tion and spread of color is caused in the field of fine lines of
characters, graphics and the like.

Further, when data compressed by the ADCT system is
compared with data prior to compression, density is not
preserved and thus image quality is deteriorated.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Taking the above problems into consideration, a first
object of the present invention is to provide an image
processing method and a device for the same by which
image quality can be improved.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an
image processing method and a device for the same by
which a quantized error produced in quantization is reduced.

To achieve the above objects, according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, there is disclosed an
image processing device which comprises a conversion
means for convening an image data to a space frequency
component. a quantization means for quantizing the space
frequency component convened by the conversion means,
and a control means for controlling the quantization means
so that a quantization error produced when the convened
space frequency component is quantized by the quantization
means is diffused to nearby space frequency components.

Further, the present invention has another object for
further improving an image compression method referred to
as ADC1‘.

Furthermore, the present invention has a further object for
providing an image processing method and device for the
same by which a compression ratio as well as image quality
are improved.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will
become apparent from the following embodiments when
taken in conjunction with the description of the accompa-
nying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the arrangement of an
embodiment according to the present invention;

FIGS. 2A and 2B are diagrams showing a zig-zag scan-
ning:

2

FIGS. 3A-3C are diagrams showing a conventional quan-
tization method;

FIGS. 4A—4E are diagrams showing a quantization
method according to the present invention;

HG. Sis a block diagram showing a characteristic portion
of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a second embodiment of the
present invention;

FEGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams showing an embodiment
embodying an error diffusion unit 60};

FIGS. 8A«-SE are diagrams showing another embodiment
embodying the error diifusion unit 601;

FIGS. 9A and 9B are diagrams explaining the content of
a hit diminution unit: and

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the arrangement of a third
embodiment according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of an
image processing device according to the present invention.
wherein 101 designates an image input unit composed. for
example, of a color scanner arranged as CCD line sensors
for R, G, B; 102 designates a coior component conversion
unit for converting R, G. E signais of each pixel produced
in the image input unit 101 to ‘(UV (lightness, chromatic-
ness and hue) component signals; and 103 designates a DCT
circuit for causing each component signal of YUV to be
subjected to a discrete cosine conversion to thereby perform
an orthogonal conversion from a true space component to :2
frequency space component; 104 designates a quantization
unit for quantizing the orthogonally converted space fre-
quency component by a quantization coeiiicient stored in a
quantization table 105; 107 designates a line through which
two-dimensional block data, which is quantized and made to
linear data by zig-zag scanning. is transmitted; 168 desig-
nates a Huffman coding circuit having a DC component
composed of category information and a data value obtained
from a difference signai and an AC component classified to
categories based on the continuity of zero and thereafter
provided with a data value; 106 designates a Huffman
coding table wherein a document appearing more frequently
is set to a shorter code length; and 109 designates an
interface with a communication line through which a com-

pressed imagc data is transmitted to a circuit 110.
On the other hand. data is received by an 1/F 111 on rt

receiving side through a process completely opposite to that
when the compressed data is transmitted. More specifically,
the data is Huifman decoded by a l-iulfrnan decoding unit
112 in accordance with a coeflicient set from a Huffman
decoding table 113 arranged in the same way as that of the
Huffman coding tabie 106 and then inverse quantized by an
inverse quantizing unit 114 in accordance with a coellicient
set from an inverse quantizing table 115. Next, the thus
obtained data is inverse DCT convened by an inverse DCT
conversion unit 116 and converted from the YUV color
components to the RGB color components by a color
component conversion unit 117 so that a color image is
formed by an image output unit 118. The image output unit
118 can provide a soft copy such as a display and the like and
a hard copy printed by a laser beam printer, ink jet printer
and the like.

Although the above deterioration of image quality is
caused by various factors, one of main factors is content-
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plated to be that an error (remainder) produced in quarto»
zation performed by a quantization table following to a
processing perfonned by OCT is cut off.

The present invention is devised to preserve the error
amount as eifectively as possible to thereby prevent the
deterioration of image quality as much as possible.

Thus, according to embodiments oftl-re present invention.
a reminder or error produced when quantization is per-
formed hy a quantization table is m1.rlti~dimensionaIly dill
fused to nearby frequency components to keep the frequency
components of an original image as much as possible so that
an image with less deteriorated quality can be reproduced.

A DCT portion as a main portion ofthe present invention
will be further described here prior to the description ofthc
chmcteristie portion of the embodiments of the presentinvention.

FIG. 2A shows an arrangement of frequency component
values subjected to a discrete cosine conversion of 8x8
which is a base of the DCT portion. Although this arrange-
ment is basically a two-dimensional frequency structure, it
can be made to a linear frequency arrangement by a zig-zag
scanning, as shown in FIG. 2B. In FIG. 213. a DC compo-
nent, and linear frequency component up to noirnensional
frequency component are arranged from the left side thereof.
Each numeral in FIG. 2B is obtained by adding an address
in a vertical direction and an address in a horizontal direction
in FIG. 2A. and thus these numerals in FIG. 2B show an

address and do not show a value of a frequency component.
FlGS. 3A~—3C show a conventional quantization system,

and FIG. 3A shows tr value of a frequency component just
after DCT and FIG. 3B shows a quantization table. FEG. 3C
shows a result of quantization performed by using FIGS. 3A
and 313. wherein the values shown in FIG. 3A are sirnpiy
divided by the values shown FIG. 3B and portions other than
an integer portion are cut oil, from which it is assumed that
a considerable error is caused by the cutting oil’.

FIG. 4A~4E show a portion of an embodiment of the
present invention.

FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C correspond to FIGS. 3A,3B and 3C,
respectively, and FIG. 4D shows a reminder value after
quantization has been performed. For example. since the
data vaiue of 3 first frequency component is 35 and a
corresponding tabic value is 10. a value 3 is obtained after
quantization and thus a remainder is 5. This remainder 5 is
shown in the second box in l7lG. 4D. Therefore, a second
frequency component 45 is made to 50 by being added with
the remainder 5 in the previous frequency. Since this value
50 is divided by a table value 10, a quantized value of 5 is
obtained with a reminder of D. An image of good quaiity can
be reproduced on a receiving side in such a manner that a
frequency component loss caused by cutting off is reduced
by diffusing a remaining error component to ti nearby
frequency component, as described above.

FIG. 5 shows a specific arrangement for performing the
processing shown in FIG. 4, wherein 501 designates color
decomposition data of three colors ‘(UV input from the
color component conversion unit 102; 502 designates a
bullet’ memory composed, for example, of an FIFO for a
plurality of lines for extracting data for each block of 8X8
pixel from the color decomposition data of the three colors;
503 designates a DCT conversion circuit, 504 designates a
zig«zag memory for storing at space frequency component
produced by being subjected to the discrete cosine conver-
sion and further subjected to the zig-zag scanning conver-
sion as described above: and 505 designates an adder for
adding data from the 7.ig~zag memory 504 with data delayed

5

4

by a clock and suppiied from a register 508 and outputting
resultant data. This addition operation of the adder 505
corresponds to an addition operation of the remainder value
and next data in FIG. 4. The data from the adder 505 is
divided by a divider 506 and only the integer portion of
resultant data is output as 513. Designated at 507 is a
subtracter for subtracting 21 value obtained by multiplying
data of 513 made to integer by a quantization coeliicient (an
output from a multiplier 514) from data supplied from the
adder 505 to thereby create remainder data. The remainder
data caiculatccl by the subtracter 507 is stored in the register
508 after delayed by a clock. On the other hand, a value of
the dominator in the divider 506 is a memory portion in
which quantization data stored in 509 is stored. Designated
at 510 and 511 are address counters for extracting data from
509. These address counters 510 and 511 are operated in
synchronisrn with a clock from a clock generator 512
together with the buffer memory 502, SET conversion
circuit 503. memory 504, and register 508.

Note. although ti system based on a linear error diffusion
is described in the above example, it is apparent that the
same effect can be obtained in such a manner that errors are

two-dimensionaliy dilfused about the line connecting the
point 90, 60 to the point 70. 07 in FIG. 2A. and this is also
included in the present invention.

According to this embodiment, since a frequency com-
ponent conventionally cut oil‘ by the DCT quantization
portion is accumulated to a nearby frequency component
and corrected. a reproduced image is less deteriorated and
thus a reproduced image of good quality can be obtained.
Moreover, since the basic requirements of the ADCT are
observed, a special extension circuit is not required on a
receiving side and thus this invention is expected to greatly
contribute to a communication of a color image hereinafter.

Next, FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing another ernbodi~
merit according to the present invention. wherein I01 des-
ignates art image input unit composed. for exttrrtple, of a
color scanner arranged as CCD line sensors for R, G, B.

An output from the image input unit 101 is processed in
an error diffusion unit 601 such that the hit number of the
image data in the input unit 101 is diminished and an error
produced in the process of diminishing the bit number is
diffused to some nearby pixels of a subject pixel. Therefore,
an output from the error diffusion unit 601 is obtained in
such a manner that a result obtained by diffusing the errors
of the nearby pixels is added to the value of the subject pixel
and the number of bits of the subject pixel is diminished.
This output is processed such that the RGB signals thereof
are converted to YUV (lightness, ehromatieness, hue) com-
ponent signais by a color component conversion unit 1&2,
next each component signal of the YUV is subjected to a
discrete cosine conversion by a DCT circuit 103 and thus a
true space component is orthogonally converted to a fre-
quency space component. Designated at 194 is a quantiza~
lion unit for quantizing the orthogonally convened space
frequency component by a quantization cocilicient stored in
a quantization table 105; 107 designates a line through
which two—dir'nensional block data, which is quantized and
made to linear data by zig-zag scanning. is transmitted;
designated at 108 is a Huffman coding circuit having a DC
component composed of category inforrntltion and :1 data
value obtained from a difference signal and an AC compo»
ncnt classified to categories based on the continuity of zero
and thereafter provided with a data value designated at 106
is a lluifman coding table wherein a document appearing
more frequendy is set to a shorter code length; and desig-
nated at 109 is an interface with a communication line
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through which a compressed image data is transmitted to a
circuit 110.

On the other hand, data is received by an l/F 111 on a
receiving side through a process completely opposite to that
when the compressed data is transmitted. More specifically.
the data is Huffman decoded by n Huffman decoding unit
112 in accordance with a coeflicient set from a Huffman
decoding table I13 arranged in the same way as that of the
Huffman coding table 106 and then inverse quantized by an
inverse quantizing unit 114 in accordance with a cocflicient
set from an inverse quantizing table 115. Next. the thus
obtained data is inverse DCT convened by an inverse DCT
conversion unit 116 and convened from the YUV color
components to the RGE color components by a color
component conversion unit 117 so that a color image is
formed by an image output unit 118. The image output unit
118 can provide a soft copy such as a display and the like and
a hard copy printed by a laser beam printer, ink jet printerand the like.

Therefore, in this embodiment, an input image of high
quality can be compressed by an ADCT conversion circuit
without being aifected by the number of bits of the input
image in such a manner that the input image is read by the
input unit 101, the number of bits thereof is diminished
without deteriorating the quality of the image by using an
error diffusion method even if the number of quantized bits

per pixel is increased and further the input image is sub-
jected to an ADCT conversion. In addition. it is possible that
the number of bits processed by the ADCT conversion
circuit is made smaller than a usual number by diminishing
the number of bits of an image data at the input unit to
thereby make the scale of the ADCT conversion circuitsmaller.

Further. the deterioration of image quality may be further
restricted by using an improved ADCT shown in FIG. 5 in
place of the ADCI‘ unit shown in FIG. 6 and u quantization
error produced after a DCT conversion is not out off but
effectively preserved by an error diifusion.

FIG. 7A shows a first embodiment of the error dilfusion

unit 601. Image data of 10 bits input to the error diffusion
unit 601 are first input to adders 701, 702 and 703 and added
with diffusion errors of three color components output from
ti D-llipllop 706. Therefore, the data outputs from the adders
701, 702 and 703 have the number of bits up to ll bits. The
lower 3 bits of each of the outputs are cut oil by a lower hit
diminution unit 704 for cutting off bits and thus the output
becomes a signal of 8 bits and supplied to a color component
conversion unit 102. Further. a lower bit extracting unit 705
extracts 3 bits having the same value as that cut oil by the
lower bit diminution unit 704 from each of the outputs of 11

bits supplied from the adders 701, 702 and 703 and supplies
the same to u D-iliptlop 706. Each of outputs from the lower
bit extracting unit 705 corresponds the diminution of bits
performed at the lower bit diminution unit 704 or an error
itself produced in the quantization. A pixel clock CLK in
synchronism with the outputs from the input unit 101 is
supplied to the D-liipllop 706 and thus a delay ofa pixel is
performed. Therefore, respective color component quanti-
zation errors RE. GE. BE output from the D—llipllop 706 are
input to the adders 701. 702 and 703 together with pixel data
spaced therefrom by a pixel and added therewith. Therefore.
as shown in FIG. 713, since a subject pixel (pixel being
processed) is added with a quantization error positioned in
front of it by a pixel, it can preserve a gradation correspond-
ing to 10 bits regardless of the subject pixel being quantized
to 8 bits by the lower hit diminution unit 704. To supplement
the above description, an error produced by the cutting oil”

6

process in the lower bit dirninution unit 704 has a positive
value. As a result, outputs from the adders have 11 bits
without a sign.

FIG. 8A shows a second embodiment of the error dil1'u-
sion unit 601. Image data of respective color components R.
G. B each having 8 bits and input from the input unit 101 to
the error dill"usion unit 601 are first input to adders 801, 802
and 803 and added with dilfusion errors of Lhree color

components output from error operation units 820, 817 and
818. Therefore, the data outputs from the adders 801. 802
and 803 have the number of bits up to 9 bits. The bits of
these outputs are diminished by bit diminution units 804.
805 and 806 and thus each of the outputs becomes a signal
of 4 bits and is supplied to a color component conversion
unit 102.

Further. the outputs from the adders 801, 802 and 803 are
subtracted from the outputs from the bit diminution units
804. 805 and 806 by subtracters 807, 808 and 809 and thus
data Re, Go and Be can be obtained from errors 807, 808 and
809. Note that data from the bit diminution units 804. 805
and 806 are added with "0" and are normalized to corre~

spond to 9 bits. As shown in FIG. 8C, these errors are
divided to the circumference of the position of a subject

pixel at division ratios of A. B and C, wherein (A, B, C) may
be set. for example, to (0.4. 0.2. 0.4). Therefore. when errors
produced in the circumference of the position of the subject
pixel are assumed a, b and c as shown in FIG. 8B. the errors
of A-a. B-b and Co are added to the position of the subject
pixel around the circurrtference thereof by the adders 801,
802 and 803. as shown in FIG. 8E. To supplement the above
description, the error Re of the position of the subject pixel
shown in FIG. 8C is divided as A-Re, B-Re and C-Re to the

positions in the circumference of the subject pixel as shownin FIG. 8D.

Since the error operation units 820. 817 and 818 for
calculating the total of divided errors RE, GE, BE have the
same arrangement, the error operation unit 820 will be
described here. The error Re input to the error operation unit
820 is delayed by a pixel and by a horizontal line through a
D-llipfiop DFF 811 and one line width Fil-"D memory 810,
respectively and an output from the one line width FIFO
memory 810 is further delayed by a pixel by a D-ilipilop
DFF 812. Therefore. errors a, b and e in the circumferential

positions of the subject error position are obtained from the
D-flipiiops DFF 811 and DFF 812 and one line width FIFO
memory 810 and these errors a. h and e are multiplied by a
division ratios A, B and C. respectively, by multipliers 814,
815 and 813 and the total amount thereof A-a+B-b+C-c are
calculated by an adder 816 to determine RE which is added
with the value of the subject pixel by the adder 801.

Next, operation of the bit diminution units 804. 805 and
806 will be described. As shown in FIG. 9A, :1 first example
is a method ofcutting off the lower 5 bits of an input signal
of 9 bits and remains only the upper 4 bits thereof.

In a second example, the bit diminution unit is composed
of a table using a ROM and RAM. FIG. 9B shows an
example of the content of the table, which nonlirtearly shows
the relationship between an input of 9 bits and an output of
4 bits. ln this second example. data exceeding 255 repre-
sented by an input of 8 bits are rounded to a maximum value
of 4 bits and thus an output of 4 bits can be ellectively used
without adversely affecting the process of the color compo-
nent convcrsion unit 102 and the processes following to it.
In the system shown in FIG. 9A, however. the number of bits
used is actually in the range of from 3 to 4 bits and thus this
system is a little disadvantageous. Further, in FIG. 913. it is
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preferable that data convened to data of 4 bits does not
exceed the value of input data when it is added with a bit “0"
as it is and converted to 8 bits by normalization. With this
arrangement, all the errors produced in the subtracters 807.
808 and 809 have a positive value and the values output
from the adders 001. 802 and 803 also surely have a positive
values accordingly. and thus no problem is caused. If a value
obtained by normalizing an output shown in FIG, 9B
exceeds an output value. the following cases will result.

First. an output from the subtracters 807. 808 and 809 may
produce a negative error and thus an output from the adders
801. 802 and 803 may have a negative value. In this case, the
output becomes 10 bits as an output by being added with a
Sign bit. Accordingly, the bit diminution units 804, 805 and
806 are composed of a table for an input of 10 bits. In this
case, if an arrangement is such that when a negative value
is input, an output from the table becomes 0 by rounding the
value, data can be supplied to the color component conver-
sion unit 102 without producing a negative output in the bit
diminution units 804. 805 and 806, and thus such a disad~
vantage that values of R, G and B are negative is not caused.

Therefore. in the system shown in FIG. 8A in which hit
diminution units 804, 805 and 806 are composed of a table,
respectively. when an input vaiue to the table exceeds the
number of bits of R, G, B to an input unit 101, an output
from the table is rounded within the number of bits input to
the input unit 101 (255 types of representations in the case
of 8 bits) and a negative input value is rounded to 0. As a
result. the number of bits supplied to a coior component
conversion unit 102 is effectively used in a full range and an
error diifusion processing is performed without causing a
disadvantage that a negative value is produced, and thus a
gradation corresponding to the gradation at the input unit
101 can be provided.

To supplement the above description. when an input value
to the table exceeds the number of bits of R, G. B to the input
unit 101. one bit of the output bits (4 bits in this emhodi~
rnent) from the table is needed for an error dilfttsion and thus
these bits cannot be effcctivciy used. Further, a negative
value less than 0 is output with respect to a positive or
negative input value to the tabic. one more bit is used as at
sign bit. in this case. a bit using elliciency is further lowered
as well as the color component conversion unit 102 must
process a not existing negative value ofR. G, B, which is not
theoreticaily correct and sometimes calculation cannot be
perfonncd,

As described above, according to this embodiment, the
number of bits of image data can be diminished prior to the
ADCT image compression process. and thus a circuit scaie
of the ADCI’circuit can be diminished and input data having
bits larger than those which can be processed by the ADCT
circuit can be received.

Moreover. even if the number of bits of input image data
is diminished, the errors caused by the diminution are
divided to circumferential pixets, and thus luminance data or
density or gradation data can be preserved, whereby the
number of gradations achieved by the number of bits of the
input image data can be preserved as it is.

Next, 21 further embodiment of the present invention will
be described. This embodiment is characterized in that the

diffusion of errors is also applied to the DC component
obtained as a result of quantization in the ADCT. As
described above. a difference between a quantized value of
a usua} DC component and a quantized value of a DC 65
component in an 8x8 block positioned in front of the usual
DC component by a pixel in the ADCT and coded. However.

8

an error caused when the DC component is quantized is cut
oil" as it is. Therefore, the density or gradation ofan image
is not preserved unless the frequency of occurrence or the
size of positive errors and negative errors is normally
distributed or the total of positive errors coincides with the
total of negative errors over the entire image screen.

According to the embodiment of the present invention
described above. errors produced when the DC component
of an 8x8 block is quantized are diffused to nearby blocks or
a circumferentiai 8x8 pixel block and the blocks diffused
with the errors are quantized after the errors are added to the
DC component. The DC component shows an average value
of image data in the 3x3 block. and thus when this average
value is preserved by the diffusion of the errors, a density or
gradation of the image is preserved as a whoie and a
decrease in the reproduced number of gradations can be
prevented.

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the arrangement of thisembodiment.

Ali the errors of the DC component of this embodiment
can be contained in a quantization unit 104. Since an error
diffusion process for an AC component is described above,
only an error diffusion process for a DC component will be
described here. First, only a DC component as the head
portion of data output from a zig-aag memory 504 as a result
of an 8x8 DCT processing is latched by a DC component
extraction unit 1001 and added with a quantization error of
a DC component ofan 8x8 pixei of a previous block by an
adder 1002. An output from the adder 1002 is quantized by
being divided by a DC coefficient of a quantization table 105
by a divider 1003 and rounded. A value obtained as a result
of the division is multiplied by a DC quantization coeiiicicnt
by a multiplier 1004 and a difference between a thus
obtained value and an output from the divider 1003 is
determined by a subtractcr 1006 and serves as a quantization
error. The quantization error is delayed by a block by being
latched once by a latch unit 1007 and then added by the
adder 1002 with an output from the DC component extrac-
tion unit 1001 which is 3 DC component of the next block.

On the other hand, the quantization data as the output
from the divider 1003 is delayed by a biock by being latched
by a latch unit 1005 and supplied to a subtracter 1008, which
subtracts the one-block-delayed data as an output from the
latch 1005 from the quantization data as the output from the
divider 1003 and outputs it thus obtained diiference.

A switching unit 1009 switchingiy and sequentially out-
puts the difference value of the DC component and the
quantized value of the AC component.

Note that the description ofthc same elements in FIG. 10
as those in FIG. 5 is omitted.

What is claimed is:

1. An image processing method for processing image data
arranged in image blocks. comprising the step of:

convening image data to a space frequency component
for each image block; and

diffusing a quantization error produced by quantizing a
space frequency component of an image block to
another space frequency component of the same image
block.

2. An image processing device for processing image data
arranged in image blocks, comprising:

conversion means for converting image data to a space
frequency component for each image block;

quantization means for quantizing said space frequency
component converted by said conversion means; and
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control means for controlling said quantization means so

that a quantization error produced by quantizing the
space frequency component of an image block is dif-
fused to another space frequency component of the
same image bioclt.

3. An image processing method according to claim I.
wherein said quantization error is multi-dimensionally dif-
fused to said other space frequency components.

4. An image processing method according to claim 1.
further comprising the step of quantizing said space fre-
quency component.

5. An image processing method according to claim 1,
further comprising the step of assigning a Huffman code to
said quantized space frequency component.

6. An image processing method according to claim 1,
further comprising the step of transmitting said Hufi”man
code.

7. An image processing method. comprising the steps of:
convening image data having a first number of bits to

10

image data having a lesser number of bits; and

diffusing an error produced in said conversion process to
nearby image data and then converting the error-dif-
fused image data into frequency component image
data.

8. An image processing method according to ciaim 7.
wherein the first converting step is an ADCT image com-
pression/cxtension processing.

9. An image processing method for processing image data
arranged in blocks, wherein the method is used in an ADCT
image eornpressionlextensiort processing. comprising the
steps of convening image data to a space frequency com-
ponent for each image block. quantizing a convened space
frequency component and diffusing a quantized error pro-
duced by quantizing a space frequency component of :1
block to another frequency component of the image block.

* it at * =1:
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BLOCK QUANTIZER FOR TRANSFORM CODING

BACKGROUND

Due to the advantages of digital transmission in tele-
communications and the flexibility of signal processing
by digital circuitry, digital images are preferred in vari-
ous applications. However. the transmission of images
in digital format needs much more bandwidth than
transmission of analog waveforms. In order to reduce
the transmission rate for digital images, various image
cornprmsion tcclmiqumi have been developed. Among
them. transform coding has been proven to be an effi-
cient means of irnage compression

In a typical transform image coding system. an image
is segmented into bloclrs of equal size as illustrated in
FIG. 1. In the illustration of FIG. 1, an image frame is
divided into 5x5 blocks. each of which includes
4)<4mN1' picture elements (pixels). Within each block,
the coefficients can be identified by the rectangular
coordinates Li. A small number of blocks and picture

\clcn1ent.s are used for purposes of illustration, but a
more typical system would include 8x 8 or 16x16 pixel
blocks to complete a frame of 512x512 pixels.

A two-dimensional transform is applied to each
block, and a block coder is then used to encode the
transform coefficients. The decoding system is just a
reverse procedure corresponding to the encoding. Vari-
ous transforms have been studied for image coding
applications. Among them, the Discrete Cosine Trans-
form (DCT) is found to be the bat from the combined
standpoint of performance and computational effi-
ciency. "

With a discrete cosine transform an N><N array of
coefficients reiults from the transform of an NXN
block of pixels. With a. discrete Fourier transform a
laser number of complex coeificients would be ob-
tained. Because natural images tend to have smooth
transitions, the coefficients tend to be greater in magni-
tude toward the lower frequencies, that is toward i,
jail, 0. For that reason, more efficient use of bits is
made by allocating a greater number ofbits to the lower
frequency coeificienta during quantization. A typical
allocation of bits by is shown in FIG. 1.

The most cnrcial teal: in designing a transfonn image
coding system is in designing a block quantizer to en-
code the two-dimensional transform coefficients. For

nonadaptive types of coding, a zonal coding strategy
that uses it fixed block quantizer might allocate the hits
as, for example, shown in FIG. 1. Basically, this type of
bloclr quaritizer is designed according to the rate de-
rived from the rate-distortion theory. For Gaussian
sources with the mean squared error (MSE) distortion
measure, the optimal rate or number ofbits, R;_,(D), for
the (i,j)th transform coefficient is found to be

R;'(D) -[
where cnyis the variance of the (i,j)th transform coeffi-
cient through the frame and D is the desired average
mean squared error. For most non-Gaussian sources.
the optimal rate could not be found from the rate-distor-
tion theory. Actually, there have been no known practi-
cal methods to achieve the minimum mean squared

(1)

Hog oi,/.0 oi, >0
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error, even for Gaussian sources. Instead. the rate

R;J(D) in equation (1) is rounded to its closest integer
[R.«,(D)], and an [Rg,(D)]-bit optimal quantize: is used to
encode the transform coefficient. The optimality of the
rate-distortion block quantize: is lost by this rounding.
Further, a study recently showed that the distribution
of AC coefficierits of the DCT is not Gaussian. Instead,
it is closer to a Laplacian distribution.

In another approach the allocation of bits is deter»
mined for each frame by computing. for each bit to be
assigned to a block of coefficients, the change in quanti-
zation error which would result by assignment of that
bit to each of the coefficients. Each bit is then assigned
to the coefficient which provides for the greatest reduc-
tion in quantization error. A. K. lain. “Image Data
Compression: A Review" Proceedings ofthe IEEE. Vol-
ume 69, Number 3, March, 1981, Pages 349-388, at 365.
The Jain approach requires extensive computations.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In an adaptive system, discrete coefficients in a block
of coefficients are quantized with different numbers of
quantization bits per coefficient. Corresponding coeffi-
cients in each block are quantizcd.VjI_i£lLAlikc.niunb‘e"i'="of
bi"t§:_’I‘o allocate the hits, the coefficients are ordered
according to the variance of the coefficients through a
frame of a plurality of blocks. (Because variance is the
square of standard deviation, ordering by standard devi-
ation would also order by variance.) Each quantization
bit is then assigned to a coefficient and the coefficients
are grouped according to the number of thus assigned
bits. The bits are assigned by determining, for each of
the plurality of quantization bits per biock. the reduc-
tion in the quantization error of the frame ofblocks with
assignment of the quantization bit to the coefficient of
each bit group having the iargest variance. The deter-
mined quantlzation errors are then compared and the bit

-is" assigned to the coeflicient for which the largest re-
duction in quantization error is obtained. The coeffici-
ents of each block throughout the frame are then quan-
tized with the assigned number of bits.

The system has been developed for quantizing the
coefficients resulting from a two dimensional transform
ofblocks of image data. Preferably, the change in quan-
tization error is computed for each coefficient from the
variance of that coefficient through the frame and a
normalized change in quantization error for the particu-
lar bit being added. The normalized change in quantiza-
tion error can typically be defined for each bit group
based on the distribution of the incoming signal and the
nature of "ie quantizer to be used. "fhe normalized
reductions in quantization error can be stored in tables

for known distributions such as the Gaussian and Lapla-cian.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects. featur, and advan-
tages of the invention will be apparent from the follow-
ing more particular description of a preferred embodi-
ment of the invention, as illustrated in the accompany-
ing drawings in which like reference characters refer to
the same parts throughout the different views. The
drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead
being placed upon illustrating the principles of the in-vention.

FIG. 1 is an illustration of an image display organized
in 5X5 blocks, each of 4x4 pixels;
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FIG. 2 is at block diagram of an encoder embodying
the present invetion;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of the comparison and logic
control of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 illustrates the use of pointers to group vnri- 5
ances in the system of FIGS. 2 and 3;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a decoder embodying
the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

The present invention is based on the concept that
each bit to be allocated to a block of coefficients is best

allocated to that coeflicient which provides for the
greatest reduction in quantization error with the sdcti- [5
tion of that bit. For example, once three hits have been
allocated in a block. the fourth bit should be allocated to
that coefficient for which there will be the greatest
reduction in quantization error. If the two dimensional
array of NXN coefficients are mapped into a one di- 20
mensional array of N3 coefficients, the mean square
error E which must be minimized is given as:

2 (1)

E - £1 0%’ Elbe)
within a fixed total hit number constraint

A3
Ba: :5];kal

where crzis the variance of each coefficient through the
frame, bgis the number ofbits assigned to each coeffici-
ent It within each block and E(bk) is the normalized 35
quantization error for each particular bk-bit quantizer.
E(b;,) is directly and explicitly related to the distribution
of the coefficients being encoded and the type of quan-
lizer used, and the quantizer can be either uniform or
nonuniform. In the case of DCT image coding. the AC
terms of the transform cocfticients have a distribution

close to the Laplacian and the DC term has a distribu-
tion close to the Gaussian.

The reduction Afikin mean square error by allocating
another hit for coefficient 1: is

AEe- u'k‘[E(bt)~Efbk+i)]-a'13AE(ht) (3)

The design rule is to assign an available bit to the coeffi-
cient lt that provides the largest Alia. Nevertheless, the
computation of AB; and the comparison for choosing
the largest AE;¢ does not have to be carried out over all
coefficients It. With a given number of bits previously
allocated to several coefficients. {E(bk)—l':'.(h1;+ 1)] is
equal for all coefficients. Therefore. the greatest reduc-
tion in mean square error A131; will result by allocating
the hit to the coefficient having the greatest variance.

Identification of the coefficient having the greatest
variance is facilitated by initially listing the coefficient
variance by order of magnitude. Initially, a single hit is
allocated to the coefficient having the greatest variance.
Thereafter, the coefficients are grouped according to
the number of bits allocated thereto and within each

group the variances are ordered according to the mag-
nitude thereof. To allocate each additional bit. a compu-
tation is made according to equation 3 of the change in
mean square error which would occur if the bit were
allocated to the coefficient having the largest variance
in each group. The computed mean square error reduc-

4
tion from each group then determines the coefficient to
which the bit is to be allocated, and that coefficient is
moved to the group of one additional bit.

Therefore, if an extra bt were allocated to Group G.-,.
where b is the number of bits previously allocated. the
bit should be assigned to the group's first element, that
is, that having the largest variance. The comparisons
that have to be carried out become those of comparing
the A135 corresponding to the first elements of each of
these groups. The design procedure of the bit map for
an Nx N transform with b bits assigned to each coeffici-
ent of each group can be summarized as follows:
Step 1. Initialize variables. Set Go={o-the-11. . . . o-:3.

. . o-Mmz}
Gsmlirnpty for b: 1. Set counter Ncnt=O.

Step 2. IfNcnt=totaI bits allocated to the NX N block,
then go to END.

Step 3. Calculate AE corresponding to the first element
of each group.

Step 4. Assign a bit to the first element of Group
G5 with the largest AE. and move that
element to Group 6.5+].

Step 5. Increment counter; i.e. Ncnt==Ncnt+ I.
Go to Step 2.
A system for implementing the above approach is

illustrated in FIG. 2. A sequence of pixels for an image
frame arevapplied to a two dimensional transform 12
such as a DCT._ln the transform the image is divided
into blocks as illustrated in FIG. 1, and a two dirnen-
sional transform is computed for each block to generate
a set of coefficients U(i,j) for each block. The thus gen-
erated coefficients are stored in a RAM 14. The coeffi-
cients are used to determine an allocation of bits within

each block which is applied across the entire frame.
Once that allocation of bits is obtained, the coetficients
are applied through a bloclt quantize: 16 and quantized
to the assigned number of bits. The block quantizer 16

. may use scalar quantizers or any available type. For
eitsrnpte, the optima} uniform and nonuniform quantiz-
ers proposed by J. Max may be used. I. Max, “Quantiz-
ing for Minimum Distortion". IRE Trans. Infarmanbn
Theory. 6, 1-12. (I960). - . . . .

To determine the allocation of bits for the frame, the
variance aflfis computed at 18 for all coefficients i,j of
the frame. In the system iilustrated in FIG. 1. for exam-
ple. I6 variances would be computed. Those variances
are then ordered according to magnitude in a one di-
mensional mapping unit 20 and stored in a RAM 21. In
a comparison and logic control 24. pointers are gener-
ated and stored for grouping the variances according to
the number of bits assigned thereto. initially all vari-
ances are assigned to a first group Go.

In order to compute the reduction in mean square
error with the allocation of each bit, the nature of the
distribution of the incoming signal must be determined.
For exampte. the DC!‘ of a natural image has a distribu-
tion ctoser to the Gaussian distribution at DC and a

distribution closer to the Laplacian distribution at AC.
Vlfhen the logic control determines that the 01:3 corre-
sponding to o':,n1= U‘O_O2 is being considered. :1 AE based
on a Gaussian distribution would be obtained. Other-
wise. s AE(b) based on a Laplacisn distribution would
be required.

E is also dependent on the group G5 being consid-
ered.

A precslculated table of A1502) based on the type of
qualtizers in the block qunntizer 16 being used can be
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provided in a ROM 26 for each type of distribution.
Different tables may also be stored for éifihrertt types of
quantizers in the block rguantizer 16 which may be used
in the system. Each table wouid include a different
value of AE(b) for each group G1,. A particular table of
AE(b) is selected by a signal 28 based on the known type
ofquantizer and the known distribution of the incoming
signal. Alternatively, in a more complex system, the
AE(b) might be calculated for each sequence of frames.
Typically. the distribution is constant throughout an
image sequence. '

The system further includes a set of multipliers 30.
each of which is associated with a bit group G1,. The
multipliers are used to calculate the product of the larg-
est variance of each bit group with the normalized
change in quantization error AB of that bit group. The
variances are addressed from the RAM 21 and latched
into buffers 32 by the comparison and logic control 24.
The changes in quantization error from the table 26
selected by the select signal 28 are latched into buffers
34. Alternative tables can be selected by the comparison
and logic control 24 by means of signal 36 when, for
example, the variance being multiplied is associated
with the DC’term which has a distribution.

The logic controt 24 selects the appropriate AB(b) for
multiplication with each largest av} obtained from each
group G5. The products obtained from multipliers 30
are compared to determine the largt reduction in
mean square error. The on? which provides the largest
reduction in error is shifted to the next larger group and 30
held as the smallest 073 of that group. All other vari-
ances are retained in their respective groups. The sys-
tem has a maximum number of bits bmax into which a
coefiicient may be quantized and the variances ofcorre-
sponding groups Gum; may not be used in the compari-
son. The multiplications and comparisons continue until
all bits designated for a block have been allocated.
Therea.l'ter. -the bits by; are mapped to the two dimen-
sions‘ i_.§ of the coefficients in 2-D map '31 and each
coeificient of each block is quantized according to the
assigned bit allocation. 3

Operation of the comparison and logic controller 24
is illustrated by the flow chart ofFIG. 3 and the illustra-
tions ofFIG. 4. Throughout the sequence. the variances
are stored in addresses 0 to N1--1 with the largest vari-
ance stored at address 0 and the smallest at addrms

N‘1——l. The variances are grouped by two pointers A1,
and 131, for each group. Asindicats the largest variance
of the group and B5 indicates the smallest variance of
the group. The addresses are stored in registers in the so
coparisou logic and control 24. Initially. all variances
are assigned zero bits and are thus included in group On.
Thi.1isiudicatedbyAuequslto0Boequ.altoN3—l as
illustrated in FIG. 4A. and those variables are
in Block 38 of FIG. 3. The other groups are initially
empty and this is indicated by setting A1, and 135 each
equal to — I. '

Each bit to a total number of bits Ntotal is then as-
signed to a respective group Gain a loop which includes
the return line 40. Within that loop. the Buffers 32 are
first loaded in a DO loop 4-2.’1‘hcn. the changes in quan-
tization error cre calculated through the multipliers 30,
and the maximum change in error is"-tieterrnined in
Block 44 (FIG. 3. Sheet 2). Then. the pointers are modi-
fied to effectively transfer the variance which provides
the largest change in error to the next bit group G1,.

A possibie grouping of the variances by the pointers
A1. and B1, is illustrated in FIG. 413. In this illustration. a

5

35

6
group of variances including 13 is included in group
Gym‘. This group is defined by addresses B:,,,.1u=q and
A.g,,.,,x= 1. Group G4 is defined by address pointers
B4=s and A4=r. Note that group G3 is empty so B3 and
A; would both equai -1. Group G; incldes a single
element. so B2 and A; both equal t. Group 1 is defined
by B1=N3—l and A1=u. Group G5 is now empty. so

'BaaodAnbcth equal -5.
As the system proceeds through the D0 ioop 42. it

first checks at 46 whether the address of the largest
variance of the group being considered is equal to D. If
it is. the AE(b) corresponding to a Gaussian distribution
is selected by signal 36 (FIG. 2) at block 48 (FIG. 3,
Sheet 1). ‘That AE-'.(b) is then applied to the buffer 34
associated with 11. Then. at 50 the variance 13 at the
address A1, is iatched into the associated buffer 32. For

any other variance. the AE(b) from the usual look-up
table selected by signal 28 is used. For each Abnot equal
to zero, it is determined whether the address is greater
than D at 51. If it is less than 0 an empty group is indi-
cated, and a zero is latched into the buffer 32 associated
with the group of b hits at 52. if the addrus is positive.
the group includes at least one element. and the largest
element is that in the address A1,. The variance at Ag is
loaded into the associated buffer 32 at 54.

-The DO loop 42 is continuedtantil b=bmax-- l. The
variances included in group brnalt are no longer consid-
ered in the comparison because no further bits can be
assigned to the coefficients in that group. With the
variances and the E(b)‘s thus loaded in the buffers 32
and 34. the changes in quantization error resulting from
assignment of the next bit to the several bit groups are
available at Do to Do...” -1. The largest of those inputs
is selected at 44 to iden_tify'the bit group b‘ having the
variance to which thatbit should be assigned.

Selected variances" are "shifted to next larger bit
groups by shifting the address'es'B:,a.n_d A1, from right to
ion. The simplest case is where the selected variance is

' taken froma‘ group which hsdmore than the one vari-
ance therein and is moved to a group which already has
a variance therein. In that case. as illustrated in a move
of a variance from group G1 to group G2. the pointer
A1 need only be shifted one element to the left by add-
ing one to its address, and the pointer B2 need only be
shifted one to the left by making its address equal to the
previous address of A1. These functions are performed
in Blocks 56 and 58. respectively.

When the next larger group into which the variance
is shifted is empty, as is group G3 "in FIG. 4B. the
pointer A_v,'+1 is -1. so it can not simply be lefi as it
was; rather. it is given the previous address of A1,‘ as
indicated in Block 60. By thus defining the new A15‘.1.1
and B5‘.,.1 in Blocks 60 and 58. a_ new group having the
single element taken from the address A1,‘ is created.
Thereafier. A1,‘ may be shifted in block 56 as before.

Another special case is where the selected variance
comes from a group having only that variance as a
single element. An example is where the variance is
taken from group G; of FIG. 4B. In that case, the group
G1,‘ is eliminated by setting both A:,‘ and 135'‘: —l in
block 62.

Once NCN_T=NTOTAL. the assignment of bits to
each coefficient is determined from the group pointers
at 63. That assignment is converted to a 2D map at 37
(FIG. 2) to select the appropriate b-bit quantizer 16 for
each coefficient. Before transmission of the quantized
coefficients. the variances and the signal 28 indicating
the type of quantizer and the distribution are transmit-
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ted. The signal 28 need only be transmitted once for a
sequence of frames and the variances need only be
transmitted once for each frame. At the decoder. illus-
trated in FIG. 5, the quantized coefficients are stored in
a random access memory 64 and the bit variances. The
computation may be by a system which is identical to
that of the coder in that it includes a one dimensional

mapping unit 20‘, an reduction fool:-up table 26', a
RAM 21’. buffers 32' and 34'. comparison and logic
control 24' and a 2-D mapping unit 37'. With the alloca-
tion of bits known. the quantized coefficients stored in
buffer RAM 64 are applied to an inverse blocir quan-
tize: 78 to recreate the two dimensional transform coef-

ficients, and those coefficients are then appiied to an
inverse transfonn 80 to generate the original image.

While the invention has been particularly shown and
described with reference to a preferred embodiment
thereof, it is understood by those skilled in the art that
various changes in form and details may be made
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of 20
the invention as defined by the appended claims.

I claim:

1. A coding system in which discrete coefficients in a
* frame ofblocks of coefficients are quantized with differ-
ent numbers ofquantization bits per coefficient and like 25
numbers of bio: for corresponding coefficients in the
biocks of the frame. the system comprising. for assign-
ing the quantization bits to the coefficients;

means for ordering the coefficients according to the
variance of the coefficients through the frame;

means for grouping the coefficients in bit groups
according to the number of bits, if any. already
assigned thereto and for regrouping the coeffici-
cuts as each bit is assigned;

means for determining, for each of a plurality of 35
quantization bits per block. the reduction in quanti-
zation error for the frame ofblocks with the assign-
ment of a quantization bit to the coefficient ofeach __ -
bit group having the largest variance; and

means for comparing the determined reductions 40
quantization errors and for assigning the next quan-
tization bit to the coefiicient for which the largest
reduction in qu_a.nti.zation error is associated.

2. A coding sytern as claimed in claim 1 further
comprising means for performing a two dimensional 45
transform to provide the discrete coefficients.

3. A coding system as claimed in ciaim 1 wherein the
means for determining ‘the reduction in quantization
error computes the product of the variance of a coeffici-
ent and a normalized change in quantization error.

4. A coding system as claimed in claim 3 further
compriaing a lookup table for storing the__ normalized
changes in quantization error.

5. A coding system as claimed in claim 4 further
comprising means to select a table of the normalized
changes in quantization error based on the type ofdistriu
bution of the coefficients.

6. A coding system as claimed in claim 3 further
comprising memo to identify the type of distribution of
the coefficients and for then determining the normn£- 60
ized change in quantization error based on that type of
distribution.

7. A coding system as claimed in claim I further
comprising means for transmitting signals indicative of
the variances and the type of distribution with the quan- 65
tized data.

8. A coding system for transform image coding in
which discrete coefficients in :1 frame of two dimen-

8

sional blocks of coefficients are quantized with different
numbers of quantization bits per coefficient and like
numbers of bits for corresponding coefficients in the
blocks of the frame, the system comprising, for assign-

5 ing the quantization bits to the coefficients;
means for performing a two dimensional transform to

provide the discrete coefficients;
means for ordering the coefficients according to the

variance of the coefficients through the frame;
means for grouping the coefficients in hit groups

according to the number of bits, if any, already
assigned thereto and for regrouping the coeffici-
cuts as each bit is assigned;

means for providing normalized changes in quantiza-
tion error as a function of signal distribution;

means for determining. for each of a plurality of
quantization bits per block, the reduction in quanti-
zation error for the frame ofblocks with the flsign-
ment of a quantization bit to the coefficient of each
bit group having the largest variance by computing
the product of the variance of the coefficient and
the normalized change in quantization error;

means for comparing the determined reductions in
quantization error and for assigning the next quan-
tization bit to the coefficient for which the iargest
reduction in quantization error is associated: and

means for qusntizing the coefficient of each block of
coefficients with the assigned number of bits.

9. A method of quantizing discrete coefficients in
blocks of coefticients with different numbers of quanti-
zation bits per coefficient and like numbers of hits per
corrponding coeificients in the blocks. the method
comprising:

for a frame of a plurality of coefficients. ordering the
coefiicienta according to the variance of the coeffi-

_ _.eients through the frame; 1, . __
assigning a number of quantization bits to each of a

plurality ofcoefficients in eachblock and grouping
the coefficients in hit groups according to the num-
ber of thus assigned hits. the bits being assigned by
determining. for each of a plurality of quantization
bits per block. the reduction in quantization error
for the frame of blocks with assignment of the
quantization bit to the coefficient of each bit group
having the largest variance, comparing the deter-
mined reductions in quantization errors and assign-
ing the next quantization bit to the coefficient for
which the largest reduction in quantization error is
associated; and

quantizing the coefficients of each block of coeffici-
ents with the assigned number of bits.

19. A method as ciaimed in claim 9 further compris-
ing the step of performing a two-dirnensionel transform
to provide the discrete coefficients.

11. A method as claimed in claim 9 wherein the re-

duction in quantization error is determined by comput-
ing the product of the variance of a coeilicient and a
normalized change in quantization error.

12. A method as claimed in claim 11 wherein the
normalized change in quantization error is retrieved
from a lookup table.

13. A method as claim 12 further comprising the step
of providing the type of distribution for selecting the
normalized change in quantization error from the
iookup table.

14. A method as ciaimed in claim ll further compris-
ing the step of identifying the type of distribution of the
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coefficients in order to determine the normalized
change in quantization error.

15. A method as claimed in claim 9 further compris-

ing the step of transmitting with the quantized coeffici-
ents signals indicative of the variances and type of dis-
tribution of the coefficients.

16. A method of assigning a number of quantization
bits to each of a piumlity of discrete coefficients in
blocks of coefficients, the method comprising sequen-

tially assigning the available quantization bits to appro-
priate coefficients and grouping and regrouping the
coefficients in bit groups according to the number of
thus assigned hits. the bits being assigned by deterr.u.i.n— 15
ing. for each assigned quantization bit, the maximum
reduction in quantization error for a frame of blocks of
coefficients with assignment of the bit to a predeter-
mined one of the coefficients of each bit group, and 20

assigning the bit to the coefficient. throughout the

10

frame of biocks of coefficients. which provides the
greatest reduction in quantization error.

17. A method as claimed in claim 16 further compris-

ing determining the reduction in quantization error
from a normalized change in quantization error which is
a function of the number ofbits already assigned to each
coefficient.

18. A method as claimed in claim 17 wherein the
normalized change in quantization error is determined
as a function of the type of distribution of the coeffici-
cuts.

19. A method as claimed in 18 wherein the change in
quantization error is computed as the product of the
variance and the normalized change in quantization
error for the coefficient having the largest variance
within each group of coefficients having a particular
number of bits already assigned thereto.

20. A method as claimed in claim 16 wherein the

predetermined one of the coefficients of each bit group
is the coefficient having the largest variance.I I II I I
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ENCODING AND DECODING VIDEO
SIGNALS USING ADAPTIVE FILTER

SWITCHING CRITERIA

This is a continuation of copending application Ser. No.
08/158,855 filed on Nov. 24, 1993.

BACKGROUND OF _Tl-IE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to image processing, and, in

particular, to computer-implemented processes and systems
for decompressing compressed images.

2. Description of the Related Art . _ _
It is desirable to provide real-time audio, video, and data

conferencing between personal computer (PC) systems
communicating over an integrated services digital network -
(ISDN). In particular, it is desirable to provide a video
compression/decompression process _that allows (1) real-
time compression of video images for transmission over an

» ISDN and (2) real-time decompression and playback on the
host processor of a PC conferencing system.

It is accordingly an object of this invention to overcome
the disadvantages and drawbacks of the known art and to
provide a video decompression process that allows real—time
audio, video, and data conferencing between PC systems

_ operating in non-real-time windowed environments.
Further objects and advantages _ of this _invention will

become apparent from the detailed description of apreferred
‘ embodiment which follows.

SUMMARY or-' 'I'I-IE INVENTION

' The present invention is a computer-implemented process
and apparatus for encoding video signals. According to a
preferred. embodiment, one or more training video frames
are encoded using a selected quantization level to generate
one or more encoded training video frames. The encoded
training video frames are decoded to generate‘ one or more
decoded training video frames and one or more energy
measure values are generated corresponding to the decoded
training video fiames. This training processing is performed
for a plurality of quantization levels and an energy measure
threshold value is selected for each of the quantization levels
in accordance with the decoded training video frames. Afirst
reference frame is generated corresponding to a first video
frame. A block of a second video frame is encodedvusing the
first reference ‘name and a selected quantization level to
generate avblock of an encoded second video frame. ‘The
block of the encoded second video frame is decoded to
generate a block of a second reference frame, by: (1)
generating an energy measure value corresponding to the
block of the encoded second video frame; (2) comparing the
energy measure; value with the energy measure threshold
value corresponding to the selected quantization level for the
block; and (3) applying a filter to generate the block of the
second reference frame in accordance with the comparison.
A third video frame is encoded using’ the second reference

frame. I
According to another preferred embodiment, a first ref-

erence frame is generated corresponding to a first video
frame. A block ofa second video frame is encoded using the‘
first reference frame and a selected quantization level to
generate a block of an encoded second video frame. The
block of the encoded second video frame is decoded to _
generate a block of a second reference .fra.tne, by: (1)

5,488,570 ,
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‘ generating an energy measure value. corresponding to the
block of the encoded second video frame; (2) comparing the
energy measure value with an energy measure threshold
value corresponding to the selected quantization level for the
block; and (3) applying a filter to generate the block of the
second reference frame in accordance with the comparison.
A third video frame is encoded using the second reference
frame. 'I‘lre energy measure threshold value corresponding to
the selected quantization level for the block having been
determined by: encoding one or nrore training video frames
using each of a plurality of quantization levels to generate a
plurality of encoded training" video frames; decoding the

encoded training video frames to generate a plurality of
decoded training video frames; generating a plurality of
energy measure values conesponding to the decoded train-
ing video frames; and selecting an energy measure threshold
value for each of the quantization levels in accordance with
the decoded training video frames.

‘The present invention is also a computer-implernentcd
process and apparatus for decoding video signals. According
to a preferred embodiment, an encoded first video frame is
decoded to generate a first reference t'rame;"A block of an
encoded second video frame is decoded to generate a block
of a‘ second reference frame, by: (1) generating an energy
measure’ value corresponding to the block of theencoded
second video frame; (2), comparing the energy measure
value with an energy measure threshold value corresponding

’ to a selected quantization level for the block; and (3)

as

applying a filter to generate the block of the second reference
frame in accordance with the comparison. An encoded third
video frame is decoded using the second reference frame.
The energy measure threshold value corresponding to the
selected quantization level for the block having been deter-
mined by: encoding one or more training video frames using
each of a plurality of quantization levels to generate a
plurality of encoded training videoframes; decoding the
encoded training video frames to generate a plurality of
decoded naining video frames; generating a plurality of
energy measure values ‘corresponding to the decoded train-
ing video frames; and selecting an energy measure threshold
value for each of the quantization levels in accordance with
the decoded training video frames.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION on true DRAWINGS

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present
invention will become more fully apparent from the follow-
ing detailed description of the preferrednervnbodiment, the

- appended claims, and the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram representing real-time point- -
to-point audio, ‘video, and data conferencing between two
PC systems. according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention; ~

FIG. 2 is a bloclr diagram of the hardware configuration
of the conferencing system of each PC system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the hardware configuration
of the video board of the conferencing system of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the hardware configuration
of the audio/comm board of the conferencing system of
FIG. 2;

K FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the software configuration of
the couferencingsystern of each PC system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 6_ is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of
the hardware configuration of the audiolcomm board of
FIG. 4;
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FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the conferencing interface
layer between the conferencing applications of FIG. 5, on
one side, and the com, video, and audio managers of FIG.
5, on the other side; . -‘

‘FIG. 8 is a representation of the conferencing call finite
state machine (FSM) fora conferencing session between a
local conferencing system (i.e., caller) and a remote confer-
encing system (i.e., callee);

V FIG. 9 is a representation of the conferencing stream FSM
for each conferencing system participating in a conferencing

V session; _

FIG. 10 is a representation of the video FSM for the local
video stream and the remote video stream of a conferencing

system during a conferencing session; ‘
FIG. 11 is a block diagram of the software components of

the video manager of the conferencing system ‘ofFIG. 5;
FIG.‘ 12 is a representation of a sequence ofN walldng key

frames;

FIG. 13 is arepresentation of the audio ‘FSM for the local
audio stream and the remote audio stream of a conferencing
system during a conferencing session; _

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of thearehitecture ofthe audio
subsystem of the conferencing system of FIG. 5;

FIG. 15 is a block diagram of the interface between the
audio task of FIG. 5 and the audio hardware of audio/comm
board of FIG. 2; in V '

FIG. 16 is a block diagram of the interface between the
audio task and the com task of FIG; 5:

FIG. 17 is a block diagram of the com subsystem of the
conferencing system of FIG. 5; I .

FIG. 18 is a‘ block diagram of . the comm subsystem
architecture for two conferencing systems of FIG. 5 partici-
pating in a conferencing session; V.

FIG. 19 is a representation of the comm subsystem
application FSM for. a conferencing session between a local
site and a remote site; ‘

FIG. 20 is a representation of the com subsystem‘
connection FSM for a conferencing session between a local
site and a remote site; , __ »_ . '

FIG. 21 is a representation of thecomm subsystem control
channel handshake FSM for a conferencing session between
a local site and a remote site;

FIG. 22 is a representation of the com subsystem
channel establishment FSM for a conferencing session
between ’a local site and a remote site; '

FIG. 23 is a representation of the comm subsystem
processing for a typical conferencing session between a
caller and a callce;

FIG. 24 is a representation of the structure of a video
packet as sent to or received from the com subsystem of

_ the conferencing system of FIG. 5;
FIG. 25 is a representation ‘of the compressed video

bitstream for the conferencing system of FIG. 5;
FIG. 26 is a representation of a compressed audio packet

for the conferencing system of FIG. 5;
FIG. 27 is a representation of the reliable transport comm

packet structure; ' I ’
FIG. 28 is a representation of the unreliable transport

comm packet structure; -' ' . _
FIG. -29 are diagrams indicating typical connection setup

and teardown sequences; ’ . _

FIGS. 30 and 31 are diagrams of the architecture of the
audiolcomm board; and

4

FIG. 32 is a diagram of the audio/comm board environ-
ment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT(S)

Point-To-Point Conferencing Network .
Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown a block diagram

representing real-time point-to-point audio. video, and data
conferencing between two PC systems, according to a
preferred embodimentvof‘ the present invention. Each PC
system has a conferencing system -100, a camera 102. a
microphone 104, a monitor 106,’ and a 5; .tkBI.' 108. The
conferencing systemscommunicate viaan integrated ser-
vices digital network (ISDN) 110. Each conferencing system
100 receives, digitizes, and compresses the analog video
signals generated by camera 102 and the analog audio
signals generated by microphone 104. The compressed
digital video and audio signals are transmitted’ to the other
conferencing system via ISDN 110, where they are decom-
pressed and convened for play on monitor 106 and speaker
108, respectively.’ Inaddition, each conferencing system 100
may generate and transmit data signals to the other confer-
encing system -100 for play on monitor 106. In a prefured
embodiment, the video and data signals are displayed in
different windows on monitor 106. Each conferencing sys-
tem 100 may also display the locally generated video signals
in a separate ‘window. . _ _

_ Camera 102 may be any suitable camera for generating
NSTC or PAL analog video signals. Microphone 104 may be
any suitable microphone for ‘generating analog audio sig-
nals. Monitor 106 may be any suitable monitor for display-
ing video and graphics images and is preferably a VGA
monitor. Speaker 108 may be any suitable device for playing
analog audio signals and is preferably a headset.
Conferencing System Hardware Configuration '

Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a block diagram
of the hardware configuration of each conferencing system
100 of FIG. 1, according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention. Each conferencing system 100 comprises
host processor 202, video board 204. audio/conun board
206, and [SA bus 208. I

Referring now to FIG. 3, there is shown a block diagram
of the hardware configuration of video board 204 of FIG. 2,
according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion. Video board 204 comprises industry. standard architec-
ture (ISA) bus interface 310, video bus 312, pixel processor
302., video random access memory (VRAM) device 304, '
video capture module 306, and video analog-’to~digital
(AID) converter 308.

Referring now to FIG. 4, there is shown a block diagram
of the hardware configuration of audio/comm board 206 of
FIG. 2, according to a preferred embodiment of the present
invention. Audio/commvboard 206 comprises ISDN inter-
face 402, memory 404, digital signal processor (DSP) 406,
and ISA bus interface 408, audio input/output (I10) hard-
ware 410. .

Conferencing System Software Configuration ,
Refening now to FIG. 5. there is shown a block diagram

of the software configuration each conferencing system 100
of FIG. 1, according to it preferred embodiment of the
present i'nvention.”Video_ microcode 530 resides and runs on
pixel processor 302 of video board 204 of FIG. 3. Com
task 540 and audio task 538 reside and run on DSP 406 of
audiolcomm board 206 of FIG. 4. All of the other software

modules depicted in FIG. 5 reside and run on host processor
202 of FIG. 2.
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Video, Audio. and Data Processing _ ‘

Referring now to FIGS..3, 4, and 5, audio/video confer-
encing application 502 running on host processor 202 pro-
vides the top-level local control of audio and video confer-
encing between a local conferencing system (i.e., local site
or endpoint) and a remote conferencing system (i.e., remote
site or endpoint). Audio/video ‘conferencing application 502
controls local audio and video processing and establishes
links with the remote site for transrnittingvand receiving
audio and video over the ISDN. Similarly, data conferencing
application 504, also running on host processor 202, pro-
,vides the top-level local control of data conferencing
between the local ‘and remote sites. Conferencing applica-

tions 502 and 504 communicate with the audio, video, and
com subsystems using conferencing application program-
ming interface (API) 506, video API 508,'comm API 510,
and audio API 512; The functions of conferencing_applica-
tions 502 and 504:and the AP_Is»tl1ey‘use are described in
further detail later in this specification. ' ' '

, During conferencing, audio I/0 hardware 410 of audio/
comm board 206 digitizes analog audio signalsrcceived
from microphone 104 and storesthe resulting uncompressed
digital audio tomemory 404 via ISA bus interface 408.
Audio task 538. nnming on DSP 406, controls the compres-
sion of ’theVuncon1pressed,audio and stores the resulting
compressed audio back tovmemory 404. Comm task 540,
also nmning on DSP 406, then formats the compressed
audio format for ISDN transmission and transmits the com-

pressed ISDN-formatted audio to ISDN interface 402 for
transmission to the ‘remote site over ISDN 110.

ISDN interface 402 also receives from ISDN 110 com-
pressed ISDN-formatted audio generated by the remote site
and stores the compressed ISDN-formatted audio to memory
404. Comm task 540 then reconstructs the compressed audio .. _
format and stores the compressed audio back to‘ memory
404. Audio-task 538 controls the decompression of the
compressed audio and stores the resulting decompressed .
audio back to memory 404. ISA bus interface then transmits
the decompressed audio to audio I/O hardware 410. which '
digital- -analog (DIA) converts the decompressed audio
and transmits the resulting analog audio signals to speaker
108 for play. 0 ' "

Thus. audio capturelcompression and decompression/
playback are preferably performed entirely within audiol
comm board 206 without» going tluough the host processor.
As a result, audio is preferably continuously played during
a conferencing session regardless of what other applications
are nmuing on host processor 202. ’ p .

Concurrent with the audio processing, video AID con-
verter 308 of video board 204 digitizes analog video signals
received from camera 102 and transmits the resulting digi-
tized video to video capture module 306. Video capture
module 306 decodes the digitized video into YUV color .
components and delivers uncompressed digital video bit-
maps to VRAM 304 via video bus 312. Video microcode
530, running on pixel processor 302, compresses the uncom-
pressed video bitmaps and stores the resulting compressed g
video back to VRAM 304. [SA bus interface 310 then
transmits via ISA bus 208 the compressed video to’ host
interface 526 running on host processor 202. ' V _ V p

Host interface 526 passes the compressed video to video
manager 516 via video capture driver 522. Video manager
516 calls audio manager 520 using. audio API‘ 512 for
synchronization, information; Video manager 516 then time-
stamps the video for synchronization with the audio. Video
manager 516 passes the time-stamped compressed video to
cornmunications (comm) manager 518 using comm appli-

6

cation programming interface (API).510. Comm manager
518 passes the compressed video through digital signal
processing (DSP) interface 528 to ISA bus interface 408 of
audiolcomm board 206. which stores the compressed video
to memory 404. Comm task 540 then formats the com-
pressed video for ISDN 0 transmission and transmits the
ISDN-formatted compressed video to ISDN interface 402
for transmission to the remote site over ISDN 110.

ISDN interface 402 also receives from ISDN 110 ISDN-
fcrmatted compressed video generated by the remote site
system and stores the ISDN-formatted compressed video to
-memory 404. Comm task 540 reconstructs the compressed
video for-matand stores the resulting compressed video back
to memory 404. ISA bus interface then transmits the com-
pressed video to comm manager ‘518 via ISA bus 208 and
DSP interface 528. Comm manager 518 passes the com-
pressedvidco to ‘video manager 516 using comm API 510.
Video manager 516 decompresses the compressed video and
transmits the decourpressed video to the graphics device

interface (GDI) (riot shown) of Microsoft® Windows for
eventual display in a video window on monitor 106.

For data conferencing, concurrent with audio and video
conferencing, data conferencing application 504 generates
and passes data to comrnmanager 518 using conferencing
API 506 and com API 510. Comm manager 518 passes the
data throughboand DSP interface 532 to ISA bus interface
408, which stores the data to memory 404. Comm task 540
formats the data for ISDN transmission and stores the

ISDN-formatted data back to memory 404. ISDN interface
402 then transmits the ISDN-formatted data to the remote
site over ISDN 110. . p

ISDN interface 402 also receives from ISDN 110 ISDN-

formatted data ‘generated by the remote site and stores the
ISDN-formatted data‘ to memory 404. Comm task S40
reconstructs" the data fonnat and stores the resulting data
back to memory 404. ISA bus interface 408 then transmits
the data to _com manager 518. via ISA bus 208 and DSP
interface 528. Comm rnanagu 518 passes the data to data
conferencing application 504 using comm API 510 and
conferencing API 506. Data conferencing application 504
processes the data and transmits the processed data to
Microsoft® Windows GDI (not shown) for display in a data
window on monitor 106.

Preferred Hardware Configuration for Conferencing System
Referring again to FIG. 2, host processor 202 may be any

suitable general-purpose processor and is preferably an
Intel® processor such as an Intel® 486 microprocessor. Host
processor 202 pr..."erably has at least 8 megabytes of host
memory. Bus 208 may be any suitable digital communica-
tionsbus and is preferably an Industry Standard Architecture

' (ISA) PC bus. Referring again to FIG. 3, video AID con-
verter 308 of video board 204 may be any standard hardware
for digitizing and decoding analog video signals that are
preferably VNTSC or PAL_ standard video signals. Video
capture module 306 may be any suitable device for captur-
ing digital video color component bitmaps and is preferably
an Intel® ActionMedia® 1] Capture Module. Video capture
module 306 preferably captures video as subsarnpled 4:1:]
YUV bitmaps (i._e., YUV9 or YVU9). Memory 304 may be
any suitable computer memory device for storing data
during video processing such as a random access memory
(RAM) device and is preferably a video. RAM (VRAM)
device with at least 1 megabyte of data storage capacity.
Pixel processor 302 may be any suitable processor for
compressing video data and is preferably an Intel® pixel
processor such as an Intel® i750® Pixel Processor. Video
bus 312 may be any suitable digital communications bus and
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is preferably an Intel® DVl® bus. ISAbus interface 310
may be any suitable interface between ISA bus 208 and
video bus 312, and preferably. comprises three ~Inte1®
ActionMedia® Gate Arrays and ISA configuration jumpers.

Referring now to FIG. 6, there is shown a block diagram
of a preferred cmbodirnent of the hardwarevconfiguration of
audio/comm board 206 of FIG. 4. This preferred embodi-
ment comprises:

Two 4—wire S-bus RJ-45 ISDN interface connectors, one
for output to ISDN 110 and one for input from ISDN
110. 'Pan of ISDN interface 402 of FIG. .4. "

Standard bypass relay allowing incoming calls to be
redirected to a down-line ISDN phone, (not shown) in
case «conferencing system power is off or conferencing
software is not loaded. Part of ISDN interface 402.

Two standard analog isolation and filter circuits for inter-
facing with ISDN 110. Part of ISDN‘ interface 402.

Two Siemens 8-bit" D-channel PEB2085 ISDN interface

chips. Part of ISDN interface 402. _ v
Texas Instruments (TI) 32-bit 33 MHz 320c3l Digital

Signal Processor. Equivalent to DSP 406.
Custom ISDN/DSP interface application specified inte-

grated circuit (ASIC) to provide interface between 8-bit
Siemens chip set and 32-bit TI DSP. Part of ISDN

V interface 402.. ‘ -
256 Kw Dynamic RAM (DRAM) memory device. Part

memory 404. _ .
32 Kw Static RAM (SRAM) memory device. Pan of

memory 404. i . —
Custom DSPIISA interface ASIC to provide, interface

between 32-bit T‘I DSP and ISA bus 208. Part of ISA
bus interface 408. ;

Serial EEPROM to provide software jumpers for DSP]
» ISA interface. Part of ISA‘ bus interface 408.

Audio Codec. 4215 by Analog Devices. Inc. for sampling
audio in format such as ADPCM, _DI’CM, or PCM
format. Fan of audio I/0 hardware 410. .

Analog circuitry to drive audio I/0 with internal speaker
for playback and audio jacks for input of analogaudio
from microphone 104 and for. output of analog audio. to
speaker 108. Part of audio I/0 hardware 410.

Referring now to FIGS. 30 and 31, there are shown
diagrams of the architecture of the audiolcomm board. The
audiolcomm board consists basically of a slave ISA inter-
face, a TMS320C3l DSP core,’ an ISDN BRI S interface,
and a high quality audio interface. V .

The C31 Interface is a 32-1»:non-multiplexed data port to '
the VC ASIC. It is designed to operatewith a 27-33 Mhz
C31. The. C31 address is’ decoded for the ASIC to live

between 400 OOOH and 44F FFFH.~Allvaccesses to local
ASIC registers (including the FIFO’s) are D wait-state.
Accesses to the I/O bus (locations 440 000}-I through 44F
FFFI-I) have 3 wait states inserted. Some of the ‘registers in
the ASIC are 8 and 16 bits wide. In these cases, the data is
alignedto the bottom (bit 0 andup) of the C31 data word.—
The remainder of the bits will be read as a “0”. All
non-existent or reserved register locations will read as a "0".

ISA Bus Signals

AEN

5

8

The B-charmel interfaces provide a 32-bit data path to and
from the Bl and B2 ISDN data channels. They are FIFO
buifered to reduce interrupt overhead and latency require-
ments. The Line-side and Phone-side interfaces both support
transparent data transfer—used for normal phonecal1,l
FAX, modem and H.221 formatted data. Both interfaces also
support HDLC formatting of the B data per channel to
support V.l2O “data data" transfer. 4

The receive and transmit FlFO's are 2 words deep, a word
being 32 bits wide (C31 native data width). Full, half and

~ empty indications for all FIFO's are provided in the B-chan-
nel status registers. Note that thepolarity of these indications
vary between receive and transmit. This is to provide the
correct interrupt signaling for interrupt synchronized data
transfer.

The transparent mode sends data received in the B-chan-
nel transmit F[F0’s to the SSI interface of the ISACS. The
transmitted data is.no't formatted in any way other than
maintaining byte alignment (i.e., bits 0, 8, 16, 24 of the FIFO
data are always transmitted in bit 0 of the B-channel data).
The written ‘FIFO data is transmitted byte 0 first, byte 3
last-—where byte 0 is bits 0 through 7, and bit 0 is sent first.

Trartsparent mode received data is also byte aligned to the
incoming B-channel data stream. and assembled as byte 0,
byte 1, byte 2, byte 3. Receive data is written into the receive
FIFO after all four types have arrived.

The ISAC I/0 Interface provides an 8 bit multiplexed data
bus used to access the Siemens_ PEl32085s (ISAC). The 8
bits of I/Ovaddress come from bits 0 through '7 of the C31
address. Reads and writes to this interface add 3 wait-states
to the C31 access cycle. Buifered writes are not supported in
this version of the ASIC.

Each. ISAC is mapped directly into its own 64. byte
address space (6 valid bits of address). Accesses to the ISAC
are 8 bits wide and are located at bit positions 0 to 7 in the
C31 32 bit word. Bits 8 through 23 are returned as “0”s on
reads.

The PB2085s provide the D-channel access using this
interface. V ' .

The Accelerator Module Interface is a high bandwidth
serial communication path between the C31 and another
processor which will be used to add MIPs to the board.
Certain future requirements such as g.728 audio compres-
sion will require the extra processing power. ‘

The data transfers are 32bit words sent serially at about
1.5 Mbitsls. The VC ASIC buifers these transfers with

FICOs which are 2 words deep to reduce interrupt overhead
and response time requirements. The status register provide
flags for FIFO full, half, empty and overlunder-run (you
should never get an under-run). Any of these can be used as
interrupt sources as selected in the Serial Port Mask register.

The following paragraphs describe the ISA interfacegof
the audiolcomm board. The ISA interface is the gate ‘array
that provides an interface between the multi—function board
and the ISA bus. Further, the ASIC will control background

' tasks between a DSP, SAC, and Analog Phone line inter-
faces. The technology chosen for the ASIC is the 1 micron
CMOS-6 family from NBC.

. Referring now toFIG. 32, there is shown a diagram of the
audio/comm board environment. The following is a descrip-
tion of the signal groups.

The address enable signal is used to de-gated the CPU and other
devices from the bus during DMA cycles. When this signal is active
(high) the DMA controller has control of the bus. The ASIC does not_
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IOW#

'1‘OR#

IRQ3. IRQ4, ERQ5. lRQ9, ERQIO, IRAII. ERQl5

RESET
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SA(9:O)

SD(l5:0)
use Signals

HICLK

l-IOLDA#

]N'1'2#

lN'1‘El#
INTO#
Memory Signals
 l# and #
3105*. 3205.9
SR_CS#
CAS#
RAS#
HIDIQ, HIDZ4
MUX

EEPROM Signals

EESK

EEDI

EEDO

EECS

Stereo Audio Codoc (SAC)

SP_DC

SP_SCLK
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‘ —continued

‘respond to bus cycles when AEN is active.
The U0 16-bit chip select is usai hy 16-hit [/0 devices to indicate that
it can accommodate a 16-bit transfer. This signal is decoded ofi‘ of
address only.
This is an active low signal indicating the an I10 write cycle is
being perfonrtd. -. _ .
This is an active low signal indicating the an 1/0 read cycle is being
performed '
These signals are intemrpt requests. An interrupt request is generated
when an IRQ is raised from a low to a high. The IRQ must remain
high until the interrupt service routine acknowledges the interrupt.
This signal is used to initialize system logic upon power on.
The system bus high enable signal indicates that data should be driven
onto the upper byte of the .16-bit data bus.
These are the system address lines used to decade [/0 address space
used by the board. This scheme is compatible with the ISA bus.
These addresses are valid during the entire command cycle.
These are the system data bus lines.

HICLK is the DSP primary bus clock. All events in the primary bus
are referenced to this clock. The frequency of this clock is half the
firequmrcy of the clock driving the DSP. See the TMS320Ci1 data.
manual chapter 13. V
These are the DSP 32-bit data bus. Data lines 16. 17. and [8 also
intaface to the EEPROM. Note that the DSP must he in reset and the
data. bus tristatcd before access to the EEPROM. 'l"lris data bus also
nrpplies the board ID when the read while the DSP is reset (see
I-IAUTOID register). '
This is the DSP active low reset signal. ,
These DSP address lines are used to decode the address space by theASIC.
This signal indicates whether the current DSP extenral access is a read
(high) or a write (low) - _
This is an active low signal formrhe DSP indicating that the current -
cycle is to the primary bus. .
This signal indicates that the current cycle being perforrned on the
pi-irnaryhus of the DSP can be completed.

-The Hold signal is an active low signal used to request the DSP
relinquish control of the primary bus. Once the hold has been
acknowledge all address, data and status lines are tristated until Hold
isreleased. This signal will be used to implement the DMA andDRAM Refielh. -
This is the Hold Acknowledge signal which is the active low indication
that the DSP has relinquished control of the bus.
This 61 interrupt is used by the ASIC for DMA and Command
interrupts. . _
interrupt the C31 on COM Port events.
Analog Phone lntemrpts.

These signals are active low write, strobes for memory lmrrks l and 2.
These signals are active low output enables for memory banks 1 and 2.
This is 2. active low chip selected for the SRAM that makes up banl<2.
This the active low column address strobe to the DRAMThis the active low row address strobe to the DRAM.
These signals are i112 and 24 nS delay of the HICLK.
Max is the signal that controls the external DRAM address mux.
When this signal is low the CAS addresses are selected and when it is
high the RAS addresses are selected. .

This It the EEPROM clock signal. This signal is multiplexed with the
DSP data signal lDl6. This signal can only be valid while the DSP isin reset.
This is the input data signal to the EEPROM. This signal is
multiplexed with the DSP data signal D17. This signal can only bevalid while the DSP is in reset.
This is the data output of the EEPROM. This signal is
multiplexed with the DSP data signal Dlli. This signal can only
be valid while the DSP is in reset.
This is the chip select signal for the EEPROM. This signal is NOT
multiplexed and can only be drive active (HIGH) during DSP reset.

This signal controls the SAC mode of operation When’ this signal is
high the SAC is in data or master mode. When this signal is lw the
SAC is in control or slave mode.-. I . I
This is the Soundport clock input‘ signal. This clock will either
originate from the Soundport or the ASIC.
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This serial data input from tho >Soundpor1. The data here is shifted in
on the falling edge of the SP_CLK. '
This is the serial data output signal for the Soundport. The data is
shifted out on the rising edge of the SF_CLK.
This is the frame synchronization signal for the Soundport, This signal
will originate from the ASIC when the Soundport is in slave mode or
the Soundport is being programcd in control mode. When the
Soundport is in master mode the frame sync will originate from the
Sonndport and will have a frequency equal to the sample rate.

CODEC Signals

This clock signal is used to derive clocks used within the ASIC and the
2.048MHz CODEC clock. .
These signals are the CODEC frame syncs, each signal correspond to
one of the four CODEG.
This signal is the serial data output signal of the CODES.
This signal is the serial data inputsignal to the CODECs.
This a 2.048MHz clock used to clock data in and out of the four
CODECs. The serial data is clocked nut on the rising edge and in on
the falling edge.

24576MI-I2

COD__FSl, COD_FSZ, DOC_,FS3, COD_FS4

COD_hDOUTCOD_SDIN
COD__SCLK

Analog Phone Signals

Line 1 off hook loop current sense. If this signal is low and
BYPSRLYI is high it indicates the Set] has gone ofl’ hook. If the
signal is low and the BYPSRLYI is low it indicates that the board has
gone ofi book. This goal is not latched and therefore is a Real-time-
signal. ‘ -
Set I olf hook loop current sense. if this signal is low it indicates the
Set 1 has gone otf hook. This can only take place when BYPSRLYI is
low. This signal is not latched and therefore is n Real-time-signal.
Line2 oft‘ hook loop current sense. If this signal is low and
BYPSRLY2 is high it indicates the Set 1 has gone olf hook." If the
signal is low and the BYPSRLY2 is low it indicates that the board has
gone on‘ hook. This signal is not latched and therefore is a Real-timc-
signal. . .
Set 2 mi hook loop current sense. Ifthis signal is low it indicates the
_Set 1 has gone ufl‘ hook. 'l'his can only take place when BYPSRLY2 is
low. This signals is not latched and therefore is a Real—timu-signal.
Line 1 Ring Detect. If this input signal is low the Line is
ringing. .
Line-2 Ring Detect. If this input signal is low the Line is
ringing. -- .
Call Detect for Line 1. This signal is cleared low by softwareto detect 1200 baud FSK data between the first and second
rings. ' ' ‘ -
Call Detect for Line 2. This signal is cleared low by software
to detect 1200 baud EEK data between the first and second
rings. , __ .
Pulse Dial or book fut‘ Line 1. This signal is pulsed to dial phone
numbers on pulse dial systems. It is also used to take the line otf hook
when low. .
Pulse Dial OE’ hook for Line 2. This signal is pulsed to dial phone I
numbers on pulse dial systems. It is also used to take the line olf hook
when low. . . p
This is an active low output signal controlling the Bypass Relay output.
When high the board is by-passed and the Line (l or 2) is connected
the desk Set (1 or 2).

LPSENSLI.

LPSENSPHI

LPSENSL2

LPSENSPH2

RINIGDETLI

RINGDETLZ

CALLDETL2

CALLDETL2

FDOI-El

PDOHL2

BYPSRLYI and 2

Miscellaneous Signals

This a 6.144 MHz clock signal used to drive the module that can
attached to the board. The module will then use this signal to
synthesize any frequency it requires. _
These are four test pins used by the ASIC designers two decrease ASIC
manufacturing testvvectors. The TEST2 pin is the output of the nami-
trne used by ATE. .

6.l44MHZ

TESTI, TEST2. TEST3, TEST4

VDD. VSS

'lhose skilled in the an will understand that the present
invention may comprise configurations of audio/comm
board 206 other than the preferred configuration of FIG; 6.
Software Architecture for Conferencing System - '

The software architecture of conferencing system .100
shown in FIGS. 2 and 5 has three layers of abstraction. A
computer ‘supported collaboration (CSC) irtfrastructure layer
comprises the hardware (i.e., video board 204 and au_dio/
comm board 206) and hostlboard driver software (i.e., host
interface 526 and DSP interface 528) to support video,

audio, and com, as well as the encode method for video

(running on video board 204) and encode/decode methods
for audio (running on audio/comm board 206). The capa-
bilities of the CSC infrastructure are provided to the upper
layer as a device driver interface (DDI). '

A CSC system software layer provides services for instan-
tiating and controlling the video and audio streams, syn-
chronizing thetwo streams, and establishing and gracefully
ending a call nndiassociated communication channels. This
functionality is provided in an application programming
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interface (API). This API comprises the extended audio and
video interfaces and the communications APIs (i.e., confer-
encing API 506, video API 508, video manager 516, video
capture driver 522, com API 510, comm manager 518,
Wave API 514, Wave driver 524, audio API 512, and audio
manager 520). _ . .

A CSC applications layer brings CSC to the desktop. The
CSC applications may include video annotationto video
mail, video answering machine, audio/video/data conferenc-
ing (i.e., audio‘/video conferencing application 502 and data
conferencing application 504), and group decision support
systems. - ,. ‘ . '

Audio/video conferencing application 502 and data con-
ferencing application 504 rely on conferencing API 506, -
which in turn relies upon video API 508. comAPI 510. and’

‘ audio API512_to,interface with video manager 516,.comm
manager 518, and audio manager 520. respectively. Comm
API 510. and comm manager 518 provide Va transport-
independent‘ interface ('I'l1) _ that ‘provides’ communications
services to conferencing applications 502 and 504. The
communications software of conferencing system 100 ‘sup-
ports diiferent transport mechanisms, such as ISDN (e.'g.,
V.12O interface), SW56 (e.g., BA'Il"s Telephone API). and
LAN (e.g.. SPXIIPX, TCPIIP, or'NetBIOS). The TH isolates
theconferencingiapplications from the underlying transport
layer (i.e.,'transport-medium-specific DSP interface 528).
The TH hides the networklconnectivity specific operations.
In conferencing system 100, the TH hides the ISDN layer.
The DSP interface 528 is hidden in the datalinkmodule‘
(DLM). The_ TII provides services to the conferencing
applications for opening communication channels. (within
thesame session) and dynamically managing the bandwidth.
Thebandwidth is managed through the transmission priority
scheme. ' ‘ ~

In a preferred embodiment in which conferencing system
100 performs software video decoding. AVI capture driver _
522 is implemented on top of host interface 526 (the video
driver). In an alternative preferred embodiment in which
conferencing system 100 performs hardware video decod-
ing, an AVI display driver is also implemented on top ofhost
interface 526. . ' V ‘ V _ V

V The software architecture of conferencing system 100
comprises three major subsystems: video, audio, and com-

munication. The audio and video subsystems aredecoupled _
and treated as “data types” (similar to-text or graphics) with ,
conventional operations like open, save, edit, and display.
The video and audio services are available to the applica-
tions through video-rnanagement and audio-management
extended interfaces, respectively.
Audio/Video Conferencing Application -

Audio/video conferencing application 502 implements

the conferencing user interface. Conferencing application
502 is implemented as a Microsoft® Windows 3.1 applica-
tion. One child window will display the local video image
and a second child window will display the remote video
image._AudioIvideo conferencing application 502 provides 55
the following services to conferencing system 100:

Manage main message loop.

Perform initialization and registers classes.
Handle menus.
Process toolbar messages.

Handles preferences. _
Handles speed dial setup and selections.
Connect and hang up.

Handles handset window
Handle remote video.

_ 14
Handle remote video window.
Handle local vidco._ -
Handle local" video window.

Data Conferencing Application
Data conferencing application 504 implements the data

V conferencing user interface. Data conferencing application
is implemented as a Microsoft® Windows 3.1 application.
The data conferencing application uses a “shared notebook"
metaphor. The shared notebook lets the user copy a file from
the computer into the notebook and review it with a remote
user during a call‘. When the user is sharing the notebook
(this time is called a ‘‘meeting’’), theusers see the same
information on their computers. users can review it together.
and make notes_direcdy into the notebook. A copy of the
original file is placed in the notebook, so the original
remains unchanged. The notes users make during the meet-
ing are saved with the copy in a meeting file. The shared
notebooklooks like a notebook or stack of_ paper. Confer-
ence participants have access tothe same pages- Either
participant can create a new page and till it with information
or make notes on an existing page. '
Conferencing API ‘ .

Conferencing API 506 of FIG. 5 facilitates the easy
implementation of conferencing applications 502 and S04.
Conferencing API 506 of FIG. ‘5 provides a generic confer-_
encing interface bctwecn conferencing applications 502 and
504 and the video, comm, and audio subsystems. Confer-
encing API‘ 506 provides a high-level abstraction of the
services that individual subsystems (i.e., video, audio, and
comm) support. The major services include:

Making, accepting, and hanging—up calls.

Establishing and terminating multiple communication
channels for individual subsystems.

Instantiafing and controlling local video and audio.
Sending video and audio to a remote site through the

network. .

Receiving, displaying, and controlling the remote video
_ and audio streams.

Conferencing applications 502 and‘504 can access these
services through the high-level conferencing API 506 with-
out worrying about the complexities of low-level interfaces
supported in the individual subsystems.

In addition, conferencing API 506 facilitates the integra-
tion of individual software components. It minimizes the
interactions between conferencing applications 502 and 504
and the video, audio. and com subsystems. This allows the
individual software components to be developed and tested
independent of each other. Conferencing API 506 serves as
an integration point that glues diiferent software components
together. Conferencing API 506 facilitates the portability of
audiolvideo conferencing application 502.»

Conferencing API 506 is implemented as a Microsoft
Windows Dynamic Link Library (DLL). Conferencing API

' 506 translates the ftmctioncalls from conferencing applica-
tion 502 to the more complicated calls to the individual
subsystems (i.e., video, audio, and com). The subsystem
call layers (i.e., video API 508, com API 510, and audio
API 512) are also implemented in DLLs..As a result, the
programming of conferencing API 506 is simplified in that
conferencing API 506 does not need to implement more
complicated. schemes, such as dynamic data exchange
(DDE), to interface with other application threads that
implement the services for individual subsystems. For
example, the video subsystem will use window threads to
transmitlreceive streams of video tolfrom the network.

Conferencing API 506 is the central control point for
supporting communication channel management (i.e., estab-
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lishing, terminating channels) for video and audio sub-
systems. Audio/video conferencing application 502 is
responsible for supporting communication charmel manage-
ment for the data conferencing streams. ‘

Referring now to FIG.7, there is shown a block diagram
of the conferencing interface layer 700 betweenconferenc-p
ing applications 502 and 504 of FIG..5,,_on one side, and
comm manager 518, video manager 516, and audio manager
520. on the other side, according to a preferred embodiment
of the present invention. Conferencing API 506 of FIG‘. 5
comprises conferencing primitive validator 704, conferenc-
ing primitive dispatcher 708. conferencing callback 706. and
conferencing finite state machine (FSM) 702 of conferenc-
ing interface layer 700,of FIG. ,7. Comm API 510 of FIG. 5
comprises comm primitive 712 and com callback 710 of
FIG. 7. Video API 508 of FIG. 5 comprises video, primitive
716 of FIG. 7. Audio API 512 of FIG. 5 comprises audio
primitive 720 of FIG. 7.

Conferencing primitive validator 704 validates the syntax
(e.g., checks the conferencing call state, channel state,-and
the stream state with the conferencing finite state machine
(FSM) 702 table and verifies _the correctness of individual
parameters) of each API call. If an error is detected, primi-
tive validator 704 terminates. the call and retums the error to

the application immediately. Otherwise,‘ primitive validator
704 calls ‘conferencing primitive dispatcher 708, which
detemtines which subsystem primitives to invoke next.

Conferencing primitive dispatcher 708 dispatches and
executes the next conferencing API primitive to start, or
continue to carry out the service requested by the applica-

. tion. Primitive dispatcher708 may be invoked either directly
from primitive validator 704 (i.e., to start the first ofa set of
conferencing API prirriitives) or from conferencing callback
706 to continue the unfinished processing (for asynchronous
API calls).,Primiti,ve dispatcher 708 chooses the conferenc-
ing API primitives based on-the information of the cunent
state, the type of ‘message/event, and the neat primitive
being scheduled by the previous conferencing API primitive.

After collecting and analyzing the completion status from
each subsystem, prlmitivedispatcher 708 either (l)_returns
the concluded message back to the conferencing application
by retuminga message or invoking the application-provided
callback routine or (2) continues to‘ invoke another primitive
to continue the unfinished processing. ' . '

5

l0

15
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‘There are a set ofprimitives (i.e.. comm primitives 712 t V
video primitives 716,‘ and audio primitives 720) , imple-
mented for each API call. Some primitives are designed to
be invoked from a callback routine to carry out the asyn-
chronous services. . ' ‘

The subsystem callback routine (i.e., comm callback710)
returns the completion status of an asynchronous call to the
comm subsystem tovconfereucing callback 706', which will
conduct analysis to determine the proper ‘action to take next.
The com callback 710 is implemented as a separate thread
of execution (vthread.exe) that receives the callback
Microsoft® Windows messages from the comm manager
and then calls VCI DLL to handle these messages.

Conferencing callback 706 vretums the completion status
of an asynchronous call to the application. Conferencing
callback 706 checks the current message/event type, ana-
lyzes the type against the current conferencing API'state and
the next primitive being scheduled to determine the actions
to take (e.g., invoke another primitive or retnm the message
to the application). If the processing is not complete yet,
conferencing callback 706 selects another primitive to con-

60

65

tinue the rest of the processing. Otherwise, conferencing ,
callback 706 returns the completion status to the application.

16

The conferencing callback 706‘is used only for com
related conferencing API functions; all other conferencing
API functions are synchronous.

‘The major services supported by conferencing API 506
are categorized as follows:

Call and Channel Services (establish/terminate a confer-
ence call and channels overthe call).

Stream Services (capture, play, record, link, and control
the multimedia audio and video streams).

Data Services (access and manipulate data from the
multimedia streams).

Interfacing with the Comm Subsystem
V Conferencing API 506 supports the following comm
services with the com subsystem:

Call establishment"-——place a call to start a conference.
Channel establishment—estab1ish four comm channels

for incoming video, incoming audio, outgoing video.
and outgoing audio. These 4 channels are ‘opened
implicitly as part of call establishment, and not through
separate APIs. The channel APIs are for other channels
(e.g., data conferencing). '

Call terrnination—hang up a call and close all. active
channels. '

Call Establishment
Establishment of a call between the user of conferencing

system A of FIG. 1 and the user of conferencing system B
of FIG. 1 is implemented as follows:

Conferencing APIs A and B call Beginsession to initialize
their comm subsystems.

Conferencing API A_calls Makeconnection to dial con-
, ferencing API B's number. _

Conferencing API B receives a CONN_REQUESTED
callback.

Conferencing.API B sends the call notification to the
graphic user interface (GUI); and if user B accepts the
call via the GUI, conferencing API B proceeds with the
following steps.

Conferencing API B calls Acceptconnection to accept the
incoming call from conferencing API A. _

Conferencing APIs A and B receives CONN__AC-
CEPTED message. '

Conferencing APIs A and B call RcgisterChanMgr for
channel management. I

Conferencing API Acalls Openchannel to open the audio
"channel.

Conferencing API B receives the Chan__Requested call-
back and accepts it via Acceptchannel.

.Conferencing APIA receives the Chan__Accepted call-
I I back. i = - _ _

The last three steps are repeated for the video channel and
the control channel.

Conferencing API A then sends thebusiness card infor-
mationvon the control channel, which conferencing API

‘ B receives.

Conferencing API B then turns around and repeats the
above 6. steps (iLe., opens its outbound channels for
audio/videolcontrol and sends its business card infor-

‘ mation on its control channel).

Conferencing APIs A and B then notify the conferencing
applications with a CFM_ACCEPT__NTFY callback.

Channel Establishment

Video and audio channel establishment is implicitly done
as part of call establishment, as described above, and need
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not be repeated here. For establishing other channels such as
data conferencing’, the conferencing API passes through the
request to the com manager, and sends the comm nranag-
er‘s callback to the user's channel manager.
Call Termination '

Termination of a call between users~A and B is imple- -
mented as follows (assuming usergA hangs‘ up):

Conferencing API A unlinks locallremote video/audio”
streams from the-network. . .

Conferencing API A then calls the com manager's
CloseCortnection. _ ‘ V

The com manager implicitly closes all channels,‘ and
sends Chan_Closed callbacks to conferencing API A.

ConferencingAPI A closes its remote audiolvideo streams 15
on receipt of the‘Chan__Closed callback for its inbound
audio/video channels, respectively. _

Conferencing API A then receives the CONN_CLOSE_
RESP from the com manager after thecall is cleaned
up completely. Conferencing API A notifies its appli-
cation via a CFM__HANGUP_NTFY.

In the 'mea.ntirne, the comm manager on B wouldhave .
received the hangup notification, and would have
closed its end of all the channels," and notified confer-

encing API B via _Chan_Closed. ‘ V

Conferencing API'B closes its remote andiolvideo streams
on receipt of the Chan__Closed callback for its inbound
audiolvideo channels, respectively. _ ' _. g . ; ’

Conferencing ‘API B unlinks its local audiolvideo streams
from the network on’ receipt _of the Chan__Closed
callback for its outbound audio/video channels, respec-

tively. ._ * _ .
Conferencing, API B’ thenvreceives a CONN__CLOSED

notification from its comm manager. Conferencing API
B notifies its application via CFM__I-IANGUP_NTFY.

Interfacing with the.Audio and Video Subsystems .
Conferencing API 506 supports ‘the following services

with the audio and video subsystems:

Capture/monitorltransnrit local video streams.
Captureltransrnit local‘ audio streams.
Receive/play remote streams.
Control localli-emote streams.

Snap an image from local video stream. '
Since thevideo and audio streams are closely synchronized,
the audio and video subsystem services are described
together; V
CaptureIMonitorII‘ransmit Local Streams v

The local video and audio streams are captured and 50
monitored as follows: _

Call Aopen to open the local audio stream.
Call V0pen to open the local video stream.

5,488,570
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Call Acaptnre to capture the local audio stream from the
local hardware.

Call VCapture to capture the local video stream from thelocal hardware.

Call VMonitor to monitor the local video stream. ’
The local video and audio streams are begun to be sent out

to the remote site as follows: ’

Call ALinkOut to connect the local audio stream to an
output network channel.

Call VLinkOut to connect the local video stream to an

output network channel. . .
The monitoring of the local video stream locally is

stopped as follows:

Call VMonitor(olf) to stop monitoring the local video
stream. a .

Receive/Play Remote Streams
Remote streams are received from the network and played _as follows: ‘ .

Call Aopento open the local audio stream.
Call V0pen to open the local video stream.

Call ALinldn to connect the local audio stream to an inputnetwork channel. - ' »

Call VLinkIn to connect the local video stream to an input
network channel. ', ‘ .

Call APlay to play the received remote audio stream.
Call VPlay to play thereccived remote video stream.

Control Local/Remote Streams V
The local video and audio streams are paused as follows:
Call VLinkout(olf) to stop sending local video on the

network.

Call AMute to stop sending local audio on the network. '
The remote video and audio streams are paused as fol-

lows:

If cF_P1aysueam(o1n is called. conferencing API calls
'APlay(oif) and VPlay(off).

The local/remote video/audio streams are controlled as
follows:

Call ACntl to control the gains of a local audio stream or
the volume of the remote audio stream.

Call VCntl to control such parameters as the brightness,
tint, contrast, color of a local or remote video stream.

Snap an lmage from Local Video Streams
» A snapshot of the local video stream is taken and returned

as an image to the application as follows:

Call VGrabframe to grab the most current image from the-local video stream. '

' Conferencing API 506 supports the following function
calls by conferencing applications 502 and 504 to the video,
com. and audio subsystems:

Reads in the conferencing configuration parameters (e.g.‘, pathname of
the directory database and directory name in which the conferencing
software is kept) from an initialization file; loads and initializes the
software ofpthe comm. video, mi audio subsystems by allocating and
building internal data structures; allows the application to choose
between the message and the callback routines to return the event
notifications from the remote site. ,
Makes a call to the remote site to establish a connection for
conferencing. The call. is perforrned asynchronously.
Accepts a call initiated from the remote site based on the information
received in the CFM_CALL_NI‘FY message.
Rejects incoming call, if appropriate, upon receiving a
CFM_CALL._NTFY message.
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-continued

Hangs up a call thatpwas previously established; releases all resources,
including all types of streams‘ and data structures, allocated during the
call.
Returns the current state of the specified call.
Starts the‘ capture of analog video signals from the local camera and
displays the video in the local_video_window which is pre-opened by
the application. This fumztion allows the user to preview his/her

' appearance before sending the signals out to the remote site.
Starts the reception and display of remote video. signals in the
nzmote_video_window, which is pre-opened by the application; starts
the reception and play of remote audio signals through thevlocal
speaker. ' p g
Destroys the specified stream group that was created by CF__CapMon
or CF_Pl.ayRcvt1. As part of the destroy process. all operations (e.g,
sendinglplaying) beingiperforrned on the stream group will be stopped
and all allocated system resources will be freed. '
Uses AMute to non on/otf the mute function being performed on the
audio stream of a specified stream group. This ftniction will
temporarily rtop or restart the related opaations. including playing and
sending. being performed on this stream group. This function may be
used to hold temporarily one audio stream and provide more bandwidth
for other streams to use. V
Thkes a snapshot of_ the video stream of the specified stream
group and returns a still image (reference) frame to the
application buffers indicated by the hbuifer handle, .
Controls the capture or playback functions of the local or remote video
and audio» stream groups. .
Uses ALinkOut to paulelunpausc audio. ' . A g
Returns the current rtate and the audio video control block (AVCB)
data structure, preallocated by the application; of thelspecified stream
groups. ‘
Stopslstarts the playback of the remote audio/video streams by calling
APlayNPlay. ‘ ‘ .

CF_PlayRcvd

CF__SnapStrearn

Cl’-'__Control

CF_SendStream
CF__GetStreamInto

CF_l’layStrcarn

30

These functions are defined in further detail later in this

‘ specification in a section entitled “Data Structures, Func-
tions, and Messages." .. ’ g --

In addition, conferencing API 506 supports the following .
messages returned to conferencing applications 502 and 504
from the video, eornrn, and audio subsysterns in response to
some of the above-listed functions:

-continued

called by caller.
’ Call state - state of caller and callee

during conferencing session. .
g I A hangup or call cleanup is in progress.

ccsr_conNacrr~io

ccsr_ct.osn~iG

At the CCST_CONNECI‘ED state, the local application
may begin capturing, monitoring, and/or sending the local
audiolvideo signals to the remote application. At the same
time, the local application may be receiving and playing the
remote audiolvideosignals, »

p Referringnow to FIG. 9, there‘ is shown a representation
of the conferencing stream FSM for each conferencing
system participating in a conferencing session, according to
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The pos-
sible conferencing stream states are as follows:

Indicates that a call requestfrom the remote site has
been received
Indicates that a call statelprogress
notification has been received from
the local phone system support.
Indicates that the remote site hm
arrtzeptedtlie call request issued
locally. Also. sent to the accepting
application when CF_AcceptCal
completes. » r
Indicates that the remote site has
rejeetedor the local site has failed
to make the call. ' p .
Indicates that the remote site has
hung up the’ call:

CFM_CALL-_NTFY

CFMJROGRESSJVTFY

Ct=MJlOCEPrJTrFY

Initialization state - state of local and remotestreams after CCS'l",CONNEC1‘ED state is
‘ first reached. ,

Capture state » state of local stream being
capnrred. Receive state - state of remote
stream being received.
Fail state - state of loeallrcrnote streamafter resource failure.

CFM__RElECT"JiTl-‘Y CSSTJNIT

CFM__I-IANGUP_NTFY C5ST—-°-CITVE

_ _ V ._ CSST_FAILURE
‘Referring now to FIG. 8. there ‘is shown a representation

of the conferencing call finite state l'IlilCi’U.[lC_(FSM) for a 55
conferencing session between a local conferencing system
(i.e., caller) and a remote conferencing system (i.e., callee),
according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion. The possible confercncing call states are as follows:

Null State - state of uninitialized enllerl '
callee. ‘ '
Idle State -I state of caller/callce readyto make/receive calls. '
Calling state - state of caller trying to
call eallee. . ,
Called state - state of callee being

CCST_NULL

CCST_IDLE

CCS'l‘_,CALLING

CCS'l'__CALLED

60

Conferencing stream FSM represents the states of both the
local and remote streams of each conferencing system. Note
that the local stream for one conferencing system is the
remote stream for the other conferencing system ,

In a typical conferencing session between a caller and a
callee‘, both the caller and callee begin in the CCST_NULL
call state of FIG. 8." The conferencing session is initiated by
both the caller and callee calling the function CF__Init to
initialize their". own conferencing systems. Initialization
involves initializing internal data structures, initializing
communication.-and configuration information, opening a
local directory data base, verifying the local user's identity,
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and retrieving the user's profile information from the data-
base. The CE__Init functiontakes both the caller and callee
from the CCST__NULL call state to the CCST_]DLE call
state. The CF__Init function also places both the local and
remote streams of both the caller and callee in the CSST_ 5
INIT stream ‘state _of FIG. 9. ’ -

Both the caller and callee call the CF_CapMon function
to start capturing local video and audio signals and playing
them locally, taking both the caller and callee local stream
from the CSST__IN1T stream state to the CSST__ACl‘IVE
stream state. Both the caller and callee maythen call the
CF’_Control function to control the local video and audio
signals, leaving all states unchanged. ‘ ’ = .

The caller then calls the CF_MakeCall function to initia
a call to the callee‘, taking the caller from the CCST_IDl_E
call state to the CCST__CALLlNG call state. The callee
receives and processes a CFM__CALL_NTFY message
indicating that a call has been placed from the caller, talcing
the callee from the-CCSTLIDLE call state to the CCST_
CALLED call state. The callee calls the CF___AcceptCall

. function to accept the call from the caller,‘ taking thecallee
from the CCST__CALLED call stateto the CCST_CON-
NECTED call state. _The caller receives and processes a
CFM_ACCEPI_NT'FY message indicating that the callee
accepted the call,.taking the caller from the CCST'_CALL-
ING call state to the CCST_CONNECTED call state.

Both the caller and callee then call the CF_PlayRcvd
I function to begin reception and play of the video and audio

streams from the remote site, leaving allstates unchanged.
Both the caller and callee call the CF_SendStrearu function i
to start sending the locally captured video and audio streams ‘
to the remote site, leaving all states unchanged. Ifnecessary.
both the caller and callee may then. call the CF__Control
function to control theremotevideo and audio streams,
again leaving allstates unchanged.'The conferencing session

v then proceeds with no changes to_the call and stream states. V
During the conferencing session,'the' application may call
CF_Mute, CF_PlayStrea_nr, or CF__SendStre‘am. These
alfect the state of the streams in the audio/video managers,
but not the state of the streamgroup. ‘ , .

When the conferencing session _is to be terminated, the
caller calls the CF_HangupCall function to end the confer-
encing session, taking the‘ caller fiorn the CCST__CON-
NECTED call state to the CCST;IDLE call state. The callee
receives and processes a CFM__'HANGUP_NTFY message
from the caller indicating that the caller has hung up, taking
the callee from the CCST_CON'NECTED call state to the
CC_S_T_IDLE call state. " _

Both the caller and callee call the CF_Des1:roy function to
stop playing the remote video and audio signals, taking both
the caller and callee remote streams from the CSST_
ACTIVE stream ‘state to the CSST_INIT, stream state. Both
the caller and callee also call the CF_Destroy function to
stop capturing the local video ‘and audio signals, taking both
the caller and callee local streams from theHCSST_AC'I‘IVE
stream state to the CSST_INI'I‘ stream state.

This described scenario is just one possible scenario.
Those skilled in the an will understand that other scenarios

Capture Service
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may be constructed using the following additional functions
and state transitions:

If the callee .does_ not answer within a specified time
period, the caller automatically calls the CF__I-langup-
Call function to‘ hang up, taking the caller from the
CCST__CALLING call state to the CCST___IDLE call
state.

The callee calls the CF_RejectCall function to reject a
call from the caller, taking the callee from the CCST_
CALLED call state to the CCST_lDLE call state. The

caller then receives and processes a CFM_REIEC'l‘,3
NTFY message indicating that the callee has rejected
the caller's call, taking the caller from the CCST_
CALLING call state to the CCST__lDLE call state.

The callee (rather than the caller) calls the CF_Hangup-
Call function to hang up. taking the callee from the
CCST_CONNECTED call state to the CCST__IDLE

call state. The caller receives a CFM_HANGUP_
NTFY message from the callee indicating that the
callee has hung up, taking the caller from the CCST_
CONNECTED call state to the CCST_IDLE call state.

The CF_GetCallState function may be called by’ either the ,
caller or the callee from any call state to determine me
current call state without changing the call state.

During a conferencing session, an unrecoverable resource
failure may occur in the local ‘stream of either the caller or
the callee causing the local stream to be lost. taking the local
stream fiom the CSST__ACTIVE stream state to the CSST__
FAILURE stream state. Similarly, an unrecoverable resource
failure may occur in the remote stream ofeither the caller or
the callee causing the remote stream to be lost, taking the
remote stream front the CS ST__ACT[VE stream state to the
CSST__FA]LURE stream state. In either case, the local site
calls the CF_Destroy function to recover from the failure,
taking the failed stream from the CSST__FAILURE stream
state to the CSST_INI’I‘ stream state. ’

_ The 'CF_GetStrearnInfo function may be called by the
application from any stream state of either the local stream
or therernote stream to determine information regarding the
specified, stream groups. The CF__SnapStrcam and
CF_RecordStream functions may be called by the applica-
tion for the local stream in the CSST__ACI‘IVE stream state
or for the remote stream (CF__RecordStream only) in the
CSST_ACTIVE stream state. All of the funcdons described

in this paragraph leave the stream state unchanged.
Video Subsystem _

The video subsystem of conferencing system 100 of FIG.
5 comprises video API 508, video manager 516, video
capture driver 522, and host interface 526 running on host
processor 202. of FIG. 2 and video microcode 530 running
on video board 204. The following sections describe each of
'tlresevconstituents of the video subsystem.
VideovAPI _

Video API’ 508 of FIG. 5 provides an interface between
audio/video conferencing application 502 and the video
subsystem. Video API 508 provides the following services:

Captures a single video stream continuously from a local video
hardware source, for example. a video camera or VCR, and directs the
video stream to a video rofiware output sink (i.e., a network
destination).

Monitor Service Monitors the video stream being captured from the local video
hardware in the local video’ window previously opened by the
application.
Note: This function intercepts and displays a video stream at the
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-continued

hardware board when tlresnearn is first captured. This operation issimilar to a "Short circuit" or a UNIX tee and is diilerent from the
‘,‘play" function. The play function get: and displays the video stream ;
at the host. ‘In conferencing‘ system 100. the distinction between
monitor and play services is that one is on the board and the other at
the host. Both are carried out on the host (i.'e., software playback).
Rathu-._the distinction is this: monitor service intercepts and displays.
on the local system. a video stream that has been caphned with the
local hardware (generated locally). By contrast, play service operates
on a video iztream that has been captured on a remote system's .
hardware and then sent to the local system (generated remotely).
Suspends capturingvor playingof an active video stream; resumes
capturing or playing of a previously‘ suspended video stream. .
Grabs the-mt current complete still Unagc_ (called a reference franc)
from the specified video stream and returns it to the application in the
Microsott Q DIB (Device-Independent Bitmap) format.
Plays a video stream continuously by consuming the video frames from
a video software source (i.e;, a network source). >
Links a video network source to be the input of a video stream played
locally This service allows applications to change dynamically the
sofiwsre input source of a video stream . '
Links at networir source to be the output of a video stream captured
locally. This an-vice allows applications to change dynamically the
software output source of (video stream. _
Controls the video stream "on the fly," including adjusting brightness.
contrast, fnure rate. and data rate. . _. .
Returns letahrs andinforrnation about a specified video stream.

Pause Service

Image Capture

Play Service

Link-In Service

link-Out Service

Control Service

Information Service
Initialization/Configuration Initialize: the video subsystem arrtlcalculates the cost. in terms

of system resources, required to sustain certain video
configurations. These costs can be used by other subsystems to .

' determine the optimum product configuration for the given
system.

Video API 508 supports the following function calls‘ by 3°
‘ audio/video conferencing‘ application 502 to the video sub-

_ system: -

Opens a ‘video stream with specified attributes by
allocating all necessary system resources (e.g..
internal data structures) for it.

‘ Startslntopa it Video stream {mm a local
video hardware source. such as a video camera or
VCR. _ . ' .
Stanslstops monitoring a video stream captured
from local a video count: or VCR.
Startslstops playing a video stream from a V _
network. ‘or remote, video source. when starting
to play, the video frames are consumed from a
network video source and displayed in a window
pre-opened by the application. . . .
l..inltslunlinks a network . to/from a specified
video stream._ which will be playedfis being played
locally. _ .
linkslunlinls a network . . . to/from a specified
video streany which will be captured/is being
captured from the local camera or VCR
Grabs the most current. still image (reference
frame) from A specified video stream and returns
the frame in anapplication-_pmvided buifer.
Surrtslstops pausing a video sneam captured!

, played locally.
Controls a video stream by adjusting its
parameters (e.g., tintlcontrast. frame/data rate).
Returns the slams (VINFO and state) of a video

Closes in video stream and releases allsystem
resources allocated for this stream. _
Initializes the video subsystem, starts capture and.
playback applications, and calculates system '
utilization for video configurations. . i I
Shut: down the video subsystem and stops the
capture andplayback applications. .
Calculates and reports the percentage CPU
utilization required to support a given video _Sl1'BaIIl. . '

VOpen

VCapture

These functions are defined in further detail later in this

specification in‘) a section entitled “Data Structures, Func-
tions, and Messages.”

‘ Referring now to FIG. 1|), there is shown arepresentation
of thevideo FSM for the local video stream and the remote

video stream of a conferencing system during a conferenc-
ing session, according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention. The possible video states are as follows:

Initial state - state of local and remote video
streans met the application calls the CF__Init
function. .

, Open state - state of the locallremote video
stream afler system resolnces have beenallocated. -
Capture state - state of local video stream
being captured. _Link-out state - state of local video stream
being linked to video output (e.g.. network
output channel or output file).Link-in state - state of remote video stream
being linked to video input (e.g.. network
input channel or input file).
Play state - state of remote video stream
being played. .
Error state - state of locallrcmote video
stream after a system resource failure occurs.

VST__lN1T

VST_0PEN

VST_CAP'l'URE

VST_LINl(0U'l‘

VST,_LINK[N

VST_Pl..AY

VSTJSRROR

_In a typical conferencing session between a caller and a
callee, both the local and remote video streams begin in the
VST_INI'1‘ video state of FIG. II). The application calls the
V0pen function to open the local video stream, taking the
local video stream from the VST__INIT video state to the

VS_T_»_OPEN. "video state. The application then calls the
VCapture function to begin capturing the local video stream,
taking the local video stream from the VST_0PEN video

state tothe VS_T___CAPTURE video state. The application
then calls the VLink0ut function to link the local video

stream to the video output channel, taking the local video
stream from the VST_CAPTURE video state to the VST_
LINKOUT video state.
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The application calls the V0pen function to open the
remote video stream, taking the remote video stream from
the VST_lNIT video state to the VS'I;OPEN videostate.
The application then calls the VLinkIn function to link the ‘
remote video stream to the video input channel, taking the
remote video stream from the VST_OPEN video state to the
VST_LlNKlN video state. The application‘ then calls the

. VPlay function to begin playing the remote video stream,
taking the remote video stream from the VST_LINK[N
video state to the VST_PLAY video state. The conferencing

- session proceeds without changing the video states of either
the local or" remote video stream. .

When the conferencing session is to be terminated, the
application calls the .VClose fiihction to close the remote
video channel, taking theremote video stream front the
VST__PLAY video state to the VST_]NIT video state. The
application also calls the VClose function togclose the local
video channel, taking the local video stream from the
VST_L1NKOUT.video state to the VST__INIT video state.

This described scenario is just, onepossihle video sce-
nario. Those skilled in the art will understand that other
scenarios may be constructed using the following additional»
ftmctionsyand state transitions: . . g

The application calls the VLinkOut function to unlink the
local video streatnfrom the video, output channel,
taking the local video stream from the VST__LlNK—
0UT_video state to the VST_CAPTURE video state.

The applicationcalls the Vcapture function to. stop cap-
turing the local video ‘stream, taking the local video
stream from the VST_CAPTURE video state to the

VST_OPEN video state. * _ ‘

The application calls the VClose function to close the
local video stream, taking the local, video stream from
the ‘VST_OPEN video state to the VST_INIT videostate. .

The applicationcallsthe VClose.funct.ion to close the
local video stream, taking thevlocal video stream from
the VST_CAPTURE video state to the VST__INIT
video state. - ' ' . A

The application calls the VClose function to recover from
a system resource failure, taking the local video stream
from the VST_ERROR video state to the VST__INTI‘
video state. ’ V y

- The application calls the_VPlay function to stop playing
the remote video stream, ‘taking the remote video
stream from the VVST__PLAY video state to the VST_
LINKIN video state. ~ A

The application calls the VLinkIn function to unlink the
remote video stream from the video input channel,
taking the remote video stream from the VST_
LINKIN video state to the VST_OPEN video state.

The application calls the VClose function to close the
remote video stream, taking the remote video stream
fi'om the VST_OPEN video state to the VST_IN'.lT
video state.

The application calls the VClose function to close the
remote video stream, taking the remote video stream
from the VST_LINIGN video state to the VST__INIT
video state. '

The application calls the VClose fimction to recoverfrom
, a system resource failure, taking the remote video

stream from the VST_ERROR video state to the
VST_lNI'I‘ video state. v

The VGetInfo and VCntl_ functions may be called by the
application fromany video state of either the local or remote
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video stream, except for the VST_lNlT state. The VPause
and VGrabFrame functions may be called by the application
for the local video stream from either the VST_CAPTURE
or VST_’LINKOUT video states or for the remote video
stream from the VST_PLAY video state; The VMonitor
function may be called by the application for the local video
stream fi'om either the VST_CAPTURE or VST__LlNK-
OUT video states._All of the functions described in this
paragraph leave the video state unchanged.
Video Manager V

Referring now to FIG. 11, there is shown a block diagram
of the software components of video manager (VM) 516 of
FIG. 5, according to a preferred embodiment of the present
invention. Video manager 516 is implemented using five
major components:

(VM DLL 1102) A Microsoft ® Windows
Dynamic Link lJbnu'y (DLL) that provides
the library of functions of video API 508.
(VCapl EX}! 1104) A Microsoft ® Windows

application (independently executable control
thread with stack. message queue. and data)
which controls the capture and distribution of
video frames from video board 204.
(VPlsy EXE 1106) A Nflcrosofi ® Windows
application which controls the playback (i.e.,
decode and display) of video frames received
fmnr either the network or a co-resident
capture application.
(Netw DLL H08) A Micmsofl ® Windows
Du. which provides interfaces to send and
receive video frames across a network or in a
local loopback path to a co-resident playback
application. The New DLL hides details of
the underlying networi; support from the
capture and playback applications and

implements (in a nnnncr hidden from thoseapplications) the local loophack function.
(AVSync DLL 1110) A Microsoft ® Windows
DLL which provides interfaces to enable the

' synchronization of video Em-ms with a
separate stream of audio frames for the
purposes of achieving “lip-synchnon.ization."
AVSync DLL 1110 suppom the
implementation of an audio-video
synchronization technique descnhed later in
this specification.

Library

Capture

Andio‘-Video
Synchronization
Library

The live major components, and their interactions, define
how the .VM implementation is decomposed for the pur-
posesof an implementation. In addition, five techniques
provide full realization of the implementation:

A technique for starting. and p
restarting. a video stream. If a video stream
consists entirely of encoded “tleltn" frames,then the method of stream stanlrestari
quickly supplies the decoder with a “lrey"
or reference frame. Strean-n restart is used
when a video stream becomes out-of-sync
with respect to the audio. . _
An audio-video synchronization technique
for synchronizing a sequence. or stream, of
video frames with an external audio source.
A technique by which the video stream bit
rate is controlled so that video frame data
coexists with other video conferencing
components. This technique is dynamic in
nature and acts to "throttle" the video
stream (up and down) in response to higher
priority requests (higher than video data
priority) made at the network interface.
A technique by which multiple video
fonnats are used to optimize transfer,
decode, and display costs when video frames

Stream Restart

Multiple VideoFormats
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-continued

are moved between video board 204 and
host processor 202.. This technique balancesvideo frame data transfer overhead with ’
host processor decode and display overhead
in order to implement etliciently a local

_ video monitor. '
'A self-calibration technique which is used to
dclcnninc the amount of motion video PC
system can support. This allows .
conferencing system:l00 to vary video
decode and display configuration: in order
to run on a range of PC systems. It is
particularly applicable in software-playback
systems.

Self-Calibration

Captu.relPlayback Video Eifectsh " '
This subsection describes an important feature of the VM

implementation that has an impact on the implementation of
both the capture and playback applications (VCapt EXE

. 1104 and VPlay EXE 1106). One of the key goals of_VM
capture and playback is that while local Microsofi® Win-
dows application activity may impact local video playback,
it need not effect remote video playback. That is, due to the
non-preemptive nature of the Microsoft® Windows envi-
ronment,‘the VPlay application may not get control to run,
and as such, local monitor and remote playback will be
halted. However, if captured frames are delivered as a part
of capture hardware interrupt handling. and network inter-
faces are accessible at interrupt time, then captured video

’ frames canbe transmitted on the network, regardless of local
conditions.“ V q . - ‘

Withvrespectvtov conferencing system 100, both ‘of these
conditions are satisfied. This is an‘irnportant,fean1te in an
end-to-end conferencing situation, where the local endpoint
is unaware of remote endpoint processing, and-can only
explain local playback starvation as a result of local activity.
The preferred capture and playback application design
ensures that remote video is not lost due to remote endpoint
activity. » ,
Video Stream Restart‘

The preferred videocompression method for conferenc-
ing system 100 ,(i.e., ISDN rate video or IRV) contains no
key frames (i.e., reference frames). Every frame is a delta
(i.e., difference) frame based on the preceding decoded
video frame. In order to establish a complete video image,
DIV dedicates a small part (preferably ‘/ssth) of each delta
frame to key frame data. 'l"he‘part of an IRV delta frame that
is key is complete and does not require inter"-frame decode.
The position" of the key information is -relative, and is said to

"walk" with respect to a delta frame sequence,’ so that the use I
of partial key information may be referred to as the “walkin

' key frame.” V
Referring now to FIG. 12, there is shown arepresentation

of a sequence of N walking key frames. For a walkingkey
frame of size 1/N, the kth frame in a sequence of N frames,
where ('k<=N), has its kth component consisting "of key
information. On decode, that kth component is complete and
accurate. Provided frame k+l is decoded correctly, the kth
component of the video stream will remain accurate, since
it is based on a kth key component and a k+l correct decode.
A complete key frame is generated every N frames in order
to provide the decoder with up-to-date reference information
within N frames. V ' ’

For a continuous and uniuternlpted stream of video
frames, the walking key frame provides key information‘
without bit-rate fluctuations that would occur if a complete
key frame were ‘sent’ at regular intervals. However, without
a complete key fi‘ame,qvideo stamp requires collecting all
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walking key frame components, which requires a delay of N
frames. If video startup/restart occurs often, this can be
problematic, especially if N is large. For example, at 10
frames per second (fps) with N=85, the stamplrestart time to
build video from. scratch is 8.5 seconds. .

‘In order to accelerate IRV‘ stream startup and restart, an
IRV capture driver "Request Kcy,Frame’? interface is used to
generates complete key frame on demand. The complete
key frame .“compresses” N frames of walking key frames
into a single frame, and allows immediate stream startup
once it is received-and decoded. Compressed IRV key
frames for (l 60><120_) video images are approximately 6-8
KBytcs in length. Assuming an ISDN bandwidth of 90 kbits
dedicated to video, ISDN key frame transmission takes
approximately 0.5-0.6 seconds to transmit. Given a walking
key frame size of 1/as (N=85), and aframe rate of 10 fps, use
of a complete key frame to start/restart a video stream can
decrease the startup delay from 8.5 secs to approximately V2sec.

In order for walking key frame compression to be suc-
cessful, the delta frame rate must be lowered during key
frame transmission. Delta frames generated. during key
frame transmission are likely to be “out-of-sync" with

- respect to establishing audio-video synchronization, and

60 .

given the size of a key frame. too many delta frames will
exceedthe overall ISDN bandwidth. The IRV capture driver
bit rate controller takes into account key frame data in its
frame generation logic and decreases frame rate immedi-
ately following a key frame. , '

A key frame once received may be “out-of-sync” with
respect to the audio stream due to its lengthy transmission
time. ‘Thus, key frames will be decoded but not displayed,
and the video stream will be-“in-sync" only when the first
follow-on delta frame isreceived. In addition,.the “way-
out-of-sync" window is preferably sized appropriately so
that key frame transmission does not_cause the stream to
require repeated restarts.

Once it is determined that a stream requires restart, either
as part of call’ establishment or due to synchronization
problems, the local endpoint requiring the restart transmits
a restart control message to the remote capture endpoint
requesting akey frame. The remote capture site responds by
requesting its capture driver to generate a key frame. The
key frame is sent to the local endpoint when generated. The
endpoint requesting the restart sets atimer immediately
following the restart request. If a key frame is not received
after an adequate delay, the restart request is repeated.
Audio/Video Synchronization , g

, Video manager 516 is responsible for syncluonizing the
video strearnwith the audio stream in order to achieve
“lip-synchronization." Because of the overall conferencing
architecture. the audio and video subsystems do not share a
common clock. In addition, again because of system design,
the audio stream is a more reliable, lower latency stream
than the video stream. For these reasons, the video stream is
synchronized by relying on information regarding capture
andplayback audio timing.

For VM audio/video (AN) synchronization. audio stream
v packets are timestamped from an external clock at the time

they are captured. When an audio packet is played, its
timestarnp represents the current audio playback time. Every
video framecaptured is stamped with a fimestamp, derived

_ from the audio system, that is the capture-timestamp of the
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last audio packet captured. At the time of video playback
(decode and'display,- typically at the remote endpoint of a
video, conference), the video frame tirnestamp is compared
with the current audio playback time, as derived from the
audio system.
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Two windows, or time periods, 5, and 6,, are defined,
with 8,<52, as part of VM initialization. Let V‘, be the
timestamp for a given video frame, and let A, be the current
audio playback time when the. video frame is to be played.

' A/V synchronization is defined as follows:
If lA,~V,l§5,,' then the video stream is _“in-sync" and

played normally (i.e., decoded and displayed immedi- p .
ately).

If 6,<|AT—V,J§5,, then the video stream is “_out—of-sync."
and a “hurry-up’.’ technique is used to attempt re-synchro-
nization. If a video stream remains out-of-sync for too
many consecutive frames, then it becomes “way-out-of
sync” and requires a restart.

If 82-<lA,«-—V,J, thenpthe video stream is “way-out-of-sync”
and requires a restart. — _ _
Because ofthe overall design ofconferencing system 100,

a video stream sent from one endpoint to another is “behind" '
its corresponding audio stream. That is, the transmission and '
reception ofa video frame takes longer than the transmission
and reception of an audio flame. This is due to the design _of 20
video and audio capturegand playback sites relative to the
network interface, as well as video and audio frame size
difl"erenccs. In order to compensate for this, the audio system
allows capture and playback latencies to be set for an audio
stream.‘ Audio capture and playback latencies artificially
delay the capture and playback of an audio strearn.

As pan of the VLinkOut function, video manager 516
calls audio manager 520 to set an audio capture latency. -As
part of the VLinkIn function. video manager 516 calls audio
manager 520 to set an audio playback latency. Once the
latencies are set,'. they are preferably p not changed. _ The
capture and playback latency. values are specified inn1illi-

_ seconds, and defined as part of VM initialization. They may
be adjusted as part of the Calibration process.‘ .

In order to attemptrc-synchronization when a stream is
not too far “out-of-sync” as defined by the above rules, an
feature ‘called “Hurry-up” is used When passing a video
frame to the codec for decode, if hurry-up is specified, then
the codec performs frame decode to a YUV intermediate
format but does not execute the YUV-to-RGB color con-
version. Though the output is not‘ color converted for RGB

graphics display, the hurry-up. maintains the playback
decode stream for following frames. When Hurry—up is used,
the frame is notdisplayed. By decreasing the decodeldisplay
cost per’ frame, and processing frames on demand (the
number of frames processed for playback per second can
vary), it is possible for a video stream that is out-of-sync to
become in-sync.
Bit Rate Throttling

Conferencing system 100 supports anumber of different _
media: audio, video, and data. These media are prioritized-in
order to share the limited network (e.g., ISDN) bandwidth.
A priority order of (highest-to-lowest) audio, data, and video
is designated. In this scheme, ‘network bandwidth that is
used for video will need to give way to data, when data
conferencing is active (audio is not compromised). In ordei
to implement the priority design, a mechanism for dynami-
cally throttling the video bit stream is used. It is a self-
throttling system, in that it does not require input from a
centralized bitrate controller It both throttles down and
throttles up a video bit stream as a function of available
network bandwidth. _ .. .

A latency is a period of time neededto complete the
transfer of a given amount ofdata at agivcn bit rate. For
example, for 10 kbitsgat 10 kbits/sec, 1atency=l. A throttle
down latency is the latency at which a bit stream is throttled
down (i.e., its rate is lowered), and a throttle up latency is the
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latency at which a bit stream is throttled up (i.e., its rate is
increased).
Multiple Video’Formats

Conferencing system 100 presents both a local monitor
display and a remote playback display to the user. A digital
video resolution of (l60x120) is preferably used as capture
resolution for ISDN-based video conferencing (i.e., the
resolution of a coded compressed video stream to a remote
site). (160x120) and (320x24) are preferably used as the
local monitor display resolution. (3 20x240) resolution may
also be used for high-resolution still images. Generating the
local monitor display by decompressing and color convert-
ing the compressed video stream would be computationally

' expensive. The video capture driver 52 of FIG. 5 simulta-
neously generates both a compressed video stream and an
uncompressed video stream. Video manager 516 makes use
of theuncompressed video stream to generate the local
monitordisplay. Video manager 516 may select the format
of the uncompressed video stream to ‘be either YUV-9 or
8-bits/pixel (bpp) RGB—-Device Independent Bitmap (DIB)
format. For a (l60x120) local monitor, the uncompressed

_DIB video strearri may be displayed directly. For a (320><
240) monitor. a; (l60><l20) YUV-9 fonnat is used and the
display driver “doub1cs" the image size to (320x240) as part
ofthe color conversion process. -

In the RGB andYUV-9 capture modes, RGB orYUV data
are appended to capture driver IRV buffers, so that the
capture application (VCapt EXE 1104) has access to both
fullypencoded IRV frames and either RGB or YUV data.
Conferencing system 100 has custom capture driver inter-
faces to select either RGB capture mode, YUV capture
mode, or neither. ‘
Self-Calibration _

CPU, IIO bus,,and display adapter characteristics vary
widely from computer to computer. The goal of VM self-
calibralion is to support software-based video playback on a
variety ofPC platforms, without having to “hard-code" fixed
system parameters based on knowledge of the host PC_. VM
self-calibration measures a.PC computer system in order to
determine the decodeand display overheads that it can
support. YM self-calibration also offers a cost function that
upper-layer software may use to determine if selected dis-
play options, for a given video compression format, are
supported. '

There are three major elements to the self-calibration:
l. The calibration of software decode using actual video

decompress cycles to measure decompression costs. Both
RGB/YUV capture mode and [RV frames are decoded in
order to provide accurate measurement of local (monitor)
and remote video decode. YUV (160'X120) and YUV
(320x240) formats are also decoded (color converted) to
provide costs associated with the YUV preview feature of
the video subsystem. .

2. A calibration ofPC displays, at varying resolutions, using
actual video display cycles topmeasure display costs.

3. A video cost function, available to applications. that takes
as input frame rate, display rate, display resolution, video
format, and miscellaneous video stream characteristics,
and outputs a system utilization percentage representing
the total system costfor supporting _a video decompress
and display having the specified characteristics.

The calibration sofiware detects a CPU upgrade or display
driver modification in order to determine if calibration is to

be rtm, prior to an initial run on a newly installed system.VM DLL

. Referring again to FIG. _11, video manager dynamic link
library (VM DLL) WB is a video stream “object manager."
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That is, with few exceptions, all VM DLL interfaces take a
“Video Stream Object Handle” (HVSTRM) as input; and the
interfaces define a set of operations or functions on a stream

‘ object. Multiple strearn objects may be created.
Video API 508 defines all of external interfaces to, VM

DLL WB. There are also a number of VM internal interfaces

to VM DLL WB that are used by VC_apt EXE WC, VPlay
EXE WD, Netw DLL WE, and AVSync DLL _WF‘for the
purposesvof manipulating a video stream at a lower level
than that available to applications’. The vm.h file,”provided to
applications that use VM DLL WF, contains a definition of
all EPS and VM internal interfaces. EPS interfaceslare

prefixed with a ‘V’; V_M internal interfaces are prefixed with
a ‘VM';'Finally, there are a number of VM private inter-
faces, available only to the VM DLL code, used to imple-
ment the object functions. For example, there are stream
object ‘validation routines. The self-calibration code is a
separate module linked with the VM DLL code proper. .

Video API calls, following‘ HVSTRM and parameter
validation, are typically passed down to either VCapt or

. VPlay for processing. This is implemented using the
Microsoft® Windows SDK Send.Message' interface. Send-
Message takes as input the window handle of the target

‘ application and synchronously calls the main, window proc
of that application. As part of VM initialization, VM starts
execution of the applications-, _VCapt and VPlay. As part of
their WinMain processing, theseapplicationss make use of

' a VMRegister interface to return their window handle to VM
DLL WB. From registered window handles, VM DLL WB
is able to make use of the S_endMessage_inteiface. For every
video API interface, there is a corresponding parameter
block structure used to pass parameters to VCapt or VPlay.These structures ‘are defined-inthe vm.h file. In addition to

the Winfixec startup and video API interface calls, VM DLL
WB can also send a shutdown message to vcap: and VPlay
for termination processing. - , . _

Immediately following the successful initialization of
VCapt and_VPlay, VM 516 calls the interface ‘videoMea-
sure’ in order to run self-‘calibration. The VCost interface is
available, at run-time, to return measurement information
per video stream, to applications. - .-_
VCapt EXE ' ’ '

The video capture application (VCapt EXE WC) imple-
ments all details of video frame capture and distribution to
the network, including: ” V ’

Control or the ISVR capture driver.
Video format handling to support IRV and RGB/YUV

capture mode. '
Video frame capture callback processing of captured

video frames. . . v

- Copy followed by P_ostMessage transfer of video frames
to local playback application .(VPlay EXE). . ‘_

Transmission, via Netw DLL WE, of video frames to the
network. ,_ ' .

Mirror, zoom, camera" video attributes, and miscellaneous
capture strearn control processing. '

Restart requests from a remote endpoint.
Shutdown processing. ’

32 k
Enter Microso_ft® Windows message loop.

WM_VCAPI'URE_CALL (ON)

Registeraudio callback with audio manager 520.
Set audio capture latency with audio manager 520.
Initialize the ISVR capture stream based on stream objectattributes.

WM__VLINKO_UT_CALL (ON)
Register Netw callback handler for transmission comple-

tion handling.

Initialize bit rate throttling parameters.
WM_MONI'Il0R__DATA_RTN

Decrement reference count on video frame (user context
buffers). .

WM_PLAY_DATA__,RTN
Add buffer back to capture driver.

This message is only in loopback case of remote playback-
prcfcrably for testing only.
WM_RESTART__STREAM

' Request key frame from capture driver.
WM_‘_VCNTL_CALL

Adjust video- stream controls based on VCntl parameters
- (from VM DLL WB).

WM_PLAYBACK

Get stream format type (IRV, YUV).
Set ISVR RGB/YUV capture mode controls: If IRV

. (160x120) playback then RGB; if IRV 320x240 play-
back,,then' YUV. . _

This message is from local playback application (VPlay
EXE’ WD) in response to local window (monitor) size
changes. _ ‘
WM__SHUTDOWN

Disable capture; includes closing the capture driver.
Un-initializes capture application.
Destmywindow;
VCapt Capture Callback is a key component of the VCapt

EXE’application. VCapt Capture Callback processes indi-
vidual frames received, in interrupt context, from the capture
driver (lSVR.DRV). The main steps of callback processingare:

Time stamp the video frame using AVSync DLL WF.
Set the packet sequence number of the frame (for network

error detection).

If the video stream is in the Monitor state, then copy the
frame out’ of interrupt context into a local monitor
playback frame first-in first-out (FIFO) device. If the
video format is YUV, then only the frame header is
copied, since YUV data does not go to the network, and
is not “real-time.” . c i

If the video stream is in the LinkOut state of FIG. 10, then
' call the NE'I'WSendFrame function to send the frame to

the remote playback site, and then add the frame bulfer
back to the capture driver. Also, use interface Dat-
aRateThrottleDown to adjust the video bit rate, as
needed. .

VPlay EXE
, The video playback application (VPlay. EXE WD) imple-

VCapt EXE WC processing may be summarlzedlasa 50 merits all details of video playback, including:
function of the Microsoft® Windows messages as follows: '
WINMAIN .

Initialize application. _
Get VCapt EXE initialization (IND settings.

Open ISVR driver a

Register window handle (and status) with VM DLL WB.

Opening an instance of the IRV playback codec for each
playback stream: local monitor and remote playback.

Maintaining, display mode attributes for each stream,
based on playback window sizes .

Maintain palette “awareness” for each video stream.
Receive video frames for decompress and display.
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Filter video fra.mes using AVSync DLL WP and playback
frame FIFO state.

Restart video stream as necessary.
Decompress video frames via M.icrosoft® Windows 3.1

Senr.lDriverMessage Codec interface. .

Display video frames via Microsoft® GDI or DrawDinterfaces. '

Handle VM.DLL messages generated as a result of video
V API interface calls.

Handle application shutdown. ‘
In order to encapsulate decode and display attributes for a
video stream in a “Display Object," references to a Display
Object are passed to internal VP1ay procedures. The struc-

glire of the Display Object is defined in the vp1ay.h includee. .

VPlay EXE WD processing may be summarized as a
function of the Microsoft® Windows messages as follows:
WINMAIN

Initialize application.

Get VPlay initialization (INI) settings. , .
Register window handle (and status) with VM DLL WE.
Enter Microsoft® Windows‘ message loop.

WM__TIMER
. Kill the outstanding restart timer:

If the stream associated with the message is still inithe
restart state. then Restartstream. V _ '

Initialize the ISVR capture stream based on stream object
- ‘attributes. _

WM_MONITOR_.DA’l‘A . .

Validate stream state (MONITOR) and video frame data.
ProcessPlayFramc. .
Set reference count to 0 (copy frame FIFO).

WM_PLAY_DATA ‘

Validate stream state (PLAY) and video frame data.

ProcessPlayFrame. I _ V _ ‘
NEl‘WPostFrame to "return frame bulfer to the network.

WM_VMONITOR;_CALL (ON) ’
" Get video stream attributes and determine internal stream V

playback values.
Set up codec for stream; set up decompress structures.
Restartstream.

WM_VPL.AY_CALL (ON)
Get video stream attributes and determine internal stream

playback values.
Set up codec for stream; set up decompress structures.
Restartstrearn. .

wM_vLINI<1N_cALL (ON) V p _
AVRegisterMonitor to _set AVSync audio manager call-

back. ’

AVSetLatcncy_to set audio manager playback latency.
NETWRegisterln to register receive data complete call-

backs from network andpost video frame networkbuffers.
WM_VCN'I‘L_CALL -

Adjust video stream controls (via codec) based on VCntl
parameters (from VM DLL WB).

WM_VGRABFRAME__CALL

Copy out the current RGB display buffer for the stream.
WM,_MEASURE_‘BEGIN . ’

Turn on video statistics gathering.
WM_MEASURE__END— V

Return decode and display playback statistics for the
stream.
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Wit/l+MEASURE_BEGIN
Turn on ' video. statistics gathering.

WM_SHUTDOWN

Clean up codec.
Destroywindow.

Unregistcr Class. The ‘ProcessPlayFrame’ procedure is a
key component of the playback application (VPlay
EXE _WD). It processes individual frames received, in
user context, from either the VCapt capture callback, in
the case oflocal monitor playback, or from the New
receive data complete callback. in the case of remote

. playback. The main steps of ‘ProcessPlayFrame’ pro-
cessing are: ,

Send the video frame through the ‘SyncFilter’.
If the frame is_“way-out-of-sync,” then restart the stream.
If the frame is “out-of—sync,” then ‘hur-ry_»_up'=TRUE.
Else, ‘hurry___pup’-—*FALSE. _

Based on the stream display frequency attribute, deter-
mine if the frame should be displayed. If the frame is
not to be ’ displayed, then ‘hurry__up’=TRUE; else
‘hur'ry__up'_=FALSE.

If the stream is REMOTE, then decode with IRV decom-
press. _ __

If the stream is LOCAL, then: -
If the stream is IRV (i.e., not RGB/YUV capture mode),

_ then decode with IRV decompress;
Else if the stream is RGB capture mode. then copy to

.RGB display bufl‘er; V V
Else if thestream is YUV capture mode, then decode

with IRV Color‘Convert;
Elseif the stream is YUV, then decode with IRV Color

Convert; '

If all frames have been decompressed (no more frames in —
playback frame FIFO) and ‘hurry__up’=FALSE, then
Display Frame.

SyncFi1ter, a procedure used by ProcessPlayFrame, is
‘ implemented as follows: _

If the playback frame Fifo length is> AVFrameI{ighWa-
_ terMark, then return (“way-out-of-sync").
If the stream is REMOTE, then if there is 2: Frame Packet

Sequence Number Error, then return ("way-out-of-
sync”). V =

If the stream is REMOTE, then return (AVFrameSync
(StreamObject, Framel’tr)). _

The first test is important: It states that the number of frames
queued for playback has exceeded a high water mark, which
indicates that VPlay EXE WD has been starved and the
stream playback is “way-out-of-sync." The AVFrarneSync
interface (AVSync DLL WF) is preferably only used with
remote streams, since local streams do not have the concept
of, an associated audio playback time.

Displ'ayFrame, a procedure used by ProcessPlayfFrame,
is implemented as follows: Based on the stream Display
Object mode, use Microsoft® Vlftndows DrawDib, Bit.Blt, or
StretchB1t- to display the frame. The display mode is a
function of playback window size and video format resolu-
tion. . '

Restartstream is a procedure that handles details of
stream restart. Its implementation is:

Clear the playback frame FIFO (the C1earFrameFifo
procedure recycles queued video frames to the network
or VCapt, as needed).

Set the stream state to ‘RESTAR’I".

If the stream is LOCAL, then:
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If YUV/RGB capture mode is not enabled, then Post-
Message (WM_STREAM_vRESTART, 0, 0) to
VCapt EXE WC indicating a key frame request. If
YUV/RGB capture mode is enabled, then every
captured frame contains a RGB or YUV capture 5
mode key frame, and ‘a key frame request is unnec-
essary. _ .

Else (stream is REMOTE) NETWSendCntl (WM_RE-
START_STREAM) to ‘have thenetwork send a restart

. control message; Set the Key Frame Request timer.
One of the more important areas of the VPlay implemen-

tation is its “Palette Awareness” logic. In order that video
displays retain proper colors in a palettized environment,
VPlay must respond "to a" Microsoft® Windows palette
change and get new palette messages. To accomplish this,
VPlay “hooks” the window specified in the WM_VPLAY__
CALLV~message parameter block, sothat palette messages to
the “hooked” .window will be transmitted to a procedure
within VPlay that properly handles the palette management.

’ Netw DLL

Networkilibrary (Netw DLL WE) provides a library of
network interfaces designed to hide the capture and play-
back applications from details of the underlying network
service, including: ' _

Management of network buffers.
Asynchronous interrupt-time callbacks when data is

received or transmission is complete.
Video frame and control message transmission.
Compaction of video frame headers, from Microsoft®

Video for Windows (VfW) defined headers to packed
headers ‘suitable for low-bandwidth networks (e.g.,
ISDN). ‘ ‘

Transparent local loopback of video, frames (supports
single machine testing of video subsystem). V

Netw DLL WE defines a ‘SUPERVIDEOI-IDR’ structure.
which is an. extension of the. ‘VIDEOHDR’ structure
defined’ by . Microsot‘t® Video. for -Windows. The
VIDEOHDR structure is used by VfW capture and

playback applications on a single_PC. The SUPER-
VIDEOHDR contains the VIDEO}-[DR structure, plus

VM-specific control infomtation, an area where
VIDEOHDR data can be compacted for networkxtrans-.
mission, and a contiguous frame data buifer. The con-
tiguity of the SUPERVIDEOHDR structure allows the
Vfwrstructure to be used without modification by
VCapt and VPlay (which are also _VfW applicafions),
while at the same time allowing a video frame to be
transrnitted on the ‘network in a single operation.

The interfaces provided by the New DLL are as follows:
NETWCallbackIn—-Callback used for VLinkln streams;

processes received data from the network.
NETWCallbackOut'—Callback used for VLink0ut

streams; processes send completions from the network.
NETWInit—Initializes network buffers.

NETWRe'g'ister'In—-Register a network input channel and
post buffers for receiving data

NETWRegister0ut——Rcgister a network ‘output channel.
NETWSendCntl—Send a control message.
NE'1‘WSendFrame—-Send a video frame.
NETWPostFrame——Post a video frame buffer to the net-

work interface. . _
NETWC1canup—-Un—in.itia.lize NETW support; buffers,

etc. ‘
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AVSync DLL
AVSync DLL WF provides a library of interfaces

designed to support the capture and playback applications in
the implementation of the audio-video synchronization tech-
nique, including: '

Implementing audio system callbacks used to deliver
timestarnp values.

Implementing audio system latency settings.

Maintaining capture stream and playback stream times-
tamps. ’

Video frame comparison with video stream timestamp
values. H » .

V The interfaces provided by the AVSync DLL are as
15 follows:

AVInit—-Initialization. Includes getting critical AV sync
values from [NI file. _

_AVRegistcrMonitor-—Register timestamp callback for a
video stream ‘ ,

AVUnRegisterMonitor—Unregister timestamp callback
for a video stream. _ ‘

AVSetALateney—Set a capture or playback audio latency
value. » - -

AVReSetALarency—Reset a captureor playback audio
latency value.

AVFifoHighWaterMark—-Retum a configuration-defined
value for the high water mark of a video frame FIFO.
(Used in VPlay SyncFiltcr.)

AVFramcTimeStamp—Time stamp a video frame with an
associated audio capture time stamp.

AVFrameSyno—Deterrni.ne if a video frame is “in-sync”
as defined for “in-sync," “out-of-sync,” and “way-out-
of-sync" disclosed earlier in this specification.

Video Capture Driver '
Video capture driver 522 of FIG. 5 follows driver speci-

fications set forth in the Microsoft® Video for Windows

(ViW) Developer Kit documentation. This documentation
specifics a series of application program interfaces (APIs) to
which the video capture driver responds. Microsoft® Video
for Windows is a Microsoft extension to the Microsoft®

Windows operating system. VfW provides a common
framework to integrate audio and video into an application
program. Video capture driver 522 extends the basic
Microsoft® API definitions by providing six "custom" APIs
that provide direct control of enhancements to the standard
VfW specification to enable and control bit rate throttling
and local video monitoring.

Bit rate throttling controls the bit rate of is transmitted
video conference data stream. Bit rate throttling is based on
two independent parameters: the quality of the captured
video image, and the image capture frame rate. A user of
conferencing system 100 is able to vary the relative irnpor-

55 tance-of thesetwo parameters with a custom capture driver
API. A high-quality image has more fine detail information
than a low—quality image.

The data bandwidth capacity of the video conference
communication channelis fixed. The amount of capnrred

60 video data to be transmitted is variable, depending upon the
amount of motion that is present in the video image. The
capture driver is- able to control the amount of data that is
captured by changing the quality of the next captured video
frame andvby not capturing the next video frame (“dropping"

65 the frame).
The image quality is determined on a frame-by-frame

basis using the following equation:
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. _ (Tar elsizc-AclualFrarncSize).
Quamy ” Constant§PEeFactor V

Quality is the relative image quality of the next captured
frame. A lower quality number represents a lower image
quality (less image detail). Targetsiae is the desired size of
a captured- and compressed flame. Targetsize is based on a
fixed, desired capture flame rate.

5

Normally. the capture driver captures new video frames at T
a fixed, periodic rate which is set by the audio/video
conference application program. The capture driver keeps a

- running total of the availableicommunication channel band-
width. When the capture driver is ready to capture the next
video flame, it first checks the available charmel bandwidth
and if there is insufiicient bandwidth (due to a large,‘ previ-
ously captured frame), then the capture driver delays cap-
turing the next video frame until sufiicient bandwidth is
available. ‘Finally, the size of the captured video frame is
subtracted from the available charmel bandwidth totaL _

A user of conferencing system 100-may control the
relationship between reduced itnag'e_-quality and dropped
frames by setting the minimum image quality value. The V
rninimumimage quality value controls the range of permit-
ted image qualities, from-a wide range down to a narrow
range of only the best image qualifies. ‘

Bit rate throttling is implemented inside of the video
capture driverand‘ is controlled by the following VfWA
extension APIs: "

Sets the data rate of the
communications channel.
Sets the minimum image
quality value. . _
Sets the desired capture

CUSl‘0M_SE‘I'_DATA_RA'l'E

CUS'l‘OM_SET_QUAL_PE.RCEN'l‘

CUSl'OM_SE'I'_FPS

The local video monitoring extension to ViW. gives the
video capture driver the ability to output simultaneously
both a compressed and a non-compressed image data stream
to the application, while remaining fully compatible with the
Microsoft® ‘VNV interface specification..,W"rt.hout local
‘video monitoring, the audio/video conferencing application
program would be required to decompress and display the
image stream generated by the capture driver, which places
an additional burden on the host processor and decreases the
frame update rate of the displayed image. ‘

The ViW interface specification requires that compressed
image data be placed in an output bufier. When local video
monitoring is active, an uncompressed copy of thesarne
image frameis appended to the output buffer immediately
following the compressed image data. The capture driver
generates control information associated with the output
bufier. This control inforrnation reflects only the compressed
image block of the output gbulfer and does not‘ indicate the
presence of the uncompressed imagebloclc, making local
video monitoring fully compatible with other vrw applica-
tions. A “reserved," 32-bit data word in the VEW control

application that there is a valid uncompressed video image
informationblock indicates to a local video monitor aware _

block in the output‘ buifcr. The application program may then t‘
read and directly display the uncompressed video image
block from the output‘ bulfer. _ .

‘ The uncompressed image data may be in either Device
Independent Bitmap (DIB) or YUV9 format. DIB format
images may be displayed directly on the computer monitor.
YUV9 format images may be increased in size while retain-
ing image quality. YUV9 images are convertedinto DlB
format before they are displayed on the computer monitor.

65
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The capture driver allows the uncompressed video image
to be captured either normally or mirrored (reversed left to
right). In normelmodc, the local video monitoring image
appears as it is viewed by a video camera—-printing appears
correctly in the displayedimage. In mirrored mode, the local
video monitoring image appears as if it were being viewed
in a mirror.

The CUS'l0M_SET_DIB__CONT.ROL extension API
controls the local video monitoring capabilities of the video
capture driver: ‘ .
Custom APIs for Video Capture Driver

The CUSTOM_SET_FPS message sets the frame rate
for a video capture. This message can only be used while in
streaming capture mode..
, The CUSTOM_SET_IGEY message informs the driver
to produce one key flame as soon as possible. The capture
driver will comrnortly produce onedelta frame before the
key. Once the key frame has been encoded. delta frames will
follow normally. . ,

The CUS'IO_M_SET_DATA_RATE message informs
the driver to set an output data rate. This data rate value is
in K.Bits per second and typically corresponds to the data
rate of the communications channel over which the com-

pressed video data will bc._transrnitted.
The CUSTOM_SEI‘__QUAL_PERCENT message, con-

trols the relationship between reducing the image quality
and dropping video frames when the compressed video data
stream size exceeds‘ the data rate_ set by the CUSTOM__
SET_DATA__RA'I_'E message. For example, a CUSTOM_
SET_-_QUAL_PERCENT value of 0 means that the driver
should reduce the image quality as much as possible before
dropping frames and a value of 100 means that video frames
should be dropped before the image quality is lowered.

The CUS'I70M_~_SET__DlB_CONTROL message con-
trols the 8-bit DIBIYUV9 format image output when the
IRV compression format has been selected. The RV driver
is able to simultaneously generate the IRV compressed data
stream plus an uncompressed image in either DIB or YUV9
format. If enabled, the IRV driver can retum the DIB image
in either (80260) or (160xl20) pixel resolution. The (160><

120) image is also available in YUV9 format. All images are
available in either minorcd (reversed left to right) or a
normal image. This API controls the following four param-
eters:

DIB enableldisable
Mirroredlnorrrral image

The DIB image size .
Image data format The default condition is for the uncom-

pressed image to be disabled. Once set, these control
flags remains in effect until changed by another CUS-
'[DM__SET_,DIB_CONTROL message. The uncom-
pressed image data is appended to the video data bufier
immediately following the compressed IRV image
"data. The uncompressed DIB or YUV9 data have the
bottom scanline data first and the top scan-line data last
in the buffer. g

The CUSTOM_SET;_VlDEO message controls the
video ’ demodulator CONTRAST, BRIGHTNESS, HUE

(TINT), and SATURATION parameters. These video
parameters are also set by the capture driver at initialization
and via the Video Control dialog box.
Video Microcode

The video microcode 530 of FIG. 5 running on video
board 204 of FIG. 2 performs video compression. The
preferred video compression technique is disclosed in later
sections of this specification starting with the section entitled
“Compressed Video Bitst:rearn.”
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Audio Subsystem V
The audio subsystem provides full duplex audio between

two conferencing systems 100. The audio streams in both
directions preferably run virtually error free, and do not
break up due to activity on host processor 202. While the
video subsystem is responsible for synchronizing video with
audio, the audio subsystem provides an interface to retrieve
synchronization information and for control OVCIf" audio
latency. "I'he synchnonization information and latency con-
not is provided through an interface internal to the audio and
video subsystems. ' ‘ I ' 2

The audio subsystem provides an interface for control of
the audio streams. Output volume, selection of an audio
compression method, sample" size, and sample rate are
examples of audio attributes that may be selected or adjusted
through the interface. ~' .In addition to . controlling audio
attributes, the audio subsystem provides an interface to send
audio streams out to the network, receive and play audio
streams from the network. and monitor the local audio
stream - ' ' '

.When audiolcomm board 206 is not being used for video
conferencing, the Microsoft® Wave interface provides
access to the stereo audio codec (SAC). Wave driver 524
supports all of the predefined Microsoft® sample‘ rates, full
duplex audio,'both eight and sixteen bit samples, and mono
or stereo audio- Wave driver 524 provides the "audio sub-
system with a private interface that allows the Wave driver
to be disabled. ' V

40

com board as a SPOX® operating system task. These two
software components interface with each other through
messages passed through the DSP interface 528 of FIG. 5.

Referring again: to FIG. 1, in order for the audio sub-
" system to achieve full duplex communication between two

conferencing systems, there is a network connection (i.e.,
ISDN line 110), between two conferencing systems. Both
conferencing systems run the same software. This allows the
audio task on one conferencing system to communicate with
another instantiation of itself on the other conferencing
system. The ISDN connection is full duplex. There are two
B-Channels in each direction. Logical audio channels flow-
ing through the ISDN connection are provided by the

' network.tasks and have no physical representation The
audiotask on each of the conferencing systems is respon-
sible for playing back the compressed audio generated on
the remote system, and for transferring the compressed
audio generated locally to the remote system. _

Z" Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 13, audio samples gener-
ated onconferencing system A are first sampled by micro-
phone 104, digitized by the stereo audio codec (SAC),
filtered and compressed by the stack of device drivers 1304,

. and delivered to the audio task 538. The audio task pack-

In a preferred embodiment, the Microsofi® Wave inter- .
face performs record and playback of audio during a con-
ferencing session. To achieve this, the audio subsystem and
the Wave implementation cooperate during video confer-
encing so that the audio stream(s) can be split between the
Wave interface and the source/sink of the audio subsystem.

Referring now to FIG. 13, there is shown a block diagram
of thearchitecture of the audio'_sub'system,_ according to a
preferred embodiment of the present invention. The audio
subsystem is structured as a“DSP application." Conforming
with the DSP architecture forces the audio subsystem’s
implementation to be split between host processor 202 and

etizes the compressed audio (by time. stamping the audio
infomtation), and then sends the audio to com task 540 for
delivery to the remote system The audio samples consumed

‘ (i.e., played back) by conferencing system A are delivered
by the comm task after conferencing system.B- has gone
through the same- process as conferencing -system A to
generate and send a packet. Once conferencing systemA_ has
the audio packet generated by conferencing system B, the

‘ comm task records the time stamp, andvsends the_ packet

audio/comm board 206. Conceptually. audio tasks on the ~
audio/comm board communicate directly with a counterpart
on the host processor. For example, Wave driver 524 (on the
host processor) communicates directly with Wave task 534
(on the audio/comm board). In FIG. 13, these communica-
tions are represented by broken lines representing virtual
connectiorrs. _ . V

The bulk of the audio subsystem is implemented on the
‘audio/comm board as a‘ Spectron i_SPOX®iDSP operating
system task. The portion of the audio subsystem on the host
processor provides an interface to control the SPOX®
operating system audio task. The prograumring interface to
the audio subsystem is implemented as a DLL on top of DSP
interface 528. The DLL will translate all function calls into
DSP messages: and respond to messages passed from audio
task 538 to the host processor. ‘

The audio task 538 (running on the audio/comm board)
responds to control information and requests for status from
audio manager 520 (running on the host processor). The
audio task is also responsible for hardware monitoring ofthe
audio input source on the audio output sink. A majority of

V the audio task’s execution time is spent fulfilling its third and
primary responsibility: full duplex audio communication
between two conferencing systems.

The conferencing a’pp_lication',s interface to the audio
subsystem is implemented on the host processor, and the
audio processing and control is implemented on the audiol

down the device stack 1302 to be decompressed and sent to
the codec (i.e., audio hardware 1306). As the remote audio
samples are being transferred to the codec. the codec may
mix them with local audio samples (depending on whether
the local system is in the monitor state or not), and finally
sends the samples to the attached speaker 108.

b Audio API . - -
‘Referring again to FIG. 5, the audio API 512 for the audio

subsystem is an internal programming interface usedpby
other software components of the conferencing system,
specifically video manager 516 and the conferencing API
506. The audio API is a library that is linked in with the
calling application. The audio API translates the procedural
interface into DriverProc messages. See Microsoft® Device
Driver Development Kit (DDK) and Software Development
Kit (SDK) for the definitions of the DriverProc entry point
and installable device drivers. The audio API layer also
keeps the state machine for the audio subsystem. This allows
the state machine to be implemented only once for every
implernentation of the audio subsystem.

Audio API 512 of FIG. 5 provides, an interface between
audio/video conferencing application 502 and the audio

' subsystem. Audio API 512 provides the following services:

60

Captures a single audio stream
continuously from a local audio
hardware source, for example, a
rrricruphone. and directs the audio
stream to a audio software output
sink (i.e., _a network destination).
Monitors the audio stream being
captured from the local audio
hardware by playing the audio
stream locally. Note: This function
intercepts and displays a audio

Capture Service

Monitor Service
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—continued

stream at the hardware board when
the stream is tirst capttucd. This
operation is similar to a “Short
circuit" or a UNIX tee and is -

diiferent hour the “play" function.
The play function gets and displays
the audio sueam at the host,
Plays an audio stream continuously
by consuming the audio data from
an audio software source (i.e., a
network source). -
Links an audio network source to
betheinputofanrnrdiostrearn
played locally. This service allows
applications to change dynamically
the software input source of an
audio stream.
Link: a network source to be the
output. of an audio stream captured
locally. This service allows
applications to change dynamically
the soflware output source of an
audio stream.
Controls the audio stream "on the
fly," including adjusting grain,
volume. and latency. '
Returns requested information
regarding the specified videostream.
Initialize at OPEN time.

Control Service

Information Service

Inititrlr'2ationlConfigr.rrntion

Audio API Slzsupports the following function calls by
audio/video conferencing application 502 to the audio sub-
system: ’

Retrieves the‘ number of difiererrt audio
managers installed on the system
Fills the ADevCaps structnrewith
information regarding the specified audio
manager. . - .
Opens an audio strain with specified
rrttributes by allocating all necessary system
resources (eg.. internal data structures) fcrit.
Srartslstops capturing an audio stream from a
loml nndio hardware source, such as a
microphone. .
Stertslstops monitoring on audio stream
captured‘ from a local microphone. ,
Stnmlstops playing an audio stream by _
consuming the audio data from an audio
network source. _ .
Links/nnlinlrs a. network input enamel or an
input file tolfrorn the specified audio stream
that will be played or is being played locally.
Linlor/unlinlrs a network output channel
tolfronr the specified audio stream that will be
captured or is being cspnned from the local
microphone
Controls an audio stream by adjusting its
parameters (eg., gain. volume). .
Returns thelstatus (AINFO and state) of anaudio stream.
Closes on audio stream and releases all system
resources allocated for this stream
Registers an audio sneam monitor:
Returns the packet number of the current
audio packet being played back or recorded .

ACietNurnl3evs

AGetDevCaps

AOpen

ACntl

AGetl.ufn

AClosc

Aliegisterlvloniror
APar:ketNumber

These functions are defined in further detail later in this

specification in a section entitled “Data Structures, Func-
tions, and Messages.” ’

Referring now to FIG. 14, there is shown a representation
of the audio FSM for the local audiostrearn and the remote
audio stream of a conferencing system during ’a conferenc-
ing session. according to ‘a preferred embodiment of the
present invention. The possible audio states are as follows:
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initial state — state of local and remote
audio streams afier the application calls the
CF_Init function.
Open state - state of the loeallremote audio
stream after system resources have been
allocated
Capture state - state of local audio stream
being captured.
Link-out state - state of local audio stream
being linked/unlinked to audio output (e.g..
network output channel or output file).
Link-in stale - state of remote audio stream
being linkedlunlinked to audio input (e.g..

‘ network input chnmrel or input tile).
Play stare - state of remote audio stream being
played.
Error state - state of locallremote audio
stream after a system resource failure occurs.

AS'l'__lNlT

AS’I‘__OPEN

AST_CAPTURE

AST_LlNl(0UT

AS'l‘_LINKIN

AS'l‘_PLAY

AST_l.-ZRROR

In a typical conferencing session between a caller and a
callec, both the local» and remote audio streams begin in the
AST_lNlT audio state of FIG. 14. The application calls the
AOpen frmction to open the local audio stream, taking the
local audio stream from the AST__lNIT audio state to the
AST__0l-‘EN audio state. The applicationthen calls the
ACapturc function to begin capturing the local audio stream.
taking the local audio stream from the AST_._0PEN audio
state to thc.AST_CAP_'l'URE audio state. The application
thencalls the ALinkOut function to link the local audio
stream to the audio output channel, taking the local audio
stream from the AST_CAPTURE audio state to the AST_
LINKOUT audio state. _

The application calls the AOpen function to open the
remote audio stream, taking the remote audio stream front
the AST__INIT audio state to the AST__0PEN audio state.
The application then calls the ALirrlcIn function to link the
remote audio stream to the audio input channel, taking the
remote audio stream from the AST__0PEN audio state to the
AST_LlNK]N audio state. The application then calls the
APlay function to begin playing the reroute audio stream.
taking the remote audio stream from the AST_LlNIClN
audio state to the AST__PLAY audio state. The conferencing
session proceeds without changing the audio states of either
the local or remote audio stream. V

When the conferencing session is to be terminated, the
application calls the AClose function to close the remote
audio channel, taking the remote audio stream from the
AST__PLAY audio state to the AST__INlT audio state. The
application also calls the AClose function to close the local
audio channel, taking . the local audio stream from the
AST_LlNKOU1‘ audio state to the AST__INIT audio state.

This described scenario is just one possible audio sce-
nario. 'l'hose.skilled in the art will understand that other
scenarios maybe constructed using the following additional
functions and state transitions:

The application calls the ALinkOut function to unlink the
local audio stream from the audio ‘output channel,
taking the local audio stream from the AST__LlNl(-
OUT audiogstate to the AST_CAPTURE audio state.

The application calls the ACapture function to stop cap-
turing the-local audio stream, taking the local audio
stream from the AST_CAPTURE audio state to the
AST_OPEN audio state. ’

The application calls the AClose function to close the
local audio stream, taking the local audio stream from
the AST_0PEN audio state to the AST_lNlT audiostate.

The application calls the AClose function to close the
local audio stream, taking the local audio stream from
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theAST_CAPI'URE audio state to the AST_INIT
audio state. ‘

The application calls the AClose function to recover from
a system resource failure, taking the local audio stream
from the AST_ERROR audio state to the AST__INIT ,5

audio state. . g
The application calls the APlay[ function to_ stop playing

the remote audiostrearn,’ taking the remote audio I
stream from the AST_PLAY audio state to the AST_
LINIGN, audio state. - V

The application calls" the ALinkIn function to unlink the
remote audio stream from the.audio input channel,
taking the remote audio stream from the AST__LINKlN
audio state to the AST,_OPEN audiostate. _ p

The application calls the Aclose "function to close the
remote audio stream, taking the remote audio stream
from the AST_OPEN audio. state to the AST_INIT
audio state. ,

The application calls the AClose function to close the
remote audio stream. taking the remote audio stream
from the AST_LlNKlN audio state to the AST__lN]T
audio state. . '

The application mils the AClose function to recover from
a. system resource failure, taking the remote audio
stream ‘door the AST_ERROR audio" state to the

; AST___lNlT audio state. 3 . .~ '
T The AGetDevCaps and AGetNurnDevs functions may be
called by the application from any audio state of either the
local or remote audiostream. The AGetInfo,'- ACntl, and
APacketNumber functions maybe called by the application ‘
from any audio state of either the local or. remote audio
stream.‘ except for the AST_»_1NIT state. ‘The AMonit_or
frmction may be called by the application for the local audio
stream" from either the AST__CAPTURE or AST_LINK-
OUT audiostates. The A_RegisterMonitor function may be
called by the application for the local audio stream from the
AST_LINKOUT audio state or for the remote audio stream
from eitherthe AST_LINKIN or AST__PLAY audio states.
All of; the functionspdescribcd in this paragraph leave the
audio state unchanged.
Audio Manager ‘ ’ - .

The function of audio manager 520 of FIGS. 5 and 13, 21
Microsoft® Windows installable device driver, is to'inter-
face with theaudio task 538 running on ‘the audio/comm
board 206 through the DSP interface 531.» By using the
installable. device driver model,.many different _implemen-
rations of the audio manager co-exist on the same
machine. Audio manager 520 has two logical parts:

A device driver interface (DDI) that comprises the mes-
sages the .device driver expects, and

An interface with DSP interface 528.
Audio Manager Device Driver Interface _

The device driver interface specifies the entry points and
messages that the audio manager's installable device driver
supports. The entry points are the same for all installable
device drivers ,(i.e., Microso'ft® WEP, LIBENTRY,.and.
DriverProc). All messages are passed through the_Driver-
Proc entry point. Messages concerning loading, unloading,
initializing, opening, closing, and’ configuringsthedevice
driver are predefined by Mic-;rosoft®. Those messages spe-
cific to the audio manager are defined in relation to the
constant MSG__AUDIO_MANAGER_ (these message will
range from DRV_RESERVED to DRV_USER‘ as defined
in Microsoft®WINDOWSH). All messages that apply to an
audio stream are serialized (i.e., the applicationdoes not
have more than one message per audio stream pending).

~ DRV_0PEN
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The installable device driver implementing the audio
manager responds to the open protocol messages defined by
Microsoft®. The expected messages (generated by a
Microsoft®_ OpenDriver SDK call to installable device
drivers) and the drivers response are as follows:

Reads any configuration parameters associated
with the driver. Allocate: any._memory
required for execution This cell is only made
the fir-st time the driver is opened.

_ Set up the Wave driver to work with the
audio manager. Ensures that an audiolcomm

_ board is installed and functional. For
audio/cornrnpboard 206 of FIG. 2, this means
the DSP interface 532 is accessible. This call

_ is only made the first time the driver is

DRV__LOAD

DllV__ENABLE

O -. .

Allocates the per application data. This ‘
includes information such as the callback and

' the application instance data. Ifthis is on input
or output call, start: the DSP audio task and
sets up connnunicerioo between host processor
and the DSP audio task (e.g.. setsup mail
boxes, registers callbacks). The audio manager
may be opened once for input, once for output
(i.e., it supports one full duplex conversation).
and-any number of times for device
capabilities query. This call is made each time
OpenDriver is called. »‘ ,

These three messages are generated in response to a single
application call ,(OpenDr-Iver). The 0penDnver call is

. passed a pointer to the following structure in the lParamZ of
’ the parameter of thecall:

typedef strnrt 0pcnAudioManger-Sn-nct {
BOOL _ GetDevCaps:
LPACAPS. lpACaps;
DWORD Synchronouslirrorz
LPAINFO Alnfo:
DWORD dwcallhnck;
DWORD dwCallback1n.stancc:
DWORD ' dwF|ags;

_ DWORD - , ~ wField; ‘
} OpenAudioMonager. FAR ' lp0penAudioManager;

All three messages receive this parameterin their lParam2
eter. If the open is being made foreither capture or

playback, the caller is notified in response to an asynchro-
nous event (i.e., DSP_OPEN generated by dsp0penTask).
If the open is being‘ done in order to query the devices
capabilities (indicated by the field 0penAudioManager with
GetDevCaps'being~set to TRUE), the open is synchronous
and only fails if the board cannot be accessed.

The DRV_OPEN handler always checks for error con-
ditions, begins execution of the audio thread, and allocates
per audio stream state information. Once the open command
sets state indicating that a DRV__0PEN is pending. it will
initiate eirecution of the audio thread via the DSP interface.

dspOpenTask posts a callback when the audio thread has
successfully begun. This callback is ignored unless it indi-
cates an error. Thetask will call back to the audio driver
once it has allocated all the necessary resources "on the

‘ board. The callback from the DSP interface sets the internal

state of the device driver to indicate that the thread is
running. Once the task has responded, a DRV_OPEN
message call back (i.e., post message) back to the caller of
the open command with the following values:

Paraml equals A__Ol(, and
Paramz contains the error message returned by the board.

> The installable device driverwill respond to the close
protocol messages defined by Microsoft®. The expected
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messages (generated by the Microsoft® SDK CloseDriver
call to installable device drivers) and the drivers response
are as follows: ‘

DllV_C.LOSE ‘ Frees the pa applimtion data allocated in
DRV_OPEN message. ; ' . '
Shuts down tlt DSP audio task. Enables the
Wave driver and Wave task Frees all
memory allocated during DRV__LOAD.

. Ignored.

DRV_DlSABLE

DRV_FREE

This call sequence is symmetric with respect to the call
sequence generated by OpenDriver. It has the same charac-
teristics and behavior as the /‘open sequence does. Namely, it
receives one to threernessages from the CloseDriver call
dependent on the driver's state and it generates one callback
per CloseDri_ver call. Three messages. are received when the
driver's final instance is being closed.‘ Only the DRV_
CLOSE message is geratedifor other C1oscDriver calls.

DRV_CI..OSE message closes the audio thread that cor»
responds to the audio stream indicated by HASTRM. The
response to the‘ close message is in response toa message
sent back fi'orn the board indicating that the -driver has
closed. Therefore, this call is.asynchronous._ There is a race
condition ‘on close. Thegaudio task could close down‘afier the
close from the DRV has completed. If this is the,case,.tlie‘
DRIVER could be unloaded before the callback occurs.;If
this happens, the callback will call into nonexistent code.
‘The full driver close sequence is preferably generated on the
last close as indicated by, the _SDK. See Microsoft® ‘Pro-
grammers Reference, Volume 1: Overview,.pages 445-446).

The installable device driver implementing the ‘host por-.
tion of the audio subsystem re‘cognizes.specific messages
from the audio API layer. Messages are passed to the driver,
through the SendDriverMcssage_ and are received by
DrvPruc. The messages and their expected parameters are:

l.Pamm2
ll’anml
BDOL

vBDOL-
BDOL .
FAR*AfidHmum‘BMR*AUm$mmt

AM4nm.- . Hm-ummnn
AnLJnnsrERsuns Lrreguunmb
AnLjucKETNUMBER NULL

LPDWORD .
LPDWORD
LPDWORD
LPDWORD
LPDWORD
LPDWORD
LPDWORD
NULL

AM._CAPTU'R.E
AM_MUTE
AM_PLAY
AM__LINKIN
AMJJNKOUT

AM__CAPTURE Message,
The AM__CAI’I'URE message is sent to the driver when-

ever the audio manager function ACaptu're is called. ‘This
message uses Pararnl to pass a boolean value and‘,Param2 is _
used for along pointer to ‘a DWORD where: synchronous
errors can be returned The stream handle will be checked to
ensure _that it is a capture stream, and that there is not a
message pending. The state is not checked‘ becausethe
interfaceimodule should keep the state. If an error state is
detected, the appropriate error message will be returned. The
BOOL passed in Paramz indicates whether to start or stop
capturing. A value of TRUE indicates capturing should stall’,
a value of FALSE that capturing should he stopped. ACAP-
'l'URE_TMSG is sent to the audio task running on the »
audiolcomm board and the’ message pending flag is set for
that stream. When the audio task receives the message via
the DSP__interface, it will change its state and call backto the
driver. When the driver ‘receives this callback, it will call T
backlpost message to the appropriatcentity on the host
processor, and cancel the message pending flag. This call is
a toggle, no state is kept by the driver. and it willcall the
DSP interface regardless of the value of the BODL.
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AM__MU'I'E Message
The AM_MUTE message is sent to the driver whenever

the audio manager function AMute is called. This message
uses Pararnl to pass a boolean value and Paramz a long
pointer to a DWORD for a synchronous error value. The
stream handle is checked to ensure that it is a capture stream,
and that no messages are pending. If an error state is
detected, the appropriate error message_is returned. The
BOOL passed in Paramlindicates whetherrto start or stop
muting. A value of TRUE indicates muting should start, a
value ofFALSE that muting should be turned on. The driver
posts- the‘ message AMUTE_TMSG_ to’ the audio task
through the DSP interface, and sets the message pending
flag. When the driver receives this callback, it will call
back/post message to the appropriate entity on the host
processor, and then cancel the message pending flag.
AM_PLAY Message V

The AM_PLAY message is sent to the driver whenever
the audio manager function APlay is called. This message
uses Paraml to pass an audio manager. stream handle
(HASTRM) and Pararnl to pass a boolean value. The APlay
message handler checks the stream handle to ensure that it
is a playback stream, and verifies that there is nota message
pending againstthis stream. If an error is detected, a call .

V backlpost message is made immediately. The B001. passed
in Paraml indicates whether to start or stop playing the
remote stream. A value of TRUE indicates that playback
should start, a value of FALSE‘ that playback should stop.
The APLAY_TMSG is posted to the audio task through the
DSP interface and the message pending flag is set for this
stream. Whenthe callback is processed, the caller is notified
(via callback/post message). and finally the message pend-
ing flag for this stream is canceled.
AM__LlNKlN Message -

‘The AM_LIN_KIN message is sent to the driver whenever
the audio manager function ALinkIn is called. Paraml
passes the Audio" Manager stream handle (HASTRM).
1Param2 contains a pointer to the following structure:

typedef scmcl__ALinltStrnct {
BOOL ' Toljnk;
CHANID Chanld;

}ALinkSn-uct, FAR " lpALiukStruct;

ToLink contains a ‘BOOL value that indicates whether the
stream is being linked in or unlinked (TRUE is linked in and
FALSE is unlinked), If-no error is detected and 'I‘oLinl< is
TRUE, the channel and the playback ‘stream should be
linked together. This is done by sending the Audio Task the
ALlNKIN_'_I‘MSG message with the channel ID as a param-
eter. This causes the Audio Task to link up with the specified
comm channel and begin playing incoming audio. Charmel
ID is sent as a parameter toALINKIN_TMSG implying that
the channel ID is valid in the board environment as well as
the host processor. In response to this message, the audio
manager registers with the com task as the owner of the
stream. _

Breaking the link between the audio stream handle and
the channel ID is done when the ToLink field is set to

FALSE. The audio manager ser is the AI..lNKlN__TMSG to
the task along with the channel ID. Since the link is made,
the audio task responds to this message by unlinking the
specified channel ID (i.e;, it does not play any more audio).

Errors that the host task will detect are as follows:

The channelID does not represents a valid read stream.
The audio stream handle is already linked or unlinked

(detected on host processor).
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The audio stream handle is not a playback handle.
If those or any interface errors (e.g., message pending) are
detected, the callback associated with this stream is notified
immediately. If no errors are detected. the ALINK[N’_
TMSGS is issued to the DSP interface and the message
pending flag is set for this stream. Upon receiving the
callback for this message, the callback associated withjthis
stream is made, andfinally the message pending flag is
unset. ‘ '
A.M_LINKOUT Message

The AMMLINKOUT message is sent to the driver when-
ever the audio manager functionALinkOut is called. Paraml
passes the audio _manager stream handle (I-IASTRM).
lParam2 contains a pointer to the following structure:

typedef su1.|cl_.ALinkStruct (
EOOL ToLink;
CHANID Chanlrl;

)ALinkStmct, FAR " lpALiukStruct;

'IbLink contains a BOOL value’ that indicates whether the
stream is being linked out or unlinked (TRUE is linked out
and FALSE is unlinked). If no error is detected and ToLink

is TRUE, the ‘channel and the audio in stream should be »
‘linked together Thisis done by sending the Audio Task-the
ALINKOUT_’I‘MSG message with the channel ID as a
parameter. TheAudio Task responds to this by sendingaudio
over the logical channeltlirough the comm task, Channel ID
is sentas apararneter to_ALINKOUT_TMSG implying that
the channel ID is valid in the board environment as well as

on the host processor. » ». -~
Breaking the link between,the:audio‘stream handleand

the channel ID is done when field is set to FALSE.
The audio manager sends the AI..INlCOUT__TMSG to the
task along with the channel ID. Since the link ismade, the
Audio Task responds to this message by manning the
specified channel ID (i'.e.,_it does not send any more audio).

Errors that the host task detects are as follows:

The channel ID does not represents a valid write streain.
. The audio -streatn handle is already linked or unlinked

(detected. on the host processor). “
The audio stream handle is not an audio handle.- ~

If those or any interface errors (e.g.; message pending) are
detected, the callback associated with this stream is notified

‘ immediately. If no errors are detected. the ALINKOUT_
TMSG is issued‘ to the DSP interface and the message
pending flag is set for this stream._ Upon receiving the
callback for this message,‘ the callback associated with this
stream is made, and finally the message pending flag is
unset.

AM_CRTL Message .
The AM_CR'['L message is sent to the driver whenever

the audio manager function ACtrl isgcallecl Paraml_ ‘contains
the HASTRM (the audio stream_handle) and ‘.‘aram2 con-
tains a long pointer to the following structure:

typedef struct_CoutrolStruct {
LPAINFO lpAinfo:
DWORD - flags;

} Controlstruct. FAR " lpControlStrnct;

The flags field is used to indicate which fields ofthe AINFO
structure pointed to by lpAinfo are to be considered. The
audio manager tracks the state of the audio task and only
adjust it if the flags and AINFO structure actually indicate
change.
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Error checking will be for:
. Valid audio stream state. _

Values and fields adjusted are legal.
Pending calls on the current stream.

5 If there are any errors to be reported, the audio manager
immediately issues a callback to the registered callback
indicating the enor.

If there are no errors. the audio manager makes the audio
stream state as pending, saves a copy of the structure and the
adjustment to be rnadegand begins making the adjustments
one by one. The adjustments are made by sending the audio
task the ACNTL_'I‘MSG message with three arguments in
the dwArgs array; The arguments identify the aucro stream,
the audio attribute to change, and the new value of the audio
attribute. time the audio task processes one of these
messages, it generates a callback to the audio manager. In
the callback, the audio manager updates the strearn’s

' attributes, removes that flag from the flags field of the
structure (remember this is an internal copy), and sends
another ACNTL’__'I‘MSG for the next flag. Upon receiving
the callback for the last flag, the audio manager calls back
the registered callback for this stream, and unsets the pend-
ing flag for this stream. ‘
AM'___REG]STERMON Message .

‘The AM_._REGIS'I'ERMO}l message is sent to the driver
whenever the audio manager function ARcgisterMonitor is
called Param2 contains a LPDWORD for synchronous error
messagesand'Pararn1 contains a-long pointer to the follow-
ing structure: ‘

typedefstr'uct__RegisterMoniIor{ ~
DWORD dwcallbuek;

. DWORD dwCal.lback]nsrnnce;
DWORD dwflags;
DWORD _ dwRcquestFrequency;
LPDWORD _ lpdwsetf-‘reqnency

} RcgisterMomitor, FAR “' LPRcgistcrMonitor;

The audio manager calls this routine back with information
about the status of the audio packet being recordedlplayed
back by the audio task. There may only be one callback
associated with‘ a stream at a time. If there is already a
monitor associated with the stream when this call is made,
it is replaced. . ‘

Errors detected by the audio manager are:
Call pending against this audio stream.
Bad stream handle. ’ ,

These errors are reported to the callback via the functions
return values (i.e., they are reported synchronously).

If the registration is successful, the audio manager sends
the audio task a _AREGISTl-'_<.'RMON__TMSG via the DSP
Interface. The first DWORD of dwArgs array contains the
audio stream ID, ’ and the second specifies the callback
frequency. In response to the AREGISTERMON__TMSG,
the audio task calls back with the current audio packet
number. The audio task then generates a callback for every
N packets ofaudio to the audio manager. The audio manager
callback generates a callback to the monitor function with
AM__'-PACKET_'NUMBER as the message, A__0K as
PARAM1, and the packet number as PARAM2. When the
audio stream being monitored is closed, the audio manager
calls back the monitor with A__STREAM__CLOSED as
PARAM1.

AM_PACKETNUMBER Message
. The. AM_PACICETNUMBER message is sent to the

driver whenever the audio manager function APacketNum-
ber is called. Paraml and Paramz are NULL. If a monitor is
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registered for this stream handle, the audio task is sent a
APACKE'I‘NU1\'fBER___TMSG message. In response to this
message, thegandio task calls hack the ‘audio manager with
the current packet number. The audio manager in turn calls
back the registered monitor .with the current packet number.

This is one of the few calls/messages that generates both
synchronous and asynchronous error messages. The mes-
sages have been kept asynchronous whenever possible to be
consistent with the programming model. Synchronous errors
that are detected are: ‘

The stream has noimonitor registered.
Bad IIASTRM’handle.

Ifthere is no monitor registered (i.e., no callback function to

call) or if the HASTRM handle is -invalid (again no callback is
to call), the error is given synchronously (i.e., as a return
value to the function). Asynchronous errors are as follows: V

There isa call pending on this audio stream. V V
The stream is in an invalid state (i.e., not AST_LINK-

OUT or AST_PLAY). ‘ . V.
The asynchronous errors are given to the monitor function,
not the callback registeredwith the audio stream on’ open. .
Audio Manager Interface with the DSP Interface '

This section defines the messages that flow between the
_ audio task 538 on the audio/comm board 206 and the

installable device driver on the host processor 202. Mes-
sages to the audio taskare sent using dspPostMessage. The
messages that return" information from the audio task to the
host driver- are. delivered as callback messages.
Host Processor to Audio/Conun Board Messages

All messages from the host processor to theaudio/comm
board are passed in a DSPMSG structure as the dwMsg field.
Additional parameters (if used) are specified in the dwArgs
DWORD array, and are called out and defined in each of the
following messages: . '

Causes the audio task to start
or stop» the‘ flow of data from
the audio source. This message
is a toggle (i.e., if the audio is
flowing, it is stopped: if it is

' not, it is started).
Toggles the codec into or takes
it out of routing mode.
Toggles playback of audiofrom a network source.
Connectsldiscouuccts the audio
task with a virtual circuit
supported by the network task.
The virtual cirurit ID is passed
to the audio task in the first
DWORD of the dwArg may.
The virtual circuit (or
channel ID)’ is valid in both
the host processor and the
audio/comm board environ—
ment. _ ' VComrects the audio task with a
virtual circuit supported by the
network tusk...'l'he.virtual cir-
cuit ID is passed to the audio
task to the tirst DWORD of
the dwArgs array.
Registers a monitor on the
specified stream. The stream
ID is passedto the audio task
in the first DWORD of the
dwArgs array, the second con-
tains the notification frequency.
Issues a. callback to the Audio
Manager defining the current
packet number for this stream
The stream D is passed to the

ACAPI'U'RE._'l'MSG:

AM'U'1'E___TMSG:

AI;LAY_TMSG:
ALINK]N_TMSG:

ALINKOU'.l‘_TMSG:

ARl:‘.GIS‘l'ERMON_TMSG:

APACK.E'i"NUMBER_TMSG:

' ,AOPEN_TMSG
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audio task in the first DWORD
of the dwArgs array. g
Sets the value of the specified
attribute on the audio device.
'lhree elements of the dwArgs
array are used. The first,
parameter is the stream ID, the
second indicates the audio
attribute to be adjusted, andthe third is the value of the
audio attribute.

ACNTL_TMSG:

AudiolComm Board to Host Processor Messages
All messages from the audio/comm board to the host

processor are passed back through the registered callback
function. The message from the DSP task to the host driver
are received in the dwParam1 parameter of the registered
callback function. ‘

Each message sent to the audio task (running on the
audio/comm board) from the hostprocessor is returned by
the audio/comm board through the callback function. Each
time a message is sent to the audio/_comm board, a DSPMSG
is generatedfronr the audio/comm board to respond. The
message is the same message that was sent to the board. The
parameter is in DSPMSG.dwArgs[STATUS_lNDEX]. This
‘parameter is either ABOARD_SUCCESS or an error code.
Error codes for each of the messages from the board were
defined in the previous section of in this specification.

Messages that cause response to host processor action
other thanjust sending messages (e.g., starting the audio task
through the DSP interface) are as follows:

Message returned in
response to the device
opening properly
(i.e.,.cal1ed in response
to dspOpen'l'aslt).
Once the installable driver
receives the
AOPEN_'l'MSG from the
board, it sends a data stream
butter to the task containing
additional irlitialization
information (e.g., com-
pression and SAC stream
slack and initial attributes).
Once the task has processed
this information, it send: an
ASEI‘UP_’IMSG messageto the host.
This message it delivered to
the host when the Com-
rnunication subsystem notifies
the task that the channel
upon which it was
nansrnittinglreceiving audio
samples went away.

Asrrrtn=_'rMso

AC1-IANNEl.._HANGUP_'l’MSG

Wave Audio Implementation
, The DSP Wave driver design follows the same architec-
ture as the ‘audio subsystem (i.e., split between the host
processor and the audio/comm board). For full details on the

' Microsoft® Wave interface, see the Microsoft® Multimedia
Programmer's Reference. Some of the control functions
provided by the audio manager are duplicated in the Wave!
Media Control Interface. Others, such as input gain or input
and output’ device selection, are controlled exclusively by
the Media control interface.

Audio Subsystem Audio/Comm Board-Resident Implemen-tation

The audio task 538 of FIGS. 5 and 13 is actually a pair of
SPOX® operating system tasks that execute on the audio]
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com board 206 and together implement capture and play-
back service requests issued by the host processor side of the
audiosubsystem. Referring again to FIG. 13, the audio task
connects to three other subsystems running under SPOX®
operating system: v . '

1. The audio task connects to and exchanges messages
I with the host processor side of the audio-subsystem via the
host device driver 536 (DSI-l__HOST).' TMB_getMessage
and TMB__postMessage calls are used to receive messages
from and route messagesto the audio manager 520 through .
the host device driver 536. _ ,

2. The audio task connects to the audio hardware on the
audio/comm board via a stream of stackable drivers tenni-
nated by the SAC device driver; This connection ' is" bi-
directional. Stackable drivers on the stream running from the
SAC driver to the audio task include the compression driver
and automatic gain control driver. V ‘ p

3. The audio task connects with comm task._540 (the

board-resident portion of the comm subsystem) via a mail-
box interface exchangingcontrol messages and a streams
interface for exchanging data. The streams, interface.
involves the use of pipe drivers. Ultimately. the interface -
allows the audio task to exchange compressed data packets
of audio sarnples.across ISDN lines with a peer audio task

' running on an audio/comm board located at the remote end
of a video conference. ' V . t p » .

The audio task is composed of two SPOX®’ operating
system tasks referred to as threads for the. purposes of this
specification.'0ne thread handles. thecapture side of the
audio subsystem, while the other supports the playback side.
Each thread is created by the host processor side of the audio
subsystem in response to an OpenDriver call issued by the
application. The threads exchange compressed audio buffers
with the com task. via a-streams interface that involves
bouncing buffers off a pipe, driver. Control messages are '
exchanged between these threads and the comm task ‘using
the mailbox interface which is already iriplace for transfer-
ring messages between DSP tasks and the host device driver536. . ' V . '

The playback thread blockswaiting for audio buffers from
the comm task. The captiire thread blocks waiting for audio
buffers from the SAC. While active,‘ each thread checks its
dedicated controlchannel mailbox forcommands received
from the host processor as well as unsolicited messages sent
by the comm task. :A control channel is defined as the pair
-of mailboxes used to communicatebetween a SPOX®
operating system task and its DSP counterpart running on
the host processor. . ‘-
Audio Task Interface with Host Device Driver _V

The host processor creates SPOX® operating system
tasks for audio capture and playback. Among the input
parameters made available to these threads at entry is the
name each thread will use to create a stream of stackable

drivers culminating in the SAC device driver. Once the tasks
are created, they send an AOPEN___TMSG message to the
host processor. This prompts the host processor to deliver a
buffer of additional information to the task. One of the fields
in thescnt structure is a pathname such as:

“/tsplgsmzfl/n'utr0/espNCadc8K"

The task uses this pathname and other sent parameters to
complete its initialization. When finished, it sends an
ASETUP_TMSG message to the host signaling its readi-
ness to receive additional instructions.

In most cases, the threadsdo not block while getting
messages from TMBv_MYMBOX or posting messages to
TMB_HOS'IMBOX. In other words, TMB_getMessage
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and 'I_‘MB_putMessage are called with timeout=0. There-
fore, these mailboxes are preferably of sufiicient depth such,
that messagessentto the Hostby the threads are not
dropped. The dsp0pen'Ihsk lpdsp'IhskAttrs “nMail-
boxDept ” parameter‘ are preferably set higher than the
defaultlvalue of 4. The audio tasklhost interface does not

support a data ‘ channel. Thus, the “nToDsp" and
“nFron1Dsp” fields of dspOpenTask lpdspTaskAttrs are pref-
erably set to 0. ‘ 5.
Audio‘Task‘ Interface with Audio Hardware

Referring now to FIG. 15, there is shown a block diagram
‘ of interface between the audio task 538 and the audio

’ hardware of audiolcomm board 206 of FIG. 13,_according to
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 15
illustrates-how input and output streams to the audio hard-
ware might look alter successful initialization of the capture
and playback threads, respectively.

On the capture side, ‘audio data is copied into streams by
the SAC device driver 1304 (the SAC). The buffer comes
from a pool ;allocated to this. IO_SOURCE driver via
I0_free() calls. The data works its way up to the capture
thread 1502 when the latter task issues an SS_get() call. The
data is transformed each time it passes through a stackable
driver. The irrixerlsplitter driverl510 may amplify thepaudio ‘
signals or it may split the audio stream sending thedsecond
half up to the host to allow for the recording of a video
conference. The data is then compressed by the compression
driver ‘ 1508. Finally. timestamp driver 1506 appends a
timestamp to the buffer before the capture thread receives it

V completing the SS—__get(). The capture thread 1502 either
queues the butfer internally or calls»I0_free() (depending
on whether the capture thread is trying to establish some
kind of latency or is active but unlinked), or the capture
thread sends the buffer to the com task via the pipe driver
interface. .

On the playback side, audio data is received in streams
bufi'ers piped tothe playback thread 1504 from the com
task. The playback thread internally queues the butter or
frees the buffer by passing the buifer back to the pipe driver;
or the playback» thread calls SS__put() to send the butter
down the playback stream ultimately to the SAC 1304 where

‘ the samples are played. First; the timestamp is stripped ofi'
thejbutfer by timestamp driver 1506; Next, the buffer is
decompressed by decompression driver 1508. Prior to it
being played, the audio data undergoes one or more trans-
formations mixingin other sound or amplifying the sound
(mixer/splitter driver 1510). and reducing or‘ eliminating
echoes (echolsuppression driver 1512). Once the data has
been output to the sound hardware, the containing butter is
ready, to be freed back up the stream satisfying an IO__al-
loc() issued from the layers above.
Trmestarnp Driver

The video manager synchronizes with the audio sl:ream.
Therefore, all the audio task needs to do is timestamp its
stream and providean interface allowing visibility by the
video manager into this tirnestamping. The interface for this
isthrough the host processor requests AREGISTERMON_
TMSG and APACKEl‘NUMBER_'['MSG. The timestamp
is a 32-bit quantity that is initialized to 1. incremented for
each block passed to the audio task fromthe I0_SOURCE
stack and added to the block." The Limestamp is stripped from
the block once received by the audio task executing on the
remote node. '

The appending and stripping‘ of the timestamp is done by
the tirnestamp driver 1506 of FIG. 15. Performing the
stamping within a separate driver simplifies the audio task
threads by removing the responsibility of setting up and
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maintaining this header. However, in order to implement the
APACKETNUMBER_TMSG host command, the threads
are able to access and interpret this header in order to
determine the packet number. ‘ ’

On the capture side of the audio task, the capture thread
will have allocated stream buffers whose size is large enough
to contain both the packet header as well as the compressed
data block. The timestarnp driver deals with each buffer as
a SPOX® operating system’I0__Fran1e data type. Before the
frames are IO_free()’ed to the compression stackable driver

below, the timestamp driver subtracts the size ‘of the packet
-header from the frame's current size. When the frame
returns to the timestamp driver via lO_get(), the driver
appends the timestamp by restoring the size to “maxsize”

_.and filling the ‘unused area with the - new header. ‘The
‘handling is reversed for the playback side. Briffers received
from the comm task contain both the compressed data block
and header. The timestamp driver strips the header by
reducing “size” to "rriaxsiz'e" minus the header size.
(De)Compression Drivers »

In a preferred embodiment, the DSP architecture bundles
the encode and decode fimctions into one driver that is

alwaysstacked between the audio task and the host proces-
sor. The driver performs either compress or decompress

"functions depending on whether it is stacked within an
I0_SINK or I0_SOURCE stream, respectively. Under this
scheme, the audio task only handles uncompressed data; the
stackable driver compresses the data stream on route to the
host processor, (IO_SlNK) and decompresses the stream if
data is, being read from the host processor (I0-QOURCE)
for playback. . ‘ ' V

In an alternative preferred embodiment, the audio task
deals with compressed data in fixed blocks since that is what
gets stamped or examined on route to or from the ISDN
comm task, respectively. In this embodiment, the DSP
architecture is irnplemented by the DXF transformation
driver 1508.’ Either driver may be ‘placed in an
IO_SOURCE or IO__S1NK stream.’ ’ i .

Due to the audio subsystern’s preference to manag
latency reliably, the audio task threads know how much
capture or playback time is represented by each compressed
data sample. On the capture side, this time may be calculated
from the data returned by the compression driver via the
DCO_FIl..LEXTWAVEFORMAT control ‘ command.
DCO_ExtWaveFormat data fields “nSarnplesPerSec’,’ and
“wBitsPerSample” may bensed to calculate a buffer size
that provides control over latency at a reasonable level of
granularity. , - . .

Consider the following example. Suppose we desire to
increase or decrease latency in‘ 50 millisecond increments.
Suppose further that a DCO_FILLEXTWAVEFORMAT
command issued to the compression driver returns the
following fields: *

nChan.nels =
nSamplesPerSec =
nBlock.A1ign = _
wllit.-.PerSa.tnple = V , 

If we assume that compressed samples are packed into each
32-bit'word'corrt'ained in the butter, then one TI C31 DSP 55
word contains 16 compressed samples. The buffer size

containing 50 ms worth of data would be:
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wo:us=( sooo—5i;‘-;%— x0.05Sec ii=25word

To this quantity, the capture thread adds the size of the
packet header and uses the total in allocating as many
streams buffers as needed to service its IO_SOURCE
stream. 1 _ .

0n_ the receiving side, the playback thread receives the
‘ packet containing the buifer ofcompressed data. The DCO_

FILLEXTWAVEFORMAT control command is supported
by the encoder. not the decoder which the playback thread
has stacked in its IO_.__SlNK stream. In fact, the thread has
to send the driver a DCO_SE'I'E.X’I'WAVEFORMAT com-
mand before it will decompress any data. Thus, we need a
mechanism for providing the playback thread a DCO_
ExtWaveFormat structure for handshaldng with decompres-
sion driver prior to entering the AST_PLAY state.
Mixer/Splitter Driver ‘ ~

The mixer/splitter driver 1510 (i.e., the mixer) is a stack-
able driverthat coordinates multiple accesses to the SAC
1304, as required by conferencing. The mixer allows mu]-
tiple-simultarieous opens of the SAC for both input and
output and mixes the channels. The mixer also supports
priority preemption of the control-only SAC device "sac-
ctrl." ' ~ —

p The SPOX® operating system image for the audiolcomm
board has mappings in the device name space to transform

' references to SAC devices into a device stack specification
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that includes the mixer.pFor example, a task that attempts to
open “/sac”, will actually open “/mxr1lsac”._ The mapping is
transparent to the task. To avoid getting mapped through the
mixer, an alternative set of. names is provided. The alterna-
tive names consist of the standard device name prefixed with
“VC"-. For example, to open the device‘ “adc8K‘T without
going through the; mixer, a task would use the name
“NCadc8K”. To obtain priority access to the SAC, the
sofiware opens the device “/rnxr0NCadc8 ”.

V For output operation, the software opens the mixer with
device ID 0; any other client opens the mixer with device ID
1. Device ID 0 may be opened only once; when it is, all other
currently open channels are muted. Thatzis, output to the
channel is discarded; Subsequent opens of device ID 1 are
allowed if the sample rate matches. Device ID 1 may be
opened as manyetimes as ‘there are channels (other than
channel 0). All opens after" the first are rejected, it‘ the sample
rate does. not match the first open. When more than one
channel is open and not ‘muted, the output of all of them is
mixed before itispassed on to the SAC.

Forinput operations, the software opens the mixer with
device ID 0; any other client opens the mixer with device ID
1. Device" ID 0 may be opened only once; when it is, if
channel 1 is open, it is muted. That is. get operations return
frames of silence. Device ID 1 may be opened once before
channel 0 is open (yielding channel 1: normal record opera-
tion); Device ID 1 may also be opened once after channel I)
is opened (yielding channel 2: conference record operation).
In the second case, the sample rate‘ must match that of
channel 0. Channel 1 returns data directly from the SAC (if
it is not muted). Channel 0 retumsdata from the SAC mixed
with data from any output channels other than channel 0.
This allows the user to play back a recording during a video
conference and have it sent to the remote participant. Chan-
nel 2 returns data from the SAC mixed with the output to the
SAC. This provides the capability of recording both sides of
conference. - .

There are four control channels, each of which may be
opened only once. They are prioritized, with channel 0
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having the highest priority, and channel'3 having the lowest.
Only the open channel with the highest priority is allowed to
conn'ol the SAC. Non-conferencing software, which opens
“lsacctr ”, is connected to channel 3, the lowest priority
channel. '

Mixer Internal Operation
For output operation, the mixer can, in theory, support any

number of output channels. The output‘ channels are _all
equivalent in-the sense that the data from all of them is
mixed to form the outputsent to the SAC. However, there
is one channel that is designated the main charmel. 'I'he first
channel opened that is not muted is themain channel. When
the main channel is closed, if there are any other non—muted
channels open, one-of them is promoted‘ to be the main
channel. Opening channel 0 (conference output) mates any
channels open at the time‘ and channel 0 cannot be muted.
Thus, ifchannel 0 is open, it is always the main channel. Any
open output channel that is not than the main channel is
called an auxiliary channel. ‘ _ ‘

When an I0_‘_put operation is performed on a non-muted
auxiliary channel, the frame is placed on the channel's ready
list. When an IO_'_put operation is performed on the main‘
channel, data from the auxiliary channels’ ready lists are
mixed with the frame, and the frame is passed immediately
through to_the SAC. If an auxiliary channel is not ready, it
will be ignored (and a gap will occur in the output from that
channel); the main channel cannot be held up waiting for an V
auxiliary channel. _ .

When an IO_put operation is performed on a muted
channel, the frame is placed directly on. the channel’s free
list. The driver then sleeps fora period of time (currently 200
ms) to simulate the time it would take for the data in the
frame to be played. This is_ actually more tinie than it would
normally take for; bloelcof datato be played; this reduces ’ A

V the CPU usage of. muted channels. . t A
An, IO_alloc operation on are mainpchannel is passed

directly through to the SAC; on other channels, it returns a
frame from the 'channel’s free list. If a frame is not available,
it waits on the condition freeFra_meAvailable. When the
condition is signaled, it checks‘ again whether the channel is
the main channel. If themain channel was closed in _the
meantime, this channel may have been promoted.

The mixer does not allocate any frames _ itself. All the
frames it manages are those provided by the task by caning
IO__free or IO_put. For auxiliary channel, frames passed
to IO_frec are placed on the channcl’s flee list. ‘These are
thenvreturned to the task when it calls IQ alloc. After the
contents of a frame passed to IO_put have been mixed with
the main channel, the frame is returned to the channel's free
list. ‘Since I/O operadons on the main channel. (including .
I0_free and I0__a1loe) are passed through to the SAC,‘ no
buffer management is done by the mixer. for the main
channel, and the free list and the ready list are empty.
However, the mixer does keep track‘ of all frames that have
been passed through to the SAC by IO_free or IO_put and
returned by IO_get or I0__alloc. This is done to allow for
the case where the main channel is preempted by opening
the priority channel. In this case, all frames that have been
passed to the SAC are recalled and placed on the mixer’s
free list for that channel.

Another special case is when themain channel is closed,
and there is another open non-muted channel. In this case,
this other channel is promoted to be the main channel. The
frames on its ready list are passed immediately to_ IO_put to
be played, and the frames on its free list- are passed to
IO_free. These frames are, of course, counted, in case the
new main channel is preempted again.
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For output mixing, aframe on the ready list of an auxiliary
channel is mixed with both the main output channel and with
input charmel 0 (conference input), if it is open. I/0 opera-
tions on these twochannels are running independently,.so
the mixer does not know which channel will perform I/O
first, or whether_operatior.’s on the two will strictly alternate,
or even if they are using the same frame size. In practice, if
the conference input channel is open,’ -the main output
charmel is conference output, and the two use the same
frame size; however, thernixer does not depend on this.
However, the auxiliary channel typically will not be using
the same frame size as either of the main channels.

To handle this situation,vthe mixer uses two lists and two
_ index pointers and ‘a flag for each channel. The ready list,

where frames are placed when they arrive, contains flames
that eontaindata that needs to be mixed with both the input
and the output channel. When either the input side or the
output side has used all the data in the first frame on the

' ready list, the frame is moved to the mix list. The flag is set
to indicate whether the mix list contains data for the input
side or the output side. If the mix list is empty, both sides
take data fromthe ready list. When all the data in a fmrrre on
the mix list has been used, the frame is moved to the free list.

Mixing operations are done in units .of a main-channel
frame. This may take a portion of an auxiliary channel frame
or it may take parts of more than one. The mixing routine
loops over themain channel frame. Each pass through the
loop, it determines which auxiliary channel frame to mix
from, takes as much data from that frame as it can, and

' moves that frame to a new list if necessary. The auxiliary
channel frame to mix from is either the first frame on the mix

list, if it is non-empty and the flag is set to indicate that data
has not been used from that frame yet, or the first frame on
the ready list; -'I'he/inde’x,.either inkeadylndex or outReady-
Index, specifies the first unused sample of the frame.

For example, suppose rnixing is with the main input
‘ channel (conference in), and the data for an auxiliary output
channel is such that the read list contains two frames C and
D and the mix list contains two frames A and B, "wherein
mixFlags equals MXR__INPUT_DAl‘A and inReadyIndex
equals 40. Assume further that the frame size on the main
channel is 160 words and the name size on the auxiliary
channel is 60 words. -

The first time through the loop in rnix_frame, the mix list
is not empty, and the mix flag indicates that the data on the
mix list is for the input channel. The-unused 20_ samples
remaining in the first frame on the mix list are mixed with
the first 20 samples of the main channel frame. in.Readyln-
dex is incremented by 20. Since it is now equal to 60, the
frame size, ‘we are finished with the frame. The output
channel is finished with it, since it is on the mix list, so the
frame is moved to the free list and set inReadyIndex to 0.

The second timethrough the loop, mix_index is 20. All
60 samples are mixed out of the first frame on the mix list.
and the frame is moved to the free list. .

The third time through the loop, rnix_index is 80. The
mix list is empty. All 60 samples are mixed out of thefirst
frame on the ready list. Again the frame is finished, -but this
time itvcamefrom the ready list, so it is moved to the mix
list. The mix flag is changed to indicate that the mix list now
contains data for the output channel. outReadyIndex is not
changed, so the outputchannel will still start mixing from
the same ofi'set in the frame that it would have used if the

‘frame had not been touched. :
The fourth time through the loop, rnix_index is 140. The

mix list is not empty, but the mix flag indicates that the data
on the mix list is for the output channel, so it is ignored. The
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remaining 20 samples are mixed from the first frame on the
ready list. All the data" in the frame has not been used, so it
is left on the ready list; the next time a frame is processed
on the main input channel, processing continues where it left
ofl’. After mixing is comp_lete, the ready list contains only
frame D,.the mix Iistcontains only frame C, rnixFlags equals
MXR_OUTPUTv_DAIl‘A, and inkeadylndex equals 20.

After each step described, the data structures are com-
pletely self-consistent. In a more typical situation, the
frames on the auxiliary channel will be much larger (usually
1024 words), and only a portion of a frame will be used for
each frame on the main channel. However, the processing is
always similar to one ortwo of the four steps described in
the example. .; , V

For input operations,= unlike the output channels, the three
input channels have distinctly dilferent semantics. The "main
channel is always channel 0 if it is open, and channel 1 if
channel 0 is not open. Channel 1 will always be muted if it
is open when channel 0 is opened, and carmot be opened
while channel 0 is open. Charmel 2 is never: the main
channel; it can be opened only while channel 0 is open, and
will be muted if channel 0 is closed. : ‘

Operation of the main channel is similar to the operation
described for output. When I0_get or IO_free is called, the
request is passed onto the SAC. For channel 0, when the
frame is returned from the SAC, any output ready on
auxiliary output channels is mixed with it before the frame
is rammed to the caller.‘ ‘ V '

When channel 2 (conference record) is open, output
frames on channel 0 (conference output) artd input frames on
channel 0 (conference input)‘ (including the mixed auxiliary
output) are sent tothe function record_frame. Record__
frame copies these frames to frames allocated from the free
list for channel 2, mixes the input and output channels, and
places the m'ix_ed’frarnes on the readylist When I0_get
operation is performed on channel 2, it retrieves a frame
from the ready - list, blocking if necessary until. one is
available. If there is no frame on the free list when _record__
requires one,'the data will not be, copied, and there will be
a dropout in the recording; however, the main channel
cannot be held up waiting for the record channel. ‘

For conference ~ record mixing, record_needs to mix
frames from both conference input and conference output
into a frame for channel 2. Again, IIO operations ontlre
conference channels are running independently._ The mixer

‘uses the mix list of the conference .-record channel. as a
holding place for partially mixed frames. readylndex con-
tains the number of samples in the first frame on the mix list
which are completely mixed. The frame size_ contains the
total number of samples from either channel that have been
placed in the frame. The difference between the frame size
and readylndex is the number of sarnplesthat have been
placed in the frame from one channel but not mixed with the
other. The flag ,mixFla‘gs indicates which channel these
samples came front. .

Mixing operations are done in units of .a main-channe1 ‘
frame, as for output This may take a portion dfa record
channel frame or it may take parts of more than one.’ The
mixing routine loops over the maincharmel frame. Each
pass through the loop, it does one of thefollowing: _
1. If the mix list contains data from the otherchannel, mix

with the first frame on the mix list; readylndex indicates
the place to start mixing. If the frame is now fully mixed,
move it to the ready list. ’ _

2. If the mix list contains data from this channel (or equal
parts from both‘ channels), and there is free space in the
last frame on themix list, copy the data into that frame.
The frame size indicates the place to start copying.

3. If neither of the above is true, allocate a new frame from ' A
the free list and add it (empty) to the mix list. On the next
iteration, case 2 will be done. '

5
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To provide mutual exclusion within the mixer, the mixer
uses a semaphore. Every mixer routine that manipulates any
of the data for a channel first acquires the semaphore. The
semaphore mechanism is very similar to the monitor mecha-
nism provided by SPOX® operating system. There are two
major differences: (1) a task within a SPOX® operating
system monitor cannot be suspended, even if a higher
priority task .is ready to run, and (2) when a task within a
SPOX® operating system monitor is suspended on a con-
dition, it implicitly releases ownership ofall monitors. In the
mixer, it is necessary to make calls to routines which may
block, such as I0_alloe, ‘while retaining ownership of the
critical region. The semaphore is released when a task waits
for a mixer-specific condition (otherwise, no other task
would be able to enter the mixer to signal the condition), but

' it is not released when the task blocks on some condition

' having

unrelated to the mixer-, such as within the SAC.
Echo Suppression Driver’ . _

The echo suppression driver (ESP) 1512 is responsible for
suppressing echoes prevalent when one or both users use
open speakers (rather than headphones) as an audio output
device. The purpose of echo suppression is to permit two
conferencing systems 100 connected by a digital network to
carry on an audio conversation utilizing a particular micro-
phone and a plurality of loudspeaker device _choices withoutto resort to other measures that lintit or eliminate

aploustic feedback (“coupling”) from loudspeaker to micro-p one. . V ,

Specifically, measures obviated by the ESP include:
An audio headset or similar device to eliminate acoustic

coupling. I . 1 _
A commercial v“speakerphone" attachment that would

perform the stated task oifthe PC andwonld add cost
_ and complexity to the user. ._ —

The ESP takes the form of innovations embedded in the
context of. an known variously as “half-duplex speaker-
phones" or “half-duplex hands-free telephony" or “echo
suppression” 'Il1e,ESP does not relate to an known as “echo
cancellation" _ _

The generalideas of “half-duplex hands-free telephony”
are current practice. Electronic hardware (and silicon) exist
that embody these ideas. The goal of this technology is to
eliminate substantially acoustic, coupling from loudspeaker

‘to microphone by arranging that substantial microphone
gain is never coincident with substantial speaker power
output when users are speaking. ' - .

The firndamental idea in current practice is the _following:
Consider an audio system consisting of a receiving channel
connected to a. loudspeaker and ‘a transmitting channel
connected to a microphone If both charmels are always
allowed to conduct sound energy freely from microphone to
network and from network to loudspeaker, acoustic coupling
can result in which the sound emanating from the loud-
speaker is received by the microphone and thus transmitted
back to the remote station which produced the original
sound. This “echo" effect is armoying to users at best and at
worst makes conversation between the two stations impos-
sible. In order to eliminate this elfect, it is preferable to place
an attenuation device on each audio channel and dynami-
callycontrol the amount of attenuation that these devices
apply by a central logic circuit. This circuit senses when the
remote microphone is receiving speech and when the local
microphone is receiving speech. When neither chatmel is
carrying speech energy, the logic permits both attenuators to
pass audio energy,‘ thus letting both stations receive a certain

V level of ambient noise from the opposite station. When a
user speaks, the logic configures the attenuators such that the
microphone energy passes through to the network and the
network audio which would otherwise go to the speaker is

V attenuated (this is the “talk state"). When on the other hand
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speech is being received from the network and the local
microphone is not receiving speech,_the logic configures the
attenuators conversely, such thatthe network speech is
played by the speaker and the micropho‘ne's acoustic energy ’
is muted by the attenuator on that channel (this is the “listen
state"). V ‘V ,
. The ESP operates without aseparate dedicated speaker-
phone circuit device. The ESP operates over a network

3 featuring an audio codec that is perrnittedto diVstor1:.signal -
energies without afiecting the performance of the algorithm. ‘
The ESP etfectively distributes computational overhead
such that redundant signal processing is eliminated.

The ESP is a distributed digital‘ signal processing algo-
rithm. In the‘follo"wing, the algorithmflis spoken of as
"distributed.” meaning that two instantiations of it reside on
the two conferencingtsystems connected by a digital. net-
work, and their operation is "int:-rdependent). “Frame
energy" means. a mean-sum of the squaresoftlre digitized
audio samples within a particular time segment called a
“frame." V I V . V .

V The instantaneous configuration of the two, attenuations is
encoded as a single integer variable. and the attenuations are

implemented as a fractional rrrultiplier as a computational
functionof the variable. . V ._

In order to classify a signal as speech, the algorithm
utilizes a frarrre energy threshold which iscomputed as an"

, offset from the mathematical mode of a histogram in which
each histogram bin represents the count of frames in a
particular energy range. Tlristhreshold varies dynamically
over time as it is recalculated. There exists a threshold for
each of the two audio channels. ' V V

Since both stations need access to the threshold estab-
lished at a particular station (in that‘ one station's trarrsrnit
stream becomes the other station's receive stream), the
thresholdis shared to both instantiations of the algorithm as
an out-of-band network signal. This obviates the need for

, both stationsto arralyzethe same signal, and.Vn-ralces the
stations immune to any losses or distortion caused by the
audio-codec. » _- ’ V _ _

The energy of a transmitted audio frame is embedded
within a field of the communication format which carriesthe
digitally-compressed form of the frame. In this way, the
interactive performance of the station pair is immune Vfrom
any energy distortion or losses involved in the audio codec.

The ESP makes. possible hands-free operation for video
teleconferencing products..It is‘ well-known that hands-free
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driver. The actual pipe driver’ used will be based on a
SPOX® operating system driver called NULLDEV. Like
Spectron’s version, this driver simply redirects buffers it

~ receives as an IO_S_INK to the I0_SOURCE stream; no
buffer copying is performed. Unlike Spectron's pipe driver,
however, NULLDEV doesnot block the receiving task if no
buffers are available from the sending stream and discards
buffers received fromthe IO*SOURCE stream if no task
has made the IO_SlNK stream connection to the driver. In
addition, NULLDEV will not block or retum errors to the
sender. If no free buffers are available for exchange with the
sender's live bufier, NULLDE’.Vreturns a previously queued
live buffer. This action simulates a dropped packet condi-
tion.., - . ’

Setup and teardown of these pipes will be managed by a
message protocol between the comm task and audio task
threads utilizing the existing TMB mailbox architecture built
into the Mikado DSP interface; »

The interface assumes that the comm task is running, an
ISDN connection has been established, and channel 1D's

’ (i.e., virtual circuit ID's) have been allocated to the audio

audio conversation is a much more natural conferencing ‘
usage model than that of an audio headset. The user is freed
from a mechanical attachment to the PC and can participate
as one would. at _a conference table rather than a telephone
call.

Audio Task Interface with Comm Task V
The interface between the audio task. to the audio hard-

ware is based on SPOX® operating system streams. Unfor-
tunately, SPOX® operating system streams connect tasks to
source and sink device drivers, not to each other. Audio data
are contained within SPOX® operating system array objects
and associated with streams. To avoid unnecessary buffer
copies, array objects are passed back and forth between the

subsystem by the conferencing'API. The capture and play-
back threads become the channel handlers for these ID's.
The interface requires the com task first to make available
to the audio threads the handle to its local mailbox ’I'MB__
MYMBOX. This is the mailbox a task uses to receive
messages fromthe host processor. The mailbox handle is
copied to a global memory location and retrieved by the
threads using the global data package discussed later in this
specificatiom. V_V
Message Protocol _

Like the comm task, the audio task threads use their own
TMB__MYMBOX-mailboxes for receiving messages from
the comm task. For the purpose of illustration, the capture
thread, playback thread and com task mailboxes are called
TMB__CAP'l'URE, TMBJLAYBACK, and TMB_COM-
MMSG, respectively. The structure of the messages
exchanged through these mailboxes is based on TMB__Msg
defined in “’I‘MB.l-I" such that:

typedef struct TMB_Msg (
Int mag:
Uns words['I‘MB_MSGLEN];

.} 'I'MB_Msg-,

The messages that define this interface will be described via
examples. Currently, specific message structures and con-
stants are defined in the header file “AS.H".

Referring now to FIG. 16, there is shown a block diagram
of the interface between the audio task 538 and the com
task 540 of FIGS. 5 and 13, according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention. For audio capture,
when the capture thread receives an ALink0utTMsg mes-
sage from the host processor, it sends an AS_REGCl-IAN-
HDLR message to the TMB_COMMMSG mailbox. The
message contains an on—board channel ID, a handle to the
mailbox owned by the capture thread, and a string pointer to
the pipe. . .

typedef struct AS__OPENMSG (Uns
Uns
TMB_MBox

. String
} AS_0PENMSG;

comm and audio-subsystems running on the audio/comm
board using SPOX® operating system streams and a pipe
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I‘ msg = = AS_REGCHANl-IDLR. ‘I
I‘ On board channel ID ‘I
I‘ Sending Task’: mailbox. ‘I
I‘ Device name to open. *I

rmg‘. _
Channel_ID;
mailbox; '
DcvNarne;

Channel_ID is used to retrieve channel specific informa-
tion. The task stores this information in the global name
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space. A pointer to this space is retrieved via the routine
GD_getAddress(lD). The information has the followingstructure:

typedef struct COM'M_AUD[OJJATA {
' struet (

unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int

} baol;
Uns lncal1D;
Uns rcn:Iote[D: -

1- Co_rnmAudiolJaIa. ‘CornmAudr'nDataPtr; 

This structure isiieclared in “AS.H". From this structure, the

initializedread

comm task can‘ detennineif the buffer is initialized (it 15

always should beer the audio tasks would not be calling).
if the task is expecting to read or write data tolfrom the
network (if read is 1, the com task will open the pipe for
write and put data from the network there), and finally the
local and remote IDs of the network channels, The following 10
pseudo code illustrates the actions performed by the capture
thread to establish a link with the comm task:
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com task via the pipe driver. After each SS_put() to the
pipe driver, the capture thread notifies the com task that an
incoming bufi'er is on the way via an AS_RECElVECOM-
PLETE status message.

audio = (ASJNFOMSG *) &message;
audI'o—>msg = AS_STATUS;
audio—>Channel_ID = AS__CAP'l'URE_CHAN;
audio—>statuscode = AS_RECEIVECOMPLE‘I'E:
TMB__postMessage (TMB,_COMMMSG, audio, 0);

The comm task sends the bulfers to the ISDN driver which
transmits the data frame on the audio output's ISDN virtual
charmel. '

Between each input streams butter processed. the capture
thread checks TMB_CAP'I‘URE for new requests messages
from the comm task or the host processor. When a second

ALlNKOU'l‘__TMSG message is received from the host
processor, the capture thread stops sending data bullets to
the pipe driver and notifies the com task of its intention to
terminate the link:

_ 
AS___0PENMSG ‘audio; .
TM,B.Msg ' nnsxage:
CommAudioDataPtr - pCADaI8-: .
pCADatn= (CommAudioDataPtr) GD_geu\ddress(AS_CAFl‘URE_CHAN)
<set pCAData. lields> - .
audio = (AS OPENMSG ‘) knrevssager
audio->msg = AS_RF£vCHANl-IDLR; .
audio—>Cha.uue1_ID = (Uns) AS_CAl’l'URE_Cl-IAN;
audio—>rnailbox = ‘(TMB_~MBox)‘TMB__CAP'I‘URE;nI.tdio—>DevNnme = (String) "Inull": »
TMB_poatMessuge(I'MB__COlV[MMSG. audio, 0); ..j.-—_:.

The com task’s first action will be to call GD_getAd-
dresso and retrieve an address to the ConunAudioData
structure. It validates the structure using the local and remote
IDs linking the thread with the appropriate ISDN _channel.
Finally, the comm task responds by connecting to its end of 40
audio->DevName (“lnull") and returning status to the cap-
ture thread via a message directed to TMB_CAPTURE
such that:
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audio —-—, (AS_lNFOMSG ")&n1essage;
aud.io—>msg = AS__CLOSE_-_C!-IAN:
audio—>Channel_ID = AS__CAP'l'URE__Cl-IAN‘,
'I'MB_postMessage ('I'MB_COMMMSG. audio, 0);

Capture treats the tALlNKOUT__TMSG message as a
toggle: the first receipt of the message establishes the link,

‘ .

TME_Msg message;
CornmAudioDrtnPtr pCAData;
AS__OPl-ZNMSG ‘audio;
typedef struet AS__lNFOMSG {Uns rnsg:

Una Cbannel.ID'.
Uns' statnscode;
Uns stamsExmr;

}AS__lNFOMSGV*corom ; , .
TMB__getMcssagc (TMB_COMMMSG. (TMB__Msg)&audio, O); V
pCADa.tn= (CammAudioDa.taPtr) GD_getAddress'(andio.Channel_lD];
<vnlidate pCAData fields and open audio. DevNume>
comm = (ASJNFOMSG ") dcntessage; v
comm->msg = AS_STATUS; v
comm—>Cha.nnel_lD = audio.Channel_lD;
eomrn—>sta1uscode = AS__REGCE-lANl'»[DLR_OK;
TMB'__postMes'sage (audimmailhox, comm. 0);

/* On hoard channel ID ‘I
I* Status Code ‘I .
l"‘ Additional status info ‘I

I‘ AS_CIDSE_Cl-IAN or AS__STATUS *I

-TL‘ . I ‘

If the com task detects an‘ error, the statuscodeand
statusfixtra fields are set to the ‘appropriate error codes
defined in the section Status and Error Codes.‘ ' ‘

The capture thread subsequently receives stream buifers 65
filled with time stamped and compressed audio data from the
input driver stack via SS_get0 calls and routes them to the

the second receipt terminates it. The com task first closes
its half of the pipe driver and then terminates its connection

_ with the capture thread via an AS_CDOSE_CHAN_0K
message.
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cornm—>rnsg = AS_STATUS; v
comrn—>Chann'el_lD = Channe1__1D;
cornm—>stattrscoc_le '= AS__CHANCLDSE_0K',
TMB__postMessage (TMB_CAFl'URE, comm, 0);

0n the other side of the audio task, the playback thread waits
for the ALINKIN__TMSG message from the host processor
after first opening the IO_SINK side of a second pipe driver
"/nullz". When that message tinally arrives,‘ the playback
thread opens the communication pathway to the comm task
and registers as the audio input channel handler via‘ an
AS__REGCl-IANHDLR message. Like the capture "thread,
the playback thread supplies the channel ID, its response
mailbox, and a string pointer to the second pipe driver:

pCADau: = (Comn~tAndibDataPtr) GD_geu_\ddress(AS_PLAYBACl(_CHAN)
<set pCADaia iields> V
audio = (AS_0PE\lMSG '5) Gtmessage;
aurlio—>rnsg = AS_REGCHANHDLR; ,
audio—>Channel_,ID = (Uns) AS_,PLAYBACK~_Cl-IAN;
audio—>mailhox = (TM'B_MBox) 'I’MB_,PLAYBACK;
audio->DevNa.rne = (String) "lnul12"; V .
TMB___postMessage ('I‘MB_COMMMSG, audio, 0);
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At any time during the link state, problems with or a
normal shutdown of the ISDN logical channel may generate

a hang-up condition. The comm task notifies the capture

and/or playback thread via the unsolicited status message
AS_COMM_HANGUP_NOTIFY:

 

Exactly as with the capture thread, the comm task behaves
as follows:

'l‘MB_v_getMessage (TMB_COMMMSG, ('I'MB_Msg)&nrdio, 0);
pCADa9a. = (Cornm.AndioDataPtr) GD__getAddrex's(andio.Channel_Il‘));
<va1ida.te pCADala fields and open audio. DevNarue>
comm = (As_[NFOMSG ") ckmessaget 1
comm->msg = AS_S'l'ATUS:
comm->ChanneL’_ID = andio.ChanneLJD:
cornrn—_>stn1usCode = AS_REGCHANHDLR_0K:
TMB_portMessage (andiamailbox. comm. D): 

Once this response is received,‘ the playback thread blocks

comm = (AS__INFOMSG 3*) dunessage;
com:-rr—>msg = AS_STATUS;
cornm—>Channel_1D = Cl!anne1__ID; .
comm—>atatusCode = AS___OOMM_HANGUP_NOTlFY;
comm->stntusextra = <QMUX er-ror> ‘
'I'MB_postMessage' (<l‘MB_PLAYBACK or TMS__CAl’l‘URE >, comm, 0);

waiting for notificationof input bufl"ers delivered by the 50 In response, the threads close the channel, notifying the host
comm task to its side the pipe driver. After each butfer is put
to pipe, the com task notifies the playback tiuead: ‘

comm = (AS_1NT-'OMSG “) Szmessage:
comm->msg =,AS_STATUS',
comm—>Chnnnei_'lD = Channel___lD-,
comm—>stntusCode = AS_R.ECElVEO0MP'LEI‘E-,
'l.‘MB_postMessage ('I‘MH_PLAYBACK, com, 0);

The playback thread collects each buffer and outputs the
audio data by SS_put()’ing each buffer down the driver
stack to the SAC 1304. ' ’

The handing of the second ALlNKIN__TMSG request
received from the host processor is the same as on the 65

capture side. The playback thread closes “lnullz” and uses
AS_CLOSE__CHAN to sever its link with the com task.

processor in the process. V

As defined in “ASH”, the following are status and error
codes for the statusCode field of AS_STATUS messages:

AS_R.EGCHANHDLR
request succeeded.
AS_REGCHANHDl_.R
request failed.
AS_CHANCl.DSE
request succeeded.
AS_C[-IANCLDSE
request failed.
Open channel closed.
Data packet has been sent '
to NULLDEV.
One or more data packets
dropped.

AS_REGCHANHDLR_0K.

AS_REGCHANl-1DLR_FAlJ..
AS_CHANCLOSE_OK

AS_CVI-I.ANCIDSE_FA[L

As_coMM_HANouP_so'r1i=yAS_RECE[VECOMPLEFE

AS_LOST_DA’[‘A
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Regarding buifer management, issues, the ‘ audio task
maintain a dynamically configurable amount of latency‘ on
the audio streams. Tb do this, both audio task threads have
control over the size of the buffers that are exchanged with
the comm task. As such, the com task adopts the buffer
size forthe streams assigned it by the audio task In addition,
thenumber of buifers which exist within the NULLDEV
link between the com task-and an audio‘task.thread are

defined by the threads; Mechanisms for implementing this ‘
. requirement involves the following steps: ’ '

l. Bot.h audio task threadscreate their SPOX® operating
system stream connections to the ‘NULLDEV pipe_ driver
before registering with the com task Each thread issues
an SS_create() specifying the buffer size appropriate for
the audio compression method and time stamp fiarning to
be performed on each butfer. In addition, the atI:rs.nbufs
field is set to the desired number of bufiers. available for
queuing audiodata within the NULLDEV.linlc. _

2. When setting ‘up its N'U_LLDEV streams,‘ the com task
sets the SS_create(). buffer-size'parameter to -1 specify-
ing that a, “device-dependent value will be used for the
stream bufi’er size". See SPECI‘RON’s SPOX® Applica-
tion Pmgramming Reference Manual, Version 1.4, page
173; In additiongtthe aItrs._nbufs are set to 0 ensuring that
no additional buffers are ‘added to the NULLDEV link.

3. After opening the stream, the com task will query for the
conect butfer size via an SS_sizeof() call. Thereafter, all
buifers it receives from the capture thread‘ and all buffers
it delivers to the playback thread are this size. It uses this
size when creating the SA__Array object used to receive
from and sendbuffers to NULLDEV. . . _ _

The com task preferably performs no buifering of live
audio data. Commnnication between audio taskendpoints is
unreliable, Because audio data is being captured, transmit-
ted, and played backin real time, it is undesirable to have
data blocks retransmitted across an ISDN channel.

Whether unreliable transmission is supported or not_ for
the audio strearn,'tl1e NULLDEV driver drops data blocks if
live buffers back up. NULLDEV does not allow thesender
to become bulfer starved. It continues to exchange butfers
with the task issuing the SS__put0. If no free,bufi’ers are
available to make the exchange, NULLDEV returns the live
buffer waiting at the head of its ready ‘queue.
Global Data Package V

' The SPOX® operating systemimagé for the audiolcomm
board contains a package referred to as the Global. Data
Package. It is a centralized repository for global (jam that is
shared among tasks. The interfaces to this package are
defined in “GD.H". The global data, is contained in a

' GBLDATA struct that is defined as an arrayvof pointers:

typedef strnct GBLDATA { . ,rs avniJableDarsiMAX_GLOBAl.s];
} GBLDATA;

Like all SPOX® operating system packages, the global data
package contains _an initialization entry point.GD_init() that
is called during SP_0X® operating system initialization to
set the items in GBLDATA to their initial values. Tasks that
wish to access the global data will contain statements like
the following to obtain the contents of the GBLDATA
SHIICILIIEI ' '

Pi: painterToGlobal0bject;
pointerTcGlohal0bjeet = -
GD_get.Adress(OBJECl'._NUMBE.R)',

In apreferred embodiment, there is no monitor or semaphore
associated with the global data. So by convention, only one
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task will write to an item and all others will only read it. For
example, all data pointers are set to NULL by GD_init(). A
pointer such as availableData[CommMBox'] would then be
filled in by the com.rn task during its initialization with the
following sequence: ’

pointer’l‘oGlobalData= GD_getAddress(AS_COMMMBOX):
pointerToGloba1Data—>CommMBor= TMB__MYMl3OX;

Tasks that wish to communicate to the com task can check

- that the task is present and obtain its mailbox handle as
follows: ”

pointer"i‘oGlobalData= GD_getAddress (AS_COMMMBOX);
if (pointer'l‘oCiIobalDara—>CoinntMBox != NULL) {

I‘ COMMTASK is present ‘fl
TMB_postMersage ( pointer'l'aGlobalData—>CornmMBox ,

-~ aMessage,
h‘rne0utValue);

}
else {

I‘ 11' IS NOT “I
l

NULLDEV Driver V ._
, The SPOX® operating system image for the audio/board
contains a device driver that supports interprocess commu-
nication tlrrough the stream (SS), package. The number of
distinct streams supported by'N'ULLDEV -is controlled by a
defined constant NBRNULLDEVS in NULLDEV.H.. Cur-

rently, NULLDEV supports two streams. One is used for the
audio task capture thread to commtmicate with the com
task. The other is used by the playback thread to commu-

. nicate with the comm task. The assignment of device names
to tasks is done by the following two constants in
ASTA'SK.I-I:

“Iuull"
“Innll2"

itdefine AS_CAl’l'URE...PIPE
#defir1e AS_PLAYBACK__PIPE ‘

Support for additional streams may be obtained by changing
the NBRNULLDEVS constant and recompiling NULI..D-
VR.C. The SPOX® operating system config file is also
adjusted by adding additional device name strings to this
section as‘ follows:

driver NULlJJEV__driver {
“Inull": dcvid = 0;
"lnulll": devid = l;

l:

The next device’ is the seqnence_has devid=2.
SS_get() calls to NULLDEV receive an enor if

NULLDEV’s ready_ queue is empty. It is possible to
SS_put() to a NULLDEV stream that has not been opened
for SS_get() on the other end. Data written to the stream in
this case is discarded. In other words, input live buffers are
simply appended to the free queue. SS_put0 never retums
anerror to the caller. If no bufiers exist on the free queue for
exchange with the incoming live buffer, NULLDEV
removes the buffer at the head of the ready queue and retums
it as the free buffer.

Comm Subsystem ‘ ,
- The communications (co_mm).subsystem of conferencing

system 100 of FIG. 5 comprises comm API 510, com
manager 518. and DSP interface 528 running on host pro-
cessor ,202 of FIG. 2 and com task 540 running on
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audio/comm board: 206. . The comm subsystem provides
connectivity functions to the conferencing application pro-
grams 502 and.504. It maintains and manages the session,
connection, and the virtual channel states. All the connection
control, as well as data communication are done through the
communication subsystem. . t .

Referringnow to FIG. 17, there is shown a block diagram
of the com subsystem of conferencing system 100 ofFIG.
5, according to- a preferred embodimentof the present’ '
invention. The'comm~subsystem consists of the following
layers jthat resideboth on host processor 202 and the
audio/comm board 206; ' ’

Transport independent‘ interface (TII.DLL),
Reliable datalink module (DLM.DLL,-l-KPDAPI.DLL,

Where KPDAPLDLL is the back-end of the ‘DLM
which communicates with the DSP interface), and

Datalink module- TII.DLL and RDLM;DLl.‘. reside
’ entirely on the host processor. Datalink module com-

. prises DLM.DLL residing on}the host processor, and
control (D‘ channel); D channel driver; data ‘comm
tasks. and B channel drivers residing on audio/comm
board 206. . . .

The com interface provides a. “transport independent
interface". for the conferencing applications. This means that _
the com interface hides all the network dependent features
of the conferencing system.‘ In a preferred embodiment,
conferencing system 100 uses the ISDN Basic Rate Interface
(BRI) which provides 2*64 K_BitsIsec data (3) channels ‘and
one signaling (D) channel (2B+D).’ Alternative preferred
embodiment may use alternative transport media such as
local area networks (LANs) as the communication network.

Referring now to FIG. 18, there is shown a block diagram
of the comm subsystem architecture for two conferencing
systems 100 participating in a conferencing session, accord-
ing to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The
com subsystem provides an_ asynchronous interface
between the audio/comm board 206 and the conferencing
applications 502 and'504.' ’

The. ‘comm subsystem provide all .tlre,software modules '
thatmanage the two ISDN B channels. The com sub-
system provides a multiple virtual channel interface for the
B channels. Each virtual channel is associated with trans-
mission priority..The~ data queued for the higher priority
channels are transmitted before the data in the lower priority
queues. The_virtual channels are unidirectional. The confer-
encing applications open write-only channels. The confer-
encing applications acquire read-only channels as a result of
accepting a open channel request fi-om the peer. The DLM
supports the virtual channel interface. ‘ _ .

During a cent’ "rencing session, the comm subsystem
software handles all the multiplexingand inverse multiplex-
ing of virtual channels over the B channels. The number of
avaiIableB channels (and the factthat there is more than one
physical charrnel available) is not a concern to the applica-
tion. ’ .. ' ' .

The com subsystem provides the D channel signaling
software to the ISDN audio/comm board. The com sub-
system is responsible for providing the ISDN B charmel
devicedrivers for the ISDN audio/comm board. The com

subsystem provides the ISDN D channel device drivers for
the ISDN audiolcomm board. The comm software is pref-
erably certiliable in North America (USA, Canada). The
signaling software is compatible with N11, AT&T Custom,
and Northern Telecotn DMS-100. I

The comm subsystem providesvan interface by which the
conferencing applications can gain access to the comn'1uni—
cation hardware. The goal of the interface is to hide the
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implementation of the connectivity mechanism and provide
an easy to use interface. This interface provides a very
simple (yet functional) set of connection control features, as
well as data communication features. The conferencing
applications usevirtual ‘channels for data communication.
Virtual channels are simplex. which means that two virtual
channels are open for full duplex communication between
peers. Each conferencing application opens its outgoing
channel which is write-only. The incoming ("read-only) chan-
nels are created by “accepting” an "open channel” request
fromthe peer. ‘_ V .
qMUX MULTIPLE CHANNEL‘ STREAMING MODULE

The Qsource Multiple ‘Channel Streaming Module
(qMUX) is based on the need to utilize the high bandwidth
of two bearer (B) channels (each at 64 kbps)_as a single
high-speed channel for the availability of multiple upper
layer users. This section V specifies the various interfaces
between4QSource qMUX module and other Qsource mod-
ules or application modulesto achieve this objective. -

QSource qMUX is a data link provider for one or more
end-to-end connected upper layers to exchange data between
themselves at a higher data rate than is ‘possible over a single
bearer (B) channel. qMUX accepts messages from upper
layer providers and utilizes both B charmels to transfer the
data. on the receiving‘ end, qMUX willreassemble received
bulfers front Layer 1 in sequential order into a user message
and deliver the message to theawaiting upper layer. ‘There
is no data integrity. insured by qMUX. There is no Layer 2
protocol (i.e.,i LAPB) used in the transmission of packets
between the two endpoints; however, packets are transmitted
using HDDC framing. Throughout this section, the term
ULP means Upper Layer Process‘ or qMUX User.

(qMUX is a data link provider process that receives user
data frames from upper layers (data link user) and equally
distributes them over the two B channels. This achieves a

higher bandwidth" for an upper layer than if a single B
channel was used. Several higher processes can be multi-
plexed throughvthe“qMUX, process, each being assigned its
own logical channel through qMUX. This logical channel is
known as in qMUX logical identifier (qLI).

A priority is assigned to each qLI as it is opened. This
priority ensures that buffers of higher priority are sent before
butfers of lesserpriority are transmitted over the B channels.
This enables an upper layer, -whose design ensures a smaller
bandwidth usage, to be handled in ashore timely manner.
ensuring a more rapid exchange of data between the two endusers. = - '

qMUXis an unreliable means of data transfer between’
two end users. There is no retransmission of message data.
Although received packets are delivered to the higher
requesting layers. there is no guarantee of data integrity
maintained between the two cooperating qMUX processes.
Packets may be lost between the two endpoints because
there is no Layer 2 protocol ‘(i.e.. LAPB) used in the
transmission of packets between the two endpoints; how-
ever, packets are transmitted using HDLC framing. In order
to provide_reliability. a transport provider such as TPO
(modified to work with qMUX) is preferably used as a ULP.
qMUX considers a message as one or more data buffers from
the higher layer.- These chained buffers are unchained,
assigned sequence numbers within the message sequence,
and (transferred to the far end Etch buffer contains a
sequence number that reflects its place within the message.

At the receiving end, the bullets are reassembled into
messages and delivered to the awaiting upper layer. Message
integrity is notguaranteed. Messages are discarded on the
receiving end if buffers are not received before final reas-
sembly and delivery.
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All messages transmitted by qMUX are preferably split
into an even number ofbulfers, independentofmessage size.
Two processes, namely SM2 and SCUD, split messages into
equal buffers. In an alternative preferred embodiment, mes-
sages are split after exceeding a specific. size (160 octets).
Splitting messages into an even number of buifers, regard-
less of size, ensures timely delivery of data. In another
alternative preferred embodiment, qMUX transmits a mes-
sage contained in a single hufi"er.- , 3’

Upper layers ensure that both endpoints are synchronized
on their qLI (logical channel identifier) and priority..0nce
both E channels are established, ‘the ULP establishes a
qMUX logical interface with the qMUX process. This qLI,
assigned by the”ULP, allows for the transfer of data between
qMUX and the ULP. This qLI assignment may be trans-
ferred or reassigned toqanother ULP, by use of the qMUX_
BIND__REQUEST primitive. The qLI may be used by only
one ULP at a time. Themaximum qLI value in a system is
defined as a stamp parameter (MAX»_LOGICAL__CHAN- ‘
NELS). A ULP requesting a qLI‘when all of the assignable
qLIareinuseisdenied. f ' _’ » .

_ If a message is received for aqLI that is not assigned. then
the message is discarded. A_ received, message has the
sending qLI and theintended receiveris qLI contained in the
message. Ifthe ULP assigned to the qLI does not have an
outstanding ‘ request to receive data when a message is
received. the message is discarded as well. ’ -

A qLI of 0 (zero) is used ass control channel for a ULP
requesting assignment as a controlling ULP. The controlling
qLI may be used to synchronize the two end ULPs cooper-
ating in the data exchange. .

When a qLI is requested, the requesting ULP assigns a
priority for the handling of messages. Those Ul..Ps requiring
a high throughput with very littleabandwidth should request
a high priority to its messages. Priority is valid for outgoing
messages only; that is, the priorityis used when the buifer
is queued to the 13” channel driver. I . » .

Data transfer between the ULP and qMUX is performed
on a message basis. A message is defined to be one or more
data, buifers containing user data. The buffers dis-

. assembled, assigned sequence numbers, and transferred over
1 the available bandwidth of the two B channels in their

assigned priority order, and re-assembled on the far,-end for
delivery to a requesting ULP. Should a fragment of the
message not be delivered, the entire message is discarded;
no retransmission of the message or its-. parts are attempted

by qMUX. : .
End—to-End flow control is not performed by qMUX.

Before bufiers are queued to layerl, the queue depth is
checked. If,the,nurnber of buffers on a B-channel queue
exceeds 15, the message is discarded, and notification given
to the ULP. > _ s . _

qMUX maintains a message window per qLI that effec-
lively hulfers incoming messages. ‘This guards against_ net-
work transit delays that may exist due to the two bearer
channels in use. The current size of themessage window is
three. For example, it is possible for qMUX to have com-
pletely assembled message numbers 2 and 3, while waiting _
for the final part of message 1. Wheumessage 1 is com-
pletely assembled, ‘all three are then queued, in message '
order, to the appropriate ULP. If any part of message 4 is
received before message 1 is complete,‘ message 1 is dis-.
carded and the ULP notified. The message window then
slides to include messages 2, 3, and 4. Since messages 2 and
3 are complete,» they are forwarded to‘ the ULP and the
window slides to message 4. The following primitives are
sent from the ULP to qMUX: ‘

' QMUX_0K_ACK

Indicates the message
carries application data.
The message is comprised
of one or more Qsouroe
system buffers.
Arequest by aULl-‘for a
qLI assigrunent. Both B
channels are assumed to
be connected at this time;
the state of the two E
channels is unaltered
This request can also be
used to request a control-
ling qLl (0) fora
ULP. 9
A request by n UIJ3 to
have the specified qLI
bound to the requesting
ULP. All subsequent
received trafiic is
directed to the requesting

QMU}LDEAITACH_REQUE$P Used by a ULP to end its
usage of a qLI. All sub-
sequent messages received
are discarded for this qLI.
This is used by a ULP to
end the logical connection
and reception of data. .

qMUX_DA'I'A.REQUES'I‘

qMUX_A'l‘TACl-l_R.EQUF5T

The following primitives are sent from qMUX to the
ULP: ‘ '

Indicates that user data is
contained in the message. The
message is one or more
Qsource system buifus.
Acknowledges to the ULP that
a previously received prlmltlve
was received successfully. The
qLl is retnrred within the
acknowledgement. -
Inform: the ULP that a
previously issued request was
invalid. The primitive in error
and the associated qLI (if
valid) are conveyed back to
the ULP.

qMUX__DA'i‘A_1NDlCATION

qU'M'X_l<‘J{ROR_ACK

The following primitives are exchanged between PH (B
charmel Driver) and qMUX: '

Used to request that the user data
contained in the Qsouree system

. system buffer be transmitted on theindicated B channel. '
Used to indicate to qMUX that the
user data in the Qsouree system
butter is intended for an ULP. This
particular bulfer may only be a
part of a message.

PH_DA'l‘A_REQU'ET

PH_DA'l'A_INDICA'l'ION

PH_DATA_REQUEST Used to request that the user
data contained in the QSource system bufier be trans-
nritted on the indicated 13 channel.

PH_l3ATA_INDICAT[ON Used to indicate to qMUX
tha_t__the user data in the QSource system butter is
intended for an ULP. This particular butfer may only be
a part of a message.

The following example of the usage of qMUX by two
~ cooperating‘ULPs (referred to as ULP-A and. ULP-B)

V assumes that a connection has_ already been established:
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Thc session manager sends a QMUX_CONNECT_REQ
primitive to qMUX that states that both B-channels are
available. ULP-A and ULP-B establish both B Chan-
nels at their respective ends. .

ULP-A issues a

controlling qLI to qMUX, and two _qMUX_AT-
'lACH_REQUESTs' fora data exchange path. The first
path is for sending and the second is for receiving data.

ULP-B also issues a qMUX_ATI‘AC[-l.,REQUEST fora
controlling qLI (of zero) to qMUX, and two qMUX__
A'l‘I‘ACH_R_EQUES'I§ for a data exchange path. ULP
assigns zero for the controlling qLI requests and qLI 5
and 6 for ULP-A and qLI 5 and 6 for LP-B,

ULP-A formats a peer-to-peer (ULP-A to ULP-B) request
for informing ULP-B that messages for ULP-A should
be directed over qLI 6. ULP-A sends the message via
qMUX over the controlling qLI.

ULP-B also formats a peer-to-peer (ULP-B to ULP-A)
request for informing ULP-A that messages for UL}?-B
should be directed over q1.l 6. ULP-B sends the mes-
sage via qMUX, over the controlling qL.I.

ULP-A receives_ the request from ULP-B from the con-
trolling.qLI. A response is forrrratted which gives the
qLI for ULP-A as 6 and ULP-B as 6. It is sent to qMUX
for transfer over the controlling qLI. _

ULP-B receives the request from ULP-A from the con-
trolling qLI. A response is formatted which gives the
qLI for ULP-B as _6 and ULP-A as 6. It is sent to q
for transfer over the controlling_qLI. . . '

Once both ULP peers have received the responses to their
.peer-to- peer requests, they an exchange data." '

The following scenario illustrates the interface and design
of qMUX for theexchange of datalvideolaudio: V

ULP-A issues a qMUX_DAJ'A_REQUEST over qI..I.5
for delivery at the far-end to‘ qLI 6. The message was
segmented. into two Qsotnce system ‘cutfers by SM2/
SCUD and sent to the B channels asfollows:

Segment one: marked as START..OF_MESSAGE,
sending qLI’ is 5, receiving qLI is 6,‘ sequence
number is 1 (one). It is sent to the 3 channel driver
for B channel I with a primitive of Pl-l_DA'I‘A_'
REQ.

Segment" two: marked as END_0F__MESSAGE,
sending qLI is 5, receiving qLI ‘is 6, sequence

~ number is 2 (two). It is sent to the B channel driver
for B channel 2 with a primitive of PH_DATA_

qMUX at the receiving end receivesthe bufiers as fol-lows:

Segment onei received from ‘B channel driveron B
channel 1. Bufier has header of START___OF_MES-
SAGE, sequence number 1. State is now AWA1T-
ING_E()M for qLI 6.

Segment two: END__0F___MESSAGE received. Buifer
_ is chained to buffer two. Primitive is made qMUX_
DATA_lNDICATION and sent to the ULP-B who
had bound itself to qLI 6. State is now set to
AWAITING__START_OF_MESSAGE. ' _

Theabove activity occurs during the message window for
this qLI. The message window is currently set at three. A
message window exists-on a qLI basis.
Comm API . V V ~

Comm API 510 of FIG. 5 provides an interface between
conferencing applications 502 and 504 and the com sub-
system. Comm API 510 consists of a transport-independent
interface (TII.DLL of FIG. 17). The TH encapsulates the

qMUX_A'I'I‘ACH_REQUEST for a 5
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network driver routines provided to the upper-layer modules
(ULMS). Comm API 510 provides the following services
and functions:

Initialization Commands ‘
Beginsession: Begins 21 comm session. Only one

“tbrea ” of execution is allowed to begin the comm
session for a given media. This thread specified the
session handler. which is the focal point of all the
connection management events- All connection
related events are given to the session handler.

Endsession: Ends a com session.
Connection Control Commands

Makeconnection: Makes connection to a remote peer.
A Makt-.Connection command sends a connection

request to the session handler of the specified
“address".

CloseConnection: Closes a connection. This command
closes all the open virtual channels and the connec-
tion. All the relevant handlers are notified of the
events caused_by this command. .

Acceptconnectionz Accepts a peer’s request for con-
nection. The session handler of the application which
has received a connection request issues this com-
mand; if it wants to accept the connection.

RejectConnection: Rejects a peer’s request for connec-
tion. . ”

Virtual-Channel Management
RegisterCha.nMgr: Registers the piece of code that will

handle channel events. This call establishes a chan-
' nel manager. The job ofchanncl manager is to field

I the “open channel” requests from the connected peer.
RegisterChanHandlet-. Registers the piece of code that

’ will handle data events. The channel handler is
notified of the data related events, such as receipt of
data and completion of sending of a data butfer.

0penChannel: Opens a virtual channel for sending
data. ‘

Acceptchannelz Accepts a virtual channel for receiving
data. . .

RejectChannel: Rejects the virtual channel request.
Closechannel: Closesan open channel.

“Data” exchange V _
SendData: Sends data over a virtual channel.
ReceiveData: Posts buffers for incoming data over a

virtual. channel. Communications Statistics '

Gctchanlnfo: Returns information about a given chan-
nel (e.g., the reliability and priority of the charmel).

GetChanStats: Returns statistical information about a

given channel (e.g., number of transmissions,
receives, errors).

GetTiiStats: Returns statistical information about the
current TII channels.

Transport-Independent Interface .
Comm API 510 supports calls to three ditferent types of

transport-intlependent interface functions by conferencing
applications 502 and 504 to the com subsystem: connec-
tion management functions, data exchange functions, ses-
sion management, and communications statistics functions.
Connection management functions provide the ULM with
the ability to establish and manage virtual channels for its
peers on the network. Data exchange functions control the
exchange of data between conferencing systems over the
network. Communications statistics functions provide infor-

65 mation about the channels‘(e.g., reliability, priority, number
of errors, number of receives and transmissions). These
functions are as follows:
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Connection Management Functions

Regt’sta'ChanMgr Registers a calflrack or an application window whose message
processing function will handle low-level notifications generated
by data channel initialization operations. This function is
invoked before any Openchannel calls are made.

Reg-isterChanHsnd.lcr Registers a eallbaekbran application window whose ‘message
processing function will handle low-level notifications generated
by data channel input/output (lI0) activities. The channels that
are opened will receive CI-lAN_D.ttTA'-__SENI‘, and the accepted
channels will receive CI-lAN_RECV_COMPLTE.
Requests a sub-cltamiel connection from the peer application
The result of the action is given to the application by invoking
the callback routine specified in the RegisterChanI-landler. The
application must specify an ID for this transaction. This [0 is
passed to the callback routine or posted in arnessage.
Note: All Connection requests are for establishing connections
for sending ‘data. The receive channels are opened as the result
of accepting aConn'ectChar'_mel request. _ p . .
A peer application an issue AcceptCl'tannel in response to e
CHAN_,REQUEST (OpenChannel) message that has been
received. The result of the Acceptchannel call is a one—way
communication sub-"channel for receiving data Incoming data
notification will be sent to the callback or window application
(via PostMessa,ge) to the Channel!-landler. '

Rejectchannel Rejects an 0penChan'ne1 request (CHAN__REQUEST message)
front the peer.

_ Closeflrannel Close: a auh-channel that wasnpened by Acceptchannel orOonnectC'hannel. .
Data Exchange Functions '.

SendData Sends data. Detais normally sent via this rned-urm'sn:.
RcccivcDu!a Remives data. Data is nrn-mally received through this mechanism. '

This call is nominally issued in response to a DATA_AVAILABLE
.- message.

Cornmnntcations Statistics Frmetions --

Cetclrmlnfo Realms channel information. . V TGetChanStats _ Returns various statistical information about a channel.
Getliistats > Return: various statistical information about aTlI channel.

'Il1ese functions are defined in further detail later in this

specification in a section entitled.“Data Structures, Func-
tions. and Messages.”_ ' " ' ' ' '7‘ p

In addition, comm API‘ 510 supports three ‘types of 40
messages and callback returned to conferencing
applications 502 and 504 from the comm subsystem in
response to some of the”above-listedfttnctionsz session
messages, connection messages, and channel messages.
Session" messages are generated in ‘response to change of 45
state in the smsion. Connection messages are generated in
response to the various ‘connection-related functions.
Messageand Callback Parameters V

This section describes the Vpa.r'arneters.that are ‘passed
along with the messages generated by the communication
functions. The events are categorized as follows:

Connection Events: Conneetiomrelated messages that are sent to the session handler (e.g.,
v ‘ connection request, connection accepted. connection closed).

Channel Events: Channebrelated messages that are handled by the channel manager
(e.g., channel request. channel accepted, channel closed).

Data. Events: ‘ Events related to data communication (e.g., data. sent, receive
completed). These events are handled by the channel handlers. Each
virtual channel has a channel handler. I

. V . 65
The following messages are generated in response to the -

various connection related functions:
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CONN__REQUESTED . , ‘wParam Connection handle
lparaxn Pointer to incoming connection informationstructure:

( .
WORD Session handle
LPPADDR Pointer to caller's address
LPCONN_CHR Pointer to connection attributes
} - . . '

CONN_ACCEl’I'EI) Response to MnkeConnection or Aoceptconnection
request

wParam Connection handle
lparam Pointer to connection information structure:

i . ,
DWORD ‘ Transld (specified by user in

_ earlier request)
LPCONN_CHR Pointer to connection attributes
}

CONN_RElECl'ED Response to Makeconnection request.wPnram Reason
1Parnm Transld (specified by application in earlier

. request) “ V . p
CONN__‘I‘IMEOUT Response to Mala-.Connection request).

lPat-am Transld (specified by application in earlier
rerju:-st) ‘ ' '

CONN__ERROR Indication of connection closed due to fatalerror.
wPanm Connection handle

I lParam Ermr .
CONN_CLOSED I Indication of remote Close.

wPnram Connection handle .
CONN__CLOSE_RESP Resporue to ClnseConncctiun request.

wpamn ’ Connection handle
lParam 'l‘ransld (specified by, application in earlier Close

v ' request)
SESS_CLOSED Response to Endsessinn request.

wPa.ram Session handle ' 

Channel Manager Messages _ . .
The following messages are generated in response to the

various channel management as described with the‘
function definitions:

 

indication of remote 0pcnClumnel request.
wparam Channel handle

Pointer to Channel Request information structure:
{
DWORD Transld (to be preserved in

Acceptlficjectchannel)
HCONN. Connection handle
LPCHAN__1N'FO Pointer to Cl-lAN_INFO passed by

remote applimition
l

CHAN_ACCEPTED Response to 0penChannel request.
wParas-rt Channel handle
lPernm TransID specified by application in 0penCha.nnel

request I
CHAN_REJECl‘ED Response to 0penChnnnel request. V

[Parent TrnnslD specified by application in OpenChannel
request. .

CHAN_CLOSED Indication of remote CloseC'hannel.
wParam Channel handle 3

Cl-l’.AN_CLOSE_RESP Response to Closechannel reques
wPa.ram Channel handle _
lPararn . Trnnslb specified by application in CloseCha.nncl 

Channel Handler Messages _
The following messages are generated in response to the

various channel» I/0 functions as described with the function
definitions:
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CHAN_DATA_SEN'l‘
wPararn
lParz.m g

CHAN__llCV_COMPLE.'I‘E
wParam -
lPara.-n

CI-IAN__DA'I‘A__LOST
wPa.ra.rn
lPararn

Response to SendData.
Actual bytes sent

Response to Rece.iveData.
Actual bytes received

Bytes discarded
Transll) specified by application .

Data Structures _ V
The following are the important data structures for the

com subsystem:

TADDR, lJ’l‘ADDR:
CH.AN_lNl-‘O. LPG!-lAN_lNFO:
CONN_CHR. LPCONN_’.Cl-IR:

Channel inforrnation structure.Connection Attributes structure.

The com subsystem provides two diiferent methods of

event notification ' to the conferencing applications:
Microsoft®_ Windows messages and callbacks. A conferenc-
ing application program instructs the com subsystem as to
which method should be used for notificatiorrof difl"erent
events. Microsoft® V Windows messages employ -, the
Nficrosoft®‘Wtndows messaging mechanism to notify the
conferencing appliettion that an event has occurred. For
callbacks, the comm subsystem calls a user_pro'cedure'when
an event has taken place. There are restrictions _on what the
conferencing; application may or may not do within a
callback routine. ‘ V . ‘. V ‘

Referring now to FIG. 19, there is shown a representation
of the comm subsystem application finite state machine
(FSM) for a conferencing session between a local confer-V
encing system (i.e.. local site or caller) and a remote
conferencing system (i.e;. remote site or callee), according
to a preferred ernbodirnent of the present invention. The
possible application states are as follows:

or null state '
Conferencing session begtm

INIT
IN_SESSION
CONN_lN
CONN’_DUT
CONNCFED

Outgoing connection request made to remote site

remote site for outgoing connection)
Incoming channel requtst received from remote site
Outgoing channel request made to remote site
Incoming channel accepted by local site
Outgoing channel accepted by remote site

Cl-lAN_IN
CHAN_OU'1‘
RECEIVE
SEND

Referring now to FIG. .20‘, there is shown a representation 55
of the comm subsystem connections FSM for a conferencing

session between a local siteiand a remote site, according to
a preferred embodiment of. the present invention. The pos-
sible connection states are as follows:

Null state
Idle state
Awaiting response front local site
Awaiting acceptance response
Awaiting response from remote
sitc_
Connection is alive

NULL
IDLE
AWAlT_LOCAL__RBP
AWAlT_ACCEPT_RESP
AWAIT__REMOTE_RESP

ALIVE

TransID specified by application in SendDa1a

Address structure foricallcrlcollee.

40

Incoming connection request received from remote site -

ES'l'AliLlSl-{ED

Transll) specified by application in ReceiveData

-continued

Cormection is established

- Referring now to FIG. 21, there is shown arepresentation
of the com subsystem control channel handshake FSM for
a conferencing session between a local site and a remote site,
according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion; The possible control channel handshake states are as
follows: 1

NULL _
AWAI‘l‘__Cl‘L._OPEN

Null state .
Awaiting opening of control
channel 0
Awaiting message that control
channel is alive ,
Control channel established

AwArr_ALrva_MrBsAGE

Cl'L._ESTABLIS!-[ED

Referring nowto FIG. 22; there is shown arepresentation
of the comm subsystem channel establishment FSM for a

' conferencing session between a local site and aremote site,

Connection abcepted (by local site for incoming connection and by

according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven-

’ tion. The possible charmel establishment states are as fol-
lows:
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NULL Null state
IDLE Idle state
CHAN__AWAl'l'_Dl..M__OPN_RX
AWAl'l‘_LOCAL_RESP

CHAN_RECElVlNG
CHAN_AWAlT_Dl.M._OPN~TX
AWAl'l‘_REM_RESP

receive channel »
Receive channel open

send channel
Cl-IAN.__SENDING ' Send channel open

Awaiting DLM to open send channel
Awaiting remote application response to request to open

Awaiting DLM to open receive channel ' ‘ , .
Awaiting local application response to request to open '

 ___::

Referring now to FIG. 23, there‘ is shown a representation
of the com system processing for atypical conferencing
session between a caller and a callee. according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the prcsentinvcntion. Boththe caller
and callce call the Beginsession function to begin the
conferencing ‘session. The caller thenlcalls the MakeCon-
noction function to initiates connection to the callee, which
causes a Connectllequest message to be sent to the callee.
The callee responds by calling the AcceptConnection’func-
tion, whichscauscs a Connccmccept message to be sent to
the caller andtlie callee. l - v -. -

Both the caller and callee then call the Registe-rChanMan
function to_ register the channel. Both the caller and callee
then call the.OpenCharmel function to open a channel to the
other, which causes Cl_i_annclRequcst messages to be
exchanged between the caller and callee. Both the caller and
callee call the Acceptchannel function to accept the channel _
requested by theother, which causes‘ ChannélAccepted
messages to be exchanged between the caller and callee.
Both the caller and callec call the Rcgistercharillandler
function two times to register both the incorniiig and out-' '
going channels.

The callee calls the Rcceivcbata function to be ready to i
receive data. from the caller. The caller then -calls the
ScndData function, which causes conferencing data to be
sent to the callee. The caller receives a‘ locally generated
Datasent message with the sending of the data is complete. _
The callec receives a ReceivcComplete message when the
receipt of the data is complete. Note that the caller does not
receive a message back from the caller: that the data was
successfullyvreceived by_ the callee. -

‘The scenario of FIG. :23 is just one possible scenario.
Those skilled in the art will understand that other scenarios

may be constructed using other function calls and state
transitions. l

Comm Manager
The com manager 518 of FIG._ 5 comprises three

dynamically linked libraries of FIG. 17: transport indepen-
dent interface-(TE[)',‘ reliable datalink module (RDLM.DLL)
and datalink module interface (DLM.DLL). The DLM inter-
face is used by the TI] to access the services of the ISDN ‘
audio/comm board 206. Other modules (i.e., KPDAPLDLL
and DSP.DRV) function’ as the interface to the audio/comm
board and have no other function (i.e., they provide means
of communication between the host processor portion of the ‘
DLM and the audiolcommgportion of the DLM. The host
processor portion of the DLM (i.e., Dl..M.DLL) uses the
DSP interface 528 of FIG. 5 (under Microsoft® Vlfmdows
3.1:) to communicate with the ISDN audio/comm board side

portions. The DLM interface and functionality must adhere
to the DLM specification document.

The Tl] provides the ability to specify whether or not a
virtual channel is reliable. For reliable channels, TII
employs the RDLM to provide reliability on a virtual
channel. This feature is used to indicate that the audio and

video virtual charmels are unreliable, and the data virtual
channel isrcliable.
Data’ Link Manager

The DLM subsystem maintains multiple channels
between the clients and supports data transfers up to 64K per
user _rncssage.,’I‘hc upper layer using, DLM assumes that

. message boundaries are preserved (i.e., user packets are not
merged or fragmented when delivered to the upper layer at
the remote end). . ‘ . -

Before data can bevtransfcrred via DLM, the two com-

‘ murticating machines each establish sessions and a’connec-
tion is set up between them. This section details the func-
tions used to establish sessions and connections. DLM
provides the following functions for call control:

DLM_BeginSesslon
DLM_EndSession
DLM_Listen
DLM_MakcConnection‘

DLM_AcceptConnection

DLM_RejectConnection_
DLM__CloseConnection The following calls should be

allowed in an interrupt context: DLM_MakeConnec-
tion, DLM_ACoeptConnection. DLM_RcjectConnec-
tion,» and DLM_C1oseConnection. These functions
may generate the .following callbacks to the session
callback handler. described below.

CONN_REQUES'I'ED
CONN__ESTABI_;ISHED

CONN_REJECl‘ED

CONN_CLOSE COMPLETE
CONN_CLOSE NOTIFY
SESS_CLOSEl)
SESS‘_ERROR

CONN__ERROR
Most of the session and connection management func-

tions of the DLM are asynchronous. They initiate an action
and when that action is complete, DLM will call back to the
user via the session callback. The calling convention for the
callback is as follows:
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FAR PASCAL CnnnectionCallback (LPEVENTSTRUCT Event);
Event is 5 far pointer to :1 structure:struet EVENTSTRUCT
i .

WORD EventType;
WORD ' Status;
BYTE Dlmld;
BYTE Mdmld;
DWORD Dlmsessionld;
DWORD ' DlmConn1d:
DWORD Token;
LPTADDR Addr;
LPCONNCHR Characteristics;

l

Specifies the type of event which triggered the
callback. . -
Indicates the status of the event.
Unique ID of the DLM performing the callback.
(Equals 0 for DGM&S.)

‘Unique ID of the MDM that processed the event.
(Equals 0 far DGM&S.) ,
Indicates the Session ID. agigned by DLM. on -
which this event occtn-red. (Equals 0 for DGM&S.)
Indicates the Connection Id. assigned by DLM, on
which this event oecuned. (Equals 0 for DGM&S.)
The token value was given in the call to initiate
an action. When the cnllheck notifies the user
that the action is complete, the token is returned
in this field.
Specifics the LFTADDR of the caller. I
This field is aLPCONNC[-IR to the connection» chnracterisdcs.

I For each fimctiondefined below which generates a call-
back. all of the fields of the DLM event structure are listed.
Ifs particular field contains a valid value during a callback,
an X is placed in the table for the callback. some fields are
only. optionally returned by the DLM (and -underlying"
l\IIDMs). Optional fields are noted with an ‘O’ in the tables.
If a pointer field is not valid or optionally not tetumed the

DLM will pass‘ a NULL pointer in its place.’ The upper layer
should not assume that pointer parameters such as LPE-

VENTSTRUCTZ LPTADDR, "and LPCONNCI-lR are in
static memory. If the upper layer needs to process them in a
bontext other than the callback context it should make a

private copy of the data.
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status Indicates the status of the event.

Dlmld Unique ID of the DLM performing the callback.
(Equals O for DGM&S.)

Mdmld - Unique ID of the MDM that processed the event.
(Equals 0 for DGM&S.)

DlmSessio_nId Indicates‘ the Session ID, assigned by DIM, on
which this event occurred. (Equals 0 for DGM&S.)

Dlmconnld Indicates the Connection Icl, assigned by DLM, on
which this event occurred. (Equalso for DGM&S.)

Token _ The token value was given in the call to initiate
an action. When the callback notifies the user
that the action is complete, the token is returned
in this field.

Addr Specifies the LPTADDR of the caller.

Characteristics This field is a LPCONNCHR to the connection
characteristics. ~

For each function defined below which generates a callback, all of the fields of

the DLM event structure are listed. If a particular field contains a valid value during a

callback. an X is placed in the table for the callback. Some fields are only optionally I

returned by the DLM (and underlying MDMS). Optional fields are noted with an '0’ in the

tables. If a pointer field is not valid or optionally not returned the DLM will pass a NULL

pointer in its place. The upper layer shouldlnot assume that pointer parameters such as

LPEVENTSTRUCT, LPTADDR, and LPCONNCHR are in static memory. If the upper

layer needs to process them in a context other than the callback context it should make a

private copy of the data.

DLM_BeginSession: Prepares DLM for subsequent connection
establishment. It is done at both ends

before a connection is made or accepted.
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WORD DLM_BeginSession(BYTE DlmId,
BYTE Mdmld ,
LPTADDR LocalAddress

FARPROC Sessioncallback,

LPDWORD lpDlmSessionId);

v;m,2:%
ADlmId: ‘Global identifier o_f the DLM that is to be used.(

for DGM&S) .

MdmId: Global identifier of the MDM that is to be used.(
for‘DGM&S)

LooalAddress Far Pointer toba TADDR at which the local
connection will be made. This may not be relevant
for DLMs such as DGM&S.

Sessioncallback ‘ Callback function for the session responses.

1pDlm§essionId Output parameter, the session ID allocated.
(DGM&S-will return a Session Id": 0). Only a
single session need be_supported by DGM&S.

Return Value: Status Indication.
E_NOSESSION session could not be opened. .
E_IDERR D1mID parameter does not match the DLM ID of the

called library.

‘Local_Callhacks:
None

Peer Callbacks:
NONE _ ‘ _'

This function does_not perform a listen. Session IDs are unique
across all DLMS. Uniqueness is guaranteed.

DLM_£ndSession: Ends the specified session at the given
address. Any outstanding connections and/or
channels on the session and their callbacks

are completed before the local SESS_CLOSED
callback.

WORD DLM_EndSession (DWORD Dlmsessionld);

Parameters: V V ~A
Dlmsessionld: ‘Session identifier returned in DLM_BeginSession

Return Value:i Status Indication

E_SESSNUM DlmSessionID is not valid.
E_SESSUNUSED Session is not in use.
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E_SESSCLOSED Session has been closed.
E_SESSNOTOPEN Session is not open.
E_IDERR Session is not active on this DLM.

Local Callbacks:

SESS_CLOSED

Event Parameter SESS_CLOSED
EventType'-
Status
DlmId
Mdmld -
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token
Addr

Characteristics

Peer Callbacks:
NONE

DLM_Listen: Initiates a listen on the specified connection.
when an incoming connection request arrives,
asynchronous notification is done to the Session
callback function. The Listen stays in effect
until DLM_EndSession is performed.

WORD DLM__Listen (DWQRD Dlnisessionld, y
LPCONNCHR Characteristics);

Parameters: ‘ _
DlmSessionID Session identifier returned in

DLM_BeginSession.
Characteristics Desired characteristics of an incoming

connection. Passed uninterpreted to the
lower layers.

Return Value: Status indication

E_SESSNUM' DlmSessionID is not valid.
E_sEsSUNUSED Session is not in use.
E SESSCLOSED Session has been closed.

E:SESSNOTOPEN Session is not open.
E_IDERR ' Session is not active on this DLM.

Local Callbacks:

CONN;REQUESTED
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Event Parameter CONN_REQUESTED
EventType
Status

.DlmId
MdmId
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token
Addr
Characteristics

Peer Callbacks:
None

DLM_MakeConnection: Makes a connection to the specified address.
It generates a callback when the connection
is complete which provides the DLM connection
ID to be used in all further operations on

this=connection.» Connection IDs are.unique
Vacross all DLMs. Uniqueness is guaranteed.

(DGM&S support a single connection, with a
Connection Id =-D). ‘ V

WORD DLMLMakeConnection (DWORD Dlmsessionld,
LPCONNCHR Characteristics
DWORD Token, ‘ '
LPTADDR RemoteAddress);

Parameters: V

DlmSessionID: . '-Session identifier returned in

DLM_BeginSession, .
Characteristics Desired characteristics of the connection.

Passed uninterpreted to_the lower layers.
Token ‘Uninterpreted token returned to the upper

layer in the response callback.
RemoteAddress Address on the remote site on which to make

the connection.

Return Value: Status Indication

B_SESSNUM D1mSessionID_is not valid.
E_SESSUNUSED Session_is not in use. *
E_SESSCLOSED session has been closed.
E_SESSNOTOPEN session is not open. V
E_IDERR Session is not active on this DLM.
E_NOCONN Unable to allocate local connection.

Local Callbacks:' ,
CONN ESTABLISHED

CONN:REJECTED
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Event Parameter CONN_REJECTED CONN_EsTABLISHED
EventType L '
Status
Dlmld
MdmId
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token
Addr —
Characteristics

>403fl>¢N$fi><>€N
Peer Callbacks: .

CONN_£EQUESTED satisfies a previous DLM_Listen on this address.

Event Parameter CONN_£EQUESTED
EventType
Status
Dlmld
Mdmld .
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token ‘
Addr
Characteristics

DLn_AcceptCannection: Accepts an incoming connection request.

WORD'DLM_AcceptConnection(DWORD‘D1mCbnnID,
DWORD Token);

Parameters: .

DlmConnID: Connection identifier returned previously in the
CONN_REQESTED callback. .

Token . Uninterpreted DWORD returned to the caller in the
CONN_ESTABLISHED response callback.

Return Value: Status Indication _
E_SESSNUMv ConnID is not valid.
E_SESSUNUSED Session is not in use.
E_SESSNOTOPEN Session is not open.
E IDERR ConnID does not refer to a connection on this DLM.
E:CONNNUM ConnID is not valid.
E_CONNUNUSED Connection is not in use.
E_CONNsTATE Connection has been closed or is already open.

Local Callbacks: _
CONN_ESTABLISHED
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Event Parameter CONN_ESTABLISHED
EventType X‘
Status
Dlmld
Mdmld
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token
Addr .
Characteristics

x<)N§¢N><N:4
Peer Callbacks:’ _
CONN_ESTABLISHED satisfies a previous DLM_MakeConnection on

this address.

Event Parameter CONN_ESTABLISHED
EventType
Status
Dlmld

Mdmld’
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token
Addr
Characteristics

N(DM><N>4N><N
DLM_RejectConnection: Rejects an incoming connection request.

It returns a WORD status.

WORD DLM_RejeotConnection(DWORD DlmConnId);

Parameters: A e .
D1mConnID: ,Connection identifier returned in the

CONN;REQESTED callback.

Return Value: Status Indication

E_sESSNUM _ ConnID is not valid.
E_SESsUNUsED Session is not in use.

E_SESSNOTOPEN Session is not open.
E_IDERR »A ConnID does not refer to a connection on this DLM.

.E_pONNNUM. v ConnID is not valid.
E_CONNUNUSED Connection is not in use.

E_CONNSTATE Connection has been closed or is already open.

Local_Callbacks:None

Peer Callbacks: ‘ _
CONN_REJECTED satisfies a previous DLM_MakeConnection on thisaddress. ' ‘
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Event Parameter CONN_REJECTED
EventType
Status
Dlmld
Mdmid H
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token
Addr -
Characteristics

DLM_C1oaecannection:_ Tears down an established connection.
’ This call is allowed only for

connections that are established.

woan DLM_CloseConnection(DWORD D1mConnId,
- DWORD Token);

Parameters:

DlmConnID: Connection identifier returned in the

CONN;ESTABLISHED callback or through a call to
DLM4MakeConnection. . '

Token » Uninterpreted value returnee to the upper layer in
the response callback.

Return Value: Status Indication

E_SESSNUM. ‘ ConnID is_not valid.
E_SESSUNUSED Session is not in use.
E_SESSNOTOPEN2 Session is not open.
E_IDERR ConnID does not refer to a connection on this DLM.
E_CONNNUM ConnID is not valid.
'B_CONNUNUSED Connection is not in use.
E_CONNCLOSED Connection has been closed already.

Localhcallbacks:
CONN_CLOSE_COMPLETE

Event Parameter CONN_CLOSE_COMPLETE
EventType
Status
Dlmld
Mdmld
DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token
Addr
Characteristics

N§flN3&N€#N
Peer Callbacks:

CONN_CLOSE_NOTIFY
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Event Parameter VCONN_CLOSE_NOTIFY
-EventType
Status
Dlmld
Mdmldv

DLMSessionId
DLMConnId
Token '
Addr .
Characteristics

Referring now to Fig. 29, there are shown diagrams indicating typical

connection setup and teardown sequences. i

Interfaces - Channel Management & Data Transfer

. Once connections are established between two machines, DLM will provide

theuser with multiple logical channels, on the connections. This sectiondetails the functions

and callbacks used to set up. tear down, and send data on channels. DLM has the following

A entry points for channel management and data transfer.

DLM__Open '
DLM_*_Send ‘ A
DLM'_PostBuffer

DI.M_C_lose _

D_LM__GetCharacteristics

Each of these functions is callable from an‘ interrupt or callback context. These functions

generate callbacks into user's’ code for cornplction of 2: send operation, receipt of data,

and events occurring on a given channel. These callbacks are described and their profiles

given a later section of this specification.
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Referring. now to FIG. 29, there arepshown diagranis
indicating typical connection setup and teardown sequences.
Interfaces - Channel Management & Data Transfer

. Once connections are established .between two machines,
DLM will provide the user with multiple logical channels on
the connections. This section details‘ the functions and
callbacks used to set up, tear down, and send data on
channels. DLM has the following entry points for channel»
management and data transfer. ‘

DLM_0pen '
DLM_,Send
DLM_PostBufl"er

5,488,570
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DLM_Close

DLM__GetCha'racteristics V

Each of these l"unctions is callable from an interrupt or
' callback context."I'hese functions generate callbacks into the
user's code for cornplefioniof a send operation, receipt of
"data, and events occurring on a given channel. These call-
backs are described and their profiles given a later section’ of

10 this specification.

_a new data channel for a connection. itdoes not communicate with the remote site. its role is
simply-to declare the charmel identifier to the DLM so
that incoming and outgoing packets can then use the
given channel.

WORD DLM__Open(DWORD ,Co‘nnlD,

Characteristics
EventCallbaek

ReceiveCallback

Sendcallback >Return Value:
E___NOCHAN

E_SESSNUM
Lsnssunusnn
a_sasscLosaD
E._SESSNOTOPEN
r~:_n>aaa
E_CONNN_UM
ILOONNUNUSED
E_CONNCLOSED
E_CONNNOTOPEN -
Local Callbacks:

BYTE Channelll).
LPCHANCHR Characteristics.
FARPROC Eventcallhack,
FARPROC Receivecallback.
FARPROC SendCallbaek)

Connection on which to open the channel.
identifier of the channel to open, between 0 and N
‘where N is implementation defined. The value of
255 is reserved to indicate an unknown or invalid
channel in callback functions. .
Desired characteristics of the channel. > _
Callback" function for events occurring on this
channel. (This includes all events except for
data received anti send complete) .
Callback function for data reception on this
channel. ' - _* V .
Callback function for data sent on this channel
Slams Indication I’ _
Unable to allocate channel ID or ID already inuse. .
ConnID is notvalid;
Session is not in use.
Session has been closed.
Session is not open. .
ConnlD does not refer to a connection on this DLM.
Connll) is not valid.
Connection is not in use.Connection-has been closed.
Connection is not currently open.

CIIANNELDFEN callback to the event callback for this channel.
Dl'.M__Send . Entry point for sending data via the DLM.WORD DLMv_.Sent‘1(DWORD ConnlD.

Parameters:
Connll):
Butter
Buffcrsize _
Originatlngchannel
ReceivingChannel

Cal.lerTo1<cn

Return Value:
E_.NOCl-[AN
E_SESSNUM
1'-_‘_SESSUNUSED
E#SESSCLOSl'-JD
E_,SESSNO'I‘0PEN
E_lDER.R
E__CONN'NUM
E_CONNUNUSED
E_-CONNCLDSED
E_CONNNOTOPEN

BYTE FAR ‘Buffer,
WORD Bufi'erSizc.
BYTE 0rig'in.alingChanr'1el,
BYTE Receivingchannel,

’ DWORD cauemokeu)

Connection to usc..
Far pointer to the user buffer to send.
Number of bytes in the user buffer.
Local channel on which to send the data. .
Channel ID from the remote machine which
receives the-.data. '
Tokenwhich will be returned to the user. in
the send complete callback for this buffer.
Status Indication L
Originating channel is not valid or is closed.COrlnID is not valid.
Session is not in use.
Session has been closed.
Session is not open.ConnID does not refer to a connection on this DLM.
CnnnlD is not valid.
Connection is not in use.
Connection has been closed.
Connection is not currently open.
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E_crtANN'uM
E_cHANUNusi~:D
E_CI-l.ANCl.DSED
E_NOMEM

Originating channel 11) is not valid
originating channelis not in use.
Originating channel is closm.
Unable to allocate enough memory to perform thesend.

E___lNTERNAL An internal error has occurred within the DLM.
Local Callbacks:

Callback to the send complete function for this channel when this
bufier is posted to the net.

The return value of DLM_Send specifies the synchro«'

nous status of the send. Ifit indicates success, the requesthas
been accepted to be sent on the network for this channel and
at some time the send complete callback will be activated for
this buffer. Between the call to DLM_Se'nd and the send
complete callback, the user must not change; the contents of
the butler. When the callback occurs, DLM is finished with

the buffer and the user is free to alter it in any fashion. The
DLM does not guarantee that the call to DLM_'Seud.com-
pletes before the send complete callback occurs. If the
synchronous status indicates that the send operation has
failed, the send complete callback will not be activated for

this bullet and the pbuifer is immediately available for 25

15

modification by the user.

Dl.M_Postl!u.ifer suppucsnuireis to DLM in which to place incomingam ~
WORD DLM_;PostBufi'er(DWORD.ConnID.

Parameters:
ConnID:
Bnfier
Bllfihrsize
Chnnnelll)

,. Cnllcffoken

Return Value:
' E_NOCHAN
E_SESSNUM v
E_SESSUNUSED
E_SBSSCLOSElJ
E_SESSNOllOPEN
E_.lDERR
E_CONNNUM
E_CONN'U'i‘~l'USE'DE_‘.CONNCI.0SED
E_CONNNO’l‘OPEN
E_CHANNUM
B_CI-IANUNUSED
l:‘.__Cl-IANCLOSED
E_NOMEM
E_lN'l‘ERNAL
Local Callbacks:

BYTE PAR ‘Butler,
WORD Buifersim
BYTE Chm-inellD.,
DW_DRD Ca1lerTolrzn)

to use.
For pointer to the user bufier to use.

. Size of the user bufier in bytes.
Local channel to use this ,hufi'cr for: .
Tbkcn which will bcrcturned to" the user in thedata receive callback for this hutfer.
Status Indication» ‘ '
Channel1D is not valid or is closed.

- OonnID is not valid.
Session is not in use.

' Session has been closed;
Session isnot open. '. _
ConnID does not refer to a connection on this DLM.

ConnID is not_'val.id. _
Connection is not in use.
Connection has been closed.
Connection is not currently open.
ChannelID is not valid.
Channel is not in use. i
Channel is closed. _
Unable to allocate enough memory to store the buffer.
An internal error has occurred within the DLM.

Callback to the data twelve fiinctioh for this channel when DLM .
loads the user bulfer with incoming data.

. The return value is a word indicating thestatus of_ the so
operation.»I.f it indicates success, the buifer has been
enqueued for the given» channel and will be used for incom-

ing data. If it indicates failure, a receive callback will never
occur for this buifer. DLM preserves the order of bullets on
data receives. Provided that no errors occur,'the first bulfer
posted will be the first one used for data, the second one will
be the second used, etc. ‘
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DLM__Close ‘ _ Used to close a previously opened channel. '
WORD DLM Close(WORD ConnlD, ‘

BYTE Channel)
Parameters:
Connlll
Channel
Return Value:
E__SESSN'U'M
E__SESSUNl.lSED
E_SESSG..OSED
E_SESSNOTOPEN
E_1DERR
E_CONNNUM
E_CONNUNUSEDLCONNCLOSED
E_CONNNUl'OPEN
E_CHANNUM
E__Cl-IANUNUSED
E_CHANCLOSED
Local Callbacks: =
Callback to the event callback function for this channel with the
Cl-LANNELCLOSED event after the close has completed.

V Connection onwhich to close the channel.Local channel to close.
Status Indication .
Connll) is not valid.
Session is not in use.
Session has been closed‘
Session is not open. .

Con.n.lD is not valid.
. Connection is not in use.

Connection has been closed.
Connection is not currently open.Channel is not valid.
Channel is not in use.
Channel is already closed.

The function DLlVl_Close shutsdown a given channel.
‘All future references to this channel are considered invalid.
It performs a forced shutdown invtltatpthecallback fiinctions
for all pending sends and receivesare immediately activated
with a status value indicating that a close occurred. DLM.
does not guarantee that the call to DLM_Close will return

before the callback is activated.

DLM._GetChar-actsristics‘ V Gets relevant data about the DLM (a' synchronous call).
WORD Dl.'M_GetChami:tnristics(I_.PCHMSTRUC1‘
Characteristics) ' _ -
Parameters:
LPCKARSTRUCT Far pointer to the characteristics structure

_ to be filled by thiseall.
Local Qllbacksz ' ' _.
None

Send Callback . t _,
The send complete callback is activated whenever data

has been extracted from a user’s bulfer and enqueued for
transmission; It is not a guarantee that the data has actually
been delivered to the _remotc‘site. The "entry point for the
send complete callback is defined SendCallback parameter
to DLM_Opcn. This is a far pointer to a far pascal function

- defined as follows;

Conan) does not refcrto a connection on this DLM.

void FAR PASCAL SendCaIlback(DWORD ConuID,
BYTE FAR *BuEerSent,
WORD ByteCaunt,.
BYTE OriginatingChanncl,
BYTE Reeeivingchannel,
DWORD Token,

t WORD StatusOfSend)
Parameters: ‘ '
Conn1D:
BufferBufi‘crSize -

Qriginatingchanncl

ReceivingChannel

cauerroun

Connection on which data was sent.
Far pointer to the user bulfer sent.
Number of bytes sent to the network. ‘
Local channel on which to the data was
sent.
Channel [D from the remote machine

-which will receive the data.
Taken which was given in the call to
DLNLSend for this butfar.

Data Receive Callback
The data receive callback is activated when data has

arrived ontha network for a particular channel. The entry

point for the data receive callback is defined in the Receive-
Callback parameter to DLM_0pen, described below. It
must be a far pointer to a far pascal function defined as
follows:

void FAR PASCAL ReceiveCa1lback(DWORD ConnlD,

Panunctcrs:
ConnID:

Bufierkcccived
7llyteCount
0riginatingChanncl

ReceivingChannel
Token

Statua0tReceive

BYTE FAR *Buft'erReceived.
WORD ByteCnunt,
BYTE OriginatingChanncl,
BYTE Receivingchannel
DWORD Token,
WORD Statusflflleceive)

Connection on which the data was received.
The user supplied hutfer that was received.
The number of bytes received.Channel identifier of the channel on the
remote machine which sent the data.
Channel identifier on the local machine thatreceived the data.
Token value that was given in DLM__PostBufi'er
when this butler was posted to DLM.
Status of the operation.

The Statusofkeceive parameter can be any of the following values: ’
E_0K
E_TOOSMALL

Indicates that the receive succeeded.
Indicates that the beginning of a data packet has
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arrived and the given hufier was euqueued but it
is too small to contain the entire data packet.
Indicates that the buffer was in the receive queue
when_the_ channel on the local machinewas closed.
Indicates that a data packet his arrived and there
is no hufier in the queue for the receivingchannel.

Indicates that pan or a data packet has been
dr0PP°d. either by the network or by internal

E_CLOSED

E_DA'l‘Al)ROP

E,_PARl‘IAL

memory limitationsof the MDM or DLM. 'l'he bufi'er
represents everything received up to the droppeddata. »

The state of the parameters depends on the status of the
operation. The table below lists all possible status values
correlating them with the values returned in the other
pararneters. and entry of Valid indicates that this parameter
contains meaningful data. The connection ‘ID is always .
valid.

, - Original Receiving
Status Bufi'er— ByteCou.nt Channel _Channel

Valid
Valid
Valid
Valid

.Vnlid

Valid
Valid
Valid

_ NULL
Valid

E_0K . » Valid Valid
E._TOOSMALL
E_CDOSED
E_DA'I‘ADROl’
E__PARI‘IAL

_ . Valid
Valid Valid’

30

When errors E'_'IlO0SMALL, E'_DATADROP or E_PAR-
'I‘IAL are returned the upper layer "may not depend on the
contents of the retumed data‘ bufier.

Activated when an action completes for 1 given
channel.‘The entry pointvfor the channel eventv
callback is defined in the Eventcnllhnek panmieter
to DLM_Open. It is afar pointer to a far pascal

_ function defined follows.
void FAR PASCAL l3ventCa.l.lback(DWORD Conn1D. "

BYTE Channel.
WORD Event. .
WORD Status) v

Eventcallhack

Parameters:
ConnID:
Channel

Connection on which the event occurred. ‘
Channel un which the event occurred.

Event The type of the event
Status Status of the operation.
The event may be any of the following values.
CI-lANNH_._0PEN The given channel has been opened and is now

available for data transfer. _
CI-[ANNEL,CLOSED The given channel has-been closed.

DSP Interface . V
‘The ISDN comm task 540 of FIG. 5 which run on the

ISDN audio/comm 206 of FIG. 2 communicate with
the host processor 202 via the DSP interface 528. The host
processor operates under Microsoft® Windows 3.x environ-ment.

Comm Task _ _ .
. The com task 540 of FIG. 5 communicates with? the
audio task 538 on the ISDN audio/comm board_206.v'I'he '
channel ID of the audio virtual channel isvaccessible to both
the host processor and the audio/comm board. The model is '
as follows: ' _ - I

A channel is opened by the host processor or an open’
channel request is granted by the host processor.

The host processor signals the audio task on the audiol

comm board that a channel is accepted/opened on its
behalf.

Token

Valid
Valid
Valid

Valid?-

The audio task on the audiolcomm board notifies’ the
com task that‘. all incoming (if , the charmel was
accepted) or outgoing (ifp the channel was opened) will
be handled by" the on-hoard audio task.

Application-Level Protocols ' . I
The application-level protocols for conferencing system

100 ofFIG. 5 are divided into those for the video, audio, and
data streams. -

Video Protocol
Referring ‘nowmto FIG. 24, there is.shown a representation

of the structure of avideo packet as sent to or received from
the cornmsubsystemvaccording to a preferred embodiment
of the._ present invention. Source video is video that is
captured (and optionally monitored)» on the local conferenc-
ing systcm and sent to the com subsystem for transmission
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to a remote system. Sink video is video that is captured
remotely, received from the comm subsystem,.and played
back on the local system. The first ten fields (i.e., those from
lpData through dwReserved[3]) are defined by. Microsoft®
as the VIDEOHDR structure; See the Mr'crosoft® Program-
mer-'s Guide in the Microsofi® Video for Windows Devel-
opment Kit. The video packet fields are defined as follows:

108

invention. Each ‘compressed video bitstream represents one
‘frame of video data stored in the Data field for a video data
packet of FIG; 24. The video».compression/decompression
method associated with the compressed video bitstream of
FIG. 25 is used for low-data-rate, relatively-low-frame-rate,
teleconferencing applications. The method preferably oper-
ates at approximately (l60><120) resolution, a data rate of

 

lpData Long pointer to the video frame data bufier.
dwBnfi‘erLengI.h
dwBytcsUsed
dwTirneC.nptnred

Length of the data buffer pointed to by lpData. in bytes.
Length of bytes ‘used in the data buffer. . v >
Time, in milliseconds. between the cuoent frame and the beginning of
the capture session. This field is preferably used to carry a timestamp

. dwl'-‘lags
used to syrrchronize_audio and video frarrres at the receiving endpoint.
Reserved for npplieadon use. -
lnfonnation about the data buffer, defined flags are:
VI{DR_.DONE
VI-[DRJNQUEUE .
VHDRJCEYFRAME
VI-XDK_J'REPARED.

dwUrer

» the driver.
Reserved for driver use. _ '
Type of the packet, defined types are: .
VDATA(=l) .Vidco data packet.
'VCNTL(=2) , . Control packet. - .

Data buffer is ready for the application.
Data bufl'er is queued pending playback.

‘ Data bufiiir is a key frame.
Data bufiier has been prepared for use by

Unused for video dnrnpackcts. For coirtrol packets, may be one of thefollowing: . .
RESTART (=WM_USER+550h) Request for army frarne.
When a RESTART-corttml packet is-sent, no video frame datais sart

. WM__USER is is Microsoft ® Windows defined value and is preferably
400h. RESTAKI‘ indicates the video stream nwds to be restarted to
recover from problems. WM_USEll is‘ n_ Microsoft ®—defined constant,

-‘ indicating that all values greater than this number-are application-
defined constnrrts. V p .
Compressed video data. ’

Video data packets are used to exchange actualrvideo fmme
data and are identified by the Typevfield. In this case, the
video software redirects the VIDEOHDR lpData_. pointer to
the Data array which starts at theend of the packet. In this .
way, the packet header and data are kept contiguous in linear
memory. The VIDEOHDR dwBufi"erLength field is used to
indicate the actual amount.of,ivideo data in the bufl”er and
therefore theamount ‘of data to be sent/received. Note that
the receiving» application must lpData to itscopy of
Data since the memory pointer only has local significance,
In a preferred embodiment, Data length‘ has an upper bound
of_18K bytes. ’ ‘
Cornptesed Video Bltstream - _ .

Referring now to FIG. 25, there is shown a representation
of the compressed video bitstream for conferencing system
100, according to a preferred embodiment of the present

approximately 100 Kblsec, and a frame rate of around 10

frames/secgllndcr these conditions, the compressed video
bitstrearn may be encoded or decoded in real7timc by an
Intel® i750® processor, or decoded in real-time by an
Intel® architecture processor such as an Intel® 80386.
80486, or Pentiurn® processor. .

The fields of the compressed video bitstream of FIG. 25
definedas follows:

Versionblunrber
Compression method ID.

Flags Contains various flag bits defined as follows:
FLAGs_MV 1
FLAGS_FlLTER 2
FLAGS_STlLLJMAGE 4
F1AGS_S’ULL_BLKS . 8

Dotasize '
Reserved 1
Irmgel-leight
Irmgewidth

' UVqunnt
Yqunnt
Stillstrip

Size of the bitstrearn in units of bits.
Reserved field.‘
Height of image in pixels.
Width of image in piirels. .
Base quantization value for the U and V planes.
Base quantization value fior the Y plane. . .
Strip of blocks encoded as still blocks (for delta images only). If
Stillstrip = 0, there is no‘stil.l-strip. Otherwise. the strip of blocks is
detennined as follows. Condder the blocks of the Y. V. and U planes
in raster order as a linear sequencetof blocks. Divide this sequence of
blocks into groups of 4 blocks. and number each group with the

v sequential integers 1. Z 3. etc. These numbers correspond to the value
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ofistillship. In a preferred ernbodiroent, all planes have dimensions
that are integer ‘multiplesgof 4. 4 .
Uacations of additional blocks in the image that are encoded as still
blockstonly if the FLAGS_STH.L_ELKS flag is set). The rule for
identifying these blocks is based on the quantization value qu.-int for
each block asdetermined during the decoding procedure. A block is n_ still block if -

quant <'= Still'['l_1resh _ .
These still blocks areinrlependent of the blocks in the still strip, which
are encoded as still bloc-lo regardless of their quant values.
Blocks to which the loop filter is to be applied (only if the‘
FLAGS_FlL'I’_ER flag is set) The rule for applying the loop filter is to
apply it to a block if »

quant < = Filtcr'I'hresh ' .
MotionVectars[ ] Array describing the motionyectors used in decoding the image (only

present ifthe I-'l.AGS_MV flag is set). Tliere is one 8-bit motion
» vector field for each (16 x 16) black in the image. .

hulfman date The compressed data for the image.

FLAGS_MV indicates-"whether motion vectors are . .-continued
present in the bitstream (i.e., whether the MotionVectors[] 2° ____________»________________
array is present); A. delta frame 7 with FLAGS MV=0 ‘is 5 4 5 5 s 5 5 5
interpreted as one in which all the motion vectorsare 0. 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6
FLAGS_FlLTERV , indicates whether: the loop filter is 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
enabled for this image. If enabled, then theloop filter may '
be used on each block in the image, as determined hythe
value of Filter'Iliresh. FLAGS__STILL__1MAGE indicates '_ 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

whethertthe image is a still frarne _oI‘§. delta (non-still) frame. - g g g g g g g g
A still frame is one in which all blocks are encoded as still 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 6
blocks. In a delta frarne, must blocks are delta blocks; but . 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6
there may be a strip of still blocks in the image, as specified 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6
by the Stillstiipfield, and there may be. additional still 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6
bloclrxvas determined by the. value dfStillThresh. FLAGS_ § § 3 3 ,2 2

V STlLL_BLKS indicates 1wl_Ietlier‘.“‘a'dditiona’_l still blocks" 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5
are enabled for this image. Ifenabled; theii any block with - V 5 4 _4 4 5 5 6 6
quantization value less than or equal to Still'I'hresh is coded‘ ‘ iii: 3 2
asastillblack. -' _ ‘ . ’ , 44445555

A quaixdzation value is a" number in the range 0-15 that ‘ s 5 5 5 5 5 6 6
indicates one of.a set of sixteen (8><8)_quant.ization matrices, 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6

with 0 indicating the coarsestquantization and_15_indicating 2 g g g g g gg
the fines: The UVquant and Yquant variables are referred to -* 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5
as base quantization values. The base quantization value is ' 4 4 4 4 5 5 s 5
the value selected for use atthe beginning of aplane, and is 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5

used for the entire plane unless changed ‘by a NEWQ code . ‘fig; 3 2
inserted in the bitstream. The preferred 16 quantization ’ 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
matrioesare: ~ . 555555551 - 55555555

54444455
44444455
44444455
44444455
44444455
44444455
55555555
55555555
43445566

54556677 33445566
44556677 44445566
55556677‘ _ ' . 44445566
55556677 ’ 55555566
66666677 55555566

66666666
66666666
43445555
33445555
44445555

- 44445555
55555577 V 55555555
55555577 55555555
55555577 55555555
77777777 . 55555555
77777777 43444455
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33444455
44444455
44444455
44444455
44444455
55555555
55555555
43334455
33334455
33334455
33334455
44444455
44444455
55555555

'5555555543334444.
33334444
33334444
33334444_44444444
44444444
44444444
44444444
43333355
33333355
33333355

L-bu: um um
La

33
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3

ulwuruuurusun uluuauuiuuuata muuwwuuuu uuwmuumuuw mcuwwmuuumuua chér-F#-(>llILn(JALnl-II J>J3J8<hJ>"-hi-II‘-IIUIV-II
3333344

44444444
44444444
33222233
33222233
22222233
22222233
22222233
22222233
33333333
33333333

There is one motion vector per (16$<16) block of the Y plane.
listed in block raster-scan order. -The number of (1 6x16)
blocks in the image, and hence the size of this array, can be
determined from Imagefleight and Image Width us:

(Irnagel-Icighl+l5)>>4)‘((ImageVWdthi—15)>>4)

In each byte of the MotionVector[] array, the upper 4 bits
specifies the X_ component of the motion vector and the
lower 4’bits specifies the Y component (both in two's-
complement notation). Both components. of the motion
vector are between +7 and -7, inclusive. The motion vectors
preferably apply to the plane only; the U and V planes are
processed by the decoder using motion vectors of 0. '
Video Decoding Procedure , .

For conferencing system 100, images are encoded in a
9-bit YUV format (i.e, YUV 421:1 format), in which there
are three’ 8-bit planes of pixels (Y, U, and V) with _U and V
subsampled by 4>< in both directions. Each plane is subdi-
vided into a grid of (8x8) blocks of pixels. and each block
is encoded using afrequency-domain transform. The planes
are encoded in the order Y, V. and U, and within each plane
the blocks are traversed in raster-scan order. ‘

If a given plane’s dimensions are not evenly divisible by
8, “partial blocks” at the right orvbottom edges will occur.
Partial blocks are encoded by padding them out to the full
(8><8) size (using whatever method the encoder chooses,

E

112

such as replicating the last column and/or row or pixels) and
encoding them as if they were full blocks. In the decoder,
such blocks are reconstructed by first decoding the full (8><8)
block but then writing only the partial block) to the final
image bitmap in memory. The decoder) can determine the
location and sizes of ’partial»b1ocks_ entirely from its knowl-
edge of the image dimensions (ImageHeight and Image-
Width). 3 _-

Each (8x8) block isencoded using a transfonn method.
Instead of the discrete cosine transform (DC'I‘), a simpler
transform known as thediscrete slant transform (DST) is
used. The DST, is almost as good at the DCI‘, in terms of
compression _and quality, but is simpler and faster for both
an Intel i750® processor and an Inte1®_ architccmre pro-
cessor such as an Intel® 80386. 80486, or Pentium® pro-
cessor to compute. V ’ 3 _

All the data in the bitstream, after the header. is I-iufl"man
encoded. Unlike H.261 and MPE13,‘ which have a multiplic-
ity of Huffman tables, for conferencing system 100, a single
Huffman table is used for encoding all values. This singleHufl'man table is:

# codes

mx
lmu

ll0xxxx '

‘_1110xxxxxlllI0xxxxx
lll110xxxxxx
lllllloxxxxxx

"mat

This table defines 252 Huifman codes of lengths 3, 5, 7, 9,
l 1, 12, and 13 bits. Only the first 231 ofthese I-Iuifmnn codes
are preferably used; the remaining ones are reserved for
future expansion. In the pseudo-code below, the function
huifdeco appears. This function does a huffman-decoding
operation on the next bits inflthe bitstream; and returns the
index of the code word in a lexicographically-ordered list,
like -so: ‘

Code word .

NM
M1
ND
OH

IUWO
1m»1
INN
me

The first step in decoding a block is to decode what are
known as the “runlvalue pairs” (or runlval pairs. for short)
for the block. Each run/val pair represents one non-zero DST
frequency-domain coeflicient.

This procedureslso updates-the current quantization value
(held in the variable quant) when a NEWQ code is received
from the bitstream..The value of quant is initialized at the
start of each plane (Y,~' U, and , V) to either Yquant or
UVquant, but may be adjusted up or down by NEWQ codes
in the bitstream. Note the following importantrule, not made
explicit by the pseudo-code below: a NEWQ code may
preferably only occur at the beginningof a block. A decoder

' may use this fact to make decoding faster, since itneed not
check for NEWQ codes in the middle of parsing a block.

The procedure for decoding the run/val pairs and NEWQcodes is as follows:
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The function tosigned() converts from an unsigned number
k_ 0. to a non-zerosigned number, as follows:
while (1)

{ V = lmfideco; losig-ned(n)
if(V=EDB) ‘ { v=(n>>1)+l-
em NEWQ) if (n & 1) v = -v:

quant +=tosigned(hufrdec0); ' mumm‘else if (v =‘E.SC) /I get explicit 1-un,val from

/I bilstream I '10 v I . . .

{ “HRH! Mme + I_ This conversion-is used on both the quantization change and
= . . ' the explicit value read after an ESC both of which are= lrufd 6 ; ’

} vaukfil mgmd.( wo ' amfideco « » non~zero signed numbers. EOB, ESC, and NEWQ are
else II Iaolmp run.val in tables specific decoded values defined as follows:I .

run[k-H-] =runtbl[v]; 15 E0B=°val[k-H—] = vnl.I:hI[v]; ESC=3O

* . NEWQ=6 _. ..
Finally, nmtbl[] and valtb1[] are preferably defined as fol-
lows:

>—r-|s)[QbII-ldr-[QU_I-FNIOtalfll~)UiI~‘lI.|l~la\I-I-r~I—r-l~‘lI-5-94h»-Jihnl-bl-ht-In-n Dl~p.—-Mv-»u—nn--.-Uu.h~za\a\lu:-4>0-i--uIoour—o\x:|9_INI---o-r-umo—u:Lu.—. Ur-hslououa-—IaIAv.u:l‘g§a85g$--o—u\|:-au.uts:mLa-In »—-u-p.1>—>—r—Nl\l.-UI«hUI00O1Is‘)!-Vl«hb|\IEIIl0*O-§‘O0O\0'-'F'UI\D|—OF-lG\‘l~Jl\) uuu-sxuuoooruxr--»—ua:aa':‘>":I’E§v'I:'§c§'-?>’n—.r:§=mu.»-m»--..- uI—r—'l\Iu-9-—bin-II-Iu|u..p\|\a:uI-tr-00203unaauaaunncur-Na\~)|uur—o--;—c ..-wrsznu-..——.—n.ha.--5-PWGl\I"""U3I00\WU\Q\D\DO3I\lD-IUIhI|l|b-v-II0I0lIl>--
0
1
4
1
7
2
1
l
7
2
l

12
14
10
30
19
22
26
17 V2
3
3
1
2
2
6

’ 7
4
6

l
I-'

l

-—-—:1:-la.’...I:---~=»'-oun--'v->-NuI~1>-ANr-‘NU3
I-x-x»-“’o"l"L=
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The next step in decoding is to convert the runluvalypairs 10 _ . -continued
into an (8xB) block of DST coefiicients, as follows: Define ’

the 50811 Path through an (BXBJ tnatn'X by the following ‘ int r1.r2.r3.r4.r5.r6.r7.r8:numbers: ~ int t.t1.*p;
‘ ' if (fwd)

figfigmmuo 'esss:eoa %fl3E$:ma 338§G$Sm 3$§35§G3 g%$3$$§$ 33333333 B3$K$#fi$
where the scan path is found by traversing these Vnuntbers in
increasing order. The (SXB) block of DST coefiicients coeif
[8][8]is created by the following procedure:

for (i=0; i<8; i-I_-t-)
501' (i=0; .l<3: .i'H-)

coefl'[i][j) = O; -
start at position ‘'—I' on the scan path (one step “bcfure"
mfifimumhdwm
l .

step forward by 'run‘ positions on the scan path
deposit ‘val' at the new position

— } . .

in
Thenext step is to dequautizethe block of coefiicients.

This is done by applying quantization matrix number quant,
as follows: .3T.?T?£;‘Efiif%..for (i=0; i<8; i++)

for (i=0: i<8: J'++)
coelflillil =. coetflilljl <5 qrrutrixlquanlllillil; ‘

meanan-s-I-I:Esufiufffiin
75%

The next step is to undo “DC prediction,” which is used

to further compress" the DC coeflicient coefl"[0][0] in still
blocks. If the block being__decoded is a still block (either
because this is a still image, or because this_ block is part of
the still strip in a relative image), DC prediction is undone 50
by applying the following equations: ‘

t:oeffl0][0]+=prevDC -

pI:vDC=ca:flI0l[U] 55

‘The value of prcvDC is initialized to 8*128 at the start of
each image plane. .. ‘ ,

The next step is to transform the (8x8) coeflicient array .

into the spatial domain. This is done by applying an (8><l) ' buwfly(x_y)_,
DST toleach of the 8 rows and 8 columns of coefl’[][]. The 60 ;= Hy;
(8><l) DST can be described as follows: » y = X')’ix=u

p where butterfly(x,y) is the following operation:

slaut8xl(s,d,fwti) // s = src array, :1 = an array, . ’
tm su,d[;_M; // fwd: 1 for forward game for and SlantPart1, SlantPart2, SlantPa.rt3, Sla.ntPan4 are four
” i'“’°”° ‘ macros defined as follows:
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ildefine SlantPartl\
bfly(rl,r4);\
btly(rZr3):\
bfly(rS,r8);\
blly(r6,r7);\

Odefinc SlantPart2\
bily(rl,r2);\
retlect(r4,r3);\
bt'ly(r5,r6);\
reflect(r8,r7);

fhielim SlantPart3\
bfly(rl.I'5)‘.\
bfly(t2.r6);\‘
blly(r7.r3);\
bfly(r4,r8);

#detine SlantPart4
t=._r5 _- (r5>>3) 4- (r4>>l);\
r5 = r4 — (r4>>3) — (rS>>l);\
r4 = 1;

fldefine refl:ct(sl',s2)
t= sl 4- (s1>>2) + (s2>>'l)-,\
s2 = -52 — (s7>>2) + (s1>>1);\
51 = t:

The (8x1) .DSTs are preferably performed in the following
order: rows first, then columns. (Doing columns followed by
rowsgives slightly dilferent, incorrect results.) After doing
the (8xl) DS'Is, all 64 values in the resulting (8x8) array are
preferably right-shifted by 3,bits, and then clamped to the
range (-128, 127), if a delta block,’or to the range (0, 255),
ifastillblock. V p _ _' _

If the block being decoded is a still block, no more
processing is required. The DST calculation produces the.
block of reconstructed pixels to be written to the image. _

If the block being decoded is a relative block, the block
of reconstructed pixels is calculated as:

for (i=0; i<8: i++) v '
for (i=0-, j<8;j-H-) .

inugefiltjl = c1amp0_255(pIev[illil + nmyliliill;

where array[][] is the result of the_ DST calculafion, prevfll]
is the (8x8) block of pixelsfrom the previous image, and
clamp0__~2550»is a function thatclamps a value to the range
(0.255). The previous block is the one in the same spatial .

‘ location as the block in the‘ cunent image. but offset by the
motion vector =for~ that block, which is either determined
froth the MotionVector array (if processing the Y plane) or
is 0 (ifprocessing the U or V plane, or if FLAGS_MV=0).

_ During decoding the loop filter may need to be selectively
applied. If the FLAGS_FlLTER flag is set, and if a block is
not a still block, and if the quantization value for a block
satisfies ' . , ' .

quant¢=Filler'l'hIesh

and if the block is not empty (i.e.. does not consist of only
. EOB), then the loop filter is applied to prev[] before adding
the a.rray[][] deltas. The preferred loop filter isuafilter with
kernel as follows:

where the pixel marked x is replaced by:

118
).=(a+b+c +d)>>2

where a,b;c,d are the four pixels in the corners of the (3x3)
block. On the edges of an (8x8) block, a one-dimensional (1
O 1) kernel is preferably used. The comer pixels of the block
are preferably not filtered.
Inna/Inter Decision Rules

A certain class of motion compensated video compression
systems encode certain blocks in motion compensated dif-
ference images as .“inIIa" blocks and others as “inter”
blocks. The decision to encode a block as an intra or inter
block is based on a decision rule which is referred to as the

“intralinter decision rule". This section describes a preferred
method for generating an intra/inter decision rule for con-
ferencing systemltlo. The intralinter decision rule generated
by this method is (1) computationally simple, (2) encoded
implicitly (requiring no hits for diiferentiating intra vs. inter
blocks, (3) adaptive to spatiotemporal image content, and_(4)
statistically optimal in providing a means of difl’erentiation
between motion compensation artifacts and scene features.

’ (The conventional objective of encoding some blocks as
intra in motion compensated difference‘ frames is to reduce
the number ofbits required to encode those blocks that have
low spatial ;var_iation but high temporal variation. .The objec-
tive of encoding some blocks as intra in difi'erence.fi'ames is
to reduce the effects ofhigh frequency motion compensation

‘artifacts (sometimes referred.‘ to as “mosquitoes" in the
- literature) without-' having to use (computationally expen-

sive) loop filtering. ‘An area in a motion compensated
diflerence frame that exhibits mosquitoes when encoded as
a quantized difierehce will instead appear blurred if encoded
as a quantized inns"; " v

The.preferred ‘technique for generating an intralinter deci-
sion rule for a given motion compensated video compression
system works as follows: .
Given: . .
1. A transform

2. A set of N quantizers for Inter blocks (Q1, Q2, . . . , QN)
3. A set of M quantizers forlntra blocks _(K1, K2, . . . , KN)

—4. A set of . “training data" that is representative of the
application in hand. I . .

Let SAD(i.j) denote the “Sum of absolute differences" for
block (id) in emotion compensated difference image.
Step 1: . V '

For each Quantizer Qi, perform the following operation:
a Compress thetraining data, using Qi as the quantizer

for all the blocks in the all the motion compensated
diiference images.

b. By a visual observation of the (compressed and decom-
pressed) training image : sequences, collect all blocks
that contain perceptible mosquitoes.

c. From theset of blocks collected in (b), find the block
with the lowest SAD. Denote the SAD of the block
with the lowest SAD as LSADi (corresponding to
quantizer Qi). _. V

d.'From the set of blocks collected in (b), select a subset
of 11 blocks with the lowest SADs in‘ the ‘set.

e. For each block in the subset collected in ((1), determine
the number of bits required to encode the block. Let B
be the average number_ of bits required to encode a
block in the‘ subset. For each intra quantizer Kj. deter-

. mine the average number of bits BKj required to
encode a block in the subset as an intra (using quantizer

_ Kj). From the set {BKl_, BK2, . . . ,BKM}, find j such
V that IB-B.Kjl is minimized. Kj is the intra quantizer

assigned to Qi.
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Step 2: . .
From _Step 1. for each Qi, there is a corresponding LSADi

which is the lowest ‘SAD value for which there are percep-
tible motion compensation artifacts and an intra quantizer
Kj. The intra/inter dec'isionvru1e"is_»defined as follows:

For each block (p’.q)’in a motion compensated difference
frame, given a quantizer Qi (as determined by an
external . quantizer selection process) the block is
encoded as intra if and only if_SAD(p,q) >LSADi. Intra
quantizer Kj is used to encode the block. 0 5

A major advantageofthe intra/inter decision rules general
by this technique is that the intralinter decision is implicit in
the method and is known to both the encoder and decoder.

Therefore, it does not "need to be explicitly transmittedand
thus requires no bits, - _ . V
Post Reconstruction Loop Filtering

This section describes a preferred method of “loop filter-
ing" for conferencing system 100 for the reduction of high
frequency artifacts ‘associated with motion compensated '
video ‘compression"for the present invention. Atraditional

5

10

15

20

loop filtering operation operates onthe previously decoded - '
(reference) image. Certain blocks of the previously decoded
image are low-pass filtered prior to motion compensation.
This reduces the high frequency content in the reference
block and, as aresult, the high frequency content in the final l
output. ' _ _

In the preferredmethod of loop filtering, a low-pass filter
is applied to certain blocks after the_ motion compensation
and addition operation to generate a filtered reconstructed
image. This approach to loop filtering has two major advan-
tages: _ _ _v . , .

1. It is easier to implement. since thermotion estimation and‘
differencing operations may be merged into one opera-
tion. ‘ . . - ‘ "

2. It has a, greater low-pass/filtering effect on the recon--
structed image since the final image is filtered instead of
the reference image only. i ’

Adaptive Loop Filter Switching Criteria _
This section describes a preferred_-method for generating

, a criterion for the switching (“on” or “ofl") of a loop filter
in conferencing system 100. The loop filter switching cri-
terion generated by this_ method is better adapted, to the
spatiotemporal image content and provides a differentiation
between motion compensation artifacts and scene features.
A traditional loop filtering operation operates on the previ-
ously decodedf (reference) image. 2 Certain ruacroblocks
(typically l6><l6'areas) of the previously decoded image, are .
low-pass filtered prior to motion compensation. This reduces
the high frequency content in the reference macrohlock and,
as’ a result, the high frequency content in the final ‘output.

The objective of loop filtering is to reduce high frequency
artifacts, associated with residual ‘quantization. noise, in
motion ‘compensated difference images. Ideally, only those
macroblocks ‘should be filtered that exhibit such motion
compensation artifacts. A criterion for deciding_whether or
not a given macroblock should loop filtered or not is
referred to as the “loopvfilter switching criterion.” .

Aconventional loop filter switching criterion is to apply
a loop filter if the macrobloclt has a non-zero motion vector
and not to apply ’ it if the motion vector for the ‘given
rnacroblock is the zero vector; Amajor drawback of this
criterion is that it filters macroblocks thathave non—zero

motion but no motion compensation artifacts. -
The preferred method for generating a loop filter switc -

ing criterion works as follows:
Given:
1. A transform

120

2. A set_of N Quantizer (Q1,_Q_2,'. . . , QN)
3. A set of representative “training data" for the application

at hand. .
Let SAD(i,j) denote the “Sum of absolute dilferences” for
Macrobloclc (i,j) in a motion compensated difierence image.
Step 1: ‘ V

For each Quantizer Qi, perform the following operation:
a. Compress the training data, using Qi as the quantizer

for all the macrobloclrs in the all the motion compen-
sated difierence images.

b. By a visual observation of the (compressed and decom-
pressed) training irriage sequences, collect all macrob-
locks that contain perceptible high frequency motion
compensation artifacts (sometimes referred to as “mos-
quitoes” in the literature). »

c. From the set of macroblocks collected in (b), find the
macrohloclr with the lowest SAD. Denote the SADvof
the macrobloclc with the lowest SAD as LSADi (cor-

~ - responding to quantizer Qi).
SE61! .2:. . .

From Step 1; for each Qi, there is a corresponding LSADi
which is, the lowest SAD value for which there are percep-
tible motion compensation artifacts. The loop filter switch-
ing criterion is defined as follows: .

For each Macrobloclt (p,q) in a motion compensated
ditference fiame: given» a quantizer Qi (as determined
by an external quantizer selection process) the loop
filter is appliedif only if SAD(p,q)>LSAl)i.

- Design of Quantization Tables t

35

This section describes ‘a preferred method for designing
quantization tables to be used for quantization in conferenc-
ing system 100. This preferred method exploits the percep-
tual properties of the sum visual system in a statistical

sense’ to arrive at quantization tables that per-
ceived quantization artifacts at aigiven efiective bit rate.

In conventional video compression systems, the quanti-
zation process ‘is spatially adaptive. Ditferentregions in the
image are quantized using ditferent quantizers. In a trans-
form-based video’ compression system that uses linear quan-
tization, the quantization -operation may be completely
specified by arable of numbers, each of which corresponds

' to the (linear) quantizer step size to be used to quantize a

so’

specific frequency=band in the transform domain.
The present invention relates to the design of the quan-

tization table Q[8][8]for-~ conferencing" system 100. The
design process is as follows:
Given: ' H . '
1. Transform-based conferencing system 100
2. A set of video sequences that are representative of the

application at hand I h
3. A specification of target bitrate (or compression ratio) for

theapplication. V
Objective: V _

To design a set of N quantization tables Q1. Q2, . . . , QN
such that: _ —

a. QN/2 results in target bitrate for typical vide
sequences.

Q1,_. . . , QN meet a specified dynamic range specifi-
cation. For a given video sequence, the bitrate gener-
ated using._Q1 should beabout_K times the bitrate
generated by QN. Here ;K is the _dynamic range. speci-
fication and is usually dependant on the variability of

I the allocated channelbandwidth of the channel over
which the compressed video bitstrearn is being trans-
tnitted. ‘ ‘

b.

. Q1, . , QN'minimize the perceived artifacts in the
processed (compressed and decompressed) video
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sequence at their point of operation (in terms of bit
rate)__ ' .

Procedure:

V Step .1. Design of Q1 t ._
y Q1 is the weakest quantizcr table and is designed so as to

generate no ‘perceptible artifacts at the expense of a bitrate
that is potentially much higher than Target Bitrate. Q1 is
designed as follows:.- . -

Set Q[i][j]=1 for all in’ (all frequency bands)VS'tarting from
’ the lowest frequency band to the highest frequency

band, V

1!1=!'=|'-fit‘-'01 Qlillll . . .
Use Q[8][8] as the qnantizcr in the given video compression
system . '_ 9
If there are any pcrceivnble artifacts in the processed video
sequence. '

i. Decrement Q[i][j]
ii; Goto the next band

Else goto (21)

The above process generates a quaotizer table (Q1) that is at
the perceptual threshold, referred to as the perceptual thresh-
old quantizer ' ‘
Step 2. Design of Q2, Q3, . . . ,,QN/2 V .

Let B1 be the bitrate generated using quantizer Q1 with a
typical video sequence; Let BT be the target’ bitrate. The-
objective now is to design Q2, Q3, . .1 QNI2 such that QN/2
generates target bitrate (BT) for typical sequences and Q2,

, QNI2-l generate monotonically decreasing inter-

mediate bittates -between B1 and BT. From the perspective
of a bitrate controller, it is desirable to have a linear decrease
in bitrate with quantizer table index. Tables Q2, Q3. . . _. ,
QN/2 are designed with this requirement in mind. The
following is the design procedure for tables Q2,Q3, . . -. ,
QNI2: ’ .

Let dB--(B1‘—B'I‘)/(N/2).
Set Q2=Q1 ’ . _ _ .

For each quantizer Qk, k=2 to N/2 ' .
Starting from the highest frequency band to the lowest

frequency band,

Set Qk = Q1:-1
- Increment all Qtc[i][ll with the
frequency ‘ _
Use Qk[B][8] as the quantize: in the given video compression
system _
Ifthe bitrate is reduced by «:13. -

i. ‘Save the state of Ql<[8][8]
ii. ' Goto the next hand at 1
Else gate 2. ' ‘ '
Amongst the quantize: states saved in (d)(i), select that
quantizer. that has the least perceptible artifacts for
typical video. This is the choice for Qk.

same horizontal or vertical

Step 3. Design of QN/2+l._ . .' . , QN.
From the perspective of'a bitrate controller, it is desirable

to have a progressively increasing decrease in bitrate with
quantizer table index from table.N/2+1 to table N. The
design of tables QN/2+1, . . ; , QN isthe same as the design

V for tables 2, .; . . , N/_2 except that for each new table, dQ

5

60

increases instead of remaining constant. magnitudes -of .
the dQs for qiiantizers ‘QN/2+1, '. . . , QN depend on the
desired dynamic range in bitrate and themanner of decrease
in hitrate with quantizer table index." For example, if the
desired dynamic range is BT to BT/4 front QN/2 to QN and '
the decrease in bitrate is logarithmic then

dQ(N/2+1) = dQ(N/2)
for i=(NI2+2) to (N/2)
dQi = kdQi—1
dQ(Nl2+l) + dQ(N/2+2) + . . . + dQN = ET — BT/4
dQ(Nl2)(l + k + k“k + lc*k"k+ . . .)= SBTI4
(1+ 1: + l<*k+k‘l¢*k + . . . )= 3BT/4/ (dQNl2)
(1+2+3+-4+ . . . +(NI2-1)) logk = log (3B’I‘/4 / dQNI2)
logic = log (3BT/4 I HQNFZ) I N/4
k = (33174 I dQNf2) to the power 4/»:

Adaptive Transform Cocfiicient Scanning
This section describes a preferred method of transform

coefficient scanning in conferencing system 100, a trans-
form-based image and video compression system, that

exploits the properties of the transform andntlie associated
quantization technique to generate coefiicierit scan orders
that generate thelowest bitrates. The image (for image
compression) or motion compensated dilfcrence (for motion
compensated video compression) is transforrned. The trans-
formed coeflicicnts are quantized. The transformed quan-
tized. coeflicients are scanned in’ a certain order from a two
dimensional array to a one dimensional array. This one
dimensional‘ array is re-represented by a run-length‘ - value
(RV) representation. This V representation is then entropy
coded and the result transmitted or stored to be decoded.

The preferred method applies to the ‘‘scan''_ part of the
processing wherethe quantized transformed coefficients are
scanned from a two dimensional array to a one dimensional
array. The purpose of this scanning is to facilitate efiicient
representation by 9. RV representation. Thesame scan-order
isapplied to every bloc]; in the representation.

The preferred method of scanning involves the following
operations: ~
Given: in
1. A transform. , .

2. A set of N qnantizers (typically quantization matrices)
denoted by'Q1, Q2... . . , QN. ,

3. Representative “training? data for the target application.
Step 1. V n

For each quantizer Qi, generate quantized transformed
blocks for all of the training data.
Step 2.

Compute the average amplitude for eachof the transform
coefilcients from the quantized transformed blocks for all
the training data. '
Step 3. .

Sort the average amplitudes computed in Step 2,
Step 4. '

For quantizer Qi, the scanorder Si is generated by the
locations of the (amplitude sorted) coeflicients from Step 3.
The largest coeflicient is the first in the scan order and the
smallest is the last. , ’
Using this preferred method, a scan order Si is generated for
each quanther Qi.. In the encode and decode process, for
each block for which Qi is used as the quantizer, Si is used
as theyscan order. ' _

Theadvantage of this invention over previous scanning
techniques is thatvdue to the adaptive scan orders, the RV
representations are more eflicient and for a given quantizer,
fewer bits are required to encode a given block than with
conventional nonadaptive zigzag scanning.
Spatially Adaptive Quantization

This sectiondescribes a preferred method of spatially
adaptive quantization for conferencing system 100. The
«preferred method provides a means of efiiciently encoding
motion compensated difference images. Aconventional non-
adaptive quantization technique simply takes a given quan-
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tizer for cachirame and applies that quantizer uniformly to‘
every macroblock'(l6_x16 area) in the image. An adaptive
quantization technique applies diflcrcnt quantizers to dilfer-
ent macrobloclrs in a given frame. Inforrnation.about which
quantizer has been applied to which block is also encoded
and transmitted , ' '

The preferred method of spatially adaptive quantization is «
based on the “sum of absolute difference" (SAD) that has
already been computed for each rnacroblocl: by the motion
estimation subroutine. _.The preferred quantizer selectionmethod works as followsi -

Step 1. - . . .
The mean SAD for the entire frame is computed. This

denoted by, MSAD. '
Step 2. .

For each macroblock, if the SAD of the macrobloclc is
lower than the mean, then it is assigned a fineriquantizer than
the mean quantizer (which is the global quantize: for this
frame passed down by the bit-rate controller). Conversely, if .
the SAD in the rnacrohlock is higher than the mean, then it
is assigned acoarser quantizer. i . i -

In a case where there are 16 quantizers, numbered» 1
through. 16 with higher numbers denoting finer quantizers.
let SAD(i,j) be the ‘SAD associated with the current mac-
roblock (i,j). Let MSAD be the mean SAD in the frame. Let '
Q(i,j) denote the quantizer assigned to the current macrob-

- lock. Let_QG denote the globn.l'quantizer.forthe_frarne. Then
Q(i.j) is assignedas:
' Q(iJ)=QG+3“10E2

- MSAD)) ‘
Q(ij) is saturated to _the range (1,l6) alter performing the

above operation. ’ .
__ There are 2 rnajoraclvantages of the preferred spatially
adaptive quantization technique over conventional tech‘-
niques: - » ' t , ' ,_
1. The spatial adaptation is based on values that have already

been computed in the motion estimation routine. There-
fore the‘ spatial adaptation_ process is computationally
simple. _ in ‘ . '

2. The . spatial adaptation ‘process -‘generates an optimal
quality image given the “bit-budget of the current frame by
distributing bits to dilferent macroblocks in proportion to
the perceived efl’e‘ct_of'4quanti'za‘tion on that macroblock.

Fast Statistical Decode . I V ‘ i _l . i
Host processor.-202 preferably‘ performs fast statistical

decoding. Fast statistical decodingon hostlprocessor 202

((SAD(i,»,i}l-2lvlSAD)/(2SAD<i,j)+

~ allows time eflicientdecoding of -statistically coded data
(e.g., Hulfman decoding). Moreover, since statistical Huff-
man coding uses code words tliat_‘ar‘e not fixed (bit) length,
the decodingof such codewords is generally‘ accomplished
one bit at a time. The preferred method is as follows:
1. Get ‘next input hit and juxtaposewith bits already in

potential codeword . (initially none).
2. If potential codeword is a complete codeword, then emit

“symbo ", eliminate bits in potential codeword, and go to
(1). Otherwise, if potential codeword is not a complete
codeword, then go to (1). V i

The preferred method of the present’ invention provides
decoding of one "symbol” in one operation, as follows:

a. Get next (fixed number)’ several input bits.

b. Use the input bits to select a symbol and emit symbol. '
c. Go to (a).
The statistical code used is designed to be.“instanta- .

neous," which means that no codeword “A” is a "prefix" of 65
any codewords “B_". This allows a- lookup amble to be
constructed which may be indexed by a potential codeword,
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unambiguously yielding a symbol corresponding to the
codeword. The potential codeword is guaranteed to contain
a complete codeword since it starts with a codeword, and it
is as long as the longest codeword.
Contrast, Brightness, and Saturation Controls .

This section, describes a preferred integer implementation
of contrast, brightness, and saturation controls for the
presentyinvention for adjusting and for application ‘of the
controls to realtime video. The implementation has two
pans. The first is a method ofgenerating translation tables to
implement adjustable ‘brighmess, contrast, and saturation
controls. The second is a method of using the tables to
change _the appearance of video being displayed.

The generation of the tables uses integer operations in the
generationof tables that express floating point" relations.

' Prior to application of any controls, the video data consists
of a description of the Y, Y, and U componentsat 8 bits per
value. ‘The problem is to provide a translation from the
decoded Y values to Y values that reflect the current setting
of the brightness andcontrast controls. and further to pro-
vide a translation from the decoded U and V values to U and

V values that rellect the current setting of the saturationcontrol. —

The method begins with an identity translation table -
(f(x)=x). As controls are changed, the identity translation
becomes ‘perturbed cumulatively. In the case of brightness.

control changes are indicated by a signed biased value
providing both direction and magnitude of the desired
change. The current translation table are changed into f(x)=
x-k, for x>=k, and f(x)=0 for 0<=x<l< (decrease) or f(x)=x+k,
for x<=255v-lqand f(x)=255 for 2S5>$255-k (increase):
I. In the case of contrast; control changes are indicated by a
scaled fractional value. The value indicated “rt” represents

‘ "(n‘+i)/SCALE” changeza “change” of (SCALE-1) yields no
change; a change of (SCALE) yields a change by ‘l/SCALE
in each of the translation table values. The definition of
contrast. as y':(n¥(y—l28))+l28 (for 8 bit values) is then
provided by subtracting 128 from the translation table value.

' multiplying by SCALE. multiplying by the indicate control
change.value,.and then ‘dividing by SCALE twice to remove
the scale multiple implied in the representation of the control
change "value, and the multiply explicitly performed here.
128 is then added to the modified translation table value and
the result is clamped to the range of 0 to 755 inclusive.

This method avoids the use of floating point arithmetic in
the computation of the proper translation table values. In the
definition oifered of~“contrast” the value- “n"_ is a floating
point number. Saturation is simply contrast as applied to the

_’ chrominance data, and is handled-in the same way as the
contrast control, but with a different copy of the translation
table. ‘

The translation tables are made available to the host

‘ processor in the same locale as the data that they are used to
translate: afler generation of the modifiedtranslation tables,
the tables areapperrded to the data" area for the luminance
and chromihance, at known fixed offsets from the start of
same data areas (on a per instance" basis, each video window
has its own copyof data.) This allows the host processor
to access the "translation tables with a 1 processor clock

60 penalty in address generation (for an Intel® 486 micropro-
cessor; there. is no penalty on an Intel® Pentium® proces-
sor). and with a high degree of locality of reference, and no
pointer register reloads (due to the fixed olfset.)

The translation of the decoded Y, V, and U values is
per_forme_d by reading and translating eight values and then
writing the eight translated values as two 32-bit values to the
destination. This is important toInte1® architecture micro-
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processors, and in particular is important to the Intel® 486
processor. which usually runs with a write saturated bus.

For the method of performing the ttanslation,—the BX
register is assumed to contain zeroes in the high order 8(24)
bits; ‘The low order 8 bits are loaded with the value to
translate, and the value is used as the base register with an
index register (set to the offset of the translation table -t-‘base
of data bufier) in an indirect load to accomplishthe trans-
lation. .'Ihe destination ‘of the ‘load is changed as the opera-
tion is repeatedjover multiple values, until register storage is
exhausted. at which point the translated values are written

— out and the cycle‘ repeats. The process here described
executes at a sustained three or four clocks per value- translated.
Audio Protocol _ ,

Referring now to FIG. 26, there is shown a representation
of a compressed audio packet for conferencing system 100,

" - according to _a preferred.embodiment of the present inven-
‘ Lion. Source audio is audio that is captured (and optionally

monitored) at the local systemand sent to the com
subsystem for nansrnission. Sink, audio is audio‘ that is
received from the com subsystem for playback on the local
system.~Audio‘ is preferably_‘han_dled on audio/comm board

0 206 and not on host processor 202. The compressed audio‘
packet ofFIG. 26 is that which is actually sentlreceived fi'om
the communications subsystem and not necessarily that
manipulated by an application on_the hostprocessor. The
audio packet fields are defined as follows;

Value used to synchronize audio and video flames
at the receive endpoint. The audio stream preferably
generates timestamps as arnaster clock that are
copied to the captured video frames before

. transmission. ' -
Reserved field. ‘ _ -
Bit indicates ‘whether or not the audio stream is ‘
muted or not.,'l'he.andi’o is mined when the bit is set.
When the Mute bit is set, no audio data is st.

Data Compressed audio data. . ' ‘

'Iim¢-stanqa

The length of the audio data is not errplicitly specified in the
packetheader. A receiving endpoint's comm subsystem

_ reassembles an audio packet and therefore implicitly knows
the length and can report it to its application. The length"-of
an audio packet is a run-time parameter and depends onthe
compression method and the amount of latency desired in
the system. The preferred audio oornpressionldecompression
method implementation has 100 msecond‘ latency, which
‘translates to 200 bytes of compressed audio data per packet.
Compressed Audio Bitstream - _ ,

The preferred audio stream for conferencing system 100
is a modification of the European Groupe Spcciale Mobile
(GSM). GSM was developed in the context of the standard-
ization of the European mobile radio. It resulted from‘
the combination. of the vRe'gu1ar—Pulse Excitation/Linear -
Predictive-Coding" codec developed by Philips'(Gerrnany)
with the Multi-Pulse-ExcitationlLinear-Predictive-Coding
codec devised by IBM (France). For further information, see
the ETSLGSM Technical Specification, GSM 06.10,‘ version
3.2.0, UDC 621,396.21,» published by the Eur0pean‘Tele-
commtmication Standards _ Institute in Valbonne Cedex,

The datarate of the standard GSM codec is 13.0 ltbits/sec.

The preferred GSM implementation for conferencing. sys-_
tem l00vhas a._ bit rate of 16 lcbits/sec. The mean opinion
score (MOS) qual.ity rating of the preferred GSM imple-
mentation is 3.54. It is not prone torapid quality degradationi 65
in the presence of noise. The relative‘ complexity is about
MOPSs/s. Due to implementation processing consider-
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ations, the standard GSM implementation is adjusted to
yield the preferred GSM implementation. In addition, head-
ers are added to provide extra control information, such as
frame counting and muting. . -

In order to save processing, the 260-bit audio frame is not
packed. This results in a 320-bit frames. ‘These frames occur
every 20 mseconds. ‘This increases the bit rate from 13
kbitslsec to 16 khits/sec. The composition of the preferredaudio frame is as follows:

unsigned int larl:
unsigned int lar2:
unsigned int larfl:
unsigned int lar4:
unsigned int lar5:
arraigned int larfiz
unsigned int lafl:
unsigned int lard:
unsigned int lag v
nnsigned in! gain
unsigned int grid
unsigned int xrnax
unsigned int x0
unsigned int x'l
unsigned int x2 -
unsigned int x3
unsigned int 14
unsigned int x5

-unsigned int x6
unsigned int x7
unsigned int x8
unsigned int 1:9
unsigned in 1:10
unsigned int :11
unsigned int x12
STP frame;
L'l'P_Rl'E sub-
frame (4);

typedef sIruct_{ 1 up'3En3 J

l STP;

P‘ ltp parameters ‘I
' I‘ rpe parameters ‘I

l* pulse antplitudafl1-_‘:-o_3_U;3§a_3_Lgl_5a_3_I.g):.gIyau)wuoLnatt~JhJ~luLn.;s;;u.u.g,q.
_ e } LTP_RPE

typedef struct {

A _ ) oatvmrrs;

The result of not packing these structs on a Texas Instru-
ments® C3l— DSP, a‘32-bitproccssor, is a 320-bit frame. At
a frame ‘rate of 50 flames/sec, the data rate is 16.0 kbits/sec.

A header has also been added to‘ groups of frames. The
length of the header is one 32-bit word. The MSB is a mute
flag (1=mute): The remaining bits represent a timestamp.
This time stamp is not‘ actually time, but is preferably a
fra.me_ couuter;‘,Thc initial value of it. is arbitrary. It is
therefore a relative number representing the progress of
audio frames and useable for synchronization.
Data Protocol '-

Data packets are inside 'I'l'I packets. The data conferenc-
ing application will have its own protocol inside the T11
protocol stack; = , _
Communication‘-Level ‘Protocols

The application-levelfaudio, video, and data packets
described in the previous section aresent to the com
subsystem forhansrrrission to the remote ‘site. The com
subsystem applies its own data structure to the application-
level packets, which the com subsystem treats as genetic

' data, and defines a protocol for transpoit. In a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the basic transport is
unreliable. That is; at the basic level, there is no guarantee
that application data will reach the destination site and, even
if itdoes, there is no guarantee as tothe correctness of the
data delivered. Some applications will use the unreliable
communication services,‘ such as audio. and video. For
applications requiring guaranteed delivery ofdata, reliability

. is built on the basic unreliable service. Application data is an
example of a data type requiring reliable transport; control
information between peer processes is another.
Reliable Transportcomm Protocols

Referring now to FIG. 27, there is shown a representation
of the reliable transport comm packet structure, according to
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a preferred embodiment’ of the present invention. For reli-
able transport. conferencing system 100 preferably uses a.
protocol akin to LAPB.--Since transport is preferably on
ISDN B-channels‘, which are assumed to have already been
set up, there is no need toinclude those portions of LAPB 5
that deal with circuit establishment and , teardown (e.g.
SABM. FRMR, UA; and DISC); Therefore, the preferred
reliable. transport comm protocol is void of those portions.
The fields of the preferred reliable transport comm packet

are defined as follows: 16

Defineshthe type of packet and relays acknowledgment
information. The types of packets are: Information (I), ,
Receiver Ready (RR), Receiver Not Ready (RNR),
and Reject (REIJ. . ' ’
Length of the client data portion of the packet, in
bytes. . ‘
Cyclic redundancy check code. V
Client data of length specified by the Length field.

Control

length

CRC
Data

For an Information (I) packet, the format of the control‘) 20field is as follows:

5-7
NR

1-: 4
, NS P

(Bit) 0
(Field) 0 I

. . V . 25

The NS bit field_is used to refer to a send sequence number.
NS is interpreted as specifying to the receiving site the next
packet to be‘ sent. _The NR _bit field is 'usedto'refer' to a
receive sequence. number. .It is usedtopncknowledge to a‘
sender that the receiver has receiv'ed_packet NR-1 and is 30
expecting packet NR. The P bit field isthe LAPB poll bit and
is arenot used in thepreferred; ernbodintent. All sequence
numbers are modulo-8 mcaningfthat at most 7 ‘packets can
be outstanding. It is the responsibility of the transmitting
sites -to assure that they do ‘nothave more than .'7 packets as
outstanding. _‘An Information .packet_ isvused to send client
data. The receive ackriowledgment can be piggybacked on in
theNRbitfield.‘ . I .. _‘ _

"Ihe Receiver Ready (RR), Receiver‘ Not Ready (RNR), I
and Reject (REJ) packetsare supervisory packets that are 40
used for acknowledgment, retransmission. and flow control. ’
They are not used to carry client data. V

For a Receiver Ready (RR) packet, the
control field is as follows:

fomtat of the

45

4 5-7
, PF NR

(Bit) 0 1 2 3
(ma) 1 o . o o

The PF bit field is the LAPB poll/final bit and is not used in
the preferredembodirnent; The R packet is‘ used in two
cases. The first case is to acknowledge packet receipt when
there are no packets bending ‘transmission on which‘ to
piggyback the acknowledgment. The second case is. when
the link is idle.'ln this case; an R packet is sent periodicallyto assurethe remote site that the local site is still alive and

doing well. ‘ .-
For aReceiver Not Ready (RNR) packet, the format of the

control field is as follows:

50

55

4 5-7
PF ' NR(an) 1 2 . 3

(Field) l V o 1 "o

The RNR packet is sent by a receiver to indicate to the
remote site‘ that the remote site should stop sending packets. 65
Some condition has occurred, such ‘as insuflicient receive
bufiers, rendering the remote site unable to accept any
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further packets. The RNR.packet is intended to be used for
temporary flow control. When the remote site is able to
accept more packets it issues an RR frame. .

e For a Reject (REJ) packet", the format of the control field
is as follows:

2-3 4
0 1 PF

5-7
NR

(an) 0 1
(field) 1 o.

The REJ packet is sent as'a form of negative acknowledg-

ment. The receiver of an REI packet interprets the NR bit
field as. a request to retransmit all packets from NR to the
most currently sent, inclusive.
Unreliable Transport Comm Protocols _

At the lowest layer’ of conferencing system 100, an
unreliable protocol is preferably used to transport data on the
ISDN B-channels. For those applications requiring reliabil-
ity,. the reliable protocol discussed in the previous section is
added on topof the unreliable protocol discussed in this
section. The unreliable protocol sits atop of HDLC framing
which the unreliable protocol uses for actual node-to-node
transport of packets. Even though HDLC framing is used, a
data link protocol is not irnplemerited. In particular, there is
no guarantee that data packets will be delivered or that they
will be uncorrupted at the receive node of a link. The CRC
validation of the I-IDLC is used to detect corrupted data.

The unreliable protocol provides for logical_channels and
virtualization or the two Basic Rate’ lSDN'B-channels.

Logical channels are local site entities that are defined
between the DLM and "I'll is layer and the client [i.e.,
application program) using "them-. The logical channels pro-
vide the primary mechanism clients‘ use to send multiple
data types (e.g.,» audio, video, data). The layer services

‘ multiplex these data__ types together for transmission to the
remote ‘sites. . _

In a preferred embodiment, logical channel zero is used as
a control channel. Site peers (i.e., two conferencing systems
in a conferencing session) use this control channel to
exchange irtformatioh on their use of other logical channels.
Logical channels are half-duplex. Therefore, ‘two channels
are necessary to send and receive data. Apriority attribute is
associated with a logical channel (and.therefore with a data
type). The unreliable protocol asserts that higher priority
data will always be sent ahead of lower priority data when
both are pending.‘ Priorities are assigned by an API call to the
TH services. Audio has the highest priority, then data, and
last video. 3 _ -

Although the ISDN'Basic Rate Interface (BRI) defines
two physical 64 kbitlsecond B’-channels for data, the ser-
vices at both DLM and T11 virtualize the separate B-chan-
nels as a’ single '_l28 kbit/second charmel..Client data types,

I defined by theirlogical charmels,;are ‘multiplexed into a
single virtual stream on this channel. In a preferred embodi-

- rnent, this inverse multiplexing is accomplished by breaking
all packets into an even number of fragments and alternating
transmission on the two physical B-channel connections.
Initially, after channel establishment, the first fragment is
sent on the B lchannel, the second on the B2-charmel, etc. At
the receiving site, fragments are collected for reassembly of
the packet. . _

Referring now to FIG. 28, there is shown a representation
of the unreliable transport comm packet stt'ucture,.according
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The
fields of the preferred unreliable transport comm packet are
defined as follows:
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Standard I-IDLC Flag field. I _
The receiving site's logical channel idendfien The
transmitting site peer acquires this ID by I '_
comnumicatiug to the remote site before exchanging
dent. This is done using a control logical channel (i.e.,
channel zero). . . ‘ _ ,
The sending site's logical channel identifier; The type.
of data in the packet can be determined by knowing the ‘
logical channel ID—‘to-dam typevntapping, The current
iutplementasion uses the following mapping: The 2 _
mappingiis from DLM channels to"l'll channels. which
occur at the TH level. At the time‘ the TH channel is
opened for s datatype, ‘I'll dynamically assigns unique
DIM chaunelsvfor ditferent data types in ascending
order starting fiorn one (1). ‘ ’ ‘ H I
The packet sequence number. Distinguished from the
FragNo field which counts thefragments within a.
packet. 'l'_he_ PhNb field is used by the ieeeiving site
peer to implement a sliding window protocol; 'I‘his
allows packet buifering which is used to coupensate
for transmission delays. ’ V
Ifthe SOPbit is set, then the ctn'rent fragment is theht . V. .
If the E0? hit is set. then the current frsgrnent is the
end of a packet. > ‘
Reserved field. p . . -
The fragment sequence number. Distinguished from the
PktNo field which counts the ntnnher of whole packets.
The FragNn is used by the receiving site peer to '
reassemble fragments into packets. The SOP und
BOP lieldsnre used to locate the start and end of A-
whole packet, respectively. ' 'The data field.

5,488,570

CRC
Flag.

130
-continued

Standard HDLC CRC field.
Standard]-lDLC Flag field.

Data Structures, Functions, and Messages
This sectionpcontains the data sttuctures and definitions of

the functions and messages for conferencing API 506, video
API 508, audio API 512, and comm API 510.
Conferencing API Data Structures, Functions, and Messages

Conferencing API 506 utilizes the following data types:

LPHCALL
LPAVCB

Li’CCB
LPBITMAPINFO

nzusronr -'LPABBUSCARDINFO

Pointer to u call handle.
‘Pointer to an Audio Video Control
Block (AVCB).
Pointer to a Configuration Conn-ol
Black (CCB). -
Pointer to a Microsufl ® Windows
BITMAPINFO structure that’ defines a
D11] (Device-Independent Bitmap).
Pointer to the handle of a stream group.
Pointer to n ABBUSCARDINFO;
which defines the personal card
infomtatiun, from Address Book.
Contains business card infon-nation;
format. is specified by the GUI.

V Conferencing API 506 utilizes the following structures
that are.passe'd—to conferencing API 506 in function calls
‘(e.g., CF__Init, CF__CapMon) and then passed by confer-
encing API 506 to the audio/video managers:
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LPAVCB Pointer to an Audio Video Control Block
(AVCB) .

LPCCB Pointer to a Configuration Control Block
‘ (CCB) .

LPBITMAPINFO V V Pointer» to a Microsoft-.“«‘ Windows BITMAPINFO
structure that defines a DIE (Device-
Independent Bitmap). '

LPHSTGRP» Poi-nter to the handle of a stream group.

LPABBUSCARDINFO V Pointer to a_ABBUSCARDINFO, which defines the
personal card information, from Address Book.
Contains busihessvcard information; format is

specified’ by the GUI.

Conferencing API 506 utilizes the following structures

that are passed to‘ conferencing API 506vin’fun_c_t:io’n calls (e.g.,

CF__Init, CF_CapMon) and then passed by conferencing API 506 to

the audio/video managers:

MCB (Media Control Block) V

» worm wType Media type: b _ M ,;.w£J
» I Cl-'M’l'_AUDlO - Audio Type (e.g., narrow or udadbandf
» - CFMT_VlDEO - Video Type -4

CCB (Configumtion Control Block) >
» WORD wversion. Version Number _ _ _
» MCB ' mtMedia[] list of Media types supported by the system.

AVCB (Audio Vidco Control Block)
>1 WORD wType Local or remote_AVCB type:
» CFAVCB_LOCAL ‘ - local AVCB type
» » ' CFAVCB_REMOTE - remote AVCB type

» Union { » »
u // local AVCB

)) struck { . I V
n . WORD wAln Audio inputfhardwat_-e source

>2 WORD wAGain _ Gain of the local microphone
» ‘WORD wAMute _On/Off flag for audio muting
» . WORD . wVln I Video input source

DWORDdwVDRate . Maximum vidcovdata rate
WORD wVConrrast Vidco contrast adjustment
WORD wVTint Video ‘tint adjustment
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wVBrightness ' Video brightness adjustment
wVColor Video color adjustment
wVMonitor On/Off flag for local video monitoring
wVMute On/Off flag for local video muting. As the flag is

turned on/off, it will temporarily stop or restart the
related operations, including playing and sending,
being performed onthis stream group. This can be
temporarily hold one video stream and provide
more bandwidth for other streams to use. For
example, a video stream can be paused while an
audio stream continues, to speed up a tile transfer.

} localcb

‘J ./.-’ remote AVCB

struct { ' . _ _,
' WORD wA0ut Audio. output hardware destination

WORD sf/AVol Volume of the local speaker -
WORD w‘AMute On/Off flag for audio muting
WORD wVOu_t Video output source r
WORD w_\/Contrast Video contrast adjustment‘

V WORD wvrim Video tint adjusn'nent1- ._
WORD 'wVBrightness Video brightness adjustment '
WORD wVColor ’ " Video color adjustment ‘ .
WORD wl/Mute ' OnI0ff flag for. local ‘video muting

} retnotecb ' '

vso
)7
J)
))
))
))
))
)>
))

// ADDR'lnfonnation - the address to be used for the conf. application to make a
Connection/call, via issuing the Cl-‘__MalteCall with the remote site.

!/ NOTE: This‘ is the same as the TADDR structure defined by TH.
struct { ' ' _

WORD wType Type of Address, e.g., phone number, internet
. address. etc. _

WORD wSiz_e Size of the following address buffer
LPSTR lpsAddrBuf Address buffer

Conferencing API ‘506 utilizes the following constants:

Conferenclng‘Cal1 states:

CCST_,_NULL Null State
CCST_IDLE Idle state‘

i 'CCST_CONNECTED Connected state
ccsr CALLING Calling state
CCST:ACCEPTING Accepting State
ccsr CALLED Called state

CCST:CLOSING Closing State
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fionferencing Channel States:

CHST__READY Ready State
CHsT_OPEN V Opened state
CHST_OPENING Opening state
CI-IS'I‘;SEND Send state
CHST_RECV ’ Recv state
CHST_RESPONDING ‘ .. Responding state
CHST_CLOSING Closing state

Conferencing Stream State3:.

CSST_INIT Init state .
CSST~ACTIVE ‘Active state
CSsT_FAILED Failure state

Cstgtua Return Values:

CF_OK _
CF_ERR_PATHNAME
CF_ERR_CCB' "
CF;ERR;AVCB .

.CF_ERR_TOO_MANY_CAPTURE
CE_ERR_CALLBACK
CF;ERR_FIELD
CF_ERR_STATE
CF_ERR_CARDINFO
CF;ERR_STRGRP
CF_ERR_FFQRMAT
CF_ERR_HANDLE
CF_ERR_PHONE# V A

'CF;ERR_TIMEOUT"A
CF_ERR_INSUFF_BUFSIZE
CF;ERR_CALL ’
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

In the above return values, CF‘_ERR_xxx means that the !'xxx"

parameter is invalid.

The functions utilized by conferencing API 506 are

defined as follows:

CF_Init

This ffinction reads in the conferencing configuration parameters
(e.g., directory names in which the conferencing system software
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are kept) from an initialization file (e.g., c:\cyborg\vconf.ini),
loads and-initializes the software of video, comm., and audio
subsystems. In addition, this function acquires the phone resource
that no other applications can access the resource until this
application makes a call to CF_Uninit later to relinquish the phoneresource. ' . V A A

Also, it allows the application to choose between the messaging and
the callback interfaces to return the event_notifications. The
callback interface allows the conferencing.software to call a user
designated function to notify the application of incoming events.
The messaging interface allows the conferencing_to notify the
application of incoming events by posting messages to application
message queues. The parameters to the function varying depending on
the notification method chosen. .

Cstatus CF__Init ( LPSTR lpIniFile ,
‘ ’ * LPADDR - lpLocalAddr, A

LPCONN;CHR <lpConnAttributes,
A WORD. wFlag, p. _

CALLBACK' cbAppCall,
LPCCB . lpCcb)' _

input vlpIniFile: thei pathname to the conferencing INI‘file.

1pLoca—J.Addr:. pointer to the local address

.lpConnAttributes pointer to the attributes requesteo for
incoming calls '

wFlag: Indicates the type of_notification to be used:
CALLEACK_FUNCTION for callback interface
CALLBACK_WINDOW for post message interface

cbAppCall: the callback routine or the message interface to
‘ return the notifications from the

remote site to the application.

output

plpccb: « returns the handle to the configuration control
b block, preallocated by the .

application that contains the configurationinformation.

Valid state(s) to issue:
Null State

State after execution:

CCST__IDLE
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Return values:

CF_OK
CF_ERR_PATHNAME
CF_ERR_CCB
CF_ERR_CALLBACK
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL
CF_ERR_ALREADY_INITIALIZED

Callback routine: 9
Funcflame (WORD wmessage, WORD wParam, LONG lParam)

wMessage: V the Window message type (e,g., CFM_XXXX_NTFY)
”wParam:_ "the Call Handle V _

lParamt _ additional Information which is message—speci£ic

‘NOTE: the parameters of the callback function_are equivalent to
the last three parameter passed to a Window message handler
function (Win 3.1);

'CF_Uninit

This function writes out the conferencing‘configuration
parameters back to the initialization file (e.g,,
c:\cyborg\vconf.ini),: unloads and uninitializes the software of
video, comm., and audio subsystegfigigéniaddition, this function

with CE_Init.relinquishes the phone resource

cstatus CF_Uninit (néccs lpccb)
inset .
lpccb: the handle to the configuration control block that

contains the configuration information.

Valid state(s) to issue:
CCST_IDLE -

State after execution:
CCST_NULL

Return values:
CF_OK
TBD

Status Message:

CFM_UNINIT_NTFY: .UnInit complete.

Communication
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Call Management_ _ 3

The Call Management functions_wil1 provide the application the
ability to establish and manage calls/connections to its peers on

I the network.

CF_MakeCa11

This function makes a call to the remote site to_establish a
call/connection for the video conferencing. This call will be
performed asynchronously.

After allv related _operations for _CF_MakeCa1l. is .eventually
complete, ’the callback routine (or the message) specified in the
CF_Init function will return the status of this call.

The Deer application will receiue-a CFM_CALL_NTFY callback/message.

as a result of this call.

Cstatus CF‘_‘_MakeCa1l ( LPADDR — lpAddress,
LPCONN_CHRa ‘ lpConAttributes.
-LPABBUSCARDINFO lpabcardlnfo,

, WORD ’ TimeOut,
LPMTYPE lpmedial

ingutb _ h —
lpAddress: pointer to the. address structure of the

’ destination (or Cal1ee),.

lpConnAttributes pointer to the attributes requested for the
* * call. '

ilpabcardlnfoz . ‘ pointer to business card information of the
caller.»

wTimeOut: - Number of seconds to wait for peer to pickup
the phone.,

lpMedia: pointer to a list of desirable media types.
If a null pointer is specified; the default
(best possibility) will be selected.

Valid state(s) to issue:
CCST_IDLE

State after execution:

_CCST_CALLING

Return values:

cF_oK
CF_ERR_sTATE
cF_ERR_HANDLE .
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL
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Peer Messages: .
A CFM_CALL_NTFY message will be delivered to the remote site
to indicate the call request.

Status Messages: ‘ » .

' CFM_ACCEPI_NTFYE The peer process has accepted
.' the call

cFfl_PRoGREss_xTFY: ‘ The optional progress
, information of the call

cs_PRos_DIAL_ToNE
CF_PROG_DIALING,
CF_PROG_RINGBACK

CFM_REJECT_NTFY: . The error reported for the
. call -

CF;REJ_TIMEOUT
CF;REJ_ADDRESS _
CF_REJ;NETWORK_BUSY

. CF_REJ_STATION_BUSY
cs_REJ_RssoUcE_EAIL

CF_AcceptCa11

This function is¥é§§Ped to accept a call request, received as part
of the CFM_CALL_ Jvcallback/message, that was initiated from thepeer. ‘ , '

Both siaes will receive a CFM_ACcEPT_NrFY callback/message as a
result of this call.

Cstatus CF_AcceptCal1 ( HCALL. , hcall,
LPABBUSCARDINFO lpabcallee;
LPMTYPE . lpmedia)

ingut. 1_ ‘

hcall: ‘ handle to the call (returned by the CFM_CALL_NIFY
message). '

lpabcalleez pointer to ABBUSCARDINFO of the callee who issues
this function.

lpMedia: pointer to a list of desirable media types. If a
. null pointer is specified, the default (best

possibility) will be selected.

Valid state(s) to issue;

A CCST_CALLED'

State after.execution:
'CCST_ACCEPTING
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Return values:
CF_OK '
CF_ERR_STATE
CF_ERR_CARDINFO
CF_ERR_HANDLE
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

Peer Messages: . _
A CFMfiACCEPTLflTFY message will be received by the remote
site.

Status Messages: ‘
‘ A CFM_ACCEPT_NTFY message will be received by the accepting

site.

¢s_geg;¢uc.11

Upon receiving a CFMLpALL;NIFY message, this function can be issued
to‘ reject Vthe incoming call request. In ‘fact; this function
neither picks up the incoming call, nor sends a rejection message
to 'the remote; Instead} it will simplyv ignore_ the call
notification and let the peer application time4out: This would
avoid.the unnecessary telephone charge or thequnpleaseane rejection
to the caller.A ‘ V Mflpfldfinflz

The peer -application will receive as CFM_TIMEOUT_fiTFY
callback/message as'a result of this call.

Cstatus CF_RejectCalli (HCALL hcalll
inQut- . --
hcall: _ handle etc the call (returned. by the cFM_CALL_NoTIFY

message).

Valid state(s) to issue:
CCST_CALLED

Stete after execution:
CCST~IDLE

Return values:

CF_OK.
CF_ERR_STATE V
CF_ERR;RESOURCE_FAIL

Peer Messages:v ’
A CFM_3EJECT;NTFY message will be resulted to the remote app

Status Messages:
none ’
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CF_HangupCa11

This function hangs up a call that was previously established. It
releases all system resources, including all types of streams,
channels, and data structures; allocated during this call.

Cstatus CF__HangupCa'll (HCALL hcall)
ingut

hcall: handle to the call

Valid state(s) to issue:

‘ccsT_coNNscTED

State after execution:
CCST_CLOSINGv

Return values:

cF_oK
CF_ERR_STATE .
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

Peer Message:

A CFM_HANGU?¥RTfiY message will be delivered to-the remote
site.

Status Message: _ H
A CEM_fiANGUP_flTFY message will be delivered to the local
site when the Hangup is complete. V

CF_GetCallInfo

This function- returns the current status information of the
specified call.

Cstatus CF_GetCallInfo ( HCALL V. ' hCal1,A
LPCONN_CHR lpConnAttributes,
LPWORD . lpwstate,

LPMTYPE lpMedia v-
LPABBUSCARDINFO lpabcardlnfo)

ingut . . ~
hCall: handle to the call

output
lpwstatez current call state

lpConnAttributes: Connection Attributes

1pMedia: V a list of selected media types used for this
call. Note that this list can be different
from the desired list.
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lpabCardInfio:A peer7s business card information

Valid state(s) to issuei
- all call states

State after execution:

unchanged

Return values:
CE_OK _
cF;ERR_REsoURcE_FA1L
CF;ERR_flANDLE i

Channel Management_" V _

These Channel Management functions will provide the application
the ability to establish and manage virtual channels to its peers
on the network. '

CF_RegisterChanMgrM

This function registers-a callback or an application window whose
message processing function will handle notifications generated
by network channel initialization operations. ‘This function must
be invoked before any CF_OpenChannel calls_are made.

Cstatue CF_RegisterChanMgr ( HCALL hcall,
WORD _ wFlag,
CALLBACK cbNetCa1l)

input ‘
hCa1l: handle to the call

wflag: indicates the type of notification to be used:
CALLBACK_FUNCTION for callback interface-
CALLBACK_WINDOW for post message interface

cbNetCel1: Either a pointer to a callback function, or a
window handle to which messages will be posted,
depending on flags;

Valid state(s) to issue:
call state i

‘ CCST;CONNECTED

State after execution:
call state ’ _

CCST_CONNECTED

Return values:

CF_OK ‘
CF_ERR_HANDLE
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Callback routine format: p
FuncName(UINT Message, WPARAM wparam, LPARAM lparam)

Message:
wParam:
1Param:

The message type,
‘Word parameter passed to function
Long parameter passed to function

NOTE: the callback function parameters are equivalent to the
second; third, as fourth parameters that are delivered to a
Window message handler function (Win 3.1).

Status Messages: none
Peer Messages:

cF_Openchanne1

none‘

This routine requests to open a network channel with the peer
application. The result of the action is given to the application
by invoking_the callback routine specified by the call to
CF_RegisterChanMgr; The application must specify an ID for this
transaction; This ID is passed to the callback routine or posted
in a message,

Note that the channels to be opened by the CF_OpenChanne1 call is
always’ "write-only", whereas the channels to be opened by the

CF_AcceptChannel call is always "read-only";

Cstatus CF;OpenChannel(HCALL hcall,
dwTransID)
input‘
hCall:

lpchan:

dwTransID:

LPcHaN_INFo lpchan, DWORD

handle to the call;
Pointer to a channel

application. _
The structure contains:

— A channel number.
Priority of this channel relative to other
channels on this_connection. Higher numbers

represent higher priority.
Timeout value for the channel
Reliability of the channel.
Channel specific information. See CHAN INFO
defiinition in TII. _ ' -
ication defined identifier that is returned

messages to identify the channel

structure.. Filled by

An appl
with status

_ request that the message belongs to;

Valid state(s)
call state

to issue:

CCST_CdNNECTED
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channel state

CHST_READY

State after execution:

call state K
’CCST_CONNECTED

channel stateh
CHST_OPENING

Return values:

cF;oK
CF;ERR_HANDLE.
CF_ERR_STATEpg¢RzT1
cF_ERR_PieRe&am
CF_ERR_NO;CHANMGR
CF_ERR_CHAN;NUMBER
CF_ERR_CHAN_INUSE

Status Messages: _ .
CFM_CHAN;ACCEPT_NTFY: _ The peer process has accepted

. _ . request. . -

CFM_CHAN_REJECT_NTFY: The Peer process has rejected
’ ‘ request. j

CFM_CHAN;TIMEOUT_NTFY: No answer from peer

Peer Messages:
CFM_CHAN_OPEN_NTFY:

CF_ncceptchanne1

'A peer application can issue Acceptchannel in response to a
CFM_CHAN_OPEN;NTFY (openchannel) message that has been received.
The result of the Acceptchannel call is a one—way network channel
for receiving data.

Note that the channels to be opened by the CF;QpenChannel call is
always “write—only", whereas the channels to be opened by the
CF_AcceptChannel call is always "read—only".

Cstatus cs;Acceptchanne1<HcHAN hchan; nwonn dwTransID)
ingut

hchan: handle to the channel _ . M
dwTransID: A user defined identifier that was received as part

of the CFM_CHAN_OPEN_NTFY message.

Valid state(s) to issue:
call state

CCST_CONNECTED
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channel state

CHST_RESPONDING

State after execution:
call state.

CCST_CONNECTED

channel stgte
.CHST_OPEN

Return values:

’ CF_OK
CF_ERR_HANDLE
CF_ERR_STATEj'
CF_ERR_CHAN_NUM

Status Messages: none
Peer Messages: *

VCFM_CHAN;ACCEPT_NTFY The TransID is sent in lParam.

CF;RejectChanne1

This routine rejects en CFM_CHAN;OPEN_NTFY from the peer.

Cstatus CE_RejectChannel(HCHAN hchan, DWORD dwTransID)
ingug ‘ ' . ‘ ‘
hchan: Handle to the channel.

dwTransID: A user defined identifier that was receive as part
* of the CFM_CHAN_OPEN;NTFY message.

Valid state(s) to issue:
se;L_eteteg

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state ;
CHST_RESPONDING

State after execution:
call state '

vCCST_CONNECTED

channel state

CHST_READY
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Return values:

CF;OK‘ .
CE_ERR_HANDLE

-CF_ERR_STATE
cF;3RR_cHAn_NUM

Status Messages: none
Peer Messages: ’. .‘ V

CFM_CHAN_REJECI;NTFY The TransID is sent as lParam.

‘CF_Regi§terChanHandler:

This function registers a callback or an application window whose
message processing function will handle notifications_generated
by network channel IO activitiesi The channels that are opened
will receive CFM;DATA_SENT_NTFY, and the accepted channels’ will
receive CFM_RECV;COMPLTE_NTFY.

CstatusvCF_RegisterChanHandler(HCHAN hchan, WORD wF1ag, CALLBACK
cbchanflandlecall) . - -
inset ‘ ..
hChan:A ‘ handle to the channel. A -
wFlag: Indicates the type of notification to be used:

CALLBACK_FUNCTION i for callback interface _
CALLBACK;WINDOW ' for post_message interface
NOCALLBACK . “ for polled status interface.

cbChanHandleCall: 3 ._ .
» Either a pointer to a callback function; or a window handle

"to which messages will be posted, depending on flags.

Valid state(s) to issue:
call state

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

cHsT_oPEN

State after execution:
call states

'CCST_CONNECTED

channel state it

CHST_SEND (FOR OUTGOING CHANNEL)
CHST_RECV (FOR INCOMING CHANNEL)
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Return valuesi

CE_OK'
CE_ERR_HANDLE
CF_ERR_STATE-—
CF_ERR_CHAN_NUMBER

Callback routine format: .
FuncName(UINT_Message, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam)

Messaoez _The message type b _
wParam: Word parameter passed to function r -
lParam: Long parameter passed to function (TransID)

NOTE that the callback function-parameters are eduivalent to the
second, third, as fourth parameters that are delivered to a
Window message handler function (Win 341).

Status Messages: none

Peer Messages: none

CF_CloseChannel

This routine will.c1ose a _network channel that was opened by
CF_AcceptChannel or CF_ppenChannel. The handler for this channel
is automatically de4registered.. ’

'CStatus CF;C1oseChannel(HCHAN hchan, DWORDjdwTransID)
input - _

hchan: _ ' handle to the Channel to be closed.

dwTransID: An application defined identifier that is returned
with the response notification.

Valid state(s) to issue:
ggll §t;ate

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

CHST_SEND; CHST_RECV. CHST_OPEN

State after execution:
call state

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state _

CHST_CLOSING
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Return values:

CF__OK 1
CF_ERR_HANDLE
CF_ERR;STATE

Status Messages: V
C'FM_.CHAN__C'LOSE__N'I'FY :

Peer Messages: h V .b
' CFM_CI-ZAN___CLOSE__NTFY:

Data.Exchange

All the data communication is done in Vmessage passing" fashion.
This means that any send will satisfy any receive on a specific
channel, regardless of the length of the sent data and the
receive buffer length. If the length of the sent message is’
greater than the length of the posted receive buffer the data
will be truncated.

All these calls are "asynchronous", which means that the data in
the send buffer must_not be changed until a CFM_DATA_SEND_NTFY
notification has been sent to the application, and_the contents of
receive buffer is not valid until a CPM_RECV_COMPLETE_NTFY has been
received for that channel. . .

CF_Sendnata

Send data to peer. If there are no receive buffers posted on the
peer machine; the data will be lost.

cstatus CF__SendD‘ata(HCl-{AN hChan, LPSTR lpsBuffer, worm Buflen,
DWORD dwTransID) “
ingut

hchanz Handle to the channel.
1psBuffer: A_pointer.to the buffer to be sent.
Buflen: V The length of the buffer in bytes.
dwTransID: . This is a user defined transaction ID which will

be passed to the channel handler along with other
status message data to identify the transaction

vthat the response belongs to.

Valid state(s) to issue:

call state _
CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

CHST__SEND
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State after execution:
call state _ "

CCST;CONNECTED

channel state

CHST_SEND

Return values:

CF_OK_ . _
CF__ERR_CHAN_.NUMBER
CF_ERR_STATE .
CF_CHAN;TRAN4FULL (Channel transaction table full)

Status Messages:
CFM_DATA;SENT;NTFY A

Tells the application that the data has been extracted
from the buffer and it is available for reuse.

CFM_DATA_LOSTLNTFY _
This message will be delivered to the caller if the
data could not be sent. «

Peer Messages: .

CFM_‘RECV_fiOMPliETE_NTFY' A
indicates that data was received.

CFM__C‘I-IAN t>A'rA LOST. NT!-‘Y.
this message Will be delivered to the peer if there are
no RecvData calls pending. ,

CF_fiecvData

Data is received through this mechanism. Normally this call is
issued in order to post-receive buffers to the system. When the
system has received data in the given buffers, the Channel
Handler will receive a_CFM;RECV_COMPLETE_NTFY.

cstatus CF__RecvData(I-ICHAN hchan, LPSTR lpsBuffer, wean Buflen,
DWORD dwTransID)‘ ‘

'hChan: Handle to the channel‘ a
lpsfiufferz A pointer to the buffer to be filled in.«
Buflen: The length of the buffer in bytes; Max. bytes to- receive. . ‘

dwTransID:A This-is a user defined transaction ID which will
be passed to the channel handler along with other
status message to identify the transaction that
the response belongs to. —
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Valid state(s) to issue:
call state

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state
CHST_RECV a

State after execution:
call state ,

CCST_CONNECTED

channel—§tg;g
CHSTLRECV

Return values:

CF_OK -
CF*ERR_CHAN_NUMBER
CF_ERR_STATE ~’_ ' 3
CF_CHAN_TRAN_FULL V (Channel transaction table full)

Status Messages:;
CFM_RECV_COMPLETE_NTFY

indicates that data was received.

cFM_cHAN_DATA_LosT_NTFY 4 ‘
‘ indicates that the buffer was too small for an incoming

data message, or some other data error. The contents of
the data buffer are.undefined;

Peer Messages:
none

Communication Control & Statistics

cE;gét

ChanInfo,i , _ _
This function will return various statistical information about a
channel. ‘For examples: Bandwidth information, number of
sends/secondh number of receives/second, etc. Full set of
statistical information will be defined at a later time.

Cstatus CF_GetChanInfo(HCHAN hchan, LPCHAN;INFO lpfislnfo)

ingut
hchanz Handle to the specified Channel

lpcslnfo: Pointer to a CHAN_INFO struct.
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Valid stateis) to issue:
call state . _

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state _

Any except CHST_NULL, CHST_READY

State after execution;
salllatete

CCSTLCONNECTED

channel.state
UNCHANGED

Return values:

' CF_OK V
CF_ERR_CHAN_NUMBER

Status Messagesé none A

Peer Messages: none

Capture, Record, & Playback

These "convenience" calls will provide the application the
ability to capture, record, and playback the audio/video streams
from the specified source (e.g;, from the local Audio/Video HW or
from the Network) and/or to the specified sync (e.g., local
Audio/Video HW, File, or Network).

cr_capuon

This function starts the capture of video signals from the local
camera and displays them (via the HW."monitor" function) in the

local_video_window which is preaopened by the application, Also,
it starts the capture of audio signals'from the local microphone
and plays them back through the local speaker. Note that as part

of the capture function, this’ "m OE" function is slightlydifferent from the.“play" functionaé%%%%%e§ later in "CF_P1ayRcvd"
and "CF;PlayStream". The "monitor" function is a low—overhead
display. operation »supportedk=by the Video hardware that moves
uncompressed.digital video from camera to the monitor screen;
Therefore, this function only works for local video stream. For
the remote video stream received from the_network, the "Play"
function must be used to display it on the screen (see later
section for more details). Also, the monitor function can be turned
on/off later using'CF_ControlStream calls.
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This function allows the user to preview his/her appearance and
sound before sending the signals out to the remote.

Cstatus CF_CapMon (HWND hwnd, LPHSTGRP lphstgrp, lpAInfo, 1pVInfo)
inQut_ " ‘

hwnd: - handle to the 1ocal_video_window pre—opened by the
‘ application .

lpAInfo: Pointer to AINFO structure describing Audio stream
. ‘ attributes. _ V

lpvlnfo: Eointer to VINFO structure describing Video stream
‘ . attributes .

outgut

‘lphstgrp: pointer to the handle of a stream group to be
-captured

Valid state(s)_to issue:
CSST_INIT

State after execution:
CSST_ACTIVE -

Return.values:

CF_OK
CE_ERR_TOD_MANY_CAPTURE'
cF_ERR_sANDLE
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

cF_21ayncvd

This function starts the reception-and-display (via the software
"Play" function) of remote video signals in the remote_video_window
which is pre-opened by the application. Also, it starts the
reception and play of.remote_audio signals back through the local
speakers.‘ The "Play" function that is automatically invoked as
part of this function can be later turned on/off by the application
by issuing calls to CF_£layStream.

Note that the call can only be correctly issued after the phone
connection is made. 'Otherwise, "CF_ERR_STATE" will be returned by
the call. Also, A

inns: V . .
hwnd: handle to the remote_yideo_window-pre—opened by the

~ application _ ,

hCall: handle to the_call _

1pAInfo: Pointgr to AINFO structure describing Audio streamM attr' utes _

lpvlnfo: Pointer to VINFO structure describing Video streamattributes ’

Cstatus cF_P1ayRcvd (HWND hwnd, HCALL hcall; LPHSTGRP lphstgrp)
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22:22; .
lphstgrp: pointer to the handle to a stream group to be

received

Valid state(s) to issue:, _
V CCST_CONNECTED & CSST_INIT

State after erecution:

CCST_CONN$CTED & CSST_ACTIVE

Return values:

CF_OK
CE_ERR_HANDLE
CF_ERR;STATE
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

CF_P1ayStream

This function starts or stops playing the captured video and
audio streams of a specified stream group. ’

Cstatus CF_PlayStream (HWND hwnd, HSTGRP hstgrp, Word wFlag)
inggt .
hwndz handle to the "Play" window pre-opened by the

application“ '
hstgrp: handle to the stream group
wFlag : start/stop flag

Valid state(s) to issue:

cssr_AcT1vE -

State after execution:

CSST;ACTIVE

Return values:

CF_oK .
CF_ERR_STATE
CF ERR_STRGP
CF:ERR_fiANDLE ; _
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL.

CF_RecordStream

This function starts cg stops recording the captured video and
audio streams of a_specified stream group into a specified file.
Currently,. the only bsupported file format is AVI File. Also,
recording streams in a file will overwrite, instead of append, to
an existing file.
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Cstatus CF Recordstream (HSTGRP hstgrp, Word wFormat, Word wFlag,
' LPSTR 1p1=i'1"e)

ingut. ‘
hstgrp: handle to the stream group
wFormat: ' the file format for recording
wFlag : start/stop flag , ,
lpFile: the pathname to the AVI file to record the A/V

streamsA '

Valid staté(s) to issue:
CSST_ACTIVE ‘

State after execution;
CSST;ACTIVE '

Return values:

CF_OK .
vCE_ERR_STATE
CF_ERR__STRGP
CF ERR RESOURCE_EAIL
CF_’ERR:E‘ILE

Stream.Contro1 & Status

These "convefiience“ calls will provide the application the
ability to control and obtain the status information of the
specified stream group. - V-'

CF_Contro1Stream

This function set the parameters to control the capture or
playback functions of the local or remote video and audio stream
groups.

Cstatus CF;ControlStream (HSTGRP hstgrp, WORD wfield, LPAVCB
lpAVcb) ' '
I

ingut .
hstgrpz hand1e_to a stream group
wfield: field of the AVCB to be modified, the valid fields

- for local and remote AVCB are listed below:
‘ TED _

lpAvcb: Pointer to the AVCB

Valid state(s) to issue:
all states except CSST_INIT

state after execution:

unchanged
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Return values:

CF_OK _ . I
CF_ERR_-_FIELD -
CF__ERP_.__STRGP
CF__ERR_STATE -
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

C?;GetStreamInfo

This function returns the current state and the AVCB,
preallocated by the application, of the specified stream groups.

_ . LPw0R)a l

CStatus'CF_GetStreamInfo (LHSTGRP hStgrph£FWB lpwstate, LPAVCBlpAvcb) V
inns:

hStgrp:. handle to a stream group

’ gutput
lpwstate: return current application state
lpAvcb: return the pointer to the AVCB preallocated by the

application.

Valid state(s) to issue:
all states

State after execution:

unchanged

Return values:
CF._OK V
CF__ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

CF_DestroyStream

This function destroys_the specified stream group that was
created by CF4CapMon or CF_PlayRcvd. As part‘of.the destroy
process, all operations (e-g., sending/playing) being performed
on the stream group will be stopped and all allocated system
resources will be freed.

Cstatus CF#DestroyStream (HSTGRP hstgrp)
input V .

hstgrp: p handle to a stream group to be destroyed

Valid state(s).to issue:
All stream states except CsST_INIT

State after execution:

CSST_INIT
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Return values:

CE_OK. V
CE_ERR_STGRP

Network Linking

These "convenience" calls will provide the application the
ability to_start/stop sending active captured audio/video streamsto the network.

CF_SendStream

~This function starts or stops sending the captured video and
audio streams of a specified stream group to the remote.

Cstatus CF_SendStream (HCALL hcall, HSTGRP hstgrp, Word wFlag)
input ’ 3 » ’ A
hcall : V handle to the call
hstgrpz handle to the stream group
wFlag : start/stop flag

Valid statels) to issue:
cssT_AcT:vE

State after execution:

CSST_ACTIVE'

Return Values:

CF_QK. V -
CF_ERR_STAT
CF_ERR_$TRGP
CF;ERR_CALL
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

cr_uute

This function stops or resumes sending the captured video and
audio streams of a specified stream group to the remote site.

Cstatus CF_Mute (HCALL hcall; HSTGRP hstgrp, Word wFlag)
input , -
hcall : handle to the call

hstgrp: handle to the stream group
wFlag : start/stop flag

Valid state(s) to issue:
CSST_ACTIVE
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State after execution:

CSST_ACTIVE

Return values:

CF_OK
CF;ERR_STATE
CE_ERR_sTRGP
cF_ERR_cALL
CF_ERR_RESOURCE_FAIL

Frame Grabbing

CF_SnapStream

'This function takés_a snapshot of the video stream of the
specified stream group and returns a still image (reference)
frame in a buffer allocated by the VCI DLL to the application.
Currently, the only supported image format is DIB.

Cstatus CF_SnapStream (HSTGRP hstgrp, WORD wfiormat, LPDWORD
lpdwbufsize, LPBITMAPINFO lpDib)
ingut

hstgrp: handle to a stream group
wFormat: still image format )

outgut .
lpdwbufsize: size of the returned buffer;
lpDib: pointer to the DIB buffer allocated by the VCI

DLL.‘

,Valid state(s) to-issue:
CSST_ACTIVE

State after execution:

‘unchanged

Return values:

CF_OK
CF_ERR_STATE
CF_ERR_STRGPl

.CF_ERR_BUFFER«
CF_ERR_INSUFF_BUFSIZE
CF_ERR;RESOURCE;FAIL

The messages utilized by conferencing API 506 are defined as
follows:
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This section describes the messages generated by VCI and the
parameters that are passed along with them.

Call Messages

cFu_cALL_NTFY

This is a notification message that the system has just received
a call request initiated from the remote site.

CFM;CALL_NTFY

Betsrnsdlasraseters . ' .
wParam HCALL handle to the call. This handle

should be used to accept/reject the
call.

lParam LPV_GBACK V pointer to a structure containing
incoming call info:
{
LPADDR Pointer to address

of Caller

LPCONN_CHR Pointer to
‘ Connection

Attributes

}

Valid Call States_To Receive the Notification:
CCST_IDLE

State after receiving the message:
A CCST_CALLED

CPM_PROGRESS_KTFY

This is a notification message that returns the status of the call
‘ in progress from the phone system.

CFM_PROGhESS_NTFY
Returned Parameters
wParam HCALL handle to the call in progress

lParam_ DWORD " substate of the call

Valid wsubstate values:
CF_PROG;DIAL_TONE
CF_PROG_DIALING

—CF_PROG_RINGBACK
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Valid Call States To Receive the Notification:
CCST_CALLING‘ '

State after receiring the message:
.CCST_CALLING '

CFM_ACCEPT_NTFY

The remote site has accepted the call request issued locally.

CPM_ACCEPT_NTFY

Returned Parametere
wParam HCALL ‘handle to the call.

lParam LPV_CBACK pointer to a structure containing call

info:
LPCONN_CHR Pointer to

lconnection
Attributes

LPABBUSCARDINFO Pointer to
V Businesscard info of

< peer '

LPMTYPE Pointer to Media
Types structure

}

Valid Call States To Receive the Notification:
' CCSI;ACCEPTING/CCST_CALLING

State afiter_receiving the message:
CCST_CONNECTED

CFM_REJECT_NTFY

The connection/call can not be made due to the situation
described ' in the substates‘.

CFM_REJECT_NTFY

Returned Parameters
lParam DWORD substate of the call

Valid wsubstate values:

CF;REJ;TIMEOUT_
CE_REJ_ADDRESS
CE_REJ_NETWORK_BUSY
CE_REJ_STATION_BUSY
CF_REJ_RESOUCE_FAIL
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‘Valid Call States To Receive the Notification:
ccsT_cALLINc .

state after receiving the message:
CCSI_IDLE

CFM__HANGUP__.NTFY

The remote site has hung up the call, or this is a response to a
locally initiated Hangup..

CFM__HANGUP.__N'I'Ff

Returned ?arameters b’ _
wParam HCALLA handle to the call

Valid Call States To Receive the Notification:
CCST_CONNECTED and CCST_CLOSING

State after receiving the message:
' CCST_IDLE ’ 1

Channelhmessages

The following messages are generated in resfionse to the various
channel related functions as described with the function
definitions. ~ vi

crM_caAN_AccEp'r_»N'r17Y

This is a notification message indicating that the peer has
accepted the Open Channel request (via issueing a
CF_Accept+Channe1 call}.

CFM_CHAN_ACCEPT_NTFY

Returned Parameters V
wparam HCHAN , Handle_to the channel to be used

* ‘ subsequently by the application.
lParam DWORD A . V TransID provided by the application,

V that identifies the application
Vtransaction related to this
notification.

Valid States To Receive the Notification:
call state. i V

CCST_CONNECTED'
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channel state

CHST_OPENING

State after receiving the message:
call state. _

CCST_CONNECTED

shazm_el_s_1;at_e
‘ CHS T_OPEN

c?M_cHm_RzJacT_n'rrY

This is a notification message indicating that the peer has
rejected the Open Channel request (via issuing a
CE_RejectChannel). '

CFM_CHAN_REJECT__NTFY

V Returned Parameters .

. lParam_ ' DWORD Trans ID provided by the application,
that identifies the application
transaction related to this
notification. '

Valid States To Receive the Notification: .
call state

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

CHST_OPENING

State after receiving the message:

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

CHST_READY

CFM_CHAN__TIMEO'UT_NTFY

This is a notification message indicating that the peer has
failed to answer the Open Channel request before the local timer
expires. ‘

CFM_CHAN_TIMEOUT_NTFY
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Returned Parameters .

lParam DWORD TransID provided by the application,
that'identifies the application
transaction related to this
notification.

Valid States To Receive the Notification:
call state

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state.

CHST_OPENING

State after receiving the message:
call state _ .

CCST;CONNECTED

sbannel_atate
~ CHST_READY

CFM_CHAN_OFEN;NTFY

This is a notification message indicating that the peer has
initiated an Open Channel request (via issuing a CF_Open_Channel
cal1)._

CPM_CHAN_QPEN_NTFY

Returned Parameters . _

wParam — HCHAN ‘ Handle to the Channel to be used
- subsequently by the application.

1Param LPV;CBACK Pointer to info about incoming channel

‘ - eequest ’
DWORD Transld (to be used in

Accept/Reject Channel)
HCALL Handle to Connection

l LPCHAN_INFO Channel Info passed by

} peer

. valid States To Receive the Notification:
call state ‘

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

CHSTLREADY
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State_after receiving the message:
call state A

‘ CCST_CONNECTED

channel state . ,_
CHST_RESPONDING

CFM_CHA1§__CLOSE_‘N'I'FY

This is a notification message indicating that the peer_has
initiated a Close Channel request (via issuing a CF_C1ose_Channe1
call). This may also be in response to a locally initiated Close
Channel.‘ ‘ - i

cFM_cHAN_-cLosE:_N'rFY

Returned Parameters
wParam -HCHAN ’ Handle to the Channel

1Param DWORD If the callback ista remote Close
‘indication, lParam = 0

If the callback is a response to a
locally initiated Closechannel
lParam = TransID specified by app.

Valid States To Receive the Notification:

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state H
CHST_SEND, CHST;RECV, CHST;OPEN

State after receifiing the message:
call state _ V. '

CCST_CONNECTED

"channel state

C1-IST_READY

CFM_DATA_SENT_NTFI

This is a notification message indicating that the data in the
buffer has been sent-out (via the previous call to the ‘

CF Send Data).0 The data buffer used in the CF_Send_Data is now
available for reuse,

CFM_DATA;SEI§TT_NTFY
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Returned Parameters _ _

wParam WORD, The actual number of bytes sent.
’lParam DWORD TransID provided by the application, that

» identifies the application transaction
related to this notification. ‘

Valid States To Receive the Notification:
call state.

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

CHST_SEND

State after receiving the message:
Acall state .

CCST__CONNECTED

channel'state

cHsT_saND

cFM_Rcv_coM9LErz._n-gr:

This isea notification message indicating that the system has
received.data_in the buffer posted by the application (via
issuing CF;RecvData calls). ’

CFM_RCIV_COMPLETE;NTFY

Returned Paramete s _ A _ .
wParam ' WORD_e _The actual number of bytes received
lParam DWORD . TransID provided by the application,

' that identifies the application
transaction related to this
notification;

Valid States To Receive the Notification:
call state . p.- l '

'CCST;CONNECTED

channel state

CI-IS'I'._RECV

State after receiving the message:
call state

CCST_CONNECTED

channel state

‘CHST_RECV
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CFM_DATA_LOS'1‘_NTFY

This is a notification message indicating that the data sent is
lost because the peer had no data buffers available to receive
it. This message will be delivered to both the sender and the
receivervapplications.

CI-‘M_.DA'I‘A_LC-JST__NTF‘x'

Returned Parameters V _
wParam ' WORD . Number of bytes lost
lParam DWORD l TransID provided by the application,

’ .’ that identifies the application
transaction related to this

notification.

Valid States To Receive the Notification:
call state A v

CCST;CONNECTED

channel‘stateA

CHS'I‘_SEND
‘CHST_OPENV

State after receiving the message:
call state

CCST__CONNEC'TED

channel state
UNCHANGED

Video API Data Structures, Functions, and Messages

Video API 508 utilizes the following data types:

VSTATUS Video subsystem_interface return status type.
_ WORD (16—bit) value. ,

HVSTRM Handle to a video stream '
LPHVSTRM Pointer to the handle to a video stream
LPVINFO Pointer to'a video information (VINFO) structure
HVCCB Handle to the Video Configuration Control Block

(VCCB) . .
LPCHANID Pointer to the network channel ID (CHANID)
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Video API 508 utilizes the following structures:

3.1.2. Structure Types

viuro (Video Stream Information)

>>

?

V

¥
V

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

»
>)
>>
>)

'v¥xvvsxveavsavxvxv

WORD wType

WORD . wReserved

DWORD dwFlags

WORD
WORD
woao

woao
WORD

wcontrast
wTint

wsaturation

wBrightness
wDisplayRate

WORD wnesérvedz

Union _ . .
// loca1_video stream

structi{ . :
WORD _ ' wcapturesource

WORD wCaptureFormat‘

DWORD
WORD-

wCaptureDriver
wDataRate.

wMaxFrameRatep
wQualityPercent

WORD
WORD

} local
// remote video stream

struct { " ’
WORD '

WORD wReserved

}'remote

HASTRM

}

hAStrm

wPlaybackTarget

Local or remote video
stream

DWORD alignment, future
use

Flags bits: various
exclusive attributes

Contrast adjustment

Color adjustment
Saturation value
Brightness.adjustment
Monitor/Playback window‘
Blt rate; <= IRV frame
rateV ; ”
DWORD alignment, future
use

Video capture source

. (placeholder)
Video capture format

, (IRV, YUV—9, etc.)
Four CC code

Maximum video data rate

(kbits/sec)
1-30 -

0:100; 0 2 Lowest

quality, least

number of frames
dropped; 100 =
Highest quality,
most*number-of

frames dropped

Video playback
hardware _

(placeholder)
Alignment, future
use

Associated audio
stream, as needed
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Video API 508 utilizes the following constants:

Constants

State values: ' ,

VsI_INIT ' Init state
eVST_OPEN : Open state
VST;CAPTURE Capture state
VS1_PLAY ' Play state
VsT_LINKIN Link In state
VSTLLINKOUT ' Link Out state
VST;ERROR — Error state

Status Values - 1 -.
V OK for successful t rn (=0)
V:ERR general errorflgggggggiin the system
v_ERR_vINFo invalid VINFOI
V_ERR_HWND ' invalid window handle
V_ERR_STATE invalid stream state to issue this

functionx, _
V_ERR_HVSTRM invalid stream handle
V_ERR;CHANID invalid network channel
V_ERR_RSCEAIL system resource failure
V_ERR_FLAG duplicated operation or invalid flag
V_ERR_FIELD invalid VINFO field

The functions utilized by video iPI 508 are defined as
follows:

VOpen'

This function opens a video stream. _An info structure specifies
stream attributes;= Caller specifies window messages or callback
function for stream event notification. Stream event
notification is TBD.

VSTATUS Vopen (LPVINFO lpvlnfo, LPHVSTRM lphvstrm, DWORD
dwCal1back,' V . »

DWORD dwcallbacklnstance, DWORD dwFlags,
int far * lpwField)

i gut .

lpvinfoz A pointer to the video information structure, VINFO,
with specified attributes. If a NULL LPVINFO is

_specified, the default attributes set up as part
of configuration will be used._

dwcallbackz Specifies the address of a callback function or a
handle to a window. In the case of a window, the
low-order word is used.
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Messages sent to a callback function are similar
to messages sent to a window, except they have two
DWORD parameters instead of a UINT and a DWORD
parameter. See the Microsoft Multimedia

Programmer's Guide, pp. 5-10 for.guidelines in
writing a callback function.

dwCallbackInstance:’ I
' Specifies user instance data passed to the

callback. Unused if dwcallback is a window.
dwFlags: V0pen_flags parameter; flag values OR’d into

parameter.“ '
For parameter dwcallback, values are:

_ CALLBACK_FUNCTION~indicates callback function
used. .

cALLBAcK_WINDOW indicates window handle.

QBEEEE ‘ A . . _ A .
VSTATUS: returned parameter; see return values,.be1cw.
lphvstrm: pointer to an opened video stream handle, returned

. — if VSTATUS=V_OK. . ’ A"
lpwField: is a field in VINFO was incorrect. This parameter is

valid only when VSTATUS returns the value:
V;ERR_VINFO. A 41 indicates VINFO was more
generally in error.

valid state(s) to issue:

i VST_INIT"

State after successful execution (V_OK):
VST_OPEN ’

Return values: _ c .
V_OK : for successful return (=0)
V_ERR__VINFO‘ : invalid VINFO » _
V_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

3.3.2. Vcapture

This function starts/stops_capturing a video stream from a local
video hardware source, such as a video camera or VCR. The

captured video can be displayed in a window by using the VMonitor
function. A-capture source is not explicitfily defined but
implied to be the local video capture hardware and driver.

VSTATUS VCapture(HVSTRM hVStrm, BDOL bFlag)
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input i,
hvstrm: handle to a video stream.

bFlag: On/Off flag. Off=FALSE and On=TRUE.

valid state(s) to issue: .

VST;OPEN ' (VCapture - on)
VST_CAPTURE (VCapture - off)

State after execution: V
vsT_oPEN . -> VST_CAPTURE
VST;CAPTURE -> VST_OPEN

Return values:
V OK" : for successful return (=0)

V:ERR_STATE : invalid stream state to issue this function
V;ERR;HVSTRM‘ : invalid stream handle
V_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

Vuonitor

This function starts/stops monitoring (displaying video in a
window) a video stream captured from local video camera or VCR.
The capture source is specified in the Vcapture function; see
above;

VSTATUS vMonitor(HvsTaM hvstrm, HWND hwnd, BOOL bFlag)

input I
hvstrm: handle to a video stream.

hWnd: handle to a window, pre-opened by the app, in which
monitoring is to take place.
If bFlag=FALsE, then the previously specified monitor

.window is! disassociated from the stream (and the
specified window is ignored).

'bFlag: on/off flag; Off=FALSE and On=TRUE.
valid state(s) to issue:

VST_CAPTURE/VST_LINKOUT

State after execution:
unchanged

Return Values: H

V_OK ‘ : for successful return
‘v;ERR_STATE : invalid stream state to issue this function
V_ERR_FLAG : duplicated operation
V_ERR_HVSTRM : invalid stream handle
v_ERR_HWND : invalid window handle
V_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure
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3.3.4. VLinkOut

Link a network video sink to a video stream for remote
transmission.. Usage: Local capture to network output.

‘VSTATUS VLinkOut(HVSTRM hvstrm, HCHAN hchan, BOOL bFlag)

input
hAStrm : handle to the video stream.

hchan : channel handle of the video output.sink.
i If bFlag=FALSE, then the previously specified

channel is disassociated from the stream (and the

specified channel is ignored).
bF1ag : link or unlink flag. Link=TRUE; Un1ink=FALSE.

Valid state(s) to issue: ,
VSI_CAPTURE (VLinkOut - link)
VST_LINKOUT (VLinkOut - unlink)

State after execution:

VST_CAPTURB —> VsT;LINKoUT
VST_LINKOUT -> VST_CAPTURE

Return values: ._
V_OK ' : for_successful return
V_ERR_STAIE : inva1id.stream state A
V;ERR;CHANID v: invalid network channel for video output. . source V -

V_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

3.3.5. VLinkIn.

Link a network video source to a video stream for playback.
Usage: Network input to local playback.‘ ’

VSTATUS VLinkIn(HVSTRM hvstrm, HCHAN hchan, BOOL bFlag)

input . _
hvstrm: handle to the video stream.

hchan: channel handle of the video input source.
‘If bF1ag=FALSE. then the previously specified channel
is disassociated from the_stream (and the specified
channel is ignored). .

bFlag:” link or unlink flag. Link=TRUE; Unlink=FALSE.
If FALSE, then Chanld is disassociated from the stream.

Valid state(s) to issue:
VST OPEN VLinkIn — link)

VST:LINKIN VLinkIn - unlinkl
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State after execution: .
VST OPEN -> VST LINKI

VST:LINKIN — > VST:OPEN

Return values: - .
V OK : for successful return

V_ERR_STATE : invalid stream state
V_ERR_QHANID : invalid network channel for video input, source

V_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

3.3.5. VP1ay

This function starts/stops playing a linked-in video stream by
consuming a video stream from a video network source and
displaying it in a window. Specifics of the video network source
are assigned the stream using the VLinkIn function; see above.

vs'rA'rU_s VPlay(HVS'I‘RM hVStrm, HWND hwnd, aoox. bFlag)

ingut ‘V
hvstrm: handle to the video stream.
hWnd: handle to a window pre-opened by the app.
bFlag:. start play or stop play flag. P1ay=TRUE; Stop

Play=FALsE. - 9
If stop play, then hwnd is disassociated from the
stream (and the specified window is ignored).

Valid state(s).to issue:

VST_LINKIN (VP1ay — On)
VST_PLAY (VP1ay -_off)

State after execution: i _

VST_PLAY_ -> VST_LINKIN
VST_LINKIN —> VST_PLAY

Return values:
- V OK for successful return

V’ERR_STATE . invalid stream state to issue this function
v:ERR_HvSTRM . - invalid stream handle
V_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure
V_ERR_FLAG : duplicated operation

VPause

This function pauses or unpauses a video stream captured or
played locally.
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NOTE: This function is currently unimplemented. Its function has
been found to be available via combinations of the other stream

functions. To pause a local stream, use VMonitor (off); to pause
the remote stream, use VPlay (off). To mute the local video
stream. at the remote site, use VLinkOut (off).

VSTATUS VPause(HVSTRM hVStrm, BOOL bFlag)

ingut -

hvstrm: handle to the video stream. V
bFlag: Pauseon/Pauseoff flag. PauseOn=TRUE; PauseOff=FALSE.

Valid state(s) to issue:

vs:_cApTURs
VST_PLAY
vsT_LINKOUT

State after execution:
Unchanged

Return.values:o _
V_OK . : for successful return
V_ERR_STATE V . invalid stream state to issue this function
V_ERR_HVSTRMh : invalid stream handle
V;ERR_FLAG : duplicated operation
V;ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

3.3.8. VGrabframe

This function grabs the most current still image (key frame) from
a specified video stream.- The frame is returned in a DIB format.
VGrabframe allocates the DIB bits buffer, and the user must free
it. The user provides the DIE BITMAPINFO structure, of maximum
extent; which is of fixed length.

VSTATUS VGrabframe(HVSTRM hVStrm, LPSTR FAR *lplpvbits,
LPBITMAPINFO lpbmi)

input .
hVStrm: handle to the.video stream. V
lpbmi: pointer to a DIE BITMAPINFO structure. The

BITMAPINFO must have an extent equal to a
bmicolors array with 256 entries, giving a
BITMAPINFO structure of maximum length.
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QBEEQQ

lplpvbits: pointer to a pointer to a DIB image buffer that is
allocated by the video manager and freed by the
application.. Windows GlobalAlloc (with memory
attributes GMEM;MOVEABLE I GMEM_sHARE) and
GlobalLock are used to allocate the DIE bits
memory. » ‘

Valid state(s) to issue:

VST;MONITOR
VST_PLAY

State after execution:
Unchanged

Return values:

' V;OK : for successful return
V_ERR_STATE : invalid stream state to issue this function
V;ERR_HVSTRM_ : invalid stream handle
V_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

VCnt1

This function controls a video stream by adjusting its parameters
(e.g., Tint/Contrast, Frame/Data Rate).

VSTATUS VCntl(HVSTRM hVStrm. LPVINFO lpVIhfo, WORD wField)

input V -
hvstrm : handle to the video stream

outgut

lpvlnfo : pointer to the video information structure, VINFO,
that was preallocated by the apps, but filld by the
vide manager. A

wField : field value to be changed.

Valid state(s) to issue:

all states except VST_INIT

State after execution:

unchanged

Return values:

V_OK : for successful return
V_ERR_HVSTRM : invalid stream handle
V_ERR_STATE ~ invalid stream state to issue this function
V;ERR_FIELD- invalid VINFO field
V_ERR_LPVINFO invalid VINFO pointer
V_ERR_RsCFAIL : system resource failure
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3.3.10. VGetInfo

This function returns the status of a video stream.

VSTATUS VGetInfO(HVSTRM hVStrm, LPVINFO lpVInfo, LPWORD lpwstate)

2222: . »
hvstrm: handle to the video stream.

output , v 9
lpvlnfo: lhandle to the video information structure, VINFO, that

A was preallocated by the apps, but filled by the video
-manager . _ _

lpwstate: pointer to a WORD where the state of the specified
stream can be returned. *

Valid state(s) to issue:

all states except VST_INIT

State after execution:

unchanged

Return values:

V;QK l- for successful return
. V;ERR_STATE : invalid stream state to issue this function

V_ERR_HVSTRM : invalid stream handle
v_ERR_LPVINFO : invalid VINFO pointer

Vclose

This function closes a video stream and releases all system
resources allocated for the stream.

VSTATUS VClose(HVSTRM hVStrm)

ingut
hvstrm: handle to the video stream.

Valid state(5) to issue: - x
All STATES except in VST_INIT

State after execution:
ST_INIT

tReturn values:
V_OK : for successful return
V_ERR_HVSTRM : invalid stream handle
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3.4. Video Subsystem Functions

The subsystem functions are used to manage and return infiormation
about the video subsystem as a whole. This includes subsystem
initialization, shutdown, and cost, or utilization, information.

3.4.1.‘ Vin.-Lt

This function initializes the video subsystem. Capture and
playback applications can be started. Windows INI file entries
are used to configure the subsystem.

Subsystem initialization also includes the measurement of the CPU
and display subsystem (graphics adapter) in order to provide
video cost information; see Vtost, below.

vsmrus ‘VInit (dwInitFlags)

input V . v -
dwInitF1ags: initialization flags. Flag bits are OR’d

to determine interface options. Current
f1ag»bits'are:

VM_CAPT_INIT: start capture
application

Vm_PLAY_INIT: start_p1ayback
application

Return values: V _
V_OK: for successful return
V_ERR: general error

3.4 .2. Vshutdown

This function uninitializes, or stops, the video subsystem.
Capture and playback applications are stopped.

VSTATUS VShutdown()

Return values:

v_OK: for successful return
v_ERR: . general error

Vcost

This function gives the percentage utilization of the CPU
required to support a given video stream;

“CA
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The function can be called repeatedly, and at any time after the
video manager is initialized (VInit called).' Repeated calls can
be used to determine an "optimal" configuration of local and
remote video windows.

VSTATUS VCost(wRes, wDispFreq, wFrameRate, wFormat, dwPlags,
lpwcost) . . .

i put A
wRes: A resolution of a video display window.
wDispFreq:‘ display frequency of a video display window.

' Disp1ay_frequency is a function of the
‘FrameRate. ‘

1 = All frames; 2 = Every other frame; 3
Every third frame; etc. 0 = no frames
displayed. '

wFrameRate: captured video frame rate (fps). For IRV, this
' is typically 10715 fps.

wFormat: defines the video compression algorithm.
' A Currently supported values are:

CAPT_FOR.MAT_IRV
CAP'I'_FORMA'I‘__YUV’

dwFlags: Flags_which further specify specific video
attributes. _

Currently suppported values are:
‘ LOCAL_STREAM (=0x1)

. REMOTE_STREAM (=0x2)
These values specify whether the video in
question originates locally or remotely.

pointer to a WORD where a system utilization
value can he returned. The value returned is a-

system utilization.percentage. It is 0 or
greater. Values greater than 100 can be
returned.

Return values: A A
V OK: A for successful return

V:ERR: general error

Audio API Data Structures, Functions, and Messages

Audio API 512 utilizes the following data types:

HASTRM Handle to an audio stream

‘ LPHASTRM' Pointer to the handle of an audio stream
AINFO Audio information structure
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ACCB
LPACCB

ADEVCAPS
LPACAPS
STATUS

1488570

Pointer to an audio information structur

A Audio Compression Control Block *
Pointer to the Audio Compression Control Block
Audio Device Capabilities structure

Pointer to the Audio Device Capabilities structure
Status code returned by Audio-subsystem

Audio API 512 utilizes the following structures:

Anevcapsu
OUT WORD

OUT WORD

OUT WORD

OUT char

OUT DWORD

OUT WORD

IN WORD

OUT WORD.

IN LPACCB

wversion

wMid

wPid

szPname[MAXPNAMELE
N] l

dwFormats

wchannels

lnAcceptCoders

nReturnCoders

Version of the audio
manager

Manufacturer ID

Product ID

NULL terminated string
containing the name of
the audio manager

Sample wave formats
supported by subsystem
when no compression is
used

Number of audio channels

supported by driver
(mono (1) or stereo (2))

Size of ACCB array
referenced by lpACCB

Number of ACCB
structures returned in

ACCB array referenced by
lpACCB

Pointer to an array of
ACCB struc ur There

should beA 5
structure per supported
compression algorithm.

ACCB (Audio compression Control Block)

char szProdName[MAXCOMP Name of
RESS] Compression

Algorithm
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wBitsPerSample

cbExtraSize

wAvgCompRation

samplesPerFrame

Wave format as
defined Microsoft
Multimedia

Programer's
Reference

Number of bits per
sample er
channel.

Extra number in

bytes of the
WAVEFORMAT
structure.

Specifies the
average
compression ratio
provided by the
compression device

The smallest
number of audio

samples required
by the compression
device to generate
a frame.

AINFO (IN/OdT Information of an Audio Stream)

WORD

WORD

DWORD

wType

wcompress

dwResolution

dwLatency

Local or remote audio
stream

Index into compression
table

Resolution in
"illiseconds with

which Audio Manager
can adjust latency on

. an audio stream

Milliseconds of

latency from the time
the audio packet is
recorded to the time

it is put on the
network.
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Union {

// local audio stream

struct {

WORD Audio input hardwaresource

WORD - Gain of the local
microphone’

’WORD Volume of the monitor
audio stream.

local .

// remote audio stream

struct {

WORD Audio output hardware
destination

WORD V ' V Volume of the local
‘ speaker

remote

Audio API 512 utilizes the following constants:

State values:
AST_INIT
AST_OPEN'
AST_CAPTURE
AST_PLAY
AST__;L INKIN
Asr_LINKoUT
AsI;eRRoR

Status values:
AOK

A:ERR_STATE
A_ERR_HASTRM
A_ERR_LPAINFO
A_ERR_FIELD

Init state

Open,state
Capture State
Play state
Link In state
Link Out state
Error state

successful return
invalid stream state
invalid stream handle

invalid AINFO pointer
invalid AINFO field
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A_ERR_LPHCHAN invalid network channel
A_ERR_RSCFAIL system resource failure»
A_ERR_STREAM too many outstanding audio streams.
A;ERR_PENDING call pending on the audio subsystem
A;ERR_NODEV M invalid Audio Manager device number
A_ERR_NoCALLBACK APacketNumber issued without a registered

.3 . callback function

A;STREAM_CLOSED Hang—up received on an audio stream
A_ERR_NOsUPPORT Feature not supported in current release

of Audio Manager

The functions utilized by audio API 512 are defined as
follows: ‘

AGetNumDevs or Alnit (synchronous)

This function retrieves the number of differentfig¥§%§mManagers
installed on the system. AGetNumDevs and Alnitg the samefunction. Alnit exists for symmetry with the“ ideo Manager

UINT AGetNumDevs (void) or AInit (void)

Valid state(s) to issue:
ANY ’ ‘

State after execution:
NO CHANGE '

Return values: .

Number of Audio Manager available on the system.

Acetnevcaps (synchronous)

This function fills the ADevCaps structure with information

regarding the specified Audio Manager.

Astatus AGetDevCaps (UINT wDevicelD, LPACAPS lpcaps)

input

wDeviceID: Identifies the Audio Manager to query. Use a integer
from 0'to one less than the number of installed
audio managers. M

lpcaps: Specifies a far.pointer to an ADevCaps structure.
An array of ACCB structures must be allocated to
receive a list of audio compression algorithms
supported by the Audio Manager. The ADevCaps fields
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lpACCB and wAcceptCoders should be set to reference

this array and the array size, respectively.

Valid state(s) to issue:
ANY

State after execution:
NO CHANGE

Return values:
A_OK ‘ : for successful return
A_ERR_NODEV V : invalid wDeviceID

Aopen (asynchronous or synchronous)

This function opens an audio stream with specified attributes:

Astatus Aopen (LPAINFO lpAInfo, UINT wDeviceID, DWORD dwcallback
DWORD dwcallbacklnstance, DWORD dwFlags,
LPWORD lpwField, LPHASTRM lphAStrm)

I

ingut
lpAInfo: The audio infiormation structure, Alnfo,

with specified attributes. NOTE: normally
wcompress is set to 0; this will select
the default coder to be used on the audio
stream;

wDeviceID: Identifies the Audio Manager to use. The
value can range from zero to one less than
the value returned by AGetNumDevs.

dwcallbackz Based on value of dwFlags. specifies the
. address of a callback function or a handle

tova window.

dwcallbacklnstancez Specifies user instance data passed to the
callback. This parameter is not used when
dwcallback is a windows handle.

dwF1ags: Defines whether the application interface
to Audio Manager will be asynchronous or
synchronous. If dwF1ags is
CY_CALLBACK_NONE, the-interface is
synchronous and dwcallback is a Window
handle used by the audio subsystem to
block while the underlying asynchronous
audio manager completes its service. IF
dwE'lags is CY_CALLBACK_FU'NCTION or
CY__CALLBACK__WINDOW, the interface is
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‘ asynchronous and the parameter dwcallback
is a Window handle or a functionfl

output

lpwField: One or more fields in Alnfo were
incorrect.“ This parameter is set only
when Astatus returns the value: '

A_ERR_FIELD. Its value is a bit—mask
which identifies which fields are invalid.

lphAStrm: If dwF1ags is CY_CALLBACK_NONE specifying
that a synchronous interface with the
audio subsystem is being used, the
subsystem will return the handle to the
new audio stream in this variable when
Astatus. is A_OK.

ssllhest .» V
void CALLBACK AudioManagerFunc(hAStrm, Message,

dwcallbackfnstance,
dwParam1, ’
dwParam2)

AudioManagerFunc is a place holder for the function name
provided by the caller. The function must be included in an
EXPORT statement in a DLL. The callback must also be locked in
memory as it is called at interrupt time. Since the callback
is executed_in an interrupt context; limited functionality is
available to itk

Callback Parameters:

HASTRM hAStrm : Audio stream to which callback
7 applies,

UINT Message : Message returned by the audio
subsystem.

DWORD dwcallbacklnstance : caller specific instance data.
DWORD dwParam1 : Message specific parameter.
DWORD dwParam2 : Message specific parameter.

Valid state(s) to issue:

AST_INIT
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state after execution:

AST_OPEN

Return Messages/Callbacks
AM_OPEN - : Posted at callback time. The value of Paraml

~is one of the values defined in Paraml Values
below. The value of Paramz is a HASTRM if

Paraml is A_OK.

Return/Param1.Values:
A OK : for successful return

A:ERR_STREAM : too many outstanding audio streams
A_ERR_LPAINFO : invalid AINFO pointer
A_ERR_FIELD : invalid AINFO Field(s)
A_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure
A_ERR_PENDING : open call pending on the audio subsystem
A;ERR;NOSUPPORT :inva1id dwF1ags field
A__ERR._NODEV : inval id wDevi Ce ID ‘

Acapture (asynchronous or synchronous)

This function starts/stops capturing an audio stream from a local
audio hardware source, such as a microphone.

Astatus ACapture(HASTRM hastrm, BOOL bFlag)

input
hAStrm; * handle of an audio stream

bF1ag: ~ on/off flag.

Valid state(s) to issue:

AST_OPEN (Acapture - on)
AST_CAPTURE ’(ACapture - off)

state after executionzv .
AST OPEN —> AST_CAPTURE
AST:CAPTURB -> AsT_o9EN

Return Messages/Callbacks
AM_CAPTURE : Posted at callback time. The value of Paraml

is one of the values defined in Paraml Values
below. The value of Paramz is the state of the
stream: TRUE means capturing, FALSE means
capture disabled.

Return/Paraml Values:

A_OK : for successful return
A;ERR_STATE : invalid stream state
A_ERR_HAsTRM : invalid stream handle
A_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure
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A;ERR_FLAG t: duplicated operation
A*ERR_PENDING : call pending on the audio subsystem for this

stream. _

Amnte (asynchronous or synchronous)

‘This function starts/stops muting of an audio stream captured
from local.microphone or being played back on the speakers;

Astatus AMute(I-IASTRM ruixstrm, BOOL bi='lag)

input

hAStrm: ‘ -pointer to the handle of an audio stream
bFlag: on/off flag.

Valid state(s) to issue:

AST;CAPTURE/AST_LINKOUT
AST_LINKIN/AST;PLAY

State after execution:
Unchanged

Return Messages/Callbacks _ _
AM_MUTE : Posted at callback time. The value of Paraml is

one of the values defined in Paraml Values below.
The value of Paramz is the state of the stream: TRUE
means muting, FALSE means muting is disabled.

Param1_values:

A_QK : for successful return
A_ERR_STATE : invalid stream state

A;ERR_FLAG * : duplicated operation
A_ERR_HASTRM : invalid stream handle
A_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

Return values:

A_OKV : for successful return
A_ERR_PENDING : call pending on the audio subsystem for thisstream.

.APlay (asynchronous or synchronous)

This function starts/stops playing an audio stream received from
a network source. See details in "ALinkIn".

V Astatus APlay(I-IASTRM hAStrm, BOOL bFlag);

in ut .

hAStrm: handle to the audio stream
bFlag: on/off flag.
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Valid state(s) to issue:

AST_LINKIN (APlay - on)
AST;PLAY (APlay ~ off)

State after execution: _
AST_LINKIN —> AST_PLAY
AST__PLAY -> AST_LINKIN

Return Messages/Callbacks
AM_PLAY : Posted at callback time. The value of Paraml is

one of the values defined in Paraml Values below.
The value of Paramz-is the state of the stream: TRUE

means playing; FALSE means play disabled.

Return/Paraml Values: A .

A_OK‘ ’ : for successful return
A_ERR_STATE : invalid stream state
A_ERR_HASTRM - invalid stream-handle
A_ERR_FLAG - : duplicated operation
A_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure
A_ERR_PENDING : call pending on the audio subsystem for thisstream.

Aninkxn (asynchronous or synchronous)

This function links/unlinks an input network-channel to/from the
specified audio stream. Once.linked, the audio stream can be
played on the local speakers/headphones via the AP1ay function
defined earlier. ' ‘

Astatus ALinkI‘n(I-IASTRM hAStrm, IQPHCI-IAN 1phchan", aooi bFlag)»,-

input . .
hAStrm: handle to the audio stream

lphchan: . pointer to a channel handle identifying the audio
. network input source

bFlag: "link or unlink flag.

Valid state(s) to issue:
AST_OPEN V (ALinkIn - link)
AST_LINKIN ' (ALinkIn — unlink)

State after executisn: _

AST_OPEN _ —> AST_LINKIN
AST_LINKIN -> AST_OPEN
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Return Messages/Callbacks .
AM_LINKIN : Posted at callback_time. The value of Paraml is

one of the values defined in Paraml Values below.
The value of Paramz is the state of the stream: TRUE
means linked, FALSE means unlinked.

Return/Paraml Values¢
A OK. : for_successful return

A:ERR_STATE . . invalid stream state
A;ERR_HASTRM . invalid stream handle
A_ERR_FLAG" - duplicated operation
A_ERR_LPHCHAN : invalid network channel handle for audio

’ input-source s

A_ERR_PENDING : call pending on the audio subsystem
A;ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure

ALinkOut (asynchronous and synchronous)

This function links/unlinks an output network channel to/from the
specified audio stream that will be captured or is being captured
from the local microphone.

Astatus ALinkout(HAsTRm hAStrm, LPHCHAN lphChan, BDOL bFlag);

input
hAStrm: handle to the audio stream
lphchan: pointer to a channel handle identifying the network

output destination
bFlag: link or unlink flag.

Valid state(s) to issue:

AST_CAPTURE (ALinkOut - link)
AST_LINKOUT (ALinkOut - unlink)

State after execution: ' _
AST_CAPTURE -> AST_LINKOUT
AST_LINKOUT -> AST_CAPTURE

Return Messages/Callbacks‘ ,
AM_LINKOUT _ : Posted at callback time. The value of Param1-

is one of the values defined in Paraml Values
below. The value of Paramz is the state of the
stream: TRUE means linked, FALSE means
unlinked.

Return/Paraml Values:
A OK : for successful return

A:ERR;STATE' : invalid stream state
A_ERR_HASTRM : invalid stream handle
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A_ERR_FLAG : duplicated operation
A_ERR_LPHCHAN : invalid network channel for audio output

_ source .
A_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure
A_ERR_PENDING : call pending on this audio stream.

Acntl (asynchronous or synchronous)

This function can be used to control the amount of latency on an
audio stream.‘ In addition, the gains of an audio stream being
captured or the volume of an audio stream being played back can
also be set. Finally, the locally captured audio input can be
monitored by setting the wmux AINFO field.

Astatus ACntl(HASTRM hAStrm, LPAINFO lpAInfo, WORD wField)

iggut ' '
hAStrm : handle to the audio stream

lpAInfo . : pointer to the audio information structure,
Alnfo, with specified attributes.

wField : the selected field of AInfo to change.

Valid state(s) to issue:
all states except AST_INIT

State after execution:V
unchanged

Return Messages/Callbacks s
AM_CNTL ; Posted at callback time. If there is an error, the

' value of Paraml is one of the values listed below in
Paraml Values and Param2 is ZERO (i.e. if Param2 ==

0) ERROR;). If the-command is successful, the value
of Paraml is wField and the value of Param2 is the
pointer lpAInfo passed to the call ACnt1.'

Return/Paraml Values: H

A_OK - : for successful return
A_ERR_HASTRM - invalid stream handle
'A_ERR_sTATE : invalid stream state
A_ERR_LPAINFO : invalid AINFO pointer
A_ERR_FIELD invalid AINFO Field
A_ERR_RSCFAIL system resource failure .
A_ERR_PENDING call pending on this audio stream.

AGetInfo (asynchronous and synchronous)

This function returns the AINFO and state of an audio stream.

Astatus AGetInfo(HASTRM hAStrm, LPAINFO lpAInfo, LPWORD lpwstate)
.. . .. ...—... ..- 5"
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hAStrm: handle to the audio stream

QEEEQE. .‘ .
lpAInfo: pointer to the handle of AINFO that was preallocated

by the apps, but filled by the audio manager
lpwstate: state of the specified stream

Valid state(s) to issue:
all states except ASILINIT

State after execution:

unchanged

Return Messages/Callbacks;
AM_GETINPO : Posted at callback time. If there is an

error, the value of Paraml is-one of the values
listed below in Paraml Values and Paramz is
ZERO (i;e. if Paramz == 0) ERROR;). If the

command is successful, both Paraml and Paramz
are ZERO.

Return/Paraml Values: V
A_OK : for successful return
A_ERR_STATE *'invalid stream state
A_ERR_flASTRM : invalid stream handle
A;ERR_LPAINFO : invalid AINFO pointer
A_ERR_RSCFAIL : system resource failure
A_ERR_PENDING : call pending on this audio stream.

Aclose {asynchronous and synchronous)

This function closes an audio stream and releases all system
resources allocated for this stream.

Astatus AClose(HASTRM hAStrm)

input - >
hAStrm: handle to the audio stream

Valid state(s) to issue: i
All STATES except in AST_INI

State after execution:

AST_INI'I‘ ‘

Return Messages/Callbacks

AM_CLOSE : Posted at callback time. Paraml is one of the
Paraml Values listed below. Paramz is the stream
handle passed to Aclose.
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Return/Paraml Values:
A OK : for successful return

A:ERR_HASTRM : invalid stream handle
A_ERR_PENDING : call pending on this audio stream.

Akegisternonitor (asynchronous)

This function registers an audio stream monitor. The Audio
Manager maintains a packet count on each open stream. This count
represents a running clock where the elapse time-since the
initiation of the audio.streamF is simply the packet count times
the latency represented by each packetficiflsers of the audio
subsystem gain access to this clock source via an audio stream
monitor.

Astatus ARegisterMonitor(HASTRM hAStrm, DWORD_dwCallback,
DWORD dwcallbacklnstance, DWORD dwFlags, DWORD

dwRequestFrequency, LPDWORD lpdwSetFrequency)

input-.
hAStrm: handle to the audio stream

dncallback: Specifies the address of a callback
function or a handle to a window.

dwCallbackInstance: Specifies user instance data passed to the
callback. This parameter is not used with

windows callbacks. ’

dwFlags: Specifies whether the parameter dwcallback
is a Window handle or a.function. If it is

a Window handle, the value is set to
CY;CALLBACK_WINDOW. If it is a function,
dwFlags is set to CY_CALLBncK_FUNcTIoN.

dwRequestFrequency: Specifies the period (in milliseconds) the
- Audio Manager should playback or record

audio before reporting the current elapsed
time to the caller. A value of zero means
don't callback (use APacketNumber to force
a callback).

output _

lpdwSetFrequency: The Audio Manager returns via this far
pointer the actual period (in
milliseconds) between AM_PACKETNUMEER

callbacks. This number will be set as
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Initiation here refers to the moment a local audio stream

enters the AST_CAPTURE state.
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close as possible to dwRequestFrequency
based on the resolution of latency
associated with the audio stream (see

AINFO field dwResolution).

Valid state(s) to issue: _ ‘
AST_PLAY, AST_LINKIN, AST;CAPTURE,‘AST;LINKOUT

callback - ’ V ’
void CALLBACK AudioManagerFunc(hAStrm, Message,
dwcallbacklnstance, dwParam1, dwParam2)

Audiouanagerrunc-is a place holder for the function name
provided by the caller. The function must be included in an
EXPORT statement in a DLL. The callback must also be locked in
memory as it is called at interrupt time. Since this callback
is executed in an interrupt context, limited functionality is
available to it‘. '

Callback Parameters: ~ .

HASTRM hAStrm : Audio stream to which callback
applies.

UINT Message . . Message returned by the audio
A .’ A subsystem.

DWORD. dwcallbacklnstance : caller specific instance data.
DWORD dwParam1 Stream status. Vi
DWORDV dwParam2 : Current packet number

multiplied by the packet
latency (in milliseconds)

State after execution:
NO CHANGE‘

Return Messages/Callbacks
AM_PACKETNUMBER : Posted at callback time.

Paraml Values:

A_OK :.for successful return
A_STREAM_CLOSED : for successful return

Return values:

A_OK - for successful return
A_ERR_STATE : invalid stream state
A_ERR_HASTRM : invalid stream handle
A_ERR_PENDING : call pending on this audio
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APacketNumber (asynchronous)

This function returns the elapsed time (in milliseconds) since
the packet on an audio stream was captured.

Astatus APacketNumber(HAsTfiM hAStrm)

gum: .
hAStrm: - handle to the audio stream

Valid state(s) to issue:

ASTLLINKOUT; ASI_PLAY, AST;CAPTURE, AST;LINKOUT

State after execution:
NO CHANGE

Return Messages/Callbacks .
AM_PACKETNUMEER ~:-Posted at callback timer The value of Paraml

is one of the values defined in Paraml Values
below.. paramz is the current packet number
multiplied by the packet latency (in
milliseconds)..

Paraml Values: ;

A_OKb-_ : for successful
A_STREAM_CLOSED : for successful

Return values: .-

A;OK ’ : for successful return
A_ERR_STATE _ : invalid stream state
ALERR_HAsTRM - : invalid stream handle
A;ERR_PENDING . . call pending on the audio subsystem
A_ERR_NOCALLBACK : callback must be registered with

ARegisterMonitor

Ashutdown (synchronous)

This function forcefully closes all open audio streams and
»unloads any open Audio Manager drivers.

BOOL AshutdownAPacketNumber (void)

valid state(s) to issue:
any state accept AST_INIT

State after execution:

AST_INIT
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Return Messages/Callbacks
none

Return values:

TRUE : for successful return

Comm API Data structures}‘Functions. and Messages

Comm API 510 utilizes the following data types:

typedef WORD HSESS, FAR *LPHSESS; // session handle
typedef WORD HCONN, FAR *LPHCONN; // connection handle
typedef WORD HCHAN, FAR *LPHCHAN; // channel handle
// _
// TII RETURN cons VALUES.
//
typedef enum _TsTATUs
{

SUCCESSFUL _
PRIORITY_IN;USE_
CHAN_IRAN_FULL
CHAN_INVALID
CONN_EAD_ID.
DRIVER_NOT_INSTALLED
HANDLE_INvALID .
INVALID_CONTROL_OP
INVALID_INFOTYPE
NO_CHAN_MGR
ND_DATA_AVAIL
No_oPEN;cHAN
N0_SESSION
NO_CONNECTION .
NO_CONNECT;REQUEST.
RELIABLE_OPS;PENDING
REQUEST;WITHDRAWN
TOO_MANY_SESSIONS
TRAN;INVALIDgA v
TRANSPORT_ERR
INVALID_PARM.
ALREADY_CONNECTED
GLOBAL;ALLOQ_FAIL
INVALID_STATE
No;PKT_BUFs
cALLoc_ERR
TOO_MANY_CONN
Too_MANy_cHAN_MGR
TOO_MANY_CHANNELS
WATCHDOG_TIMEOUT
} TSTATUS:

llllIlllflllflllllllllllllllllllllIlll|l!|liII!IH||llH|l.Il
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// V .
// CONNECTION ATTRIBUTES STRUCTURE
// ‘w

typedef CONNCHARACTS CONN;CHR, FAR *LPCONN;CHR;
// A-
// CHANNEL INFO STRUCTURE

// V
typedef struct tagCHAN_INFO

* WORD Id;
woan State;
WORD Timeout;
BYTEfPriority;
BYTE Reliability;
BYTE Info[16]; . // User Info

}/CHAN_INFO, FAR *LPcHAN;INFo;/ . ' .. .
// CONNECTION INFO STRUCTURE
// .

fypedef struct tagCONN_INFO
WORD wstate; _H
WORD wNumInChans;
WORD.wNumOutChans; .

}/coNN_INFo,.FAR *LPCONN_INFO;
// lParam structure for Session handler

j; (in cases where multiple.parameters are_returned via lParam)
typedef struct tagSESS_CB {

union tagSESS_EV {
struct tagConReq {

HSEsS' hsess;
LPTADDR lpCa1lerAddr;
LPCONN_CHR lpAttributes;

} Conkeq;
struct tagConAcc { .

DWORD dwTransId;
. LPCONN;CHR lpattributes;

} ConAcc; “
} SESS_EV;

SESS_CB, FAR *LPSESS_CB;}
/
/

/ (in cases where multiple parameters are returned via lParam)
/
t

lParam structure for Channel Manager

edef struct tagCHANMGR_CB
union tagCHANMGR_EV

struct tagChanReq {
DWORD‘ dwTransId;
HCONN 1 hConn:.
LPCHAN_INFO lpchanlnfo;
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} ChanReq;
} cHANMGR_Ev;

} CHANMGR_CB, FAR *LPCHANMGR_CB;. /
//Structure for Chanhel Statistics
// ’

typedef struct cHAN_sTATs_tag {
DWORD TX ;
DWORD . RX;

DWORD Err; _

DWORD OkNotify;

DWORD ErrNotify;
DWORD ErrNotifyBuf;
DWORD ‘NbpNotify;
DWORD Bytes;.

DWORD OkNotifyBytes;
DWORD ErrNotifyBytes;

} CHAN_STATS, FAR *LP_CHAN_STATS;
//

;/structure for TII Statistics/ .

#define MAX;CHAN_STATS 17
typedef struct TII_STATS_tag (

DWORD , RoundTripLatencyMs;
cHAN_sTATs Chanstats [MAX_CHAN_STATS];

} TII_STATS, FAR *LP_TII_STATS;
// é .v

;/ Address Structure/ — ..

typedef struct tag_TADDR {
WORD ‘AddressType;
WORD AddréssLength;
BYTE A. Address[80];

} TADDR, FAR *LPTADDR;
// ’
// Connection Characteristics
// —

typedef struct tag_CONNCHARACTS {
WORD Quality;

WORD‘ _BitRa:e; ‘
} CONNCHARACTS, FAR *LPCONNCHARACTS;

Comm API 510 utilizes the following constants: _

#define BITRATE_1l2KB 0
#define BITRATE_120KB- 1
#define BITRATE_l28KB 2

#define CHAN_ACCEPTED FIRST;TII_MSG +1
#define CHAN_BADID FIRST_TII_MSG +2
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FIRST;TII_MSG
FIRsT;III_MsG
FIRST_TII_MSG
FIRST_TII_MSG
FIRST;III_MSG
FIRST;III_MSG
FIRST_TII_MSG
FIRST_TII_MSG
FIRsT;III_MsG
FIRST_TII_MSG
FIRST_TII_MSG
FIRST TII MSG

#define CHAN_CLOSED
#define CHAN_DATA_AVAIL
#define CHAN_DATA;SENT
#define CHAN;CLOSE_RESP
#define cHAN;Rcv_coMPLETE
#define—CHAN_REJECTED
#define CHAN;REJECT_NCM
#define CHAN;REQUESTED
#define CHAN_TIMEOUT
#define CONN_ACCBPTED,.
#define CONN;CLOSE_RESP
#definesCONN_CLOSED. ‘
#define
#define
#define

eCONN;REJECTED
CONN;REQUESTED
coNN_TIMEoUT

FIRST:TII—MSG
"FIRST TII*MsG

FIRST:TII:MSG
FIRST TII MSG#define CHAN_LOST_DATA

#define coMM;INTERNAL_ERRoR
“ #define CONN;ERROR 7 —

#define SESS_CLOSED
#define CONN_PROGRESS
#define TRANS;ERR
// _ _ .
// CONN_PROGRESS substates.
// 1'

#define T_PRG_BUSY 1
#define T;PRG_RINGING 1 2
#define_T_PRG_OTHER
othercodee

//

// CONN_REJECTED substates.
// .

#de£ine T_REJ_BUSY
#define“T_REJ;REJECTED
#define T;REJ;NET_CONGESTED
#deEine T_REJ_NO_RESPONSE
#de£ine T_REJ_NET_EA1L
#define T_REJ_INTERNAL
// . ‘ _ ,.

fié Slag ;ndieat%ng multipleflggfigégigzg’allowed for session (inegln esslon ' V
//
#define
//

// TII Channel States (returned by Getchanlnfo)
// '
#define
#define
#define

FIRST:TII:MSG
FIRST TII MSG

FIRST:TII:MSG
FIRST TII MSG +22

FIRST:TII:MSG

These will be returned in wParam.

// place-holder for

These will be returned in wParam.

0x8000MULTI_CONN_SESS

T_CHAN_NULL 0x00
T_CHAN_SENDING 0x06
T_CHAN_RECEIVING 0x07
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The functions utilized by comm API 510 are defined below.

one or two groups of messages may be listed along with each

function description: status messages and peer messages. A

status message is a callback/message that the caller will receive

in response to the function call. Peer messages are

notifications that will be delivered to the peer application as a
result of invoking the function.

Session Management

Functions in this section will initialize all the

internal structures of the Comm sub-system and enable the

application to initiate and receive calls.

Beginsession Initializes the software and hardware of the
appropriate modules of the comm subsystem. It
also designates the method that the'comm
subsystem is to use to notify the application
of incoming calls and related events. Two
itypes of event notification are_supported:
callbacks and messaging. The_cal1back
interface.a1lcws the comm system to call a user
designated function to noti£y.the application
of incoming events. The messaging interface
allows the comm system to notify the
application of incoming events by posting
messages to application message queues. The
parameters to the function vary depending on
the notification method chosen; Beginsession
is not allowed in interrupt/callback contexts.

TSTATUS Beginsession‘ (LPTADDR 1pLocalAddr, LPCONN_CHR
1pConnAttributes, WORD Flags, LPVOID
CallEack, LPHSESS lpSessionHandle)

lpLocalAddr Pointer to the local address at which to listen for
incoming calls. The Listen stays in effect until
the session is ended. Notification for all
connection events for this local address will be

sent to the specified Callback:
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lpConnAttributes Pointer to the Connection Attributes for
incoming calls.

Flags: Indicates the type of notification to be used:
CALLBACK_FUNCTION for callback interface
CALLBA¢K_WINDOW for post message interface

CallBack: Either a pointer to a callback function, or a window
- handle to which messages will be posted, depending

on flags. The GcallBack" will become the "Session
Handler" for this session.

lpsessionHandle Pointer to the Session Handle to be returned
synchronously._ This Session Handle is used by

.the application to initiate outgoing calls. It
will also be returned to the session Handler
with incoming call notifications for this
session. r '

Return values:

SUCESSFUL _ .
DRIVER_NUT_lNSTALLED
'I‘OO_MANY___SESSIONS

Callback routine format: .
FuncName(UINT Message, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam)

Message: The'message type A: ‘
wParam: Word parameter passed to function
lParam: Long parameter passed to function‘

All the connection related activities are handled by the sessionhandler.

The cal1back'function parameters are equivalent to the second,
third, ands-fourth_parameters that are delivered to a Microsoft@
Windows message handler function (Win 3.1).

Status Messages: none
Peer Messages: none

Endsession Closes all the open connections and prevents the
application from receiving and originating calls for
the specified session.

TSTATUS Endsession (HSESS Sessionflandle, BOOL Forceclose)

SessionHandle Session Handle

Forceclose: If true, then close session even if reliable
channels having pending operations are open.

Return values:
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SUCESSFUL End session was successfully initiated.
RELIABLE_OPS_PENDING Couldn't close due to uncompleted

- ‘ operations channels designated as’reliable.

Status Messages:

SESS_CLOSED: Endsession complete.

Peer Messages: none

Cgnnection Management

These calls provide the ULM the ability to establish and manage
connections to its peers on the network.

Makeconnection Attempts to connect to a peer application. The
’ Session Handler (callback routine or the

message handler ) for the specified_Session
will receive status of the connection. when
the connection is accepted by the peer, the
Connection Handle will be given to the Session
Handler. The peer session will receive a
CONN;REQUESTED callback/message as a result of
this call, ‘. '

TSTATUS Makeconnection (HSESS Sessionhandle, DWORD Transld,
' LPTADDR 1pCalleeAddr; LPCONN_CHR

lpConnAttributes, WORD Timeout, WORD
ChanMgrF1ags, LPVOID Chanmgr)

SessionHandle Handle for session, obtained via
Beginsession. ’ -

Transld User defined identifier which will be
returned to the Session Handler along with
the response notification.

lpCal1eeAddr: V Pointer to the address structure
(containing a phone number, IPaddress
etc.) of callee.

1pConnAttributes Pointer to the connection attributes.
Timeout: Number of seconds to wait for peer to

pickup the phone,‘ _‘
ChanMgr: The Channel Manager for this connection.

This is either a pointer to a callback
function, or a window handle to which
messages will be posted, depending on
chanMgrFlags. The Channel Manager may
also be set up separately via
RegisterChanMgr.
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ChanMgrflags: Indicates the type of notification to be
used for the Channel Manager: _
CALLBACK_FUNCTION for callback interface
CALLBACK_WINDOW for post message

interface

Return values:

status Messages (sent to the session Handler):,
CONN ACCEPTED: The peer process has accepted the call
CONNZREJECTED: The Peer process has rejected the call
CONN_TIMEOUT: No answer from peer »
CONN_BUSY: C, Called destination is busyi

Peer Messages:
CONN_REQUESTED

Acceptconnection Issued in response to a CONN;REQUESTED
callback/message that has been received (as a
consequence of a Makeconnection call issued by
a peer), Acceptconnection notifies the peer
that the connection request has been accepted.
The local session Handler will also receive an
asynchronous notification when the Accept
operation is complete.

TSTATUS Acceptconnection’ (HCONN hconn, moan ChanMgrFlags,
‘ LPVOID ChanMgr)

V CONN;REQUESTED callback/message).
Chanmgr: ‘The Channel Manager for this connection. This

is either a pointer to a callback function, or
a window_ handle to which messages will be
posted, depending on ChanMgrFlags. The Channel
Manager may also be set up separately via

. RegisterChanMgr.v '

Chanmgrflags: Indicates the type of notification to be used
for the Channel Manager:
CALLBACK;FUNCTION for callback interface
CALLBACK_WINDOW A for post message interface

hconn: Handle to the connection (received as part of the

Return values: , .
SUCESSFUL The Accept operation has been initiated.
HANDLE_INVALID The handle was_invalid

REQUEST;WITHDRAWN The connect request was withdrawn (peer
session was terminated).

NO_CONNECT;REQUEST There was no connect request to be
accepted
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Status Messages:
CONN_ACCEPTED

Peer Messages:
CONN_ACCEPTED

Rejectconnection Issued in response to a CONN_REQUEsTED
. callback/message that has been received (as a

consequence of a Makeconnection call issued by
a peer). Rejectconnection notifies the peer

‘that the connection request has been rejected.

TSTATUS Rejectconnection ’(HCONN hconn)

hconn; Handle to the connection_(received as part of the
' cONN_REQUESTED callback/message).

Return values:

SUCESSFULV Connection reject was returned to peer.
HANDLE_INVALID The handle was invalid
REQUEsT_WITHDRAWN The connect request was withdrawn
NO_CONNECT_REQUEST There was no connect request to be
rejected

Status Messages: none

Peer Messages:
CONN_REJECTED

Closeconnection Closes the connection that was opened after an
Acceptconnection or an accepted call after a
Makeconnection function.

TSTATUS Closeconnection (HCONN hconn, BOOL Force, DWORD Transld)

hConn: Handle to the connection to be closed.

Force: If true, then close the connection regardless of any
‘ pending operations on reliable channels.

Transld‘ User specified identifier which will be returned to
the local Session Handler with the asynchronous.
response notification (CONN_CLOSE_RESP).

Return values: ’

SUCESSFUL Disconnect initiated.
HANDLE_INVALID . The handle was invalid
NO_CONNECTION Connection was not open
RELIABLE_OPS_PENDING Could not close due to pending

operations on channels designated asreliable.
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Status Messages:
CONN_CLOsE_RESP

Peer Messages:
coNN_cLosED

Registerchanfigr Registers a callback or_an application window
. whose message processing function will handle

low level notifications generated by data
channel initialization operations. This
function is invoked before any channels can be
iopened or accepted. As part of connection
establishment (makeconneotion, ‘
Acceptconnection), a default Channel Manager
may be installed for a connection. The
RegisterChanMgr function allows the application
to override the default Channel Manager for
specific Channel IDs.’

TSTATUS Registerchanmgr (I-ICONN hconn, WORD Flags, LPVOID
CallBack, WORD Chanld)

hconn: Handle to the Connection’ .

Flags: Indicates the type of notification to be used:
CALLBACK_FUNCTION for callback interface
CALLEACK_WINDOW . for post message interface

CallBack: Either a pointer to a callback function, or a window
handle to which messages will be posted, depending
on flags. All Channel Manager callbacks

Chanld Specifies the Channel Id for which the Channel Manager is
being installed. It corresponds to the Channel Id Number
specified in the CHAN_INFO structure; ,it is defined by
the application and is not to be confused with the
Channel Handle assigned by TII'for a channel. A value of
0x0FFFF indicates all Channel Ids.

Return values: ‘ _
SUCESSFUL< Channel Manager registered."
HANDLE;INVALID The handle was invalid

Callback routine format:

FuncName (UINT Message, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam)

Messaget The message type
wParam: Word parameter passed to function
lParam: Long parameter passed to function

The callback function'parameters are equivalent to the second,
third, and fourth parameters that are delivered to a Microsoft@
Windows message handler function (Win 3.1).
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Status Messages: none
Peer Messages: none

Openchannel Requests a sub-channel connection from the peer
application. The result of the action is given to

‘the application by invoking the Channel Manager. The
application specifies an ID for this transaction.
This ID is returned to the Channel Manager when the
request is complete, along with the Channel Handle

.(if Egg‘ quest was accepted by the peer). All
Openphane grequests are for establishing channels
for sending data. ‘The receive channels are opened
as the result of accepting a peer's Openchannel
request. '

TSTATUS Openchannel

hConn:

(HCONN hconn, LPCHAN _INFO lpChanInfo,
DWORD TransID)

Handle for the Connection.

lpChanInfo: ‘Pointer to a channel information structure. Filled
by application. The structure contains:

o A channel ID number (application-defined).0
Priority of this channel relative to other
channels on this connection. Higher numbers
represent higher priority.
Timeout value for the channel

Reliability_of the channel.
Length of the channel specific field.
Channel specific information.

This structure is delivered to the Channel Manager
on the peer side along
notification.

TransID:

Return values:
SUCESSFUL

HANDLE_INVALID
BANDWIDTH_NA
NO_SESSION
NO_CHAN;MGR
CHAN_ID_INVALID
CHAN_INUSE '

Status Messages:
CHAN_ACCEPTED:
CHAN_REJECTED:
CHAN_TIMEOUT:

with the CHAN_REQUESTED

A user defined identifier that is returned with
response messages to identify the channel
request.

Channel request was sent.
The Connection handle was invalid.

Bandwidth is not available.
Beginsession has not been called.
Registerchanmgr has not been called.

.The channel number is not in the valid range
The channel number is already is use.

The peer process has accepted request.
The Peer process has rejected request.
No answer from peer
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Peer Messages:

CHAN_REQUESTED

Acceptchannel A peer application can issue Acceptchannel in
response to a CHAN_REQUESTED (openchannel)
message that has been received; The result of
the Aoceptchannel call is a one-way

. communication sub-channel for receiving data.

TSTATUS Acceptchannel (HCHAN hchan, DWORD TransID)

hchan: ' Handle to the Channel [that was received as part of
the CHAN_REQUEsTED callback/message)

TransID: The identifier that was received as part of the
’ CHAN_REQUESTED notification.

Return values: ' ' ‘ ‘
SUCESSFUL‘ Channel request was sent.

CHAN;INVALID i The Channel handle was invalid

Status Messages: none

Peer.Messages:
CHAN;ACCEPTED

Rejectchannel Rejects an Openchannel request (CHAN_REQUESTED'
message) from the peer.

TSTATUS Rejectchannel (HCHAN hchan, DWORD TransID)

hchan: Handle to the Channel (that was received as part of
' the CHAN REQUESTED callback/message)

TransID: The identifier that was received as part of the
CHAN_REQUESTED message,

Return'values:
SUCESSFUL. Reject request was sent. ._
CHAN_INVALID The Channel handle was invalid.

Status Messages: none

Peer Messages:

CHAN_REJECTED

Registerchanfiandler Registers a callback or an application
window whose message processing function
will handle low level notifications '

generated by data channel IO activities.
The channels that are opened will receive

fin’)
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CHAN_DATA_SEN'l‘, , and the accepted channels
will receive CHAN_RECV_COMPLTE.

TSTATUS RegisterChanHandler (HCHAN hchan, WORD Flags, LPVOID
CallBack)

hchan: Channel Handle.

Flags: Indicates the type of notification to be used:
CALLBACK_FUNCTION for callback interface
cALLBACK_wINDow for post message interface

-NOCALLBACK ‘for polled status interface.
CallBack: Either a pointer_to a callback function, or a window

handle to which messages will be posted. depending
on flags. - '

Return values:

SUCESSFUL Channel Handler installed. .
CHAN_INVALID The Channel handle was invalid

.Callback routine format: .
FuncName (UINT Message, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam)

Message: The message type
wParam: Word parameter passed to function (e.g. bytes

received) . p »
lParam: Long parameter passed to function

The callback function parameters are equivalent to the second,
third, and fourth parameters that are delivered to a Microsoft®
Windows message handler function (Win 3.1).

Status Messages: none
Peer Messages: none

Closechannel Closes a sub—channel that was opened by
Acceptchannel or Open-Channel.‘ The handler for
this channel is automatically de-registered.

TSTATUS Closechannel (HCHAN hChan, DWORD Transld)

hchan: The-handle to the Channel to be closed.
U§¥asn;d- A user specified identifier that will be returned to
1%ansI$ the local Channel Manager along with the response

notification (CHAN_CLOSE_RESP).

Return values: . V
SUCESSFUL Channel Close has been initiated.
CHAN_INVALID Invalid channel handle.

Status Messages:
CHAN_CLOSE_RESP
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Peer Messages:

CHAN_CLOSED

Data Exchange

‘All the data communication is done in "message passing"

fashion. This means that a send satisfies a receive on a

specific channel; regardless of the length of the sent data and

the receive buffer length. If the length of the sent message is

greater than the length of the hosted receive buffer, the data is

discarded. All these calls are "asynchronous", which means that

the data in the send buffer is not changed until a “data—sent"

event has been sent to the application, and the contents of

receive buffer are not valid until a "received—comp1ete" event

has been detected for that channel.

Sendnata Sends data to peer. If there a}e_no receive buffers
‘posted on the peer machine, the data will be lost.

TSTATUS SendData (HCHAN hchan, LPSTR Buffer. WORD Buflen, DWORD
‘ TranSID)

hchan: Handle to channel opened via Openchannel.
Buffer: A pointer to the buffer to be sent.

Buflen: The length of the buffer in bytes.
TransID3 This is a user defined transaction ID which will be

passed to the local channel handler along with the
status message to identify the transaction.

Return values:

SUCESSFUL Data queued for transmission.
CHAN;INVALID Invalid channel handle,
CHAN_TRANFULLe Channel transaction table full.

Status Messages: _ V A
CHAN_DATA_SENT Tells the application that the data has been

extracted from the buffer and it is
available.for-reuse.

CHAN_DATA_LOST This message will be delivered to the caller if
‘the data could not be sent.
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Peer Messages: .
CHAN_DATA_LOST This message will be delivered to the peer if

i an adequate ReceiveData buffer is not posted.
‘CHAN_RECV_COMPLETE Indicates that data was received.

Receivenata Data is received through this mechanism. Normally
- this call is issued in order to post receive buffers
.to the system. When the system has received data in

the given buffers, the Channel Handler will receive
a "cHAN_REcv_coMPLETE" notification.

TSTATUS ReceiveData- (HCHAN hchanf LPSTR Buffer, WORD Buflen,
' . DWORD TransID)

hchan: Handle to channel handle opened via Acceptchannel.
Buffer: V A pointer to the buffer to be filled in. .
Buflen: The length of the buffer in bytes. Max. bytes to

receive. A
TransID: This is a user defined transaction ID which will be

passed to the channel handler along with the status
message to identify the transaction. This ID and
the number of bytes actually received are returned

as part of the CHAN;RECV_COMPLETE notification.

Return values: A
SUCESSFUL Receive buffer was posted.

CHANwINVALID' . Invalid channel handle.
CHAN_TRANFULL Channel transaction table full.

Status Messages: \
CHAN RECV_COMPLETE Indicates that data was received.
CHAN:DATA_LOsTi This message will be delivered if the

buffer is inadequate for a data message
received from the peer.

Peer Messages:
none

Communications Statistics

GetTIIStats Return statistics for the TII subsystem. See
TII_STATS structure for details.

TSTATUS FAR PASCAL _export Getchanstats (IN BOOL bResetFlag,
OUT LP_TII_STATS
1pTiiStats)

-bRese:Flag: Boolean Reset statistics if true.
lpTiiStats: Pointer to the TII_STATS structure.
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Alternative Embodiments _
In a preferred embodiment of conferencing system 100,

video encoding is implemented on video board 204 and
video decoding is implemented on host processor 202. In an
alternative preferred embodiment. of the present invention,
video encoding, and decoding are both implemented on
video board 204. In another alternative preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention,‘ _video encoding and decoding
are bother implemented on the host processor.

In a preferred rnnbodiinent of conferencingsystem 100. ‘
audio, processing is implemented by audio task 538'.on
audio/comm board 206. In an (alternative preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention, audio processing is imple-
mented by Wave driver 524 on host processor 202. .

In a preferred embodiment, conferencing ‘systems 100
communicate over, an ISDN network. In alternative pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention; I-alternative
transport media may be used such as Switch 56, a local area
network (LAN), or a wide area network (WAN). -

In apreferredembodiment, two conferencing systems 100
participate in a conferencing session. In alternative preferred
embodiments of the present invention, two or more confer-
encing systems 100 may participate in a conferencing ses-SIOII. - - ‘

In a preferred embodiment, the local sources of analog
video and audio signals are a camera and a microphone,
respectively. In alternative preferred embodiments of the
present_invention; analog audio andlor video signals may
have alternative‘sour'ces such as being generated (by a VCR
or CD-ROM player or received from a remote source via
antenna or cable. . _ . ; '

In a preferred embodiment, conferencing system lot]
compresses and decompresses video using the IRV method
for purposes of video conferencing. Those "skilled in the art
will understand that the IRV method of video compression

' and decompression is not limited to video conferencing, and '
may beused for other applications and other systems thatrely on or utilizecompressed video. . .

In a prefen-ed embodiment, conferencing system 100
compresses and decompresses video using the IRV.rnethod.

- Those skilled. in the art will understand that alternative
conferencing systems within the scope of the present inven-
tion mayuse methods other than the IRV method for »
compressing and decompressing video signals.

In aprefened embodiments conferencing system 100 uses
the IRV method to compress and decompress a sequence of -
video images. In alternative embodiments of the present
invention, the IRV method may be used to compress andlor

' decompress a single image either in a conferencing system
or in some other application.

It will be further understood that various changes in the
details, materials, and arrangements of the parts which have
been described and illustrated in order to explain the nature
of this invention may. be made by those skilled in the art
without departing from the principle and scope of the
invention as expressed in the following claims.

What is claimed is: n _ .
1. A computer-implemented process for encoding video

signals, comprising the’ steps of:
(a) encoding one or more training video frames using a

selected quantization level to generate one or more
encoded training video frames; —

(b) decoding the encoded training video frames to gen- 2
erate one or more decoded training video frames;

(c) generating one or more energy measure values corre-
sponding to the decoded training video frames;

(d) performing steps (a)—(c) for a plurality of quantization
levels; - -

(e) selecting an energy measure threshold value for each
of the quantization levels in accordance with the
decoded training video frames;
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(f) generating a first reference frame corresponding to a
first video frame;

(g) encoding a block of a second video frame using the
first reference frame and a selected quantization level to
generate a blockof an encoded second video frame;

(h) decoding the block of the encoded second video frame
to generate a block of a second reference flame,
wherein step (h) comprises the steps of:
(1) generating an energy measure value conesponding

to the block of the encoded second video frame;
(2) comparing the energy measure value of step (h)(l)

with the energy measure threshold value of step (e)
corresponding to the selected quantimtio._ level for
the block; and

(3) applying a filter to generate the block of the second
’ ” reference frame in accordance with the comparison

of step (h)(2); and . . n
(i) encoding a third video frame using the second refer-

ence frame. ,
2. The process of claim 1’, wherein:
step (g) comprises the steps of:

(1) generating pixel difierences between the block of
the second video frame and the first reference frame;and . . .

(2) encoding the block of the second video frame in
accordance with the pixel dilferences to generate the
block of the encoded second video frame; and

step (h)(l) cornprisesthe steps of:
(i) decoding the block of the encoded secondgvideo

frame to generate decoded pixel dilferences; and
(ii) generating theenergy measure value corresponding

to the block ofthe encoded second video frame using
the pixel difierences. ‘

. 3. The process of claim 2, wherein step (h)(3) comprises
the steps of:

.. (i) applying the filter to a block of the first reference .
frame; and _-

(ii) adding the decoded pixel difierences to the filtered
block of the first reference frame to generate the block
of thesecond reference frame.

4. The process of claim 2, wherein step (h)(3) comprises
the steps of: V

(i) adding the decoded pixel dilferences to ablock of the
first reference frame to generate a reconstructed block;and ’ ~ =

(ii) applying the filter to the reconstructed block to
generate the block of the second reference frame.

5. The process of claim 2, wherein:

the * encoded second video frame is generated using
motion estimation;

the second reference frame is generated using motion
compensation; _

the filter comprises a spatial filter, and

the energy measure comprises a sum of absolute dilfcr-
ences._ _

6. The process of claim 1, wherein the encoded second
video frame is generated using motion estimation and the
second reference frame is generated using motion compen-sation. .

7. The process of claim 1, wherein the filter comprises a
spatial filter.

8. The process of claim 1, wherein the energy measure
comprises a sum of absolute difierences. " ~

9. An, apparatus for encoding video signals, comprising:
(a) means for encoding one or more training video frames

using a selected quantization level to generate one or
more encoded training video frames;
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(b) means for decoding the encoded training video frames
to generate one or more decoded training video frames;

(c) means for generating one or more energy measure
values corresponding - to the decoded training video
frames, wherein the processing of means (a)—(c) is
performed for a plurality of quantization levels and an
energy measure threshold value is selected for eachof
the quantization levels in accordance with the decoded
training video frames; ‘

(d) means. for generating a first reference frame corre-
sponding to a first video frame;

(e) means for encoding a block ofla second video frame
using the first reference frame and a selected_ quanti-
zation level to generate a block of an encoded second
video frame; . ..

(f) means for decoding the block of the encoded second
video frame to generate a block of a second reference
frame. wherein means (f) comprises:
(l) means for generating an energy measure value

corresponding to the block of the encoded second
video frame; V

(2) means foreomparing the energy measure value of
means (t)(1) with the__ energy measure threshold
value corresponding. to the selected quantization
level for the block; and V

(3) means for applying a filter to generate the block’ of
the second reference frame in accordance with the

comparison of means (t)(2); and _
(i) means for encoding a third video frame using the

second reference frame. _
10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein:
means (e) ootuprises: V

(1) means for generating pixel difierences between the
block of the second video frame and the first refer-
ence frame; and _

(2) means for encoding the block of the second video
frame in accordance with the pixel differences to
generate the block of the encoded second video
frame; and

means (f)(l) comprises: ' .
(i) means for decoding the block of the encoded second

video frame to generate decoded pixel differences;
and V

(ii) means for generating the energy measure value
corresponding to the block of the encoded second
video frame using the pixel differences. ‘

11. The apparatus- of claim 10, wherein means (f)(3)
comprises: ,

(i) means for applyingthe
reference frame; and _

(ii) means for adding the decoded pixel differences to the
filtered block of the first reference frame to generate the
block of the second reference frame.

12. The apparatus of claim 10,‘ wherein means (f)(3)
comprises: ' '

(i) means for adding the decoded pixel differences to a
block of the first reference frame to generate a recon-
structed block; and .

(ii) means for applying thefilter to the reconstructed block
to generate the block of the second reference frame.

13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein:
the encoded second video frame is generated using

motion estimation; V

the second reference frame is generated using motion
compensation;

filter to a block of the first
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the filter comprises a spatial filter; and
the energy measure comprises a sum of absolute differ-CUCCS.

14.‘ The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the apparatus
comprises a pixel processor, the pixel processor is electri-
cally connected to a bus, and the bus is electrically con-
nected to a memory device.

15. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the encoded second
video frame is generated using motion estimation and the
second reference frame is generated using motion compen-
sation. V

16. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the filter comprises
a spatial filter. . r V

17. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the energy measure
comprises a sum of absolute differences. V

18. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the apparatus
comprises a pixel processor, the pixel processor is electri-
cally connected to a bus. and the bus is electrically con-
nected to a memory device. V

19. A computer-im lemented process for encoding video
signals, comprising t e steps of:

(a) generating a first reference frame corresponding to a
first video frame;

(b) encoding a block of a second video frame using the
firstreference frame and a selected quantization level to
generate a block of an encoded second video frame;

(c) decoding the block ‘of the encoded second video frame
to generate a block of a second reference frame,
wherein step (c) comprises the steps of:
(1) generating an energy measure value corresponding

to the block of the encoded second video frame;
(2) comparing the energy measure value of step (c)(l)

with an energy measure threshold value correspond-
ing to the selected quantization level for the block;

(3) applying a filter to generate the block of the second
reference frame in accordance with the comparison
of step (c)V(2):‘and

(d) encoding a third video frame using the second refer-
ence frame, wherein the energy measure threshold
value corresponding to the selected quantization level
for the block having been determined by:
encoding one or more training video frames using each

of a plurality of quantization levels to generate a
plurality of encoded training video frames;

decoding the encoded training video frames to generate
a plurality of decoded training video frames;

generating a plurality of energy measure values cone-
sponding to the decoded training video frames: and

selecting anen _.gy measure threshold value for each of
the quantization levels in accordance with the
decoded training video frames.

20. The process of claim 19, wherein:
step (b) comprises the steps of:

(1) generating pixel difl*'erences between the block of
the second video frame and the first reference frame;
and '

(2) encoding the block of the second "video frame in
accordance with the pixel differences to generate the
block of the encoded second video frame; and

step (c)(l)'comprises the steps of:
(i) decoding the block of the encoded second video

frame to generate decoded pixel differences; and
(ii) generating the energy measure value corresponding

to the block of the encoded second video frame using
_ the pixel differences.
21. The process of claim 20, wherein step (c)(3) com-

prises the steps of:
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(i) applying the filter to a block of the first reference
frame; and

(ii) adding the decoded pixel ditferences to the filtered
block of the first reference frame to generate the block
of the second referenceframe. V _ _

22. The process of claim 20, wherein step (c)(3) com-
prises the steps of: »

(i) adding the decoded pixel diiferences to a block of the
first reference frame to generate a reconstructed block;
and . .4

(ii) applying the filter to the reconstructed_ block to
generate the block of the second reference frame.

23. The process of claim 20,- wherein:
the _ encoded second video frame is generated using

motion estimation; ‘

the second reference frame is generated using motion
compensation; V ,

the filter comprises a spatial filter; and
the energy measure comprises a sum of absolute difi’er-ences. -

24. The process of claim 19, wherein the encoded second
video frame is generated using motion estimation and-the
second reference flame is generated using motion compen-sation V .

E. The process of claim 19, wherein the filter comprises
a spatial filter. " _ _ -

26. The css of claim 19, wherein the energy measure -
com rises 21 sum-of absolute differences. p ‘ g

‘ . An apparatus for encoding video signals, comprising:
'(a) means for generating a first reference frame corre-

sponding to a first video frame; V i _
(la) means for encodingpa block of a second video

using the first reference frame and a selected quanti-
zation level to generate a block of an encoded second . .
video frame; ' r . , . _

(c) means for decoding the block of the encoded second
video frame to generate a block .of a second reference
frame, wherein means (c) comprises: _ »
(1) means for generating an energy measure value 1
~ corresponding to the block of the encoded second

video frame; . ' g V
(2) means for comparing the energy measure value of

means (c)(l) with an energy’ measure ‘threshold value
corresponding tothe selected quantization level for
the block; and V p » . _ ‘

(3) means for applying a filter to generate the block of
the second reference framein accordance with the
comparison of means-(c)(2); and H

(d) means for encoding a third video frame using the
second reference frame, wherein the energy measure
threshold value corresponding to the_ selected quanti-
zation level for the block having been determined by:
encoding one or more training" video frames using each '

of a pluralityof quantization levels to generate a
plurality of encoded training video frames; ‘

decoding the encoded training video frames: to generate
' a plurality of decoded training video frames; ’
generating a plurality of energy measure values corre-

sponding to the decoded training video frames"; and
selecting an energy measure threshold value for .each of

the quantization levels ‘in accordance with the '
decoded training video frames-.

28. The apparatusof claim 27, wherein:
means (b) comprises: V

(1) means for generating pixel differences between th
block of the second video frame and the first refer-
ence frame; and
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(2) means for encoding the block of the second video

frame in accordance with the pixel differences to
generate the. block of the encoded second video
frame; and

means (c)(1) comprises:
(i) means for decoding the block of the encoded second

video frame to generate decoded pixel differences;
and » - .

(ii) means for generating the energy measure value
corresponding to the block of the encoded second
video frame using the pixel diiferences.

29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein means (c)(3)
comprises:

(i).means for applying the filter to a block‘ of the first
reference frame; and

(ii) means for adding the decoded pixel differences to the
filtered block of the first reference frame to generate the
block of the second reference frame. _

30. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein means (c)(3)
2° comprises: ' V

(i) means for adding the decoded pixel differences to a
block of the first reference frame to generate a recon-
stzucted block; and

(ii) means for applying the filter to the reconstructed block
to generate the block of the second reference frame.

31. The apparatus or claim 28, wherein:
the encoded second video frame is generated using
g motion-estimation; _ _

the second reference frame is generated using motion
compensation;

the filter comprises a spatial filter, and
the energy measure comprises a sum of absolute ditTer-ences. . . '

32. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the apparatus
comprises a pixel processor, the pixel processor is electri-
cally connected to a bus, and the bus is electrically con-

‘ nected to a memory device.
33. The apparatus of claim 2'7, wherein the encoded

second video frame is generated using motion estimation
and thesecond reference frame is generated using motion
compensation. .

_ 34. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the filter com-
prises aspatial filter. .

35. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the energy mea-
sure comprises a sum _of absolute difierences.

36. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the apparatus
comprises a pixel processor, the pixel processor is electri-
cally connected to a bus, and the bus is electrically con-
nected to a memory device.

37. A computer-implemented process for decoding video
signals, comprising the steps of:

(a) decoding an encoded first video frame to generate a
first reference frame;

(b) decoding a block ofan encoded second video frame to
generate a block of a second reference frame. wherein
step (b) comprises the steps of:
(1) generating an energy measure value corresponding

to the block-of the encoded second video frame;

(2) comparing theenergy measure value of step (b)(1)
with an energy measure threshold value correspond-
ing to a selectedquantization level for the block; and

(3) applying a filter to generate the block of the second
reference frame in accordance with the comparison
of step (b)(2); and

(c) decoding an encoded third video frame using the
second reference frame, wherein the energy measure
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thresholdvalue corresponding to the selected quanti-
zation level for the block having been determined by:
encoding one or more training video frames using each

of a plurality of quantization levels to generate a
plurality of encoded training vidcoframes; g

decoding the encoded training video frames to generate
a plurality of decoded training video frames;

generating a pluralityof energy measure values corre-
sponding to the decoded training video frames; and

selecting an energy measure threshol_d value for each of
the quantization levels .in accordance f with the
decoded training video frames. V

38. Theprocess of claim 37,.wherein step (b)(l) com-
prises the steps of: ' p p

(i) decoding the block of the encoded second video iirame
to generate decoded pixel diiferences; and ’ ‘

(ii) generating the energy measure value corresponding to
the blockof the encoded second video frame using the ,
pixel differences. -

39. The process of claim 38. whcrcinpstep (b)(3) com-
_ prises the steps of:

frame; and — .

(ii) adding the decoded pixel differences to the filtered
block of the first reference frame to generate the block
of the second reference frame.

40. The process of claim 38, wherein step (b)(3) com-
prises the steps of: '

(i) adding the decoded pixel diiferences to a block of the
first reference frame to generate a reconstructed block;
and

(ii) applying the filter to the reconstructed‘ block to
generate the block of the second reference frame.

41. The process of claim 38. wherein:
the encoded second video frame is generated using

motion estimation; ‘
the second reference frame is generated using motion

compensation;

the filter comprises a spatial filter; and
the energy measure comprises a sum of absolute differ-ences. .

42. The process of claim 37, wherein the encoded second
video frame isgenerated using motion estimation and the
second reference frame is generated using motion compen-
sation. "

43. The process of claim 37, wherein the filter comprises
a spatial filter. ‘ »

44. The process of claim 37, wherein the energy measure
comprises a sum of absolute differences.

(i) applying the filter to a block of the tirst reference

45. An apparatus for decoding video signals, comprising: 4
(a) means for decoding an encoded first video frame to

generate a first reference frame; _ ' .
(b) means for decoding a block: of an encoded second

' video frame to generate a block of a second reference
frame, wherein means (b) comprises:
(1) means for ‘generating an energy measure value

corresponding to the block of the encoded second
video frame; '

(2) means for comparing the energy measure value of
means [b)(1) with an energy measure threshold value
corresponding to a selected quantization level for the
block; and

5
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(3) means for applying a filter to generate the block of
the second reference frame in accordance with the
comparison of means (b)(2); and

(c) means for decoding an encoded third video frame
using the second reference frame. wherein the energy
measure threshold value corresponding to the selected
quantization level for the block having been determined
by: . ,
encodingone or more training video frames using each

of a plurality of quantization levels to generate a
plurality of encoded training video frames;

decoding the encoded training video frames to generate
_ a plurality of decoded training video frames;

generating a plurality of energy measure values corre-
sponding to the decoded training-video frames; and

selecting an energy measure threshold value for each of
the quantization levels in accordance with the
decoded training video frames.

46. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein means (b) (1)
comprises:

(i) meansfor decoding the block of the encoded second
video frame to generate decoded pixel differences; and

(ii) means for generating the energy measure value cor-
responding to the block of the encoded second video
frame using the pixel differences.

4'7. The apparatus of claim 46, wherein means (b) (3)
comprises:

(i) means for applying the filter to a block of the first
reference frame; and

(ii) means for adding the decoded pixel differences to the
V filtered block of the first reference frame to generate the

block of the ‘second reference frame.
48. The apparatus of claim 46, wherein means (b)(3)

comprises: . ..
(i) means for adding the decoded pixel differences to a

block of the first reference frame to generate a recon-
structed block;'and ‘

(ii) means for applying the filter to the reconstructed block
to generate thebloclc of the second reference frame.

49. The apparatus of claim 46, wherein:
the encoded second video frame is generated using

motion estimation; _
the second reference frame is

compensation;
the filter comprises a spatial filter; and
the energy measure comprises a sum of absolute difi‘cr-CIICCS. . v

50. The apparatus of claim 46, wherein the apparatus
comprises a host processor, the host processor is electrically
connected to. abus, and the bus is electrically connected to
a memory device. v

51. The apparatus .of claim 45, wherein the encoded
second video frame is generated using motion estimation
and the second reference frame is generated using motion
compensation. .

52. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein the filter com-
. prises a spatial filter.

53. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein the energy mea-
sure comprises a sum of absolute differences.

54. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein the apparatus

generated using motion

60 comprises a host processor. the host processor is electrically
connected to a bus, and the bus is electrically connected to
a memory device.
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1 PATnNT
Do. No. 1o94s9_3-1 1 -

elnemhe Ui1iteé:’;1Sl;ates Paten’t and;Trademark Office

In re‘ application _’__Bej1a‘i5:iI_ti;*a, e_t- al.

. Application No._T.’ 98/411,369’ ’ ' » ‘ Exa'1nin.er:6 Johns/on, B.

Filedi » Ma;-[de.27,_1.9A95’ 1 , ~ ' ' A "Group A'rtvUnit: 2616

For: TEXT.~AND__—;IM_AG,E. . V . AMENDMENT
SHARPW-:ING’0E:'JPEG . ‘ ‘ -
coMPRE»s-snp.:11MAG;Es IN

--'F'RE‘QUENGY‘-‘DOMAIN’

1 Date: February 10‘, 1997

Comniissioner :of Patents and Trademarks,

Washington, DIC. 20231 1 '

Applicants respond to the Office Action, dated November 18, 1996,’ as follows.

In the Claims: ‘ _ » V

Claim 1, line‘ 15 after "(QD)" iyén --related to buit’--.
/

Please cancel» claim 24 witlieut prejudice;

‘Remarks; ‘ -

Claimszl-.36’ are pending. C1airns’25-_36_ are rejectediunder 35 USC §112,

second paragraph, as beiI_1g1i'ncleiinite. Claims 1-3, 5-9, 14-1'7,l20-24, 29 and. 34-36
are rejected under "'35 USC _§1o3(e) as being unpaientablé _over,Si_1giura (5;465,164)
in view ‘ofAgai'rwal (5,4ss.,57'o').. 1 Claims 4, 10-13, 18,_25—_2s, and-30-33 ere rejected
under 35 USC §103(a)_as being unpatentable over Sugiura '(5,465,164) and Agarwal

1
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_ (5,488,570), further inview of‘Tzou (4,776,030). Claim 19 is rejected under 35 USC

§103(a) oversugiura (5,465,164) and Agarwal (5,488,570), further in view of

Applicant’s.admissions~of.the prior art.

‘V3.25-36o at .de sinitegufvnderf 3‘5;USC' 112 ’ second
In- paper 3, tparag;raph- -the Examiner statesuthe following:

The claims refer to the JPEG compression standard. However, the
specification doesvnotaiindieate vl'rhichJPEG ‘compression standard is being
referencedg... Unless thedatel and citation number of the standard" are provided the
clairns wi1l.’remainv_indefiniteb- due _to.the indefinite reference.

Applicants] traiferse therejection, The*Ei:ami_ner’s atterition is directed to
page 6, lines ,11-13’, ilifherein the o document : describing the=_'JtPEG compression
standard is identified. Applicant's submit that claims 25-36 comply with the
requirements oi'V3'5 U.S..C.; -§112. I

In:p:ape_r 3}:paragiraphj3,'»the_Exarninerstates the-following:
As to represent_ati-ve;claims 141and.15,: and ‘claims 1-3, 5-9, 29 and 34-36,.

Sugiura teaches method of._co_rn'pressing and transmitting images which produces
sdecernprfessed irnag‘es.>hav.ingi,irriprovjed text and imagequality, the method
comprising: ' *

compressing a_so‘.urc':e i'mage;.into compressed» image data using a first
quarltization tab1e.(Qe_) _(Quantization“'Tahie 105' of Fig; 1);

V V forming a -second’ quantization ;t‘ab1e=.(Qd), wherein thesecond quantization
table is related tq-'th:e'f1I‘St qua"ntization table (Inverse Quantization Table 115 of
fig. 1); - I

A. ltransrnitting thev‘compfresse_d image data (Interfaces 109 and 111,
Communications Circl1iti110 of fig. 1);

« l
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decompressing the- compressed‘ datavjupsing the second quantization
table: (Inverse Qua-ntization.‘;-1t14’ land lnverse? Quantization ‘Tablet 1 15 'of~fig._ 1)

' The_Examiner.acknoWledges does not explicitly teach that the
second q_uantization_‘table is related to the first quantization table ‘scaled
accordance1vvith~a predeterrninedi-function of the energy infra reference image and
the. energy .in.j3 Soanned -ifmlagep. L l A

The Examiner asserts, .hoWever,V.t}_1at Agarwal teaches decompressing
(decoding) a second Vid_eO'fI‘2lIi1e‘ by,relatii_1g::(.cor.ripa'ri1ig): energy ‘ofthe scanned “
image (block.._of=the ‘encodedsecond video frame) to the energy. of a reference image

*b(correspo_ndingi_to»the scal__e,d quan_tization level-for’.the block where:the energy for
the qu.antization»1evel~-zis selectedin _accordan§:_e vv_ithi_trainin,¥g video frames) (col. 1,

_lines 35-$60.), -"l‘li_eEx‘afniner.then 'conc'ludes*_that‘it would Vhaveibeen obvious toa
_ peI‘SOI1:0f ordinary skill at thetime of the invention for to decompress using

a quantizationtable s'coa1ed:in_lacc,ordanc‘e with _a predetermined‘ function of‘ the
energy iinta reference image an_dt_h_e energy-in a iscannedimage as taughtby
Agarwal.in"order‘-tof-decrease quantization errors;

As to claims __l6v.a_nd 17”; the, E‘xam'in_er’s’tates that Sugiura teaches that the
. t second quantization ta'ble.—-_:(_Inverse Quantization_.f_I{able) is’_"t1etei-mined independent

offtheorderhofi transrnissio_r1p(fig. Examineritargues that it would have been
obvious to _a personof ordinary skill art_atthé_:time.of the invention -to scale
prior or subsequent to the_ntrans;Inission step ‘since the second quantization table is
determined indeperfdentjof the order transmission.‘ M ‘

The.Exami'ner stateis,fas 2to'Vc’lai;msi"2A0‘;23-, thatl_seleopting— a target image;
rendering the target image into an vi_n_1age.lfi1e;t the‘tar,get-image‘ having elements
critical to the quality of the.image, are inherent a reference to control the
quality of the com'pression_proce_ss§ The Examiner asserts .tha_t-images which have
text includingttext with .5; serif font are wen known in the art’ (official notice).

Th‘e_»Ex'aminer states, as ‘.»toVc1aim“2,4} that. in using a reference image to
control the quality ofithe compression procefssof a scanned image it would have

been obvious to_a_ person ofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention that
3'
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scanned image could be;.the?r_efereneeimage since-theireference image isrrleadily

A availableeto be‘a. scanned image andjwouldserve as a_check ofthe quality assurance
steps.

Claim 1.is amended to recite that.thefirst and second tables are related but - h

nonidentical. Claim _24 has_ b_eenK_cancelle.d.— In regard to. the remaining claims,

Applicants’ respectfully traverse‘ the rejections. ‘Nothing in the Sugiura and

Agarwal references relied -upon by; the Examiner-, either alone or in combination,

teaches or suggests.the::secondquantizationrtahle Qp_ that is nonidentical to the first
quantization.tab‘le_ QE ‘used»t'oquantize the image data and which is encapsulated
and transmittedwith the quantized.image,data,.as in the present invention.

The machine ofjclaim 1 for transmittingcolor images includes a compression
engine that 'includlesa 'q1__1antizer means for_.converting the transformed image data

into. quantized-im‘age.data,A means for storing a’ se.cond'multi-element quantization
table. andfurther. includes means for_encapsulating the encoded image data and the
second quantization.table' to form an:encapsu1a_ted data fileeand still further V"
includes a means ‘for transmitting the encapsulated data file. Claim 14 recites .a
method vinclud-ing the steps of forming _a second quantization table (QB), wherein the
second quantization: tableéislrelated to the first quantization table in accordance _
with a predetermined function ofthe energy in a reference image and the energy in
a scanned. image,-_and the step offdecompressing the -compressed image data using

the second quantization. table.- Claim 25. recites _a:'I_'netho.d including the step of
forming a secondequjantization _table,'_ where'_;tlie.sejcond quantization table is related
to the first quantization table acclording.;to;—rthe eigpression 'Q1y= Sr QE. Claim 29»
recites amethod including thestepof.the_ first quantization table to for a

. second quantization table-,'compressing_.a'fsource ‘image in accordancevwith the

JPEG standard using theefirstrquantizationtable, and de_comp'ressin‘g.the'source
image in accordance: with the_ JPEG standard using the ‘second’ quantization table.

In contrast, the .references relied upon appear to be directed toward an

improved first quantization table wh‘éi'ein_ same table is used both to quantize
and inverse quantize the image data; Whereas the Examiner characterizes Inverse
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Quantization Table 115 of Fig. 1 in Sugiura as the second quantization table Q1, of
the present invention, Applicants are unable to find anything in Sugiura that
appears to support that assertion. The Examiner’s acknowledgement of the fact

that Sugiura does not teach a second quantization table related to the first table
supports Applicants’ position.

Sugiura, in fact, appears to be precisely the type of conventional device

discussedyby Applicants at pp. 1-6 of the specification that utilizes the same

quantization table for both quantization and inverse quantization. The Examiner's

attention is directed to Fig. 1 of the Specification which illustrates a prior art device

that appears to be identical to the ADCT UNIT of Fig. 1 of Sugiura. Furtlier, Fig. 3
of the Specification appears to be identical to the functional blocks shown in the

lower half of Sugiura’s Fig. 1. As described in Applicant’s specification, the

conventional art device performs quantization 20 on source image data using
quantization tables 24. The quantization tables are then encapsulated along with
the compressed data into a JPEG data message, as shown in Fig. 2 of the
specification. The quantization tables 48 are then extracted from the JPEG

message headers and used to inverse quantize 54 the compressed image data. Fig.
1 of Sugiura appears to indicate that Sugiura is a conventional device as already
identified and distinguished over Applicants’ claims.

image. However, the cited reference is directed toward a video—conferencing system
that uses temporal information to reduce quantization error effects. (See Agarwal

at col. 1, 11. 45-50 and ll. 60-65, col. 27, ll. 40-45, col. 36, 11. 59-65, col. 188, 11. 21-32,
and col. 118, 1. 33 to col. 119, 1. 10). The present invention, by contrast, is directed

toward still-image compression. There is no temporal information present in a still-

image. Even if the invention were used for successive images, in which Agarwal’s

use of temporal information could be useful, Agarwal still does not use or suggest
use of a second multi-element quantization table as recited. In other words,
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Agarwal doesnot supply the'_missing.eler'nent._ Therefore, the teachings ofAgarwal
are inapplicable-.to the,-present‘ invention. 2

In light of. the above.,='App1icants_ submitthat nothing in Sugiura and

Agarwal, alone or.in..combination,’teaches or suggests the-. second quantization table

Q1; of the present invention, as recited -invindepeyndent claim 1, from which claims 2,

3 and 5—9_depen_d; ing,ii1'depe’r1:dent>claim 14, from which claims 15-17 and 20-24
depend; and in ‘independent -¢1a1m29,‘ from Which—claims 34-3'6‘. depend. Accordingly,
these claims are p'aten_table7over the cited references. 1

In.add_ition,; in regard to claims 16 -and 17, _the;'Examiner has overlooked the
significance. of the.features ‘ofthe invention as claimed; By performing the step of

scaling, the first quantization. in accordance with the predetermined function prior

to the transmitting.step,: as recited__.:in‘claim.—-16;theqmethod of the present invention

may be used in ,t'ransmitting_iinagesxtoia.conventional=decompression engine. which

can decompress» the image,Withimproved.-image quality but Withoutmaking
changes to theconventional‘.deco_mpression engine,‘ (Spec. p. 17, 11. 3-10‘). Similarly,

performing the .'of‘s‘caliI'1“g _-fi.rst:quantization.»in accordance with the
predetxemnined‘-—fu1i'ctionAsuhsequerit to the transmission step,‘-as-recited in claim 17,

peninits the present.-A’method§tEj‘<heV utilized. to improve‘ the imagéquality of an image
transmitted.fro_m«a. -p. »_17, 1. 14, top. 18,1. 4). These
features--of the_ present recited in claims .1g6.;Va.i'1di 17 provide these claims

. with separate grounds for ipatentability.i'n addition toathose discussed’ above.

The'Exam'1_ner states, as‘tofrepre“sentative’ "claim .-18,. and claims 4. 10-13, 25-
28, and 30-33,’ that Sugiura-d_oes:snot .eiiplicitly .te'ach the.—use of the variance in the
scaling factor toiredtice-.ithe1quantization error. “Tzou teaches that in an adaptive
system .theiqu_antiza'tion ofzan -image isjorderedi yaccordifig to the variance of the

image coefficients to reduce qu_antizVa"tio1i'error(col. 2,line_s 21-42). The Examiner
conc1udes'that.it'~ would have. been obvious to a person of.ordinary skill in the art the

6 .
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time of the.inVention to. use the vintage variances as-taught by Tzou with the

reference and scanned image to arrive -at the scaling factor of Sugiura; and Agarwal

inorder to reduce quantization error.

V.Aip‘plic_antst traver‘se.-this ‘rejection. — -v_vith._.the .Sugiura.an'd: Agarvval .
references addressed.-a“bove, Tzou is" also directed toward reducing artifacts‘ due to
the quantization errors ;introduced by a quantizer, as noted by the Examiner and
discussed Tzou; (Abs.tract; 11; 3.5, col. 2, 11. 22-55); Tzou:appears to utilize the ’
same tablefor both quantization and inverse quantization of image data. The
arguments above_:theref'or_e apply equally to Tzou in that Tzou isdirected toward
improving thequantization table 5 but doesnot-teach or .suggest the second

quantization,table.l_Q§ "of-the present invention; - T _
The present i_nventi'on,:in.contrast,vis not directed .at‘.reducing_quantization

errors but at improving‘ the quality of the 'reproc_luce.d .sca'n‘ned‘- image by restoring

the image variance that existed -in the image priory to»scqnnir;g. The present
invention is -—'comp1einen‘tary ‘to. the teachings. of-.SugiulrJa, Agarwal and Tzou in that
the techniques, of the citeVds.referen‘ces can be used to design-quantization tables (QE)
to reduce quantization artifacts. andtheteachings of the present invention. may
then be.app1ied__to scale the quan_tiz‘a‘tio_n tables ofthe conventional art in order to
sharpen and further irnprove the quality ofthe scanned image. A M

T To understand ‘standard JPEG*'decoders_ and the teachings of Sugiura, let

'Y[k]*be the k-th" elernentv of a _blockl(ini.zig-zagorder). If QE_[7a].‘is. the corresponding
a quantization co'efficien't,» then the‘ output of a conventional quantizer is generated by

performing:

Yqlk] = Integer Round_(Y[7e]/ I (1)

In standard JPEG ‘coders; is transmitted withthe data and ‘thus QD : Q3. If
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 . ‘ I C

= Ylk] p" QEl.73]YQ[kJ:

then Sugiura proposes the following quantization. scheme:

Y§[k] = Integer Roundl(Y_[k] + .r[l{ - 1])/QE[k]]_. I (3)

Sugiura thenvtrahnsmits‘ VQ,§;with the coded data.
In the present lintv"ention,.equation 1 above is used to compute Yqlk].

However, the quantizationtable transmitted with the coded data is Qp, has defined
inthe preferred embodiinén-t _ »

Qz_asl= S X Qt +VB,A ' I I (4)

where S is the scaling matrix which restoresthe variance oftheJcompressed
, image to that of the reference image; Q9 is related to but. nonindentical to QE, as

recited. ,i;I1«:the claims. H _, M

In a istanda"1_'d- JPEG;”7device, equation leis used and Q3 qisqtransmitted to the

decoder. In Sugiura, equation‘ 3, is used to improve the quantization, but it is still
Q3 that is transmitted to the decoder._ Thepresent invention generates Qpyfrom

. equation 4, and sends it, _alongwith the compressed image. data, to the decoder. ,

What is: important to note is that -the reference image is. an original image -

rendered into idealvdigi-ifalform by, software, not a scanned image subject to the
image degradation,.inherent in the scanner. .(Spec.,p. 9, 11. 15-—28). Therefore, using

the quantization. table Qpzof the presentljinvention to‘ decompressthe transmitted
image produces adecompressed, image thathas approximat'ely_the same variance as
thereference image, rather:than thelvariance ofthe scanned image Whose high
frequency‘ characteristics were degraded the scanner. (Spec. p. 13, ll. 2-15). I

In addition, none oftheh references! cited above, alone or in combination,
discloses the scaling matrix‘ of.clairn’s 10,- hr 32, wherein the scaling matrix is
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' . based upon. the4variance.matrix.of the reference image the v'ariance.m'atrix of

the scanned T-he cited references.are ‘directed toward an improved

quantization matrix for quantizing a scjanned oiinage, Iwheirein the scanned image is

subject to the inherent ".c‘_1i.s'tort_ionj ofnthe.-scanner; rathe_rth__'an -the reference image of
M the presents intventionjxethatihas-notbeen._;s'canned*_and. therefore contains the

full variancexofthe:‘referenceaiinage; ,Therefo1fe’, the,is:éa1ingt_inatfix-ofclaiins 4, 1o,
25 and -repretsentpsga Separate "ground. for patentaljiility. A

' ‘ ‘In. light ;{ff1_:he.vpab§ve,§App1icants—:s1ibmit_ thati 'not3hing’injSugiura, Agarvval
; ’<a'n-d. Tzou; alone, or’in‘1combinatii_on-,. jmgny vyayiteaches:»oi'§is1iggests the quantization

'- _ _ table-lQp.or' the scaling~:pmatr7ii;_hof“the .pres_en't.in‘jv'ention;

I As.to.’claim.19,§Exan1ineAr that Sugiurafand Agarwal do not
teicplicitly teachiencapsulatingthe second quantization table Qd iwiththe
compressed.irnagejdata:to_«form an encapsulated -data file and then transmitting the

7 data but assertsi that Applicant admits.-that‘-the prior art‘_teache’s that the-data
includes the_.q1ia'ntizationatables for usein‘ the‘decompressionprocess (p. 5, lines 1-

* 6). The Examinencongcliides that it would have been obvious toa person of ordinary
skill in the -art:to incl_i1dev- the quantization table which will be used in the

decompression pro.cessin the transmitted datafile as taught _by the prior art for the
data file'of.Sugiura and Agarwal where thesecond quantization table would be used
to decompress..

Applicant_s trai§e.'rse_vthis' rejection._ As discussed above, the references relied
upon do not teach or suggest the second quantization table of the present invention.

As regards. Applican-ts’;_description of the prior art, the Sugiura reference appears to
disclose precisely-the of conventional device discussediby Applicants (Spec. pp.

" 1-6). The addition ofeAp'plic'ants’Vdescrip'tion ofithe prior art, therefore, adds nothing
to the combination ofSugiura and Agarwal. In addition, Agarwal notes that the

9
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1

intra/inter decision is_1:novvn‘;t6’._both the 'en_coder~.and deco,der and therefore "does
not need tobe -explicitly ti{ansmitteé1'[." ‘(see Agassi at col. 119, 11.11-15). This
appears to te_achi.away encapsulating aha‘ transmitting the second

‘ quantization table, aserecitlied in..claim.»19. -The. addition of-the Applicants’

description: ‘of':th_e _p'r'ior-artgto-an {already deficientcombinatifongof Sugiura and

. Agarwal does .teach- sugges_tApplicants’ second quantization table,_._as recited
in claim 14 from whichelaim 19depe;nd_s..~ T_herefore“neither cited prior art nor

Applicants’ .summary- of sit-teacih-the additional ‘refinements of encapsulating and
. transmitting the.sec_o_:nd" _q1iantization table to decompress the compressed image '

data, as recitedcin clain_1‘19-.V I

In addition; in concluding that:itiwouldhav_e been -obvious toa person of

ordinary skillinl «tl-’1e:aprt"t'oN. include the-Aquantizatijon‘.tab1e;which vvill be used in the
A ‘decompression pA1"'5oce"s.s?iri. the transmitted data file as taught by the prior-art, the

Examinerhas missed poixit -of one ofthe key features of the present invention.
As the Applicant’ hasdetailed ‘in. regard to the conventionaiart, ‘conventional devices

presently send .the.eqaantizat_ioi_z- table-..that__is used..to decompress :the compressed
. image data. feature of the epresent invention isits ability» to exploit

this characteristics’of conventional art to produceladecompressede image with
approximately thejsame vafiaiice. as"the.3rei'erence image when transmitting. the
compressed image tp..a.:;conventionaldevice. 7(S’pec,. p.17_, 11. 3-10). Inthe present
invention; the seeond fiuantiiation tableis .sub_s_ti't’utedfor-the frst quantization
tabled the enc_ap_sulat:eAd idataviile that is transmitte'd toga conventional device
(Spec. Fig. 5.). ‘-The conventional;decoinpression fengineethen translparently uses the
second quantization‘ table toedecompressvthe-image ’data.(Spe.c.i Fig. ‘3) and, in so
doing, restoresthe variance the=repro‘duced image to approximately that of the
reference 'iIna_ge.f No ‘Changes.toHthe_<;dt1Yenti0I1a.l decompression engine are
requjired-iandwnoadditional coInp1i_t;atioIi'in thedecompression engine is necessary to
improve the quality of the reproduced image. {Reconsideration of claim 19 in its
entirety will demonstrate that the. claimemd invention is patentable over Sugiura and
Agarwal; further _in.view ofApplicants,’ description of the ‘prior art.

' 10'
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In view..ofthe foregoing-amendments and remarks, Applieants respectfully

’ siibxriit that the app1ica_ti'9n'i's new cofiditidn Mftor.,allewance arid action to that end —
is requested. ‘

A Please addresseball--.future ébmmunications to;
Records. Manager _
Le€a1D;eP3l?t;Ifi9.:I1t;-‘:20B‘O -
Hewlett-Packard company
P.0,r.-Box-j—10301" ‘ A

Pélo.A1to_, California‘. »9430340890

Direct all-telephone ca1lseVto:*. '

Pehr._Jar1s$en.1
(415) 857-7533»?

Resp.ectff'L'1l1yr submitted;

GIORDANO BERETTA, et a1.

‘Pehr%J.anH * "
-Registration No. 35,759

Attorney for'.Applicant

Records.Manage_'r‘ » ‘ b
Z . Legal Déparfrtiséht; .2Q..B0‘ *

Hewlett:-Packé;rd‘-C"dmpany

P"-.0. Bo'x1___03O_1V V . ._
Pald-Alto, Cj}a'l_'1fornia
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. seIijaINb.:“‘«D3/?i'1,1,3é9— ‘ .' ‘ I V Exaniifiér: B. Jdhn“§Dr'I 

, Title: A. w TEX-TANDvIIInAGE1f_’éi4IA‘RI=ENING’.oE;IPEG CDIVIPRESSED IMAGESIN THE?

RA*rENT_AI5I5Li2:5ATIbN'I_v

; .mb'I:IIEI Dot;I<Ié;1' No.V ‘ 1094893-1

H :E: ARK"6I'=F_VIcE»

Filihdfiate:,_Mar,ch~27;“»1_995 - " * » Group Art Uh_it: 2515 '

. E,.HE¢,1.téJ.EN‘icY
A DOMAIN * ‘I - C;-I ‘.‘ -(:1; ..

r‘~~7.....--

A c:b‘M_M'l§éibNER’ FOR VPATENTS»
W*ci‘§hii:i1g’tori.I D=;c;*" ' 26231’

»D.C. 20231.» I ' ‘ '

sir‘:

Tr:ar‘IS‘If'f1itt'ea"H'el; ‘i"':fVI_ i_sL ’r'e':_the followingin the above<idéfitified :appIica‘1;i,oh:
(X)_ VRés'I5t1>:ILse/Ah9iéh“éIhjIén{"" . V 7 ' - " ‘ i I ) ‘ Petition to extehd time to respond‘
(' ) NevI_If_fé"é" éé Céicfilfifiéd-bélow , V- _ W M 4 (_) _ SuppIemental_Decléfatioh ‘‘

No "addI:iohaI;fg‘:é . * ‘(Ad >“"e§'$‘°e’I:1'v'é[_c'$pe to "B5? No‘n4I=ee AIneri__d?nerits!'I '
( )A '0T:|:1e‘I‘:‘.. 'V"'x I r ‘

_. . ' . g ‘_I4’I3 —-'_'(5) " j’ V ‘ :jf(.7.) :1
\V V’ I'1",I.E“i\ll"A‘l_Nl'N(§‘ _N‘l_J|\'/bl'BER" It-l|GHES'_lf__»‘ Isa» PRESENT — »- ADDITIONAL ~

»'AET_E»RIAMENDMENT_‘ _, H "PRE\[|O,USLY PAIDIFOR -EXTRI-\'_ I <

INDEP. ’
cI__AIIvIs_

EXTENSION f
FEE_ -

. . ' “"l;_§§fI'}€{L~=.AuI;i:p!TIONAL ‘FEE
... . 3.F.°'3..T""5 ‘/W'EN'?MENT.M

p§ndenc'y:of_*,thi4s
ap”p|ic”afidn,‘; plé __ V " _ aijy ffée$___I'e“quir‘éd v9fr_Icredi;t an'y;;oVerpaymén't t6 ;Depc_>$iAt”Ai:coun‘c -08-2025
pursLIant_td’ 37“ CE ‘ L ',Additio‘nél|y‘ pli3'fa‘§é"cfharg.é ‘any fee‘s"tq Deposit’Accou'rIt '08,-2025 under 37
CFR_1‘.19}'1.A2O-"and V 21 'A“'dup|ic'éte‘,‘¢dp,y.'df‘ffiis sheet is enclosed;

fiespebffully submifted, ‘
. _. I . _ _ g ;;.~.1.. ;‘ -;_ C-}ior'dano‘Berett‘a et_.al;

I_ hereby .cer1Ify:jgha§ thIs correspondence. Is beIng> . , U . . 4‘ _
deposited with thé Unjgéd Sfate S \PoS_1'fal St‘.-‘rvicé as . ‘
first class ~m‘ai|I_,irI -«.a‘n f'eI1velo‘p:e'}"_addI'§fsséd I to:
Assistant‘C'o"mI‘rIissiorIei' for P!aft‘ents,.‘W'.-Ishington, ‘ _ I t _

. 9 .‘ ' 7 ‘_ A _ Pehr Ja'nss'o . A

Date of D9D'0§iT5 .; 7°F€b?LuafLy. 73. L_.7V997A , . ‘A ' ' Attornéy/Agent for.App|icant(s)

Typed Name:-Lda A_ "m .a__ V’ . A M W; .‘ I . Regv.kNo.- 35.759 ‘ .
Sighatu'I'e":."' I . ’ V ’ D‘at,e:'. F°‘b)‘“M_y 18-52‘ 1997

. I‘ ~ ' V " Telephone: Na,-I (4‘15)‘I857-7533 , -
‘Rev1‘O/96(TransAmd) ~ I I I - At-t'ac':h as First Page to Tfansmittéd Fapersu _ ' V
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§<*"§° 1 UNIT’ ‘ "‘s‘TATEs DEPARTMENT oi= c'oiiliMEncE
:7 ‘ii Patton. and Tra‘demark._0ftice .. ’ _ .. -

‘$1’  . Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS >Q of} - Washington, D.C. 20231
°%r:s 0‘ ‘

APPLICI-\T1ON NUMBER FILING DATE . FIFIST NAMEDAPFUOANT ATTY DOCKET NO. . '

Ill I3 1 _r’ ‘F! I."-.1 I.'.+El"~'\‘lSE'l" T (32 "7 1 '3' '94- *3 ‘:-

IE-IVI 1 .r'' III 5 7

4' “mi. 1
.L.F:Z"l‘T i-"-‘R

iii E:i:ix i.,i:i._4I;i1v .

i=='i—\i_r.:r (l‘iL.TIZI .12.’: ’E!nfl.I.'.4IZiI.”5- DATE MAILED: IJEKW/_§!_j

This is a communication from the examiner in charge of your application. VCOMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS »

OFFICE ACTION SUMMARY

D Responsive to comniLinication(s) Illed on ’ Zg -5 *4 Z G1 7 ‘ .

l2/ This action is FINAL.

D Sincethis applicationis in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits Is closed in
accordance with the practice under Ex parie Quayle, 1935 D.C. 11; 453 O.G. 213. .

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set toexpiremonth(s), or thirty days,
whichever is longer, from the mailing date of this communication; Failure to respond within the period for response will cause
the application to become abandoned. (35 U.S.C. § 133). Extensions of time may be obtained under‘ the provisions of 37 CFR
.1 .1 36(a).

Disposition "of claims

izf Cleim(s) . I — Z3; '15 ’ 3 9' is/are pending In the application.
Of the above, claim (s) is/are withdrawn from consideration,

IZI Claim(s) A I ‘fl? ’ 1 I“! ' 3 ls/are allowed.
I] ‘Claim(s) ~ /flr IS‘ ['2~ [3, Z0--‘ 7'34 L5"'3'v‘—¢ 3L('3C= is/are rejected.
El Claim(s) is/are objected to.
E] Claim(s) . . v.___are subject to restriction or election requirement.

Application Papers

See the attached Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948. .
The drawing(s) filed on ' - is/are objected to by the Examiner.

The proposed drawing correction, filed on . ~ ' is E] approved El disapproved.
The specification.is'objected to‘by the Examiner.

The oath or declaration is objected to bythe Examiner.

Priority under 35' U.S.¢. § 119

E] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign "priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119‘(a)-(d).

D All Some* None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been

D received. _ . V
E] received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number) .
D received in this national stage application from the lnternational‘Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*Certified copies not received:

I: Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e).

. Attachment(s)

[1 Notice of Reference Cited, PTO-B92

D Information Disc|osure'Statement(s), PTO-1449, Paper No(s).

[:1 Jnterview Summary. PTO-413

El Notice of Draftperson‘s Patent Drawing Reylew. PTO-948

' [:] Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152

-SAEEH OFFICE ACTION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES"

FTOL—32E (Rev. 9/95) ' » . it U.S. GPO: 1996421-632/402i.
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.‘ f

Serial Number: O8/411,369

Art Unit: 2608

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this OflE'1ce action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 14, 15, 17, 20-23, 29, and 34-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C..103(a) as being

unpatentable over Sugiura (5,465,164) in View of Agarwal (5,488,570).

As to claims 14, 15, 17, 29 and 34-3 6, Sugiura teaches a method of compressing and

transmitting images which produces decompressed images having improved text and image

quality, the method comprising:

compressing a source image into compressed image data using a first quantization table

(Qe) (Quantization Table 105 of fig. 1);

forming aisecond quantization table (Qd), wherein the second quantization table is related

to the first quantization table (Inverse Quantization Table 115 of fig. 1);

transmitting the compressed image data (Interfaces 109 and 111, Communications

Circuit 110 offig. 1);

decompressing the compressed image data using the second quantization table Qd

(Inverse Quantization 114 and Inverse Quantization Table 115 of fig. 1).
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t

Serial Number: 08/411,369

Art Unit: 2608

Sugiura does not explicitly teach whereas Agarwal teaches that a second quantization

function (which can be incorporated into a table) is related to a first quantization table scaled in

accordance with a predetermined fiinction of the energy in a reference image and the energy in a

scanned image in order to enhance the image during the decoding process (col. 1, lines 35-60

where an energy measure value corresponding to the block ofthe encoded second video frame is

the energy value of the reference image; the energy measure threshold value corresponding to the

selected quantization level for the block in accordance with the training video frames which are

the scanned images; the comparison fimction is the predetermined fi1IlCtlOIl; and the end resultant

filter function can be incorporated into a table such as the second quantization table). It would

have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention for Sugiura

to decompress using a quantization fimction which could be incorporated into a table based on a

first quantization table sealed in accordance with a predetermined fimction of the energy in a

reference image and the energy in a scanned image as taught by Agarwal in order to enhance the

image during decoding.

As to claims 20-23, selecting a target image; rendering the target image into an image file;

the target image having elements critical to the quality of the image are inherent in using a

reference to control the quality of the compression process. Images which have text including

text with a serif font are well known in the art (official notice).
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Serial Number; 08/411,369

Art Unit: 2608

3. Claims 18, 25-28, and 30-32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Sugiura (5,465,164) and Agarwal (5,488,570) as applied above, fiirther in View of Tzou

(4,776,030).

As to claims 18, 25-28, and 30-32, Sugiura does not explicitly teach use of the variance in

the scaling factor to reduce the quantization error. Tzou teaches that in an adaptive system the

quantization of an image is ordered according to the variance of the image coefficients to reduce

quantization error (col. 2, lines 21-42). It would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of invention to use the image variances as taught by Tzou with the reference

and scanned image to arrive at the scaling factor of‘Sugiura and Agarwal in order to reduce

quantization error.

Allowable Subject Matter

4. Claims 1-13, 16, 19, and 33 are allowed. The following is a statement ofreasons for the

indication of allowable subject matter: the prior art does not teach quantizing image data with a

first quantization table, encoding the quantized image, generating prior to transmission a second

quantization table related to but nonidentical to the first quantization table, and transmitting the

encoded image, encoding table and the second quantization table.
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Serial Number: 08/41 1,3 69

Art Unit: 2608

Response to Arguments

5. In the first office action Examiner made a 3 5 USC §l12, second paragraph rejection based

on the observation that the JPEG standard was not tied to a citation number nor a date. Applicant

has responded to this rejection by citing p. 6, lines 11-13. Examiner understands this response to

mean that the JPEG standard being referred to throughout the specification is that found in

“Information technology - digital compression encoding of continuous - tones still images - part 1:

Requirements and Guidelines,” ISO/[EC IS109l8—l, October 20, 1992.” That being the case, the

35 USC §1l2, second paragraph rejection made in the first oflice action is withdrawn.

6. With respect to the 35 USC 103(a) rejections, Applicant argues that the references only

have one table and comments on Examiner’s acknowledgement that Sugiura does not teach a

second quantization table related to the first table. It is Examiner’s position that the combined

references of Agarwal and Sugiura or Agarwal, Tzou, and Sugiura teach a second quantization

table where given the inherent nature of filters found in Agarwal in how they are represented by

tables, the filter function related to energy is factored into the second quantization table of

Sugiura so that the second quantization table is related to but nonidentical to the first quantization

table. Also in the first action Examiner stated that taken alone Sugiura taught that the second

table was related to the first table but not through an energy relationship.

Applicant further argues that Agarwal teaches a video image whereas the present

application is in the realm of still image compression. It is Examiner’s position that the concept of

relating compression and decompression functions through energy relationships as applied to
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Art Unit: 2608

compression ofvideo images can be applied to compression of still images since both procedures

are in the realm of image compression. Furthermore, the claims do not require still images.

Conclusion

7. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a).
A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE TO THIS FINAL

ACTION IS SET TO EXPIRE THREE MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS ACTION.

IN THE EVENT A FIRST RESPONSE IS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS FINAL ACTION AND THE ADVISORY ACTION IS NOT

MAILED UNTIL AFTER THE END OF THE THREE-MONTH SHORTENED

STATUTORY PERIOD, THEN THE SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD WILL EXPIRE

ON THE DATE THE ADVISORY ACTION IS MAILED, AND ANY EXTENSION FEE

PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R.i§ 1.136(a) WILL BE CALCULATED FROM THE MAILING

DATE OF THE ADVISORY ACTION.‘ IN NO EVENT WILL THE STATUTORY PERIOD
FOR RESPONSE EXPIRE LATER THAN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS

FINAL ACTION.

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to Brian Johnson whose telephone number is (703) 305-3865.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 7:30 AM to 5:00 PM. The

examiner can also be reached on alternate Fridays.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Dwayne Bost, can be reached on (703) 305-4778.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be
directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900.

is}
Brian L. Johnson

May 17; 1997 DWAYNE BOST
SUPERVISOHY PATENT EXAMINER

GROUP 2600
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=>‘d his ful

(FILE 'USPAT' ENTERED AT 14 37:17 ON 15 MAY 1997)
83 SEA ((TABLE## OR MATRI###) AND (DECOMPREss### OR DEQUANTIZ

R (INVERSE QUANTIz?)))/AB
SEA (((CoDE BOOK) OR CODEBOOK) AND (DECOMPRESS### OR DEQUA

Z? OR (INVERSE QUANTIz?)))/AB
SEA L2 NOT L1 '

SEA ((TABLE# OR MATRI### OR CODEBOOK OR (CODE BOOK)) AND D

D?)/AB

QUE 382/CLAS
QUE 348
QUE 348/CLAS
QUE~35s/CLAS
QUE L5 OR L7 OR L8

125 SEA L4 AND L9
113 SEA L10 NOT L1

FILE USPAT
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' BRIAN L. JOHNSON Wed May 14 19:02:45 EDT 1997

(FILE ’USPAT’ ENTERED AT 15:24:57 ON 14 MAY 1997)

SET PAGE SCROLL

s 382/254-275/CCLST
QUE (DEQUANTIZ? OR QUANTIZ?)/AB
s L1 AND L2

QUE (DEQUANTIZ? on DECOMPRESS?)/AB
3 L1 AND L4 »
s L5 NOT L3

s 5508942/PN
QUE 382/CLAS
QUE 358/CLAS
QUE 348/CLAS.
s L8 OR L9 OR L10

s ((TABLE# OR MATRI###) AND (DECOMPRESS### OR DEQUANTIZ? OR (
s L12 AND L11

L13 NOT (L3 OR L6)S

S L12 NOT L13
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o

‘ BRIAN L. JOHNSON Wed May 14 14:52:42 EDT 1997

(FILE ’USPAT’ ENTERED AT 14:19:05 ON 14 MAY 1997)

SET PAGE SCROLL

L1 QUE (QUANTIZ OR DEQUANTIZ?)/AB
L2 33 S L1

L3 QUE (CONTRAST OR RESOLUTION OR BRIGHTNESS OR INTENSITY OR ENE
L4 1 S L2 AND L3
L5 64469 S (COMPRESS? OR DECOMPRESS?)/AB
L6 3136 S L3 AND L5

L7 998 S DECOMPRESS?/AB

=> s 17 and 13
5160 CONTRAST/AB
7753 RESOLUTION/AB
3514 BRIGHTNESS/AB

15650 INTENSITY/AB
50584 ENERGY/AB

48 L7 AND L3
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BRIAN L. JOHNSON _ Jon Oct 28 17:16:11 EST 1996

(FILE ’USPAT’ ENTERED AT 16:17:15 ON 28 OCT 95)

o s 382,348,358/CLAS
41535 s 332 OR 348 OR 358/cLAs

415 s L2 AND COMPRESSION AND QUANTIZATION
SET PAGE SCROLL '

41535 s 382 OR 348 OR 358/CLAS
88 s L4 AND COMPRESSION AND (QUANTIZATION (3A) (MATRI### OR T

0 L1 AND COMPRESSION
L4 AND COMPRESSION

L7 AND QUANTIZATION

L8 AND (MATRI### OR TABLE#)

L7 AND QUANTIZATION (P) (MATRI### OR TABLE#)
382/CLAS ‘

348/CLAS_ _
358/CLAS‘_2
L11 OR L12 OR L13
382 OR 358 OR 348/CLAS
L14 AND COMPRESSION AND (QUATIZATION (3A) (MATRI### OR TU)(D-UJUIUJUJUJUIUIUJUJUI
L14 AND COMPRESSION AND (QUANTIZATION (3A) (MATRI### OR

L14 AND COMPRESSION AND QUANTIZATION
L18 NOT L17
L19 AND REFERENCEV

L20 AND (DCT OR (DISCRETE cosINcE TRANsEoRM))
L20 AND JPEG
L21 NOT L22

S
S
S
S
S
S
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BRIAN L. JOHNSON n Oct 28 16:47:22 EST 1996I

(FILE ’USPAT’ ENTERED AT 16:17:15 ON 28 OCT 96)

0 S 382,348,358/CLAS
41535 S 382 OR 348 OR 358/CLAS

415 S L2 AND COMPRESSION AND QUANTIZATION
SET PAGE SCROLL

41535 s 382 OR 348 OR_358/CLAS
88 s L4 AND COMPRESSION AND (QUANTIZATION (3A) (MATRI### on T

L1 AND COMPRESSION
L4 AND COMPRESSION

L7 AND QUANTIZATION
L8 AND (MATRI### OR TABLE#)

L7 AND QUANTIZATION (P) (MATRI### OR TABLE#)
382/CLAS
348/CLAS
358/cLAs
L11 on L12 on L13

382 OR 358 OR 348/CLAS
L14 AND COMPRESSION AND (QUATIZATION (3A) (MATRI### OR T

0

U1UIVIUIOJC/lU}UJU)U)U)lI/I
L14 AND COMPRESSION AND (QUANTIZATION (3A) (MATRI### OR

L14 AND COMRESSION AND QUANTIZATION
L18 L17

AND REFERENCE

AND (DCT OR (DISCRETE COSINCE TRANSFORM))

S
S
S
S
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1. RESPONSE. U.1VD,ER.37 CFR‘ .1‘-.116
EXPEDITED PRQCEDURE REQUESTED 3/ 9/?

EXAMINING GROUP 2608

Attorney’s Do. No. 1094893'-i

: IN THE UNITED S_TATES;PATENT AND TRADEMARKt(.i)i?"FIiCEc
. , _ V m

Inire patent application, 1 A Examiner: Johnson‘,§B.' C:

Beretta, et al. A A A . ‘ E Group Art Unit: 260; as‘ G‘)
C-_3hQ

' U.S. Serial No. 08/411,369 . A i 1 . _‘C?9 ‘*4 ‘ 'I HEREBY _c:nm=v, nw nus
' conm=.sPoNuENcE~ IS name’ on-osnap

WITH THE unnso suresrosmseavnce
1 Filed: March 27: 1995. A I A . asrlasr cuss MAIL IN AN anvanraADDRESSEJ T0: '

I For: TEXT. AND]1MAGE-,,s,HARPE,N1NG,oFEJPEG’ , Eicoumlsslouariofivarenrs
COMPRESSED IMAGES INFREQUENCY DOMAIN ’»“‘°‘"‘1"“""“s"'"‘“-‘-’"°‘°‘ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR

F‘ m. WASHINGTON D.C. 20231

“ ‘|;'lAssnsTAm coumssuonsn Fun
BOXAF TRADEIIARKS, am cnvsm DRIVE.

Assistant Commissioner for»Patents ‘"”"G'°"""‘ ””"“‘“

Washington, 20231

AFTE_R FJNALREJEQTIQN UNDER 37 C;F.R. 1.116

Applicants respond to the Ofiice Action, Paper No. 5, dated May 27, 1997,

as follows:

In the claims: A

Please amend claims 14, 16, 19, 29 and 33 as follows:

14. A _ (First Amended) A metiiod of compressing and transmitting images

which produces decompressed images having improved text and image quality,

the method comprising: A
compressing at source image into compressed image data using a first

quantization table (QE);
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forming a second quantization table (QD), wherein the second quantization

table is related to the firstquantization table in accordance with a

predeterminedfunction of the energy in areference image and the energy in a

V scanned image“ s hthat the second» uantization table. D1 is configpred Lg

transmitting the compressed image data; and

decompressing the compressed image data using the second quantization

table Q1). _

16. (First Amended) A method of compressing and transmitting images

which produces decompressed images hairingimproved text and image [quality

according to claim 15 wherein the step scaling the first quantization in

accordance withthe predetermined fimction is performed] quality, the method

comprising:

com ressin asourcetima e into com ‘re ima e data usin a first

uantization table _ )_;_

formin a second!’ uantization table

table is related to thetfiirsti quantization table in accordance with pa

rede rminedv function of the ener‘ in a reference ima the ener

scanned‘ image; -

transmitting the“ compressed image data; and

decompressing the compressed image data using the second quantization

includes scalin
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the first tization table in accor ’ ce with the redetermined fu tion prior

to the transmitting step.

(First Amended) A method [according to claim 14 _further

cgmprising:

m ressin a sourcei

Quantization table 5 QE»)_;_=

fognjgg a second guantizatjgnc table QQDL wherein the setgond quantization

t le’ isrelated to t _ ‘fir t uantization table i ‘ccordance with a

decgmpressing the compressed image data using the second quantization

.. table QB;

encapsulating the second quantization table Q; with the compressed

l

image datatoiform an encapsulated‘ data file; and

transmittingthe encapsulated data file.

29. (First.A_mended) A method of improving text and image quality of

A compressed images that are compressed using the JPEG compression standard,

the method comprising:

selecting a reference image; ‘
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.  .

determining the ‘energy content ofthe reference image; _ t

selecting a scanned image;

A determining the energy content of the scanned image;

selecfing a first 'quantiztatio_n table (QE);
A scaling the first: quantization. table (QE) to form a second quantization

table (Q15) according to the ratio ,of_the energy in the reference‘ image to the

energy content of the scanned'image,= such that the second»-guantization table
(Q1-)2‘ is contiguged to compnenisate for image degradation‘ caused by a scanner;

compressing; a source image in accordance with the JPEG standard using

t the first quantization: table (QE); and

decompressing the source image in-accordance with the standard.

using the secondquantization table Q13 Wherebylthe decompressed image has
improved image quality.

33. '(Fir‘stAmended) Amethod of improving; text andimage quality

.[according to claim 29 further comjirisingz] of compressed imagees that are

’ selecting a reference imageed; L

determinin the ‘I ‘A r "content of the referen

selecting a scanned image;

determining" the energy content of the‘ gg‘tanned i1nage'; .
selecting a iirst “g‘1;a‘ntization‘.tal)le (QR); it A
sea '11 the uantitzationittatble Ito form a.—siecogd..guantiztation

table L0,], accordin to the ratio of. ‘L “r A in the reference ima e to the
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ene 9 ' content of the scanned ima e‘

com ressin a source ima e in a

the first quantization table §QE);_

decom ressin the source ima ein accordance‘ '

usin the second ’a ntizationtable ' where 4 the decom ‘ ressed ima e has

1_m'proved image quality;

encapsulating the second quantization table (QD) with the compressed '

image to form a_,JPEG‘ file; and

transmitting thefile over; a limited bandwidth _channel. ..

REMARKS

Claims 1-13,16, 19 and 3_3_are indicated as all'o,wed.*..Claims 14, 15, 17,

20-23, 29 and_34-36 are_ rejected under 35 U.S;C. §103(a) as being unpatentable

over sugiura (5,465,164) in viewof Agarwal (5,483,570). Claims 18', 25-28, and

30-32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable overiSugiura
(5,465,164) and -Agarwal’ (5,488,570) assapplied above, further in View of Tzou

(4,776,o3'oj. , Reconsideration is requested,
Claims_ 16, 19 and 533 were indicated as allowed but debended from

rejected claims 14 and 29, respectively, and have therefore been rewritten in

independent form to includeallv of the limitations of their base claims. No new

matter has been added. Claims 16, 19 and 33', as amended, are now allowable as

independent claims.
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§103(a2Claims 14 15‘ 17 20-23 729 and -34-36 are: atentable under 35 U.S.C.

The,EXaminer states that Agarwalteaches that a second quantization

function.(which c_an be incorporated into a table) is related to a first quantization

table, scaled in accordance’ with a predetermined function of the energy in a

V reference image and the energy in'a scanned image in order to enhance the

image during the decoding process (col. 1, lines. 35-60 Where an energy measure

value corresponding to the blocks of the encoded-‘ second video frame is then’

energy value of the reference image; the energy measured threshold value

L corresponding to the selected quantization level for the ‘block in accordance with

the training video frames which are the scanned images; the comparison

function is the predetermined function; and‘-the end resultant filterfunction can

be incorporated into a table such as the second quantization table).

The Examiner concludes that it Would have been obvious to a person of

ordinary skill in the art atlthe time of the invention for Sugiura to decompress

using a quantization function which could be incorporated into a table -based on a

first quantization table sealed in accordance with a_ predetermined function of

the energy in a reference image and the energy in a scanned image as taught by

Agarwal in order to enhance the image.during decoding.

The Examiner takes-the position that the combined references of Agarvval

and Sugiura teach a second quantization tablevvhere, given the inherent nature

of filters found in Agarwal in how they are represented by tables, the filter

function relatedvto energy is factored into thesecond quantization table of
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Sugiura so that the second» quantization table is related to but nonidentical to

the first quantization table.

Applicants respectfully traverse the Examiner’s characterization of the

quantization tables of Agarwal and Examiner’s position that Agarwal and

Sugiura teach a second quantization‘ table based upon the inherent nature of the

filtersfound in Agarwal. Though Agarvval is a very long and complex reference,

the invention-described appears to be directed to exploitingv"the perceptual

propertiescf the human visual system in a statisticalisense to arrive at

quantizationatables Athaatvmlirliimize perceived~quantization\.artifacts at a given

effective bit rate." (Col. 120,11. 29-355; Agarwal then goes on to describe a

process for designing .a set of N quantization tables wherein table Q1 is at the

perceptual threshold (i.e. it;generates no ‘perceptible artifacts but at the expense

of abit rate that is“ potentially muchlhigher than a target bit rate) and wherein

the remaining quantization tables are.designed to have monotonically decreasing

intermediate bit rates. (C01. 120, 1, 43 to col. 121, 1. 67). It appearsthat the

quantization tables ofAgarwal are directed toward quantization tables which"

reduce theibit rate required to encode an image with the least perceptible

artifacts for typical video. 4(co1..12’1, 11; 49-54).

By contrast, the present invention is directed toward a method of

compressing and transmitting images which produces decompressed images

having improved text and image quality, which includes forming a second

4 quantization table QD which is related to the first quanti,zatio’n table QE in

accordance with a predetermined function of the energy-in a reference image and

‘ the energy ina scanned image, as recited in claim 14 (from which claims 15, 17
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and 20-23 depend). "Also, inecontrast to the references relied upon the invention

includes a methodof text image quality of compressed images
that are compressedusing the-J compression standard, which method
includes_ scalingthe first quantizatilonltable (QE) -to form a second quantization

table (QD) according to the ratio of theenergy in the reference image to the

energy content of the scanned image, as recited in claim 29 (from which claims
34-36 depend)‘. 1

In the present invention, the second quantization table. is used to restore

the energy ’leVel- of the .,compress'e_d» image._which,-1» like — they ..scanned,imagev, suffers

from the inherent limitations of»a. scanner, to the energy level of a reference

image that does not ‘suffer the inherent limitations of the color scanner

2 because it is not compromised by the misregistration and MTF limitations of the

A scanner. (Spec, p. 15;tl.- 19 p.‘ 16, 1. 13). Agarwal thus does not appear to teach

the second quantization table of the p_resent‘inve'ntion nor doesthe function of

the second table appear to..be inherent in the natureiof the filters of'Agarwal.

Claims 14 and 29 have been amended to more particularly point out and

distinctly ‘claim the features of the present inyention. Claim 14, from which

claims 15-17 and 20;-24-depend, is amended to recite" "forming a second

quantization table .(QD),q:if<fherein the second quantization table is related to the
first‘ quantizationttablein accordance Withaipredetermined function of the

energyin a reference and the energy in a scanned image, silggattlme

d uantization.table’-‘EA is confi ed .t‘o-com _'ensa’te for ima e

degradation caused hya scanner"; Claim 29,. from virhichjclaims 34-36 depend,‘ is

. amended to recite "scaling the, first quantization»table (QE) to form a. second
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quantization table (Q5) accordinggto the ratio of .the energv inthe reference .

image to the energycontent of scanned image, such that the second
guantization table (Q3 is c V A ‘A I to com ensate for ima e de adation

 ".eThexamendinents to claims 14 and 29 are. supported by

the specification as originally filed at p. 13, 11. 2-14, p. 14, 11. 16-19, and p. 15, l.

1 19 to p. 16, 1. 13,. No new matter has been added.

In light of the amendments and remarksabove, Applicants submit that

nothing in Sugiura and Agarwal, éalone or in combination, teaches orvsuggests

the second quantization table :‘QD'pf the present invention, as recited in .

« independent claim 14,-‘fromvwhich claims :15-17'and 20-24 depend; -and in

independent claim 29, from claims‘34-36 depend. Accordingly, these

claims are patentable over the citjed references.
Inaddition, in regard to c1aim'17 , the Examiner ‘has overlooked the

significancefof the features of theginvention as claimed. Performing the step of

scaling the first quantization_ accordance with=‘the predetermined-function ..

subsequent to the transmission step, as recited in claim 17, permits the present

9 method to be utilized to improve the image quality of an image transmitted from

a conventional device to be deconipressed using the second quantization table.

(Spec. p. 17,1. 14, to p; 18, l. 4). This feature of the present invention as recited

inclaim, 17 provides claim 17 with separate grounds for patentability in addition

to those discussed above.
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8‘ 25-28‘. and 30-3'_2iCl7‘e~” atentable under‘ 35 U.S.C.i 103 a over’S'u iura

4514‘.n» arwal -4 57 aaqliedi r ' '

(4,776,030). ' ' ' “

The Examiner states that Tzou teaches that in an adaptive system the

A quantization of an image is ordered according to the variance of the image

coefficients to reduce quantizationerror (col. 2, lines 21-42). The Examiner

' concludes that it would have been obvious to a person of ordinaryi skill in the "art

V at the time of the invention to use the imagevariances -as»=tau"g'ht"by Tzouwith‘

the reference. and scaimed image to -arrive at the scaling factor of Sugiura and

Agarvval in order to reduce quantization error. The Examiner takes the position

that the combined references of Agarwal, Tzou and*Sug'i-ura teach a second I

I quantization ‘table where given the inherent nature of filters found in Agarwal in

how they are represented bytables, the filter functionurelated to energy is

factored into the second quantization table of Sugiura so that the second .

quantization table is related to but nonidentical to the first quantization table.

Applicants respectfully traverse. As discussed above with respect to

amended claim 14, from which claim 18 depends, and amended claim 29, from

which claims 30-32 depend’, and which applies with equal force to claim 25,‘ from

which claims 26-’28—depend; Agarwal does not appear to teach the second

quantization table of the present vinvention. A

Further, Tzou appears to be -directed to an adaptive systemin which

quantization bits are allocated to various discrete coefficients according to the

variance of each coefficient assigned order to obtain the largest reduction

10
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O

in quantization error. (Col. :2‘, ll. 21-55).’ There does not appear to be any
teaching in Tzou with respect to the use the second quantization table of the ‘

present invention that is related to a quantizationtaqbleebased"upon the —
energy level of a reference image‘, which does not -suffer from the inherent. l
limitations of a color scanner, versus the energvlevel of a scanned image, that is V
affected bv the limitationsof the color scanner, which enables. the energy level of I
scanned images to be—restored to that of the reference imageuin order to improve
the quality of the scanned images.

Applicantstthereforezrespectfiillyq. submit‘that nothing in Sugiura, Agarwal I.

‘ and Tzou, alone or .in.combination,‘teaches' or suggests thevquantization table

Qpor the scaling matrix Suof the present -invention.

In vievv of the foregoing remarks, Applicants respectfully submit that the

application is now in condition for allowance and action to that end is requested.
Please address all future "communications tozl

Records Manager
_ LegalIDepartment, ZOBO pi

Hewlett-Packard Company, 0 _‘
’ P.O. Box 10301.’ ' ‘ "

Palo Alto,‘ California 94303-0890

Direct all telephone calls to: l5.'A0S_chuyler (415) 857-3359.

Respectfully submitted,"

’ »GIORD_ANO'BERETTA,
VASUDEV’ "

MARGER, JOHNSON, _ _
I _ MCCOLLOM &,STOLQ4W'ITZ, P.C. . » »’ _ _ V q

1030 SW; Morrison Street 0 " r C Johnon, Jr’.
Portland, Oregon 97205 p 4 ‘N ' ation 1 ' 7 2
Telephone: (503) 222-3613 A V
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08/05/1997. T5;lDrl§E‘I::;M£)l00000E0 DAll:03EOE5_ ' 03411359I er

‘ deposited with the United States_Po'stal_‘Sen,/ice as
01 FC:10E

V. "’-l‘.;e'gal Dépa:rtrnent,:'20l3N I-

. Charged _$ '‘

Tvlied Name 1"“.Signature_:, : £

‘ONs_E‘ UNDER 37 CFR 1.116
I _DI.TED PROCEDURE REQUESTED

EXAMININE. GROUP 2603
HEWlE11‘FA°KARD,5QM'WllY".‘ ‘ “ PATENT APPLIcATION

. “'=.°- 36* 10301 ' ATTORNEY DOCKET No. 10 94893‘ 1
fi;AIt'o, California 94sO3:O§9O

_ Ui§llTEi:i.€;$j’ATES‘Ii’?-\il5E!!‘l‘I'j:ll:i5 TRADEMARK OFFICE G3
GIQRDANO ‘BEREITA; ‘ V I _

TVASUDEV BHASKARAN and KONSTANTINOS KONSTANTINIDES c:

d Oé/4«11>,36gI"--N _ 5 . Examiner: ._ B; Johnséizi ch
Filing Date:_ March 27, 1995]_ ‘ ’ 2508 § ‘D
Title: ‘TEXT .sHARPENiNG OF J'PEG COMPRESSED IMAGES

IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN , ' .

nventorls):

Serial NO.:

Group ‘Art Unit:

ABOX AF
~ASS_lSTAN'l' cOM'MIss_I_oNER FOR PATENTS
Washi'r'igton;»D'.C. :.-20’2'3'.1f_ V - A I

Sir: I « "

Transmitted herewith is/are thevfollowing in- the above-identified application:
PC’? Response/Arhendmenlt d I T) Petition to extend time to respond
pq; New,fee_as calculated below ~ » ( ) Supplemental Declaration

I ) No additionalIfee'] 7 (Address envelope tO_" Box Non-FeevArhendments")
) ., . IOther:

cLAIMs,As1 AMENDED; Ev OTHER THAN A sMALL ENTITY

-(4)1 ' , Isl
PRESENTInf: ’ I _ I2)-.. - (3) _ . V . (6) (7) '

I=OR cLAI_Ms REMAINING» . NUMBER -HIGHEST NUMBER RATE ADDITIONAL
‘Al-‘l'ER'AMEND'MENT _EXTRA “PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR EXTRA - FEES

TOTAL _» ‘ V - _
CLAIMS 35 35 x 22 $ :0

I 'N°5P- * MINUS A A = A x $cwms- I 4 I 3 3° 240
I I FIRSTPRESENTATION oI=A MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM 3

1ST MONTH A ‘ 3RD MONTH I

I . .. .. C. .

‘EXTENSION
FEE-

‘ TOTAL ADl3lTlONAL__ FEE $ 240E FOR THIs AMENDMENT - »

_ 9 l to‘ lJepOsit_‘Acc;ountMHQS-2025}: -At any time during the pendency of this
apyplication, _pI'eas9__ charge any fees required: or ‘credit .'a“n'y‘overp'ayment to Deposit Account 08-2025
pursuahtv to :37 CFR 1.25; Additiona||y‘please charge any fees to Deposit. Account 08-2025 under 37

~ CFR 1.19; 1.}2O‘a.r1d 1".21} A duplicate copy of this sheet’ is enclosed. A

Respectfully submitted, I . "
GIORD 9 "BERETTA ‘VASUDEV BHASKARAN and

EH that this correspondence is being

first class. rn”a‘il. in afi._~en\/eiope addressed to:
Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington,
D.C.20231.. I .

' No. 29,
Date of Deposit: ‘ July? 28, 19.9 71 for Applic

'Date:JulY 28, 1997

Telepho_‘ne’ND.d: (503) 222-3613
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. E _ RENSE UNDER 37 CFR 1.116 ‘‘E ITEDI PROCEDURE REQUESTED
= A I EXAMINING GROUP 2608

' i PATENT APPLICATION

r

ATTORNEY ‘DOCKET NO. l094893_ 1

_ , A _ _lN-TH_E V_

UNITED’ sTATEs,PATEI\IT AND TRADEMARK oI=I=icE

GIORDANO..BERE'l‘I‘A,. I — _ _
VASUDEVu'BHASKARAN and KONST./—\l\ITINOS KONSTANTINIDES 1 ;§;_:,’

O8/411,369 » . - E*a'"i"°'= 13- Johnééh

Filing Date: March 27, "1995 _ Group Art Unit: 2503 ‘

Titlez” TEXT-AND IMAGE:-SHARPENING OP JPEG COMPRESSED IMAGES
- IN_ FREQUENCY‘ DOMAIN

EOXAP. . ‘ .-
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER-FOR PATENTS
Washington;D_._C: '2023‘l

Sir:

‘ Transmitted herewith is/are the following in the above-identified application:
RespohselAmendment _ l ) Petition to-extend time to respond
New fee as _calculated_l:>elow i - i ( ) Supplemental Declaration
No additiona‘l_‘fee,, E, (Address envelope to "Box Non-Fee Amendments").
Other: .v — I ‘ ‘

c_L?AiiIIIsAs AMENDED BY OTHER THAIIKI-A SMALL ENTITY

,l2) 1 f ' - l4) . l5) . Is) (7) ‘
CLAIMSVRVEMAHINING HNUIMBEH. ‘HIGHEST. NUMBER PRESENT . HATE ADDITIONAL
AFFER AMENDMENT -‘PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR EXTRA _‘ FEES

X 

1 FIRST PRESENTATION OF A MULTIPLEDEPENDENT ELAIM

‘.' I ll -
TCTALADDITIONAL FEE
FOR THISEVVAMENDMENT

Charge‘-_ $ 240 . to Deposit Account O8-2025.‘? At any_ time during the pendency of this
application, please; charge any fees required or credit any overpayment to Deposit~Account 08-2025
pursuant to 37 CFR '1.25.'- Additionally please charge’:-Iny fees to Deposit Account .08-2025 under 37
CFR 1.19, 1.20.and 1.21. Aduplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed. '

Flespect_f-ullysubmitted, »
GIORD ‘BERETTA WV/ASUDEV BHASKARAN and

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being ' VTINIDES
deposited with the United States Postal Service as
first class mail in an envelope _address‘ed to:
Assistant Commissioner for_ Patents,'Washington;

ro.c. 20231.. .2 I i V. v_ .
' A ' No. 29,

Date ofDePosit:. July 28,; 1997.. A . A orney/ . for Applic
— .Re9-N°- 29,396

Date:July 28, 1997

Telephone No.: (503) 222-3613
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1

UNITED’ STATES ‘DE7l3{1‘hTM>ENT OF COMMERCEPatent and Trademark Ollica
‘Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington. D.C; 20251

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT

Eil.':'FtlT—1TT lit

. . 12431“ 3- I’ E‘ '5’ '34

l7.:[~:i:‘:l:ii—'«‘.T.:oZ'i l"’li'—\l\lr’-‘al'.—1iE'Fx‘ H _
L_E{_‘»;A|__ [:»EF'i‘itRTl\'lEi\lT wen.»
l-lEl-JLETT em: RD l.'I|'1ll*'lF'i-’-'§l\l‘.’ _
P :3 ism: 1! '
F5';§L,l:li .£\LTI .I. DATE MAILED:

Below Isa cammunlcationlrom the EXAMINER In charge of this application

COMMISSIONER OF PA TENTS AND TRADEMARKS

ADVISORY ACTION

E/THE PERIOD FOFt RESPONSE:

3) [Zris extended to runasor continues to run i"‘_’E_fvfl‘_1‘_5__ from the date of the final rejection .

. b) |:] expires three» months from the date of the final rejection—or.as‘ol' the mailingdate of this Advisoryfictlon. whichever is later. in no
eventhowever, will the statutory period for the response expire later than six months iromthe date of the final rejection.

Any extension of time must be-obtalnedgby filing a petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a), the proposed response and the appropriatetee.
The date on which the response, the petition , and thefee have been filed isvthe date of the response and also the date for the
purposes of determining theperiod of extension and the corresponding amount of the lee. Any extension fee pursuantto 37 CFR

_. 1;1.7 will be_ calculated from the date ol the originally set shortened statutory period for response or as set forth in b) above.

D Appellant's Brief is due in accordance with 37 OFF! 1.192(a . ‘ V

K Applicant's response to the final rejection, filed -7 7'5’ v qj has been considered with the following effect. but it is not deemedto place the application in condition for allowance: ‘

1. j'_'] The proposed amendments to the claim and lor specification will. not be entered and the final rejection stands because:

--a. |:| There is no convincing showing under 37 CFR 1.116(b)-why the proposed amendment is necessary and was not earlier
presented. '

, b. l:lThey raisehew ts.sue.s..that would require, funher consideration andlor search. (See Note)...

c. El They raise the issue of new matter. (See Note).

d. [I They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for ,
appeal.

e. El They present additional claims without cancelling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

NOTE:

3’ 3 .
Newly proposed oramendedclaims H", I’ I 73 would be allowed it submitted in a separately lfied amendment cancellingthe non-allowable claims. 1.5" 23 _

‘Upon the tiling an appeal, the proposed amendment will be entered D will not be entered and the status of the claims willbe as follows:

Claims objected to:as

claims rejected: e
However;

[:1 Applicant's response has overcome the lollowing rejection(s):

4. .1119 affidavit, exhibit or request for reconsideration has been considered but does not overcome

I His"

presented.l

.~ |:_j:l'he E|'_C_)E_D_S_ed _drawing_correction has El has not beertgpproved by_t_he examine;

. I] other

‘ suPEmn.~.°-rwv PATENT EXAMINER
_. Basile ,J .-.»9——»—<.——«---.,» ._...._.__.._...e... . 7. — -. ~ - _,.PTOL-303 (HEY. 5-B9)’,,._...,_ ..._.#.a ;._,,u. ._. .,
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. Serial No.: b

» application, a shortened statutory period of . 3

HEwtE2:g:aPA{;KAno coIv_I_PAN%L
Legal Department, 20BN A ‘T’ .
P- 0- Box 10301 ' ATTORNEY DOCKET No.
Palo Alto. California 94303-0890

‘PATENT APPLICATION

1094893-1

. IN THE ’

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

lnventor(s): Giordano Beretta, et

Examiner:' B. Johnson
‘ \

Group Art Unit: 2608

- TEXT AND IMAGE SHARPENING OF JPEG COMPRESSED IMAGES IN THE FREQUENCY
DOMAIN

08/$11,369

Filing Date:' 03/22/95

Title:

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS .

Washington, D.C. 20231

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

in an Office Action maiied On Mall 27. 1997 . on the above-identified U.S. Patent

months was set for response. In accordance

with 37 C.F.Fi. 1.136(3), applic'ant(s) hereby request(s).a:

( l‘

(X) two months .

one month

_l ) three months

( ) four months

time extension. so that the period for response to the Office Action expires on 10/27/97
10/20/1997 IMTIS 00000MlDM‘:0B202.'1 06411369
01 F.C:116. » . DH ‘ ' - . ,

Charggtg to Deposit Account 08-2025. At any time during the pendency of this
application, please charge any fees required or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account O8-2025
pursuant to 37 CFR 1.25. Additionally please charge any fees to Deposit Account 08-2025 under 37
CFR 1.19, 1.20 and 1.21. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

l hereby certify that this correspondence is being
deposited with the United States Postal Service as :

i l First Class Mail Respectfully submitted,

(X) "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee"

service under 37 CFR .10.

"Express Mail“ label no. EM1933°27.33U5

Gi,ordanr7Beretta, et al

Marc P. Schuyler

Attorney/Agent for Applicantisl
Fleg. No. 35,675

in an envelope addressed to: Assistant Commissioner
‘for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231.

'._laate.Aof'-Béposit: September 30, 1997  gs?‘
Typed Name: Nelia de Guzman

~ September 30, 1997
Signature:

Date:

Telephone No.: 650/357-3359

Rev 10/96 lExt Time)
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4.\‘$“1_°.F.c°4r‘ . _ . ' ‘ _» i‘ . - . , , v

“ '- 3 U‘NITED,.-STATES? DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
v — 4 Patent and. Trademark;Office _. g .

5 Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
- iv" - vWa'shingt'.on.‘ ngc. 20231

c .
. "’4i'Es°"

IE:
FlHST NAMED APPLICANT _ATl'ORNEY DOCKET NO.

IIIEIZIE7.‘-5, ' _ Li~ie.1xn:i11i3 _ _~» _
M{31F'\’l3iE-IF: ..—TijHNEii:il\IV l~1I:I:i:ILLi:irvl 3Tl:iL.l:|l!JITZ ..TI._IHl~»l:«uN_.B
1i:i:3i;i ..ivii:ii=<FcIsiji~i ST A

— - ZR-‘B72135 .
F'I_iFtTLre‘il§lL’il V V L14 g g

I 1!1E«/'§r‘EI

6

DATE MAILED:

NOTICE OF ABANDONMENT

. This application is ab_andoned_in view of: '

C Applicant's failure to_ timely file a proper response to the Office letter mailed on

El A response (with aCertificate of Mailing or Transmissionmamasreceived on
which is after the expiration of the period for response (including a total’ extension of

time of » ‘m'onth(s)) which ieitpired on ‘ V ‘ - V ~~

CI A proposed response was received onanbut It does not constitute a proper response to the final
rejection.

(A properresponse to a final rejection consists only_of:—a timely filed amendment which places the application in
A condltlon:to‘r allowance‘; a Notice‘ of Appeal; or the filing of a continuing application under 37 CFR 1.62 (FWC).

D. No ‘response has been received.

Cl Applicant's tailureto timely pay the ‘recjuiredrissue tee within thestatutory period of three months from the mailing date
ofthe Notice of Allowance. -. ‘ ‘

Cl The issue feel (with a_Cenificat'e of Mailing or Tra'nsn1‘issionvof‘_“-T) was received on

D The submitted issue teeofinsufficient. The issue fee required by 37 CFR 1.18 is$4..
A E] The issue fee has not been received.

Cl Applicant's failureuto timely file new fomial drawings as required in the Notice of Allowability.
Cl iPropose'd_i1ewforrn'al drawings (with a Certificate of Malling or Transmission of:.______.___'. t ") were

‘ received on . » ' ‘

D The proposed newiformal drawings filedas-arenot acceptable.

El No proposed new formal drawings have been received.

ij.'l':he express abandonment -under 37_ CFR 132(9) in favor of the‘ FWC application filed on = 3-? - 9 - .
=3 Therletter of express‘ abandonment which is signed by theattorney or agentof record. the assignee of theentire’

interest,’ or all of the applicants. - ~ *

V The letter of expressiabandonment which is signed by anattomey or. agent (acting in a representative capacity‘ under
‘ 37 CFR 1.34('a) upon the filing of a continuing application. ' '

. The decision. by the board of Patent Appeals andilntierflerences rendered on - I . . . .
for seeking court review-of the decision has expired and there are no allowed claims.

The réa‘son(s)beIow: - . _ g ,_
DWAYNE D. BOST \ .

. . SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
FOFlM,PTO~.1432(REV.10~95) . b ’ gpgup 2709
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Form PTO-1554 (Hay. 2197)

PTO UTILITY GRANT

Paper Number_,L_g/

The Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Has received an applicationforapatentfora
new and useful invention. The title and de-
scription of the invention are enclosed. The
requirements oflaw have been complied with,
and it has been determined that a patent on
the invention shall be granted under the law.

Therefore, this

United States Patent

Grants to the person(s) having title to this
patent the right to exclude othersfrom mak-
ing, using. ojferingfor sale. or selling the in-
vention throughaut the United States of -
America or importing the invention into the
United States ofAmericafor the term setforth
below, subject to the payment ofmaintenance
fees as provided by law

If this application was filed prior to June 8,
1995, the term of this patent is the longer of
seventeen yearsfrom the date ofgrant ofthis
patent or twenty yearsfrom the earliest ejj‘"ec-
tive U.S. filing date of the application, sub-
ject to any statutory extension.

If this application was filed on or after June
8, 1995, the term ofthis patent is twentyyears
fmm the U.S. filing date. subject to an statu-
tory extension. If the application contains a
specific reference to an earlierfiled applica-
tion orapplications under35 U.S. C. I 20, 121
or 365(0), the term ofthepatent is twentyyears

tn the date on which the earliest applica-
tion wasfiled, subject to any statutory exten-

sion. 3
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